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LUMBERJACK INTRODUCES THE EXCLUSIVE LABELS 

The Van Pelt -s/t 

7"/CDep AMC18 

$3.00/$5.00 

Art Monk Construction 

Opium Taylor -Fade 

Machine 

LP/CD CR6 

$7.00/$9.50 

Caulfield Records 

Jejune/Jimmy Eat World 

split 1" BWR-008 

gj $3.00 

Big Wheel Recreation 

SSSsf 

Blacktop Cadence -s/t 

CD KER-006 

$9.50 

Keystone Ember 

.« 

Beltaine -Crowning the 

Caged Kid CD 

$9.50 AA-30 

Atomic Action! 

V/A- 50th Anniversary 

16-band Sampler CD 

$5.00 

Doghouse Records 

Disembodied -Diabelrie 

CD F006 

$9.50 

Ferret Records 

Get Up Kids/Coalesce 

split 7" SN08 

$3.00 

Second Nature 

, I * vm: 

Boxer Rebellion 

-Romance of 

Aeronautics LP 

CD HHH666-11 

$7.00 

Hydra Head Records 

World/Inferno Friendship 

Society-songs from... 

LP/CD GERN035 

$7.00/$9.50 

Gern Blandsten 

Endeavor 

-Constructive Semantics 

LP/CD TKR12 

$8.00/$ 10.00 
Trustkill Records 

Leftovers -Lane Art 

CD SLKI03 

$8.00 
Sliderkick Records 

Upcoming Releases from Reservoir Records: 

Jesuit-CDep • Hellbender-LP/CD • Assfactor 4-LP/CD • 
C.R.discography-CD • Noothgrush/Corrupted-spilt LP/CD 

? pr___ _ 
standard postage in the US. For Priority 
Mail Service aaa $3, for other options, 

please call, visit the web-site, or check the 
new catalog. 

LUMBERJACK DISTRIBUTION 
P.O. BOX 434 TOLEDO, OH. 43697 

PH. (419)243-3220 FX.(419)243-3245 E-MAIL: info.lumberjack@-online.com 

Visit us online at www.lumberjack-online.com, our ordering system should be up 
anytime now. New catalog with releases from over 250 labels available for $1. 
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Addresses 

Punk Planet 
PO Box 464 
Chicago, IL 60690 
ads, submissions & letters 

Punk Planet Reviews 
PO Box 6014 
East Lansing, Ml 48826 
anything you want reviewed 

Telephone Shit 
If you haven’t updated your phone info for us, do 
it now or forever hold your peace, ‘cause 
Ameritech’s gonna cut off the forwarding number 
pretty fucking soon... 

773-465-3365 
questions, ad reservations, 
submission queries, whatever 

773-465-3367 
finally, a fax machine! 

Electronica 

punkplanet@punkplanet.com 
letters & submissions via e-mail 

www.punkplanet.com 
our brand new web page! 

Ad Rates 

1/6 page (2.5 x 5).$25 
1/3 page long (2.5 x 10) • • • «$50 
1/3 page square (5x5) • • • *$60 
1/2 page (7.5 x5).$80 
Full page (7.5 x 10).$200 
call for pricing/availabiltiy on inside 

front & back covers. 

All ads are due 
February 15th 
for PP24 The Art & Design issue March, 1998 

Ads not reserved will get in, but you have no say 
as to what issue. Any ads received after deadline 
may run in the following issue. Those are the risks 
... Are you the gambling type? 

the risks 



Track One/Intro 

How’s about that cover, eh? Count the colors.... we dare ya! That’s right. As 

promised last issue, our first issue of 1998 is starting a new tradition of full- 

color covers. A lot of people have written asking us why we decided to make 

the leap into Technicolor, so I guess it’s best to just lay it all down right here: 

Back issues. 

“Huh?” you’re asking, “what does back issues have to do with anything?” 

The answer, quite simply, is, “everything.” You see, I have to mail out all the 

back issues of Punk Planet (and I apologize to everyone that has to put up 

with my busy schedual & thusly gets their issues later than they should), and 

as I grab copies and stuff 'em in envelopes, I cringe every time at how gross, 

yellow and cracked they’ve gotten in such a short amount of time. From 

there, I couldn’t help but think about how a copy of PP looks after a few 

weeks on a news stand: dog-eared and beaten, ripped and smudged. That’s 

just disgusting, and no goddamn good. So we all got to talking about what 

we could do to alleviate the problem. 

The decision was to put a tougher cover on the zine, but leave the insides 

newsprint so that they’re still cheap to print and we won’t have to raise the 

cover price. 

“So why not just put a stronger cover on and leave it a couple colors like you 

had been doing?” 

Good question. We thought about doing that originally, but when we got the 

quote from our printer for the cost of the new paper, we realized we had to 

break down & sell the back cover & inside front & back cover to advertisers 

in order to cover the cost increase (so as to, once again, not increase the 

cover price at all). It didn’t seem right to charge a premium rate for the back 

cover and not be able to offer something special, so we offered full color. 

Since it was going on the back, it had to go on the front, and that, as they 

say, is that. You’ve gotta admit, it looks pretty fucking cool. 

See ya in a couple months, 



/POUND of SHIT! Blue Moon Recordings 
Bringing the Rock and Roll Renascence 

'.RECORDS and ZINES! 

Check or M.O. out to : 
Suburban Home, 

SUBURBVN 1750 30th St #365, 

HOME Boulder, CO 80301 

ThcEitrlitBucks & Tour 
d Experiment 

6 song Split 7” $3.00ppd 
1/2 super-rock via 8-Bucks 1/2 ska-punk Four style. 

Uphollow Ft Ed Temple 
$3ppd gets a 5 song split “7 for the perverted emo pop punk in you. 

Blue Moon Recordings 
. 2 0 7 5 s University B 1v d #264 

Denver Colo 80210 
BMR43@aol.com 303.254.5018 

on As'®** plan ^eordj 
Coming soon: 

The Broadways 
The Bruce Lee Band 

The Chinkees 
One Eye Open 

Postage is included (overseas add $3) 

Check or money order payable to: 

Asian Man Records 
Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery 

For a complete mailorder catalog, 

send a self addressed stamped 

envelope to the address below 

Double or Nothing Pots and Shots 

Asian Man Records 
P.O. Box 35585 

Monte Sereno, CA 95030-5585 

e-mail: brucelee@pacbell.net 

www.asianmanrecords.com 

Send $2 to get one pound of: 

ZINES 

STICKERS 

CATALOGS 

+ POSTERS 
Zines and Labels, Please send Samples 

Digger/Fairlanes...split 7”.(SH 4).$3.00 
V.A.-Punk It’s All About the Orchis Factor CD 
(inc. Discount, AAA, Nobodys, Fairlanes, Gob, 
Digger, Pinhead Circus, Welt, Overlap, Sinkhole, 
McRackins, Automatics, Homeless Wonders, 
Supergirls, S.T.U.B., Four,etc.).26songs....$6.00 
Fairlanes-..’’Hi We’re..” 7”...(SH 2).$3.00 
Overlap-..”S/T”...7”.(SH 1).$3.00 
Overlap-..’’Almost There” 7”...(SB 2)..$3.00 
V.A.-The Big Fix CD....(Allied 82).(inc Self, 
Discount, J Church, Fairlanes, Pezz, Stink, 
Tinkle, Cards in Spokes,etc).$6.00 
Rational Inquirer Zine...Great Zine also 
comes with CD Comp..Zine + CD.$4.50 
All the Answers Zine...Well written zine w/ 
many great interviews and columns....$2.00 

All Prices Are Post Paid! 



Furious 
George 

Get* A Record 1 

yOO H005?T*W£. DtUOT 

VOO.AAV FRItND.NA^ K/AtT|/\/^ 

FORf? «SON6<>f iO£y RAAAONt <>?A/£r<> 

OW£ OF tAAf f<,T iooo Lp ClOf^lfcS. ON 

BANANA COLOt>R£D l^/AX AND TEAAP. TATTOOS 

i-R- 015 GAS'S $6PPD CD $8PPD 

RECI 
RK< 

I5ECESS P.0.80X ffe 
TORRANOE.CA <10505 
ruoNBC3loy5lG~G&l3 
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F.Y.P-dance my olunce Ip/cd 
F.Y.P-toilet kids bread Ip/cd/cass 
F.Y.P-finish your popcorn Ip/cass 
F.Y.P-Incomplete crap cd 

Ip/ cass=$6ppd cd=$8ppol 

STItr K1NDA NE^/f 

HOT CORi-y (WEENIE CD $3PPD k//A 

8DNCHA RECESS ACTS 

K'ANK'ERSORES-PIVOT 7“$3PDD 

SEND A STAAAP FOR A CATALOG $ 

Fi-ASHCARD NEMSUTTER.n/EVE GOT 

CRAPi-OADS 0‘ SHIRTSCFORIOOS 

GEORGEJF.VSP.RECESS ETC)$ OTHER 

TRiN<GETS JUST FOR YOU*. 
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Botch/Nineironspitf ire rjj 

"split" 7" 
Nineironspitfire 

"Seventh Soul Sacrificed" 7"/CDep 

U.S./EUROPE Prices: $3.50/56 - 7" • S8/S12 - LP/CDep • S6/$9 - CDsingle • $10/514 - CD 

Canada & Mexico add Si to U.S. prices • Send a stamp for a catalog 
ALSO AVAILABLE: Blackout 7", Collateral Damage 7", Dempsey 7'VCDsingle, Guilty By Association Comp. LP/CD 

Dempsey/Kill Holiday 7" 

COMING THIS FALL: Ensign "Direction of Things to Come" LP/CD 
Exclusively distributed by our fine friends § 

P.O. Box 5781, Huntington Beach, CA 92615 • INDrecords@aol.com -«•**»«»*g 

maple/not the one 7” 

water 
music 

boy outta bradenton 7" 

SCHEMATICS 
RECORDS 

idea po box 14636 gaineeville fl 32604 

Ambassador 990 
NEW 7 

sea 
Of 

cortez 
NEW 7 

VOlCEoftheSKY 

Post Office Box 10213 
S. 

Columbus OH' 

^43201" 

v \ 
7"= $3 usa S5 world Jy 

payable to cliff magre.a 
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TAX: CA. RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 8.25% 
SHIPPING: INCLUDED 
FOREIGN ORDERS, ADD $2.00 T O ORDER, SEND CASH, 

CHECK, OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

BLOSSOM 
369-B THIRD ST REE I , #320 
SAN RAFAEL, CA. 94901 USA 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
OF OTHER GREAT JAPANESE ARTISTS! 
PHONE#: (415) 257-5514 
EMAIL: BLOSSOM#)AC.CO.JP 
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AYP mHORDER 
SWIFT AND ShtfAL 'peiflteftY 

#I.°© 

for 

c?ATAto^c7& 

Angry, 
Youn, 

6z Poor 
t?) 

SPIKES' : Gp/”.oU^C a»<* ^yr&AMtf4 ^eltj^ 0 • ^*oK.*r.J 

fvvst flrace. i«nSIa^'vtic/wwI 5pik£J #v<*5 • 

SLotHES : T-sWt.s ( fcoAch**- Pe\ts/ fl‘L tzr y WpA'J, traces,. 
flijWr J«ckeT$y CjCe+S, Assorted \JeirMti$S. 

sms: Classic. DoC- / Steel tee 0 p t — * / 

Dozens of Creeper Styles. 

MUSIC: Lpi.CDi,7% 'coos £*« .^.-crpo^-re 
"* l.ljls el s-tT'.fc^ers. f^k- , U*dc*re. 

Stuff: &oJf£S, Suckers, Pxr.c^cs, r C?*/ •v*'ce~-/) 
Pos-t-ec*, z=o£5/ footx. 

Records 
140 N. Prince Street 

Lancaster Pa 176C3 

(717) 397 6116 

Now adapted to fit 
your room. 

Their demo is one dollar. If you’ve got 
cash to burn, their cd is ten. Even if you 
send us nothing you get a sticker & our 
appreciation. 
Send to: Z 802 N. Edgewood St., 
Arlington, VA 22201 

westside audio laboratories 
late fall 1997 

AMFS FOR CHRIST 
"The Secret Of The Almost Straight Line" 7" 
Ex-members Man Is The Bastard make some amazing 
noise & folkcore. This is their only 7% following 
IPs on Vermiform & Shrimper. Trjily beautiful. $3*50 

MINI-SYSTEMS 
A very extended (18 minutesl) 7". full of dark & 
mezmerizing electronic warfare. Music made on broken 
toys and stuff you threw away. Ex-Bitchin Summerl $3.50 

DAIEA CADET 
"Life Pod" 7"e.p. 
Power, chaos & a history of breaking equiptment, 
this awesome sound system introduces hardcore to 
Sun Ra and fucks up the solar system. $3*5° 

These are three of literal dozens of available titles 
send a stamp for a full catalogl Prices postage paid in 
the U.S. outside please add money and specify air or 
surface. N8 CHECKS, pleasel CAsh or money orders made 
out to* FRED THOMAS can be sent toi 

Westside Audio Laboratories 
P.0. Box 970021 
Ypsilanti MI, 48197 USA 

He are looking for new bands/musio. Send ISc?^g"®Ssend tapes nowl Bands who evenly respect Crimpshrme/Albert Ay 



cd audio cd-rom enhanced cd dvd 

CDEP 
7" 

out now 
Lookout! 

full-service cd manufacturing for the independent 

Virginia Utah england germany 

http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Stage/SiiL12/pressurepoint.htinl 

BRUTAL HARDCORE 

FROM BOSTON 

Humans Being "Demons" CD 
$11 postage-paid. Make checks 
payable to: PPR. (Add $1 overseas) 

IlOVES IT! 
Also available: 
Never Only Once "Saving Grace" 
CD/EP $7 postage-paid. 
(Add $1 overseas) 

Coming soon: 
Last Ones Standing! 

Pressure Point Records 
P.0. Box 907 
Colchester, VT 05446 
pressurepoint@geocities.com 
Distributors get in touch! 



Due to a printing error in Punk Planet 

#21, two letters got cut off. Due to an over¬ 

whelming request to reprint the letters, we are 

doing just that. Without further delay... 

Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

Your current issue [PP20] continues a 

style that ranges from APOLITICAL to the 

extreme RIGHT. It is a style that seems out of 

harmony with the working class ANAR¬ 

CHIST roots of punk in the 1970s. Does 

Punk Planet have a remit to move Punk to the 

reactionary Right? 

Please allow me to step through some of 

your columnists in the order in which they 

appear in your current issue. Bob Conrads 

notion of "... Low grade mentalities” seems 

reminiscent of the eugenics programs in 

NAZI Germany to get rid of the STATE of 

low grade mentalities (I.e. Low class people) 

through sterilization and mass murder. In the 

last issue of Punk Planet, Mr. Conrad called 

for the mass murder of poor people through 

starvation. 

Mr. Conrad suggests Christians are buf¬ 

foons whose religious “practice has little to do 

with freedom.” This is odd because some of 

the most serious minded freedom fighters 

known to the history of ideas have been 

Christians. Two of the hardest men in the Irish 

people’s struggle for freedom, James Larkin 

and Janus Connolly were also devout 

Catholics. Sure now, James Connolly would 

quote a half dozen Saints who viewed prosper¬ 

ity as theft. The finest freedom fighter in the 

Holland today is the Biscop Van Breda, 

Archbishop Muskens, who believes the poor 

are entitled to steal. 

Jane Hex continues Bob Conrad’s reac¬ 

tionary rant from last issue (#19) against poor 

folks having families of whatever size they 

freely choose. Mrs. Hex is “disgusted” and calls 

for” “Zero Population: ONE BABY FOR 

EVERY COUPLE.” 

A rate of one birth per woman per lifetime 

would soon result in ZERO POPULATION 

(I.e. NO PEOPLE) because 2.4 births per 

woman per lifetime are required simply to 

achieve a steady state in the population (NO 

GROWTH & NO DECLINE). 

Why is Ms. Hex presuming to tell other 

women how many babies to have? We thought 

women were free to choose how large or small 

a family to have. Why does Ms. Hex seek to 

abrogate her sisters’ freedom to choose an opti¬ 

mal family size? 

Ms. Hex claims to be equally “disgusted” 

by the “depletion of resources” by large fami¬ 

lies. It is not the children of large families who 

are depleting the world’s resources, according 

to the world’s finest historian, Karl Marx. 

Rather then overpopulation, Marx put his fin¬ 

ger on a class of SLAVERS, LAND GRAB¬ 

BERS and mineral thieves. 90% of America’s 

wealth is held by 1% of the population. 

Wealth or capital is what capitalism converts 

the labor of slaves, stolen land and minerals. 

Therefore, there are plenty of resources in the 

form of wealth. The most minor redistribution 

of wealth would eliminate poverty worldwide 

regardless of population. 

Ms. Hex may find it easier to develop a 

Malthusian straw man OF OVERPOPULA¬ 

TION with which to blame some women and 

cultures which value large families for the 

depletion of the world’s resources. A Marxist 

class analysis holds the class of racist slavers, 

land grabbers and mineral thieves responsible 

for stealing the world’s wealth. OK, well, poor 

women and kids are easier targets then the 

powerful elites who run the show. This doesn’t 

seem very heroic, nor is it in harmony with the 

working class roots of punk. In fact, it sounds 

like a middle class denial of class. 

Please thank Leah Ryan for updating us on 

the rent control laws in NYC. As former New 

Yorkers, who always contemplate a return, we 

appreciate the news. 

David Hake claims “each and every one of 

us is on his own.” This is at once a cry from the 

existentialist void and denial of the SOLIDARI¬ 

TY anarchism requires to exist. Fashions change 

from alienation to solidarity, as do the seasons. 

Let’s hope Mr. Hake comes to know some soli¬ 

darity in his lifetime. Let’s hope we all do. 

Speaking of alienation, Kim Bae seems to 

be living in a void at the moment, devoid of 

people. Hey, Kim & Dave^—why don’t you 

two get together and share some notes on 

alienation. Perhaps an evening reading JP 

Sartre and Simone de Bouviour either alone or 

together. In either case, we thank Kim for her 

EAST TIMOR UPDATE. 

The Urban Coyote, Jody Bleyle, is a really 

fine writer. Her short piece was excellent. 
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MORE PLEASE! 

Life with Larry gets pretty ugly: 

• “Kids” are “drawing allowances and lollygag- 

ging around the house until they are 18 or 21.” 

• “The left” are “whiners, grousers and self 

involved navel gazers...” 

• “Anarchists” ’’They’re the ultimate ego¬ 

ists, the social equivalent to the pre-Copernian 

flatheads...” 

Larry continues Bob Conrad’s attack on 

Anarchists from the last issue of Punk Planet 

(#19). It is a shame that both Bob and Larry 

are unfamiliar with the history of ideas during 

the last two centuries. 

Rather then the persuasive elegance of 

Marx’s class-based analysis of history, Larry 

claims: “Some commentators have theorized 

that all history consists of a struggle between 

the city dwellers and the nomads.” Who are 

these commentators Larry? What is their ratio¬ 

nale? What are the empowered proofs based 

on what date? 

Larry is a middle of the road moderate 

reformer who is proud of it. Why is such a 

middle class man offering his sense of the sta¬ 

tus quo to a PUNK audience—is Punk in 

transition from working class to middle class. 

Is this what a quarter century of Punk has pro¬ 

duced—the perfect post modern? 

In the end, Larry attacks Punk. “I don’t 

think countercultures like Punk or hippiedom 

were ever any real escape from society.” Larry is 

not a sociologist, therefore, he fails to under¬ 

stand that minority groups such as Punk are a 

society unto themselves; with their own INSI- 

TUTIONS, CULTURE, VALUES, CUS¬ 

TOMS, FOLKWAYS, TOTEMS, AND 

TABOOS. 

It seems that middle class man is able to 

see only his conformist class “society.” In any 

case, Mr. Larry’s attempt to propagandize by 

portraying PUNKS and HIPPIES as escapists 

won’t wash. Rather than escapists we knew 

HIPPIES to be heroes in the forefront of resis¬ 

tance to racism and the war in Vietnam. They 

also resisted over heroic age of materialism 

much as PUNKS to today. Rather then 

insights, Larry leaves us with the same old per- 

joratives of propaganda the mainstream mid¬ 

dle class media provide. 

While Bob Conrad attacked a religion 

(Christianity) and religionists (LOW 

GRADE MENTALITIES) it seems only fair 

for another columnist, NORM ARENAS, to 

promote religion (HINDU) and religionists. 

Karl Marx said they are both referring to the 

opium of the masses. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Hogan 

Amsterdam, Holland 

Michael, 

The columns section of Punk Planet is an 

open forum for the discussion of many differ¬ 

ent points of view. I'm glad you don't agree 

with all our columnists—I don't either. The 

Punk scene, contrary to what you may think, is 

made up of different people with different 

ideas. That's what makes it interesting. I want 

our columns section to reflect that. 

However, you make a pretty major accu¬ 

sation in the beginning of your letter, that 

Punk Planet is secretly bringing "radical right¬ 

ist" attitude to the punk scene. You couldn't 

be more wrong. 

Had you looked past page 30 of PP20, 

you would have found an interview with the 

anarcho-punk band Citizen Fish, a talk with 

Shawn Brown from Sweetbelly Freakdown 

about race relations, an article celebrating the 

victory against McDonalds by the McLibel 

anarchists, an article about the religious 

right's absurd boycott of the Disney corpora¬ 

tion (and the left's inability to correctly 

respond to the boycott), an article about the 

rebirth of the labor movement in America... I 

could go on. Are any of these topics that you'd 

expect to see in a zine dedicated to radically 

conservative politics? I don't think so. 

Read a little more carefully next time 

before you jump to conclusions. 

Dan Sinker 

Dear Punk Planet, 

A few months ago in Tim Yohannan’s col¬ 

umn in Maximum RocknRoll, Tim complained 

about how I and others at 924 Gilman dealt 

with allegations of rape that were brought to a 

membership meeting. Since he has always 

seemed to let people respond in his magazine, 

I sent in a letter. He has neglected to run my 

letter. I don’t know what his motives are but I 

deserve to respond to what he said about me. 

I hope you will print my letter in your maga¬ 

zine. Thank You. 

Tim, 

I’m kind of confused. A few issues back 

you seemed to complain about myself and the 

other four people on the Gilman Street com¬ 

mittee that was formed to investigate allega¬ 

tions of rape. You seemed to be concerned 

about the fact that we gathered information, 

and then that I spread some of the informa¬ 

tion that I had found. If I remember it cor¬ 

rectly you called it Macarthyistic or some¬ 

thing. I could respect that you felt that way, 

as I assumed that you had a problem with the 

way the club decided to deal with the situa¬ 

tion that arose. It turns out that I was pretty 

off in my assumption. The next issue you did 

basically the same thing to Lawrence and the 

rest of the folks at Lookout. You went and 

gathered information on them and then used 

it to damage their reputation. The thing that 

really confuses me is that you did a huge 

hatchet job on Larry because of what could be 

described at the worst as flaky business prac¬ 

tices, and you thought that it was horrible 

that I did the same thing to a person who 

raped at least six kids. 

I understand that what punk has turned 

into lately is extremely hard to take, but I don’t 

think money and “selling out” issues are the 

worst problem our scene has. My experience 

lately is that most of the people who claim to 

be enlightened about things like rape are too 

full of shit or just chicken shit to do anything 

about it. At this point in time you seem to be 

taking the same stance. I don’t know if it’s 

because you used to live with the perpetrator or 

if it’s just about how the club chose to deal 

with it, but I know that I don’t have to tell you 

that if you don’t like how the club is run then 

you ought to go to membership meetings and 

change the way it’s run. I’ve heard you tell the 

exact same things to other people in the past. 

Furthermore, since your zine seems like a 

good place to question things in our scene, I’ve 

got a few of my own: 

Why is it that people in our scene have 

known for a long time (some as long as ten 

years now) that he has been perpetrating sexual 

violence on very young boys, and no one has 

bothered to deal with it? 

Why did the people who hold power at 
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924 Gilman (some of whom were also on the 

committee to investigate the “allegations”) 

decide that the problem was that I was speak¬ 

ing for kids he has raped or tried to rape, 

while at the same time deciding that so long as 

the club pretended to deal with the problem 

who gives a fuck what really happened to some 

kids anyway? 

Does blame the victim and defend the 

perpetrator sound familiar? 

Why is it that the people that work at his 

business keep claiming that I was wrong to call 

for a boycott of his business, because they say 

the business is a collective and it’s not owned 

by him? 

If it was really a collective why the fuck 

hasn’t he been kicked out of it? 

Is being a child molester no big deal to 

those people? 

Is 6 dollars an hour or whatever he pays 

you really worth defending a man who has 

seriously and permanendy fucked up young 

people’s lives? 

Is it worth defending a man who has put 

three children in a mental hospital, maybe for 

the rest of their lives? 

Why is it that Zafio Records Ads contain 

the phrase, “We Proudly Support (His 

Business)”? 

Does the person who runs that label think 

there is something good about Pedophilia? 

Why is it that people from bands and 

zines the are looked up to all over the nation 

rushing to defend or ignore a rapist? 

Are we really different from the rest of 

America? 

I’ve recently learned that the last person 

who questioned him publicly got shot at with a 

firearm so I think I’ll leave my address unsaid. 

JefFOtt 

Michael Hogan, 

Regarding your letter you wrote in to 

Punk Planet, as well as a separate one you 

wrote directly to me [printed in PP21, but 

reprited on page 8 of this issue due to a 

printer error]. 

To state the obvious, free thinkers reserve 

every right to stray from historical precedence 

in order to keep ideas fresh. So Punk Planet's 

writers disassociate from the punk, anarchist 

milieu of the 70s? Good for them. In order to 

progress, people and ideas must evolve. To 

entrench thinking in what to me appears anti¬ 

quated and quite immature by today’s standards 

is nothing short of conservative. I’ve personally 

spoken against being reactionary in the literal 

sense, so you’re already wrong on two accounts. 

Pitting my views with National Socialist 

agendas is far- reaching logic, at best. In both 

your letters to me (the first of which you, 

oddly, sent to Maximum Rocknroll), you make 

this wild-eyed association based on faulty 

assumptions. Reread the texts. My position is 

about the betterment of humanity (despite my 

contempt for much of it) in ways that many 

appear uncomfortable with. Genocide of the 

poor would include me in that equation, so I’m 

not convinced by you that’s what I was saying. 

I mentioned nothing about starvation, and 

since I apparently wasn’t clear enough, by sur¬ 

pluses I’m thinking of goods and services. To 

stabilize population growth, Daniel Quinn 

presents the best approach I’ve seen. He says to 

stabilize food production, to quit overproduc¬ 

ing food. Food surpluses inflame population 

growth because populations can’t grow without 

obvious resources. This, Quinn says, is not in 

dispute. I wasn’t clear in relaying this idea 

because my view was less specific. Quinn says 

T. Malthus warned about agriculture’s failure. 

Quinn warns of its success, and therefore, the 

eventual depletion of irreplaceable resources by 

an exploding population. His view is more 

complex, but this should serve as a summary. 

Furthermore, Jane Hex is correct to be 

concerned about overpopulation. Nowhere in 

her tract did she even allude to restricting the 

rights of (poor) women as you suggest she did. 

She simply said having many children is selfish 

and irresponsible (in today’s economy). 

However, limiting conception is only a short¬ 

term solution, which is apparently NOT 

working. Quinn’s answer: stop overproducing 

food. I’d strongly suggest you read Quinn’s sys¬ 

tems approach to population, but you’d proba¬ 

bly accuse him of being the next Hitler as well. 

If religion is the opiate of the masses, as 

you unclearly state as Marx’s position, it would 

seem his views on today’s MAINSTREAM 

religion might agree with my own. Some reli¬ 

gionists may have been freedom fighters, but 

an overriding precept of contemporary, main¬ 

stream religion — the kind of religion I was 

discussing — is to “spread the word of God.’ 

This is antithetical to freedom and free-think¬ 

ing, despite Martin Luther King’s, and others’, 

valuable work. King’s religious basis is unnec¬ 

essary to me. His call for racial equality I agree 

with. I don’t see a need for this kind of religion 

to strive for fundamental human principles. 

You are a class fetishist. You are extremely 

conservative and reactionary because of it. Class 

and control issues are relevant in understanding 

current events. That’s about as much as I get 

out of it. Marxist and anarchist views tend to 

be monodimensional approaches to problem 

solving — they apparently fail to allow for a 

larger view of societal problems and which 

course may be taken to alter them. How long 

are you willing to wait, Marxist creed intact, 

while our culture disintegrates? Systems think¬ 

ing could conceivably be used to solve prob¬ 

lems under many existing economic systems. 

Paul Hawken’s approach seems feasible as well. 

You dismiss practical, new ideas you haven’t 

explored yet or perhaps know little about. 

You say you’re schooled by a Western uni¬ 

versity. It shows. Your critical thinking abilities 

seem consistent with Western standards of 

education. Consider: 

• I didn’t attack anarchists two issues ago, 

as you claim; I said their premise can’t be an 

area of focus right now. There’s a big difference. 

• Your attacks of Livermore are ad 

hominem, and though he’s an expert of those 

insults himself, maybe YOU two should get 

together and argue over which liberal agenda is 

the best one to discuss. 

• I’ve never claimed to be punk. So where 

is it mandated that I espouse its credo? 

• By saying poor people are “victims,” as 

your first letter states, you’re not only being 

patronizing—you certainly don’t speak for 

me—but you’re selectively ignoring how ALL 

people contribute to their situations. Producers 

can’t exist without consumers. Though I wish 

it weren’t true, many poor people lead impov¬ 

erished, undignified lifestyles BY CHOICE, 

and many are quite proud of it. Come visit my 

town if you disagree. Even though it’s obvious, 

I should be clear that lack of dignity is found 

in all people regardless of economic income. 

Not all rich people are exploiters either, despite 

your superficially absolutist position that 

insists otherwise. 

Paint myself and the other writers how 

you will. Your dismay at the lack of PUNK, 

Marxist, or anarchist analysis is precisely why I 
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continue to be encouraged by Punk Planet, 

though, again, you selectively ignore the 

protest and working class coverage Punk Planet 

has frequently offered. Other magazines I’m 

sure will be more responsive to your leanings. I 

realize why you forwarded comment to 

Maximum Rocknroll first when your gripes are 

centered on Punk Planet. It’s always nice to 

have yes-men/women, isn’t it? 

Disassociatively yours, 

Bob Conrad 

Dear Dan Sinker, 

“Hypocritical bullshit.” 

Those are the only two words I can think 

of regarding your ideas about Tooth &C Nail 

Records (as stated in the review of Roadside 

Monuments new LP in PP21). You criticize 

Tooth & Nail for being “a label that’s bringing 

god’s word to the punk rock masses,” but then 

you have no problem with displaying a half 

page Tooth & Nail ad. Excuse me? Not only 

do you take money from Tooth &C Nail, but 

then your own company (The Collection 

Agency) does work for them. According to 

Jason Gnewikow, he did the layout for the 

Roadside Monument/Frodus split seven inch 

on Tooth & Nail. If that’s not true, then I 

apologize for the confusion. Either way, you 

still took the ad, making you just as guilty of 

“bringing god’s word to the punk rock masses” 

as Tooth & Nail is. And what’s worse, YOU 

GOT PAID FOR IT! At least they’re doing it 

because it’s something they believe in. You do 

it purely for reasons of capitalism. Oh, that’s 

punk. And I sure as hell hope that your ideas 

about Tooth & Nail are consistent with you 

ideas about Equal Vision. Just because 

Christianity isn’t hip, doesn’t mean that it’s any 

more or less valid. A few notes aside ... 

1) I am not Christian. Or a Krsna, a Jew, a 

Muslim, or a Buddhist. Nor do I take part in, 

or recommend ANY involvement with ANY 

organized religion. 

2) Overall, I like Punk Planet. The inter¬ 

views are good, the reviews are usually fair, the 

political writings are great, the DIY section is 

so helpful, and I tend to like the bands you 

cover. And Norm Arenas’ columns are always 

outstanding. I’m sorry my first letter had to be 

a negative one. Next time, Dan, just think 

before you write. 

Thanks for you time, 

Scott Shields 

Eventide Zine 

Scott, 

From your letter I'm assuming that in order 

to not be called a hypocrite, I must either: 

A) Write only positive reviews of records 

released by Punk Planet advertisers. In effect, 

censure myself (and all our other reviewers) in 

order to appease advertisers 

or 

B) Hand-pick each ad PP runs making 

sure it is consistent with my personal beliefs. 

In effect, make PP open to only a tiny fraction 

of the opinions, thoughts and ideas in the 

punk scene. 

Well, I choose neither. What I, Dan Sinker, 

believe and write and what Punk Planet's 

advertizing (or editorial for that matter) policy 

is are separate things. 

Regarding the business practices of The 

Collection Agency, you mistakenly refer to it as 

my company. It isn't. The Agency is owned & 

operated by myself, Jason Gnewikow, and Josh 

Hooten. All our decisions are made not by me 

and me alone, as you seem to think, but by 

everyone. If Josh & Jason think something's a 

good idea and I don't, I'm out voted. It's as 

simple as that. 

As far as what my views regarding Tooth & 

Nail are, I think I put them pretty bluntly in my 

review you're writing about. And yes, they do 

reflect my feelings regarding any inroads 

organized religion makes into our culture. But, 

once again, realize that these are only my 

views, not editorial policy. 

Yours in Christ, 

Dan 

How do you spell 
long-winded? 

P-A-D-D-E-D C-E-L-L 

Dear Punk Planet, 

In the September/October issue [#20] of 

Punk Planet, Mr. Johny Rebel from the punk 

band The Padded Cell saw fit to write a ram¬ 

bling letter complaining about the treatment 

he has had to endure from me and my merry 

ensemble of malcontents in the band Dick 

Army (the one from Arlington, VA). Actually, 

this same letter from Mr. Rebel appeared in 

MRR a month earlier. 

I read Mr. Rebel’s silly little screed to my 

Dick Army bandmates and it had everybody 

writhing on the floor in massive convulsions of 

laughter. We haven’t had that kind of abdomi¬ 

nal workout since gym class in high school. If 

we can get Mr. Rebel to continue to write 

these funny letters we’ll have washboard stom¬ 

achs by Christmas. 

His letter to Punk Planet was prompted by 

a recent exchange of letters between Dick Army 

and The Padded Cell regarding Mr. Rebel’s 

hilarious efforts to threaten us with a lawsuit for 

trademark infringement (our DIY label is called 

Padded Cell Records). As Mr. Rebel stated so 

eloquently in his first letter to us, you are 

using the name of my band and the name that I 

have tattooed on my arm, illegally.” The fasci¬ 

nating part for us was how Mr. Rebel’s band 

does a splendid job of adorning itself with 

“rebel” rhetoric (the band lyrics loudly proclaim 

their outsider status with, “All my life I refused 

to play the game”), and appropriating radical 

symbolism such as the inclusion of the circle-A 

(anarchy symbol) on the cover of their current 

CD. The seismic spasms of side-splitting hoots 

and howls from the Dick Army band members 

after reading Mr. Rebel’s first letter threatening 

us with a lawsuit are now the stuff of folklore in 

Dick Army country. The possible scenario is 

quite comical in our minds. Just imagine being 

sued by a supposed anarchy-sympathizing punk 

band for infringing on their government-regis¬ 

tered trademark. My, oh my, did we ever see a 

grand opportunity ripe for satirical exploitation! 

Dick Army is rather notorious for not tak¬ 

ing anything very seriously and we never took 

Johny Rebel or his threats seriously. In fact, we 

decided to have some fun at Mr. Rebel’s 

expense and crafted a rollicking letter littered 

with an obscenely opulent display of satiating 

ridicule and low-brow satire. I will freely admit 

it was a wee bit insensitive but I couldn’t resist 

getting in a few jabs. Apparently, Johny was not 

amused. A week after we sent our letter ridicul¬ 

ing Mr. Rebel’s efforts, he telephoned me in a 

somber voice and requested that we simply 

drop the entire trademark matter. Talk about a 

quick surrender and complete capitulation! Mr. 

Rebel raised the white flag after just one brief 

verbal onslaught. So soon? You mean the fun is 
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over already? Mr. Rebel also informed us we 

could keep the name of our record label and he 

would not pursue a lawsuit against us (not that 

we ever thought he would, or even had the 

capacity to do so). We thought we had heard the 

last of Mr. Rebel. Luckily, we were wrong. Dr. 

Watson! The battle is afoot! 

Shortly thereafter, we received another won¬ 

derful letter from him. I must say Mr. Rebel has¬ 

n’t exactly been gracious after his crushing defeat. 

Oh well, there’s more fun to be had. With a rebel 

yell, he cried, “More, More, More!” Dick Army 

always enjoys a good laugh and we expelled many 

hearty ones out of our beer-filled bellies when we 

read Mr. Rebel’s drivel. We crafted yet another 

delicious letter of satirical witticisms, yet tempered 

just enough to respond directly to the points Mr. 

Rebel raised. Then we proceeded to rip apart 

every line of argument he presented. We can 

thank Mr. Rebel for making it so easy for us. His 

incoherent babbling and stunningly weak argu¬ 

ments made some wonderful cannon fodder for 

yet another rhetorical bombing campaign. 

It appeared our satire-happy, mischief-mak¬ 

ing ways rattled the poor rebel boy wonder. He 

was upset because he felt we spent a “great deal 

of time slinging mud.” Well, if we are just happy 

as pigs in shit! Johny fired the first shot, the big 

bad rebel who cried “Trademark Infringement!”. 

Johny huffed and puffed and threatened to blow 

our Padded House of Fun down. And now 

Johny is offended by our sarcastic letters poking 

fun at his feeble attempts. 

Mr. Rebel was quick to give us advice that 

we should come up with an “original name”. I 

pointed out to my rebel action figure (and a real 

gosh darn rebel!), that is certainly good advice. 

After all, the punk band Black Flag had a song 

called “Padded Cell” long before Mr. Rebel 

claimed exclusive ownership of these wonderful 

words. Actually, it’s quite a common term and 

not very original. Mr. Rebel also stated his band 

would “never go to war over such a cornball 

name.” Of course not. However, it was a good 

enough name for Mr. Rebel to “fuck with (us).” 

Now Mr. Rebel is upset because we were quite 

happy to return the favor. We turned the tables 

and its been a laugh riot on our end ever since! 

Thankfully, Mr. Rebel continues to come 

back for more and once again offers himself up 

as the obligatory Dick Army punching bag. Mr. 

Rebel’s letter to Punk Planet attempts to say 

something to me “with style” and the best this 

wordsmith-deficient frothboy can come up with 

is “Fuck you, you silly cunt”, “blow it out your 

ass”, and my personal favorite, “neener, neener, 

neener, you can suck my wiener.” Once again 

Mr. Rebel, how original of you! 

Not only is Johny mad about our “insulting” 

letters, he actually accused us of being “sensitive” 

(which begs the question how one can be “sensi¬ 

tive” and “insulting” at the same time), he accused 

me of being “an intellectual whiny cry-baby” and 

even accused Dick Army of being politically cor¬ 

rect. Poor Johny. Is this a case of sour grapes? Let’s 

just say that among the fans and friends of Dick 

Army the laughter has been virtually non-stop. We 

have Johny Rebel to thank for a wonderful, enter¬ 

taining dose of hysterical laughter. 

Let’s look at some of Mr. Rebels accusations. 

He accused us of “politically correctiveness”. I 

believe a more proper phrasing is “political cor¬ 

rectness.” The reviews are in and let me say that 

Johny stands in splendid isolation regarding his 

perceptions of the band Dick Army. The zine 

Jersey Beat stated quite succinctly that Dick 

Army is “completely insane drunk rock and roll. 

These guys are rude, obnoxious, and so disgust¬ 

ing, you gotta love it.” Frankly, these are hardly 

the type of accolades given to bands who pursue 

what most people would consider a “politically 

correct” course. Our local music rag explicitly 

called us “politically incorrect”. Cake magazine 

actually compared us to Gwar, obviously another 

exemplary example of a band fit for family view¬ 

ing who put out safe music that doesn’t offend 

anyone, not to mention their inoffensive “politi¬ 

cally correct” stage shows for which they are 

quite well known. 

Apparently, we are so obnoxious we had our 

advertisement for Factsheet 5 censored by their 

printer, Western Web Printing. Earlier this year, 

their printer refused to print our ad citing it as 

“offensive” and deemed it “unfit to print.” Dick 

Army played a role in halting the printing of 

Factsheet 5, the first and only such occurrence in 

Factsheet 5s illustrious career under Seth 

Friedman’s stewardship and, I believe, in its entire 

history. Again, another shining example of our 

“sensitivity” and “politically correct” behavior. 

I love the term “intellectual whiny-crybaby.” 

Actually, those tears in my eyes are the results of 

extremely excruciating and vigorous laughter. 

Given Mr. Rebel’s status as a superficial dullard 

and proud poster boy for mediocrity, any semi¬ 

literate teenager would appear “intellectual” by 

comparison. It’s not surprising to see such per¬ 

functory terms coming from the mouth of some¬ 

one who wrote in his letter to Punk Planet, “Does 

anyone have some extra pity they could throw 

my way?” Well, we offered to throw Mr. Rebel a 

pity party in our last letter and it appears our 

thin-skinned punkadildo is desperately solicitat- 

ing for such an occasion. Please, somebody throw 

Johny that pity party he desperately wants and 

help him put his spine back in place. 

I would like to address one particular state¬ 

ment made by Mr. Rebel in his letter to Punk 

Planet. In the letter Johny states quite explicitly 

that in reality, “we don’t even have a trademark.” 

Wow. Now Mr. Rebel has been reduced to claim¬ 

ing the entire trademark dispute was a hoax and 

his real motivation for perpetuating this hoax was 

his overwhelming desire to “fuck with [us].” Well, 

I must say to Punk Planet readers and my good 

rebel friend that I did some research at the US 

Government Patent &: Trademark Office and I 

discovered that, contrary to Mr. Rebel’s latest 

claims, Mr. Johny Rebel does indeed have a trade¬ 

mark for the name Padded Cell. I have a complete 

transcript from the Patent & Trademark Office 

which lists the serial number as 74/579483, with a 

filing date of 09/28/1994. It is registered as a 

Class 41 trademark which registers the usage of 

“Padded Cell” under “Goods/Services”, and let me 

quote directly from the transcript, “entertainment 

services, namely live performances by a musical 

band.” The owner is listed as “Long, John R.” 

(John Rebel Long) located in Whittier, CA. The 

transcript also provides a complete listing of the 

dates it was specifically registered, published, 

approved, and when it was assigned to an “exam¬ 

iner.” The examiner number is 0607427, and the 

examining attorney is listed as Raul Cordova. The 

official registration date for the trademark 

approval of “The Padded Cell” is listed as 

10/31/1995. Therefore, Mr. Rebel’s claim that 

they don’t have a trademark is, shall we say, pure 

bullocks. 

Johny can’t read. Johny can’t write. Johny 

can’t tell the truth. 

This glaring fact is quite amusing given the 

recent scribblings of one Flipside columnist who 

stated in the Jul/Aug issue (#107) that, “Johny’s 

the walking embodiment of punk at its purest...” 

and the columnist further states that Johny is 

“one of the most sincere guys I’ve met in the 

punk scene.” His recent claims regarding his 

trademark status provides us with yet another 

shining example of “punk at its purest” and a 

grand testament to Johny’s high-minded pursuit 

of “sincerity” and integrity. 

Mr. Rebel continues to whine about the fact 

that he was upset with our record label name 

after he noticed we had an advertisement in a 

mag that he claimed was “larger than anything 

that [he] could afford.” The ad was a one-quarter 

page ad in Flipside. These public displays of Dick 



Envy by Mr. Rebel are really unbecoming. Of 

course, concerns about dick size is quite prevalent 

amongst the insecure males in our society and the 

cause of much consternation with Mr. Johny 

Rebel. Some of us have bigger dicks than others. 

It really doesn’t mean anything. It’s how you use 

it Johny Boy. Besides, when I checked a previous 

issue of MRR, Mr. Rebel’s record label Deadbeat 

Records had a 1/3 page ad so in reality his dick is 

bigger than ours. Mr. Rebel really should be 

gloating. If you’ll pardon the pun, Mr. Rebel 

should stop selling himself short. 

Mr. Rebel also stated that he “can’t believe 

these sensitive wimps even took the letter so seri¬ 

ously.” Um, we never took Mr. Rebel seriously. 

We aim to entertain and let me say Mr. Rebel has 

been gracious enough to provide us a healthy dose 

of fun and amusement for many people. Contrary 

to his silly claim that we have made them a 

“mighty cause” in our supposed efforts “to police 

the punk rock scene,” we have simply had some 

riotous fun turning the tables at Mr. Rebel’s 

expense. We are in no position to police the punk 

scene nor do we wish to do so. Mr. Rebel, please 

spare us your delusions of our grandeur. 

I will freely admit we’ve shared the letters 

with many of our friends and other zinesters and 

I’ve had lots of wonderful feedback. Let me just 

say that many people have been quite enter¬ 

tained by all of this and they had a good laugh. I 

think it’s funny. So do other people. Well Mr. 

Rebel, pardon my insensitivity. 

Mr. Rebel is also upset that I went for “the 

obvious and easy target”. I must say Mr. Rebel 

must have a stunning lack of confidence in his 

abilities if he so willingly sets himself up to be 

that “obvious and easy target”. Mr. Rebel reminds 

me of the awkward boy walking down the school 

hallways with a big sign that says “KICK ME” 

prominently displayed on his back. A target we’ve 

been quite happy to pummel with several rounds 

of rhetorical gunfire! 

Johny is also upset because we jokingly sug¬ 

gested they change their name to The Padded 

Sellouts, implying that we have called them a “sell 

out” in print. Did Mr. Rebel actually take us seri¬ 

ously? Say it isn’t so! Admittedly, Mr. Rebel is cer¬ 

tainly not a very bright fellow and he readily 

admits in his letter to Punk Planet that he brought 

“checkers to a chess game.” 

Mr. Rebel also laments that I appear to be 

“one of those guys with a great talent for words, 

yet can’t seem to find a battlefield worthy of his 

talent.” Mr. Rebel is correct there are much bigger 

battles to tackle. Many people who know me are 

quite aware of my written efforts (I publish a zine, 

have written for others, and I’m writing a book 

due to be published next year). Many people are 

also intimately aware of my “whistle-blowing” 

activities battling corporate malfeasance (as a temp 

worker in the Washington DC area, I got some 

fascinating assignments). I have taken on some 

rather powerful corporate interests and was active¬ 

ly involved in exposing the fraudulent shenanigans 

of a public relations firm representing the tobacco 

lobby last year. I helped break this story through a 

pair of fine investigative/muckraking newsletters, 

PR Watch and CounterPunch. This scandal quickly 

received national attention and led to major sto¬ 

ries in the Washington Post, ABC News, The New 

York Times and the Wall Street Journal, among 

others. 

With apologies for engaging in such self- 

aggrandizement, I do believe taking on the 

tobacco industry and their high-powered PR 

flacks does represent a rather significant battle¬ 

field. If Mr. Rebel would like to see examples of 

these battlefields, I’d be happy to provide him 

copies of press clippings as well as transcripts of 

recent interviews I’ve done regarding this partic¬ 

ular scandal and other recent efforts. Heck, I’ll 

even send him a videotape copy of an interview I 

did with ABC News. I would suggest Mr. Rebel 

may wish to refrain from making such broad 

assumptions regarding his ill-conceived views 

about my lack of “worthy battlefields.” Come 

now my tattoo detective, it’s not too late to whip 

it, whip it good! 

Interestingly enough, I was also threatened 

with legal and criminal sanctions from these 

powerful interests representing the tobacco lobby 

which makes Mr. Rebel’s efforts to “fuck with 

us” appear ridiculously meek and stupendously 

insignificant by comparison. Indeed, I’ve found 

myself on a couple of so-called “battlefields” far 

larger than anything Mr. Rebel has been able to 

muster. However, Mr. Rebel’s pathetic attempts, 

while certainly no battle royale, have been one of 

the most entertaining spectacles for me in recent 

memory. 

My apologies to Johny Rebel, but he just isn’t 

important enough to be my main cause or “step¬ 

ping stone.” Johny is just a wildly amusing side 

show in our little carnival of fun. I’m not some 

“great messenger about...an already tired issue.” 

I’m your worst nightmare Mr. Rebel. As Mr. Rebel 

explained quite clearly in his letter to MRR, he 

simply assumed I “was another asshole” and he 

loudly and vehemently declared his intention “to 

fuck with [me].” I responded by returning the 

favor BIG TIME. And I mean BIG TIME. If you 

fuck with people, you darn well better be prepared 

for those very same people to fuck back. This has 

absolutely nothing to do with “political correct¬ 

ness” or being “too idealistic.” This is simply about 

a common adage that says if you can dish it out 

you ought to be prepared to take it too. 

Contrary to Mr. Rebel’s contention that we’ve 

been “fucking stupid about this whole stupid 

thing,” we’re simply engaging in some great wacky 

fun and low-brow satire! Are we engaging in this 

silly exercise as “a ploy to gain exposure”? Damn 

right! We call it our “share the fun” campaign. 

Contrary to what Mr. Rebel may think, the 

impact of this incident on the so-called “punk 

scene” will likely be nil. I mean, let’s be honest. 

We’re not exactly towering figures in the punk 

scene. Some people have a good laugh or two and 

life goes on. All of us have had the unpleasant 

experience of being made fun of and have been an 

object of ridicule, deserving or not (very deserving 

in Mr. Rebel’s case). Ah, but most of us adults are 

secure enough about ourselves to be able to han¬ 

dle criticism, deal with it, and move on. 

Nonetheless, we are glad to see Mr. Rebel 

continue to engage in this silly exercise (ain’t life 

grand!) and now he finds it necessary to write to 

magazines about this wonderfully entertaining 

fiasco! And Mr. Rebel need not worry about his 

“maturity level” sinking any lower than it is. After 

perusing Mr. Rebel’s letters believe me when I say 

Mr. Rebel has been quite adept in displaying a 

stunning lack of maturity, not to mention a stun¬ 

ning lack of many other things. Mr. Rebel also 

tells us that his plan “is to get even stupider.” 

Given the extraordinarily low level of intelligent 

discourse in Mr. Rebel’s previous letters, even I 

will be amazed if he is able to pull this off—an 

admiral and lofty goal for someone of Mr. Rebel’s 

stature, I’m sure. 

Truth be told, we’re all scraping the bottom of 

the barrel on this one so you might as well just 

hold your nose and dive in. That’s entertainment! 

Love Makes the World Go Round, 

Tom Wheeler 

PO Box 4710 Arlington, VA 22204 

email: twbounds@erols.com 

PS: Punk Planet readers are welcome to peruse 

the exchange of letters between Mr. Rebel and 

myself for their own amusement. I will also 

include a transcript copy of their officially regis¬ 

tered trademark from the U.S. Government Patent 

and Trademark Office. Simply send your request 

to the address listed above. Stamps, or even a buck 

or two to cover the cost of postage, although not 

required, would be greatly appreciated. 
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COMING SOON: 
A Nat'I Toll-FREE # to sample bands 

A new service is coming this winter that will provide FREE 

two-minute samples of bands from around the country. Bands 

showcased on the free music service will be listed in all of the 

ads, which you'll soon be seeing nationally in all of your favorite 

zines. You call the toll-FREE number and simply enter the code of 

the band you want to hear (usually the first four letters of the 

band's name), then you'll hear 90 seconds of music and 30 

seconds of how to contact the band for more info. We have two 

goals in providing this service: 

• To provide you with a chance to actually hear bands that 

before you may only have heard "of" and 

• To help bands get their name out 

1. through our national advertising efforts and 

2. by offering kids around the country the chance to hear 

them for FREE. 

If you own a label or are in a band and would like info on how to 

get on the service call (860) 586-7074. Only 200 fit. CALL NOW. 
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USA 
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that’s out now: 

SKAFUNKRASTAPUNK 

The first two original Skunkin’ 

Pickle albums are available again! 

Each on compact disc and cassette. 

Relive the excitement with Asian 

Man to Hussein Skank and Racist 

World to Toothless and Grey\ 

Some NEW stuff 
that’s just in: 

The debut album from Colorado’s 

dark pop-punk band Facet on 

compact disc and cassette. Also in 

is the latest T record from New 

York’s Counterclockwise. Punk 

rock with an extra serving of rock! 

Ordering information: 

Compact discs-$10, cassettes-$6, and 

7” records-$3.50. Postage is included 

in prices. Make payments to Dill 

Records and send it to address 

above. For a complete catalog, send 

a self-addressed-stamped envelope. 

Thanks for supporting Dill! 

Record stores and distributors, please 

contact us at (415) 243-4101 
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Peeing in a cup Pt. II 

Back to my glory days when I used to be 

a “funny guy” a don’t really know what day it is, or what's supposed to 

happen now. Everything has changed for me in the 

span of a quiet year. (Here’s where the strings come 

in). And, incidentally, yes, it is my intention to get back to 

“good" writing by driving even more deliberately into indulgent 

writing and “overly hip" prattle until I clear the other side of 

tedium into the hallowed Elysium of more sexy scrawlings. 

Sniff. I’m sure that it’s said in the annals of quiet zinedom and 

the forfeiture of all that is relevant in punk rock that I cut 

myself off from music. But in fact, I’m more in touch with 

music now than I ever was before. I have less to go on in life 

(since, as bored Europeans are quick to point out, I have 

become enamored with the false-consciousness of nihilism), 

and I’ve come to depend on the soundtrack of our times all 

the more (e.g., Jonathan Fire-Eater “Wolf Songs For Lambs”). 

It’s just between me and me now to decide where the relent¬ 

less beat lies or where the next turn goes. If I’m having a bad 

day, or I decide to drink a whiskey sour every now and then 

as a lurid side-adventure from my otherwise straight-edge 

past, it’s just something I’ve earned at this point, right? Can 

I use the cum-shot in the mouth line again, because there’s 

a column just waiting around the corner about my UPS man 

boyfriend and this cheap gimmick I invented called “homo¬ 

sexuality” (see, the other guy sticks his dick in your mouth, 

and then you try to sing “Somewhere Over The Rainbow” 

while making a moue’, but end up sounding like a garbage 

disposal going down like the Titanic, oh Judy! (RS., it’s Ms. 

Garland, to you) I AM SORRY!) Just like it was in that hallowed 

experience called high school where nutter butters were a 

current snack item, and Molly Ringwald and the John Hughes 

assembled “brat pack” held cultural relevance over our be- 

acned countenances, the minutiae of my life matter only to 

me. Being “in the scene” meant living all the rigors of being 

a movie star without any of the rewards. I just know one thing 

when I look in the mirror and I see myself there, there is one 

thing that rears it’s ugly head, one plain truth that becomes 

glaringly obvious, one thing that has driven me to the place 

where I am now. It’s a curse. 

I turn myself on. 

Doesn’t it pay to be “matter of fact” about these things? 

“I'm at full mast now buddy, stroking it with one hand, keeping the 

other hand steady on my leg, just thinking about what it would be like to 

have you.” 

I have a sex life. A very good one. It’s a thing I’ve become very proud 

of during my intermediate years when I pined away for perpetually closet¬ 

ed queens in the hardcore scene who had (and have) decided to strictly 

reserve their undying devotion to the same sex in the mosh pit and a 

pitiable and predictable turntable repertoire of Agnostic Front and the Cro- 

Mags (I know Bill, there’s another side to every story). 

Be that as it may, narcissism is just the carrot on the stick dear young 

friends (or dear readers, however you like it, my holy readership of which I 

hold so many of you in such high, high esteem). You should aspire towards 

self appreciation, because, again, (enter nihilism stage right), no one else 

is going to do it for you. You’ve got to love yourself first. 

Right? 

A good fuck is not unlike one of the better Snapcase songs (you can 

pick pretty much any one of them off the last album and have yourself an 

anthem of pounding joy). I think of my eyes skating over the absurdly priv¬ 

ileged football player pretty boy I have been dallying with as of late, who, 

with a slight nod towards George Costanza, fulfills so many of the hopes 

and aspirations I had with the constituents of the straight-edge scene only 

a few years back. A good armpit to nuzzle, dark fearful eyes underneath 

me, interceding with final realization of more carnal pleasures. Passing in 

and out of a body with true substance, masculine stature finally prostrated 

before a greater power, his breaths punctuated by gasps as I show him how 

an eager mouth really can work over an exposed neck, the reckless aban¬ 

don of true lust, the playful nature of desire finally comes unfurled. Give or 

take a few more well placed adjectives, this has been the true domain for 

years and years of my life, a shadowy backdrop to fanatical show atten¬ 

dance and a nail-biting fetish for hooded sweatshirts. Strategically placed 

“jadedness” in my career as an underground scenester be damned, I still 

want a piece of this “scene” for my own. I’ve paid my dues. Believe it. 

“I’d love to have at that jockstrap, mister, and feed on the manliness 

beneath.” (Just so you know, it’s TV14 reading here, I swear to fucking God). 

Don’t I wish that subculture would be less like it is: a hundred, a 

THOUSAND! different permutations of some weird, dysfunctional cult which 

seeks desperately to close itself off from the rest of the world by torturing 

itself over self-created superstition and myth which happens, however only 

superficially, to differ from the myths and superstition of mainstream soci¬ 

ety. While I do cast a respectful eye on an artful sense of aesthetic, cool 

clothes, obscure slang, and brilliant showmanship (pop punk bands aug¬ 

menting their sets with ska numbers, not withstanding), it’s going to be 

something like good old fashioned cleverness and intellectual prowess 

which is going to move the ass of “our” culture ANYWHERE beyond third 

grade. Some of this shit is ridiculous. Visit the Punk Planet WWW chat 

room, and give a gander at the “hootdog chatmachine”, and then look at 

the sixteen year olds who can’t make heads or tails of the polysyllabic pre¬ 

cipitation around them because they were told that punk is all about play¬ 

ing stupid for shock value. There’s no sense in biding your time. The world 



ISN'T ending anytime soon. You’ve got to make your bed and lie in it. 

If “kids” stopped aspiring towards being “kids” (always moving back¬ 

wards, and saying it’s forwards), and actually worked on getting some real 

skills, some real knowledge, some relevance to themselves so that some¬ 

one might actually take them seriously (since that apparently has always 

been the problem), then the conveniently placed chip on their shoulder 

would no longer be necessary. They’d stop asking for what they wanted, and 

they’d finally have the means to take it for themselves. They would stop their 

obsessing over popularity and success and figure out who they are, pre¬ 

sumably an individual, and gauge their progress that way. Stagnation is the 

true false consciousness, and we’re chest high in it. (I stand legs apart at a 

urinal trying to keep my piss from crawling back up and just think of an aster¬ 

oid named Vesta holed up in orbit between Mars and Jupiter, 660 kilome¬ 

ters across even, floating serenely like a Colorado sized sentinel, a pebble 

before the gods in their background of shimmering stars, and the golden 

showers fly). “What is the smallest planet?” Penance in a backwater sub¬ 

culture. It’s time. You can say the thousand years are over, but I’ll say the 

thousand years have just begun. It’s time for a party, like Bacchanalian dis¬ 

sent, it’s time for something “crazy,” but enlightened, sexy, but domestic, 

narcissistic, but boldy humble. Do you know those words, kids? You should¬ 

n’t have to look at a dictionary when you’re reading a punk magazine. 

I used to be funny. Now I'm just beautiful. 

've decided to pursue a more picturesque life. A life of stills com¬ 

posed of beautiful things, beautiful scenes, beautiful people staring 

disinterestedly out of windows onto rainy days. I’ve decided I want to 

remember my life as a series of aging black and whites, not full-color 

motion pictures. I want my memories to be a mental photo album. I want 

to exist in stylish settings as would a piece of art or a gargoyle, not to move 

through them or interact. I want to stare at my friends, not talk to them. I 

want to look good, feel nothing. Strip away the meaning, the morals, the 

ideals, the politics, leave only the walls, ttie expressions, the clothes and 

the soft lighting. We’ll let the historians fill in our stories; we’ll leave behind 

for them the contrasty pictures that intone some revolution or another. It 

will be enough. 

Small cuts on my right hand from a drunken punch thrown at the 

radio. It had it coming. Knee-high dent in the wall from another drunken 

punch thrown from the fetal position on the floor. The wall was innocent, 

didn’t deserve what it got—but you know, fuck it. I woke up in that hallway, 

one sore, cut hand, an unexplained lump on my forehead (I searched for a 

third injured, inanimate object but found none) and fully clothed at an hour 

something like 6 a.m. One brown dog laying beside me. We both rose 

momentarily to make our way into the bedroom and slept until noon. 

George is a patient dog. Waits calmly for the crashes and the bangs to end, 

waits calmly for me to give out and fall or lay down so he can curl up next 

to a warm body. He won’t rise until I rise. If I die in my sleep, he’ll starve to 

death there next to dead me. 

I’ve gotten more habitual with my quirks since I’ve lived alone these two 

months. This isolation is either shedding light on who I really am, or it’s 

transforming me into somebody new in the stealthiest of ways. I don’t care 

which. I don’t care who I am or am becoming. The only question of value for 

me these days is what I’m going to leave behind and how long it will survive 

me. We're not alive for our day-to-day activities. History is not going to waste 

a page on you doing or not doing your laundry. The psuedo-revolutionaries 

of tomorrow are not going to be hemming and hawing over what you did to 

pay your rent. The only goal you should hold up as worth your time is the 

creation of something that will out live you for as long as possible. 

Something of more worth than a new car, or a beachhouse, or whatever it 

is you’re working towards. Read, write, sing, play, paint, or whatever it is 

you’re doing, with all you’ve got. Be relevant. And look good. Leave a stack 

of beautifully posed black and whites for the future hipsters to fawn over. 

There are going to be people in some tomorrowyear subculture who see 

things the way you do, who live life the way you do, and they’re going to need 

your help. People are going to wander about looking for inspiration to not off 

themselves; inspiration to not wear a fucking suit; inspiration to think for 

themselves if only a little bit. They’re going to need you and your art. Please 

please please try to leave behind something for these future lost souls that’s 

better than a who-knows-what-generation pop-punk record or bland mean- 

derings on why you think Lifetime broke up. 

You’ve gotta live for it. Die for it. Nothing beats a classy death died in 

the name of one’s passion. Almost anything beats working yourself into the 

ground for some job you don’t even care about. I know you’ve gotta pay 

your rent, but so did/do all your heroes, and they figured out a way to get 

more done than just towing the line. I’m tired too when I get home from my 

9 hour days but fuck if I’m going to die knowing all I ever did was punch 

the clock religiously. Perhaps all this writing and all these records and zines 

and books that we’re making are all for nothing and won’t change anything 

and don’t amount to more than mountains of plastic and paper, but work¬ 

ing 40 hour weeks at Kinko’s or Starbuck’s or the record store or the skate 

shop definitely aren’t changing anything either, so we might as well try. You 

gotta throw punches at life, because it’s sure as hell throwing them at you. 

You can find your truths anywhere if you just look for them. I can 

spend a lunch break staring straight into the sky through the tops of the 

skyscrapers, wondering how long it would take me to walk to the moon, 

suits and power suits and power rangers walking by me wondering what’s 

up with the freak show kid dressed like a mortician staring to the heavens. 

Fuck you you fucking fucks. I wish you were all fucking dead. 

Don’t I wish that subculture would be less like it is: a hundred, a 

THOUSAND! different permutations of some weird, dysfunctional cult which 

seeks desperately to close itself off from the rest of the world by torturing 

itself over self-created superstition and myth which happens, however, only 

superficially, to differ from the myths and superstition of mainstream soci- 
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ety. While I do cast a respectful eye on an artful sense of aesthetic, cool 

clothes, obscure slang, and brilliant showmanship (pop-punk bands aug¬ 

menting their sets with ska numbers, not withstanding), it's going to be 

something like good old fashioned cleverness and intellectual prowess 

which is going to move the ass of “our" culture ANYWHERE beyond the third 

grade. Some of this shit is ridiculous. Visit the Punk Planet WWW chat 

room, and give a gander at the “hootdog chatmachine,” and then look at 

the sixteen year olds who can't make heads or tails of the polysyllabic pre¬ 

cipitation around them because they were told that punk is all about play¬ 

ing stupid for shock value. There’s no sense in biding your time. The world 

ISN'T ending anytime soon. You’ve got to make your bed and lie in it. 

At an unscheduled all-star rendesvous in the Punk Planet chat room 

Hake, Sinker, and I were discussing how we come. Come, as in ejaculate. 

Where as Hake and Sinker are oozers, I’m more the kind who literally 

“shoots” his load, if I may be so bold. Sinker has later revealed to me that “A 

LOT oozes out when it oozes out” as a type of after the fact, just-cuz-l-don’t- 

shoot-the-lights-out-like-you-do-doesn’t-make-me-any-less-of-a-man kind of 

revelation. And I don’t doubt that for a second. Sinker is 100%. And Hake is 

quite a bit more. 

I’m a thief and a liar and some days I’m not even sure I’m worthy of 

these arms and legs and eyes and ears, but here I am and I’ve got to do 

something. Something that seems relevant, even if only to myself and my 

friends. You’ve gotta try and carve a space for yourself. You’ve gotta stare into 

the sky and try to see through the basic inertia that passes for a life worth liv¬ 

ing. Basic respiration is not enough. Who cares if you’ll never to be under¬ 

stood. That’s not what history is for or about. You’ve got to make life mean 

something to yourself. 

Running full speed the wrong direction is better than standing still. 

• • • 

Playlist: 

Computer Cougar demo, this seasons Seinfeld, World Inferno 

Friendship Society live, Vonnegut, Nabakov, Kosinsky, Sea Tiger, The 

Promise Ring, DJ Icey, Hoover, Proulx, the sound of tattoo guns, the sound 

of trains taking me south. 

a had a terrible psychiatrist who liked to ask detailed questions about 

my rock bands and where I went to college. He decided, based on 

where I went to college and the answers about my rock bands, that 

the urban coyote was manic depressive. He relayed this information to the 

therapist. Normally at the therapy visits, we did energy work; visualizing col¬ 

ors and whatnot. Sometimes the little coyote would talk to the big coyote 

and tell her why she was bad. Then the big coyote would tell the little coy¬ 

ote that she was little and it wasn’t her fault. And sometimes, the big coy¬ 

ote would take the little one on a walk by the stream and hug her for a 

moment. Once we did a past life regression where the big coyote came out 

of a white tunnel onto a hillside overlooking a Ye Olde Western Town. I was 

on my way out of town but I decided to go back for something. I actually 

didn’t want to go back but the therapist suggested it under light hypnosis. 

As I stood in the middle of Main Street, townspeople stopped what they 

were doing and stood in a loose crowd in front of the strange handyman 

who had been working and living there for the past six months. I saw near 

the back of the crowd the woman with whom I was deeply in love and with 

whom I had been mystery lovers while living amongst these people. She 

was standing next to her husband. I saw in her eyes the love and fear and 

resignation attached to our necessary and inevitable separation. No one in 

the crowd said a word or made a move. No one ever had said a word. Just 

eyes fixed on me. 

So now the therapist wanted me to come out to my family and who¬ 

ever else as manic depressive. I was given the name of a book by the great 

actor Patty Duke (“we're cousins, identical cousins") and my parents were 

told to read it. And it would be a really good idea if I took Lithium. No it 

would be pretty mandatory that I take Lithium. So I took Depakote instead. 

Accompanied by weekly $80 blood tests to check my white blood cell 

count, which lowered significantly within two months. 

No more Depakote. 

I learned how to take my own blood by helping out the phlebotomist. 

He was a great guy, mostly he was drug testing construction workers. At 

least he was a nice guy, I could tell everybody thought so. So now I really 

was going to have to take Lithium; salt. Fortunately, the psychiatrist called 

in my prescription to the wrong pharmacy and when he realized his mistake 

got angry with me, very angry, and I realized I could fire him. 

So I went to a nice woman psychiatrist in a pruned suburb. She decid¬ 

ed, after many sittings and talkings, that I was not manic depressive. Now 

I had to go back into the closet. This was much harder. For one thing who' 

would believe me. I mean after I came out as queer then got married to 

this wiener dog I met at Hooter’s on the rebound, after that, who would 

believe me. Whether I was or wasn’t manic, depressive, or manic depres¬ 

sive, Marcus Welby after you’ve been diagnosed. And if I had to pick 

between the undiagnosed and the diagnosed, the diagnosed were running 

way ahead of the pack. 

After a visit with my family who live 4000 miles away for safety’s 

sake, I was suicidal. So the doctor put me on Zoloft and then Prozac. I 

guess hanging out with your family and then wanting to kill yourself counts 

as clinical depression. And I should also take Klonopin, a drug used to 

treat seizures, to slow down the firing synapses (to control mania?). OK 

fine, whatever, I’ll take it, I honestly didn’t care. So months pass. I get off 

the anti-depression drug Prozac that was supposed to mangle my sex life, 

and I’m left with only the Klonopin. 

Now I’m addicted to only one drug. A drug that I did not know had 

recreational uses, until a Friday afternoon when the package should have 

arrived from Portland, mailed across state lines for the psychiatrist by my 

friend and co-worker, EBR. Of course EBR, the math major s/m straightedge 



combat dyke blows off picking up my lifeline because her new s/m situation 

won't allow it. That’s fair, as long as it’s consensual, and I’m sure it was. I 

called a local pharmacy near my living space in San Francisco and said, 

“Hey, dude, I just moved here and my drugs didn’t get sent down and if I 

stop taking them I’m going to have a seizure. Can you prescribe me 3 days 

worth until they come?” He asked the name of the drug and said that it 

was a controlled substance. Meaning? People can get off on it. Meaning in 

his words, “Remember the 60's when people would talk about taking 

‘PILLS’?? These are the ‘PILLS’ they were taking.” 

Excellent. It’s going to be harder than I thought to get my PILLS this 

weekend. But surely the doctor on call in Portland will understand that I 

can’t go cold turkey because I’ve been told over 30 times that it is very dan¬ 

gerous and I could have a seizure. The doctor on call in Portland immedi¬ 

ately accused me of being addicted to the drug. Very confusing. Yes, I am 

addicted to the drug and the pusher is your partner, I thought I’d give you 

a little business for a change, you know spread a little happiness. She is 

very angry, this doctor is. It isn’t done. She will not prescribe for me. It’s not 

her turf. My friend must have the drugs and probably sold them. EBR is sell¬ 

ing my drugs instead of doing the Candy Ass mailorder. I KNEW it. That rat 

fink. No, she’s selling them THROUGH the mailorder, inside her lezbo latex 

party videos because she knows I won’t look there. 

I’ve got a message in with my nice psychiatrist and she calls me back 

angry. She won’t prescribe, EBR is a stealer and a dealer, I’m in cahoots, 

she’s going to lose her license, and no, she absolutely will not come up with 

a plan two if EBR and I can't figure out what happened to the drugs. But I 

am welcome to go to the Fred Meyer pharmacy when I bomb into town and 

see if I can identify the signature of whoever signed for the pills. Well I can’t 

wait to get on that plane. 

mm cAHft 
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“History is written by the winners. ” 

—Anonymous 

ave you ever wondered about the things you read in your his¬ 

tory books at school? Have you ever wondered about the 

bible you held in your hand, sitting in church as a child? Or 

the political analysis you hear on the news? 

You should. 

It’s all history—whether an analysis of today’s news or an analysis of 

the origins of western culture. And history is, by definition, always wrong. 

History is not and cannot be “objective truth,” as no one person can 

ever know what really happened. Instead, history is the direct result of 

somebody’s successful argument. And in every argument, there’s a loser. 

And the loser rarely writes history. 

I’ll give you a classic example from the ever wacky world of religion: The 

four Christian gospels—Mark, Matthew, Luke and John—were deemed the 

“official" biographies of Jesus in the second century by a French bishop 

named Irenaeus. At the time, there were hundreds of books floating around, 

each purporting to be a True Gospel of Jesus Christ, etc., and each one told 

a different story, each one had a different point of view. In many of these 

books, Mary Magalene was the favorite disciple, with Jesus saying the kinds 

of things that one might expect modern feminists to be saying. In other 

books, Jesus tells his disciples not to worship him, saying “Become not a 

Christian, but a Christ.” 

But perhaps the most notable thing about all of these books was that 

each of them made the point that individuals can and in fact must achieve 

enlightenment on their own—and not through participation in an official 

Church hierarchy. For the early Christian church, which was in the process 

of getting its act together and flexing its muscles politically, the one thing 

that it could not afford was a bunch of Gospels floating around saying that 

the Church wasn’t necessary. Therefore, in the second century, these books 

were deemed heretical and were sought out and destroyed. Thus, today, we 

have four “official” histories of Jesus. 

Many of the suppressed books—called the “Gnostic Gospels” by his¬ 

torians—were lost for centuries, until they were found in a clay pot in Egypt 

in 1945. Until then, people had nothing else to work with. Now, we know 

that there were dozens of different stories written about Jesus in the two 

hundred years after his death, and we know that no two stories—including 

the four “official” stories—describe the same events. We have no idea what 

happened. Yet today, there are people who call themselves “fundamental¬ 

ist” Christians who will tell you that every word, every contradiction, every 

inconsistency, is exactly true. And most people in the United States who are 

not fundamentalists but are Christians will tell you what happened, as 

though it were literally true, and are shocked to hear that, once upon a 

time, history told a different story. 

Faith is a powerful thing. 

Another great example: Music industry fights. I can’t tell you how 

many arguments I’ve heard in my years of listening to music about how 

“someone done me wrong.” It could be a fight between Ben Weasel and 

Larry Livermore, or a fight between Steve Albini and Urge Overkill, or 

between any number of scene break-off factions against the original scene 

they broke off from—it’s all the fucking same: 

“I was wronged! You cheated me!” 

“No, I was wronged, you lied to me!” 

“No, I was wronged, you led me on!” 

“No, I was wronged, you’re a traitor to the scene!” 

It’s all so ridiculous, especially because (to the outside observer who 

has nothing vested in the argument) both sides are acting like children. 

Who cares? 

History cares. Or so we are all taught. Everyone wants to be the one 

who is remembered as the victor, no matter how small the squabble, no 

matter how inane the issue. People believe, for example, that their own lit¬ 

tle punk scenes are so important that years from now people will give two 

shits about whether or not some “tastemaker” was part of their clique or 

not. Sometimes, underground movements (politics, art, punk, literature, 
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whatever) become so insular that those inside of it begin to believe that 

there’s some greater relevance to their minor dogmatic disagreements. 

Those Marxist collectives in Northern California that put out newsletters 

attacking other Marxist collectives for being insufficiently pure are so silly 

that you almost figure that some right wing think tank thought them up to 

ridicule leftists. I remember in college, intense arguments between mem¬ 

bers of the International Socialists Organization and the Marxist Leninist 

Society over doctrine when 90% of the campus voted for Reagan. 

Oh, and in case you didn’t know, Reagan won that battle. The leftists 

lost—perhaps forever. Or so we are told. By historians. 

Will history remember you? 

dcahr@punkplanet.com 
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alike the fact that I can just walk about a block and half away from 

my house and get a cup of coffee in my own cup and then walk back 

home. I would make coffee in my kitchen, but the coffee I bought 

recently at the grocery store leaves an unpleasant taste on my palate. And 

there is just something about walking to the corner diner, in the sun and 

crisp autumn air, and walking back with the coffee heating my hand. 

Today I went to get my coffee. Then I headed back down Dwight Way, 

down to San Pablo, and strolled purposefully into the Good Vibrations shop 

near the comer. I held my coffee, switching hands, letting it cool down a bit 

before the first sip, as I perused the generous selection of false penises 

arranged decoratively on the spare, glass shelves lining the wall opposite the 

front door. 

They have a vibrator museum there. It’s not very large, just a small area 

with nicely arranged old-school vibrators, complete with their original boxes, 

and informative fliers. I don’t know how nice it would have been to use one 

of these contraptions a hundred years ago, but it’s comforting to know they 

existed. Of course, they were marketed as “muscle massagers,” and used 

by doctors in the treatment of female ailments such as “hysteria.” 

This place has everything. A section for lubes and condoms. A section 

for plug-in vibrators. A selection of bondage gear. Books and videos. And of 

course, the battery-operated vibrators. Gingerly, I picked up a few and 

switched them on. Some were smooth, gleaming plastic. Others were flex¬ 

ible, rubbery, and molded into cock-like shapes. I picked one out, and paid 

for it up at the counter. It was just under $20. Edith Piaf sang saucily in 

French on the shop’s stereo. 

All my girlfriends had been telling me I ought to go for it, and get me 

some pseudo-dick. I never really felt the need to, since I have done just 

fine on my own, thank you, for about two decades now. But they all 

assured me that I haven’t lived until I’ve experienced the orgasm induced 

by motorized vibrations. 

In spite of the fact that I was brought up in a non-religious, sex-posi¬ 

tive household (though I doubt my parents ever had much sex), I still man¬ 

aged to feel intensely shameful about masturbation while I was growing up. 

Even though I started doing it as a very small child, and I was never told it 

was bad, I still thought there was something wrong with me for doing it. 

Maybe it’s cos I’m a girl and we are generally instilled with the idea that our 

bodies are for men’s pleasure and to be pleasured by men. A boy jacking 

off is thought to be a normal release; a woman fingering her clit is sup¬ 

posedly the act of a desperate single girl who needs a man. I mean, these 

are clearly archaic generalizations, but I still get the good-natured comment 

from some women when I mention my new toy: “I don’t need that, when 

I’ve got the real thing.” 

The real thing of course being a real dick—a real man. Does this 

mean that when I get me a boyfriend, my body will then belong to him, and 

I won’t have any more need to give myself multiple orgasms? Does this 

again mean that a woman who enjoys her body only does it in lieu of the 

next man who appears on the scene? Hmm. Duh. Of course not, my per¬ 

verted friends! 

I took my toy home and took it out for a spin. No flowers, no dinner, 

no drinks—just right to the action. My girlfriends were right; I went off like 

a rocket. Fun fun fun! I wonder if I will ever live in a world where people, 

especially girls, feel comfortable with their anatomy and don’t feel 

ashamed to say that they get themselves off whenever they like. I just 

can’t see the basis for this shame thing. I presume it has something to do 

with those damn Christians... 

• • • 

My time is no longer my own. I was looking for a job and then I found 

a job, and heaven knows I’m miserable now. It is hard to get up at seven 

in the morning. It has grown cold. My dreams awaken me at quarter past 

six. I dreamed last night of a strange boy with a face the color of cheap red 

poster paint. His house had pools of water connecting the rooms, and I 

swam close behind him. Sometimes I dream I am completely submerged 

underwater. It brings on a slow but steady panic. 

Then I somehow get up. My legs feel heavy as they push my bicycle 

to work. My bike seems more dense than necessary. When the sun is out, 

it stares me in the face riding to work in the morning, then gliding home at 

five. The bike lanes are relegated to short and narrow strips of white paint 

on the most useless of arterials. In a smart town, in a smart country, the 

bike lanes would be wide and not allow parking and be situated in busy 

roads that people actually want to use. 

I ride past the high school. Some kids are having gym class on the 

softball field. The air smells clean and cold. I sometimes wonder if anyone 

mistakes me for a kid late to class as I ride by. The voice of a boy in the 

outfield carries across the road and breaks in my ear. His larynx is stretch¬ 

ing. His voice is changing. He is so young. This cracking, wordless intona¬ 

tion hitches for a brief second in my brain as I roll past. I wonder what it 

would be like to be sixteen again. I keep riding, back into the long copper 

shadows of the morning. 



I'd like to take this opportunity to publicly acknowledge and thank 

those incredibly nice and generous persons who have been kind enough 

and creative enough to make mix tapes for little ol’ me; with absolutely no 

prompting on my part, but simply out of pure goodness. It has made me 

feel very super, to say the least, and what fun to receive exposure to bands 

I have long wanted to hear but been too poor to do so. 

So here is a sample of some bands I have been experimenting with. 

Maybe you will want to experiment, too: Karate. Red Stars Theory. Belle and 

Sebastian. The Promise Ring. Palace Music. Arab Strap. Mogwai. Cars Get 

Crushed. Sonora Pine. Stereolab. The Rachels. I have also been fortunate 

to see some shows recently. I was mighty impressed by At the Drive In, from 

El Paso, and, as usual, Karp. Also you should see The Get Hustle (from L.A.) 

if you can. Their drummer makes pretty envelopes. 

Keep in touch: PO Box 989, Berkeley, CA. 94701. Or, electronically 

and instantaneously; jane@hating.com. Happy New Year. Cheers. 

How I Spent My Summer Vacation, Pt. il a was at the federal courthouse when I realized why the judge and 

her cronies were so visibly unhappy. The prestigious rituals, decor, 

formalities and the power plays involved with adjudicating U.S. law 

onto citizens is enough to drain the spirit out of anyone. Even the teens 

were bored silly. Not that their disaffected moods should have been a sur¬ 

prise when walking through the offices, chambers and between walls of fil¬ 

ing cabinets—for most of our crew, being jaded and apathetic at 12 is 

almost a way of life. A formal introduction to Reno’s new federal building 

spawned zero enthusiasm. With our culture always in mind, the teens, 

ages 11-14, should be expected to be disillusioned by their surround¬ 

ings—especially formal settings that simply do not speak to today’s youth 

or the reality they exist in. 

The holding cells and security booth were the most interesting part of 

the tour. Gratuity toward mainstream media can be expressed here for our 

technological intrigue—the fear/fascination of being watched. The court¬ 

house’s security cameras, as we were shown, almost boastfully, can scan its 

perimeter, even into windows of businesses across the street. The govern¬ 

ment can literally monitor and record you walking down the street, or through 

your own business or dwelling. I’m sure every kid there thought about being 

spied upon by anonymous authorities. The courthouse took extra measures 

to make sure something like the Oklahoma City bombing never happens 

again. Security is high-tech, and the U.S. Marshals made it clear to us just 

how air-tight their mandates are enforced. So much so that yours truly near¬ 

ly ended up in the slammer. 

My keychain, a mini spiked metal rod, was considered to be a con¬ 

cealed weapon by the marshals. I never thought of it being concealed—or 

for that matter, much of a weapon. A sharpened pencil is more deadly. I 

presented the keychain at the security checkpoint thinking, like at the air¬ 

port, it was no big deal. I think one marshal viewed the metal baton as a 

new trinket for his keychain (his buddy already had one), and he threatened 

me with the slammer he’d just shown to the kids and I. I was told to call 

my parents—until they found out I was 26—scolded, and was told the 

“judge said [I] could go since [I] posed no threat." My reaction: Thanks for 

the patronizing lesson, chumps. 

Actually, two lessons came out of our courthouse experience. The 

obvious one I was aware of: The marshals got their usual perverted fasci¬ 

nation at their job which is, essentially, the business of controlling people 

at every opportunity. That should not be news to anyone who’s had the 

pleasure of encountering law-enforcement up close and personal. 

I had reached the second lesson before we interacted with the author¬ 

itarians; it was when we were introduced to the judge’s staff and their life¬ 

lessness permeated the room with a noticeable YAWN. 

The business of modern law lacks spirit and enthusiasm because it 

presents little to be inspired by. Laws—acts on paper—can’t possibly man¬ 

age the realities and diversities of an analog world. Life-forces aren’t always 

logical, and attempts to mandate behavior as black and white will always 

beg for the necessity to have more laws. It is when inadequacies in exist¬ 

ing laws are exposed that new laws are needed to correct the old. That’s if 

law-enforcers aren’t acting upon their own biases first, placing themselves 

as judges and juries when technically they are not (another problem law 

fails to adequately address). But again, that’s just an example of how these 

laws by default are incapable of solving dire issues. 

Laws tell people how to live—the way lawmakers think we should. 

Laws often define consequences for behavior deemed “immoral.” I don’t 

believe people were meant to be authoritarian, to enforce a certain way to 

live. But somehow, somewhere along the way, we began to get a nice kick 

out of making it our business to control human behavior. My suspicion 

seems to account for what I view as a hefty dose of psychological dysfunc¬ 

tion among law workers, paper pushers and other bureaucrats. What, I beg 

to know, is so noble about creating mounds upon mounds of work all in the 

name of stability when we all know this effort only ADDS to instability? 

Pot smokers can go to jail for the crime of possession, which the law 

says is wrong. But the reasons people smoke pot (withdrawal from a stress¬ 

ful world, the need for an alternate reality, relaxation, etc.) aren’t solved by 

this law. Quite often, laws only address effects of a problem, not the prob¬ 

lem’s cause. Examples include: laws against gun ownership, laws against 

personal choice, age-restriction laws (voting, driving, sex, drinking, et. al.), 

liability laws, etc. To me, it’s always been obvious that in order to solve a 

problem, the problem’s roots must be fixed, not the effects the problem 

creates. Fixating on symptomatic solutions adds to the dysfunction of the 

system’s problems. 

Just so it’s clear, I’m not discussing natural laws, or constants. I’m talk¬ 

ing about a system created centuries upon centuries of laws as we know 
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them today. Our culture mandates morality, a certain kind of morality, and 

we are paying a heavy price for it. This works quite literally: If one law is 

deemed unclear, it must to be tested in court and maybe later revised by 

legislatures. The expense, manpower and material consumption exceeds 

what a sane populace will rationally manage. Imagine documenting your own 

personal rules, morals, and lessons on a daily basis. The effort is unimagin¬ 

able. Our law system does it very well and it keeps people busy. The pur¬ 

pose, the guiding force behind the work, however, creates drudgery, as with 

many jobs that strive for higher profit, not human enrichment. Laws’ role in 

human value is quite minimal. When the judges’ lack of spark was all too 

evident, so too was the meaninglessness and absurdity of their work. 

despite how such concepts are played out, knowing a history of, in this 

case, marginalization, would be wise considering how often it is enforced to 

almost militant degrees. 

Clarification 

Punks, I’ve come realize—but suspected all along—don’t have the 

answer. They’ll spew the anarchist- or communist-based rhetoric all they 

want, and some sound better than others, but when the verbal gesticula¬ 

tions end, it’s usually the same old rhetoric. 

(Lately, the only class-based argument I’ve seen as presenting any 

kind of enlightenment is Jim Goad’s The Redneck Manifesto. Goad once 

again demystifies cultural myths. This time around he presents what I con¬ 

* 

* 

The courthouse field-trip wasn’t much of a reality check, more a 

reminder than anything. Other field trips were more exciting. Extra-curricu¬ 

lar activities mostly worked in my favor. The band toured the Southwest for 

a week, I went to the Warped Tour for free (mostly a big yawn, but worth 

the trip for a couple of the bands) and, finally, I got to see my good friends 

Arne and Laurel get married in early September. The trip to Eureka, Calif, 

was worth the drive. The Automatics played on the boat the two got mar¬ 

ried on* The reception party was unforgettable, and I met a host of good 

people while visiting. It seemed the fun could never end. 

That was until I was forced to remember my naivete. My summer is 

always punctuated by a September birthday and almost always by subse¬ 

quent depression. I still haven’t figured if there’s a correlation between the 

two. I had a job change, again, moved for the third time this year, broke up 

with my girlfriend of over three years, and more dramatic transitions that 

have become too common in my unstable late 20s. 

I became emotionally weary after I spent the early part of the year 

being depressed too. Now, I’m just tired of being unhappy, and I get unhap¬ 

py when I think about it all. The summer was a nice break from my list of 

woes. I’m grateful for some of the adventures I had. I learned quite a bit, 

was humbled on occasion, and I can only hope for more beneficial social 

situations when my personal life gets straightened out. That road, as I write 

this, is looking to be as unpleasant as ever. I guess I’ll see. 

Marginalization 

In my interview with Daniel Quinn for an upcoming issue of Second 

Guess, I ask a question about marginalization: Is it important? Having been 

used to feeling on the edge of things for so much of my life, I wasn’t pre¬ 

pared for his answer. He said he doesn’t see marginalization as holding a 

special virtue. He pointed out how it’s a Judeo-Christian concept. I don’t 

think he meant to say its roots are found only in Christianity, but the preva¬ 

lence of the idea—like so many other bad ideas—seems to take hold on a 

grand scale probably because of Christianity. 

Quinn replied: “As Jesus put it, ‘Blessed are those who suffer insults 

and persecutions and every sort of calumny for my sake. Accept it with 

gladness and exultation, for you have rich reward in heaven; they perse¬ 

cuted the prophets in the same way before you.’ It’s a common perception 

that unpopular ideas MUST be nobler than popular ones.” 

And boy have punks taken Jesus’ words and created a quick, ugly his¬ 

tory out of them. Unintentionally, of course. But ideas are ideas, and 

sider to be one of the country’s few relevant dialogues that could actually 

have a positive impact on how we think about our history. If taken serious¬ 

ly, The Redneck Manifesto could be America’s self-help motivator.) 

This became apparent due to my own failings. A couple columns ago, 

I discussed the ineffectiveness of traditional activism. This hit a sore spot 

among readers mainly because much of Punk Planet's readership is appar¬ 

ently involved with punk-based activism. Challenging the punIVactivist credo 

naturally isn’t going to score me any brownie points. One reader took my 

view on surplus economys and concocted a subtext where he insisted I was 

heralding the call for genocide of the poor. Yeah, it was fairly bizarre to me 

too, and with such wild-eyed gumption, it was hard to take a reply serious¬ 

ly (but I did anyway for the sake of enlightenment), when it’s clear, at least 

to me, that my view was about helping humanity keep from killing itself off, 

not promoting its demise. 

I seem to recall recommending texts that discuss explicitly how to do 

this—but only for those willing to throw out their belief systems, ones as far 

as this audience is concerned that seem to be entrenched in a 60s-based 

activist mentality with a harsher edge. Maybe I wasn’t clear enough, but 

this hardly sounds like I’m advocating the Fourth Reich; not to mention, 

genocide of the poor would be my demise as well, I’m sorry to say. 

I admit my views on the underclasses tend to be negative, mainly from 

personal experience, but I should have also been more explicit about how I 

feel about the middle class and rich as well. Others make class hatred their 

agenda, so I feel I don’t have to reaffirm what everyone already knows any¬ 

way. A big duh: Everybody knows the rich are the greatest offenders of 

wastefulness. That’s like saying eating red meat is bad for you—everybody 

is already aware of it. I belabor the converted so to speak when it’s clear 

they may fundamentally mean well but seem to need some kind of wake-up 

call when they bog themselves down in mostly conservative ideologies. Its 

seems rather limiting to me to follow the vision of one or two thinkers, and 

I will continue to point out how this makes for a narrow point of view—much 

like how the cultural elite tends to propagate its narrowness, one of sense¬ 

less greed and waste. 

Others took the column out of context by reaffirming what I said, espe¬ 

cially in regards to their agendas creating more divisiveness, or by nit pick¬ 

ing side-issues: whether traditional activism is truly important or not, for 

instance. Frankly, it doesn’t matter. Even if activism as we know it is large¬ 

ly unsuccessful, there’s still a need for that role to be filled if for no other 

reason than to keep certain issues of injustice alive. I happen to think much 
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of today’s discourse is wasted energy especially in light of new thinkers who 

are presenting much more plausible ways toward a better, more sustain¬ 

able future. And it is this view for which I am criticized. Clearly, I will have 

to focus more on these issues in the future. 

And the Winners Are... 

When I discussed religion a couple issues back, I was hinting rather 

explicitly at references made in previous columns. Again, it was my error. 

I had forgotten punk readership is in a constant state of transition and most 

wouldn’t know to think past an issue or two. Today’s readers will be selling 

stock n^xt year. 

JESSE SERWER of Boston writes: ‘“...looking back in world history 

shows that the world’s oldest religion still exists, barely, in increasingly lim¬ 

ited cultures.... The first Punk Planet reader to tell me what that religion is 

gets a free subscription to Punk Planet....' 

"Animism. Read Daniel Quinn lately? Now, where's my subscription?’’ 

Bingo. While my views are rarely well articulated, it should be said that 

animism isn’t so much a religion, but more of a construct applied to the pious 

views of hunter-gatherer-type cultures. The significance at looking at Animism, 

as Daniel Quinn has so elegantly provided, is to see how the Animist vision is 

one completely separate from our own. It was one of sustainability whereas 

our culture’s vision tells us our environment is ours to do with as we please. 

Native cultures had a healthier respect for life—all life—than ours does. 

RON VAN PELT also wrote: “I also have the answer to the worlds old¬ 

est religion which I spent numerous hours in my computer’s encyclopedia to 

find the answer. The oldest religion in the world is Hinduism which derived 

from Aninism [sic] which they haven’t figured out if it’s a religion or not yet.” 

Given my point of reference, I accepted his answer even though he 

missed the point of uncovering Animism’s importance. He said he hadn’t 

followed Punk Planet, so it makes sense. 

Ron and Jesse were sent subcriptions out of one of my paychecks, so 

I hope they enjoy. 

Toward a Sustainable Future 

Based on the Animist creed of taking only what’s necessary and giv¬ 

ing back to your environment, sustainable economies appear to be the 

modern wave of creating practical solutions to wastefulness. I asked read¬ 

ers to submit ideas or businesses employing sustainable policies. 

Jeff Green, who recently began a cool independent distributorship in 

Canada, (called 1000 Leafs, modeled after 1000 Flowers in Oregon) writes 

with the following information: 

“The Beer Store (run and operated by .Brewers Retail) has, over the 

past 10 years or so, implemented a massive recycling program that has 

won them countless awards... Basically 98% of all materials used in the 

workplace are recycled. We recycle EVERYTHING. The idea of returning bot¬ 

tles for refund isn’t that new of an idea, but in Ontario EVERYONE does it. 

10 cents a bottle does add up after a while. They’ve changed all bottles 

(Molson’s and Labatt's brands) to one type of bottle so that every different 

type of beer still goes into the same generic bottle. People return them, 

they get 10 cents per, we ship them back to the breweries, clean them and 

then refill them with beer. We also recycle all cans (still 10 cents per), card- 

i 

board, paper, and everything else you could think of. Brewers retail’s oper¬ 

ating costs have plummeted over these changes, while the price of beer, 

(and I'm assuming the company’s profits) have gone up. Just flat out com¬ 

mon sense if ya ask me.” 

Recycling still encourages more consumption of resources. In order to 

process used goods, recycling consumes, and often wastes, more energy. 

That’s why I don’t support curbside recycling of plastics, aluminum, 

newsprint and glass that Reno so half-assedly promotes. Recycling, it's 

been said, creates more waste and fails to contend with how we consume. 

What Jeff is talking about is reUSE. If it pays—this example shows how 

obviously it does—people will participate. Some companies, and hopefully 

many more, are moving toward taking as little as 10% of pre-factory mate¬ 

rials, thus making their businesses 90% sustainable on existing resources: 

product, packaging, energy consumption, etc. It’s encouraging. 

In Jeff’s example, I think it’s safe to say The Beer Store is doing much 

more to promote ecological, and therefore human, well-being than a nation 

of straight-edgers combined. The irony is resounding. 

WHY ME? 

o cap off a—to put it mildly—interesting summer during which I 

got fired for throwing apples out of a window and my room got 

flooded (and over $700 of my shit got ruined) by an idiot room¬ 

mate who improperly drained her water bed into a sink, I got salmonella 

poisoning 2 months after becoming vegan. I must say, my luck has been 

impeccable. Thinking back, I have narrowed the source of the salmonella 

to be a restaurant. Since I live with 3 vegans and since I ate only cooked 

foods (no raw vegetables, fruit, or even cereal) at home the week before 

my symptoms hit, that is the only conclusion I could come to. I am now 

afraid to eat out unless I go to a vegetarian place, a difficult position to be 

in living in a town that has only one vegetarian restaurant. 

MMM, FOOD, COFFEE 

In addition to becoming vegan, I have also stopped purchasing gro¬ 

ceries, mainly produce, that comes from Third World countries. This 

includes items like pineapples and bananas grown in Latin America and 

orange juice that contains concentrate from oranges grown in Brazil and 

Mexico. I used to be a fanatical coffee drinker up until about a month ago 

and I felt pretty safe buying organically grown coffee at the local food co¬ 

op and avoiding drinking coffee at cafes but as we all know, most coffee is 

cultivated in Latin America where working conditions are pretty shitty. I 

found out about a company called Equal Exchange (which I think is affiliat- 
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ed with Global Exchange) through an ad in The Nation. To condense their 

practices into one sentence, they buy coffee directly from farmer coopera¬ 

tives in third world countries, implementing various fairtrade practices, and 

distribute this coffee to stores directly. Send me a SASE (that’s Self 

Addressed Stamped Envelope, dolts) and I’ll send you an information pack¬ 

et about them. 

COLOMBIA 

Recently, the Colombia Support Network hosted a conference on 

Colombia here in Urbana-Champaign of all places. I found out about it 

through my roommate Brian (all-encompassing purveyor of information on 

local political events) and saw it as an opportunity to learn. The intrigued 

eager-beaver student in me that went to the conference came out of it sad¬ 

dened, furious, and incredulous. I knew the situation in Colombia was bad, 

but I had no idea just how horrific it really is. I went home and read the arti¬ 

cles I had gotten at the conference and felt a burning sensation welling up 

inside, a currently all-too familiar feeling I get whenever I’m confronted with 

the absolute brutality and cruelty of the powerful toward the disadvantaged 

and vulnerable, of humans toward humans. 

Since I am new to the tragedies in Colombia, I have read very little on 

the situation but even the relatively small amount of information I’ve 

received has convinced me beyond a doubt that humans are evil and must 

be destroyed. Well, actually, I’m a little bit more optimistic than that, but 

that sounds pretty appropriate depending on what kind of mood I’m in. 

Moving right along... I think we all know something of the horrors that 

various powers (mostly the U.S.) have visited upon Latin America, espe¬ 

cially in the 80s. Colombia appears to be a mishmash of every fathomable 

human rights abuse, every terrifying aspect of military violence, every 

closed ear and eye of the media, every interest (economic and political) the 

U.S. has had in these countries and more, here in the 90s. The violence 

there is absolutely mind boggling and heart breaking. Since 1988, there 

have been almost 30,000 political murders committed in Colombia com¬ 

pared to around 9,000 in 8 years of dictatorship in Argentina and 2,666 in 

17 years of Pinochet’s brutal rule over Chile. Sources blame between 60 

to 70% of these murders on paramilitary groups which are said to be com¬ 

prised of citizens, military officials, and landowners and which, as evidence 

strongly suggests, are supported by the Colombian military. The violence 

attributed to political upheaval translates into everyday life there; there are 

roughly 35,000 homicides committed annually in Colombia. That is over 95 

murders per day in a country with a population of around 3 million. 

Though the facts and figures are staggering to read, the most hard hit¬ 

ting information I read was on the tactics of violence utilized by the police, 

military, paramilitary, and guerrilla groups. In one instance, a ten year old 

boy watched as soldiers drank his dead brother’s blood and kicked his dis¬ 

membered head around like a soccer ball. In another example, Gloria 

Cuartas, while mayor of Apartado, was at an elementary school when sus¬ 

pected paramilitaries grabbed a boy on the playground, decapitated him, 

and threw his head inside the classroom where Cuartas was discussing 

nonviolent methods of conflict resolution with the kids. After spending the 

night hiding in a student’s home, Cuartas emerged the next morning to find 

her car riddled with bullet holes. (Speaking of mayors, 14 of them were 

killed in 1996). Some horrifying cases of massacres in which blowtorches 

and chainsaws were the principal murder weapons have been document¬ 

ed. One of the paramilitary groups there is referred to as Mochacabezas in 

reference to their apparently favorite method of killing: decapitation. 

Of course, the violence in Colombia is not occurring in total isolation 

from the rest of the world, though you would think so based on how often 

the press covers it. The U.S. is directly implicated in many of the human 

rights abuses happening there every day. Reports on U.S. aid to the 

Colombian government— almost all to the military—vary from $25 to 

$169 million annually. This does not include the money taxpayers have 

spent on putting over 9,500 Colombians through the School of Americas 

in Georgia, over 120 of whom have been directly linked with human rights 

abuses. Much of this money is spent to fight the shameful War on Drugs 

which some experts cite as totaling up to $1 billion in U.S. spending in the 

past 10-15 years. 

The excuse of funding the War on Drugs is obviously a sham. 

Apartado is undoubtedly the city with the highest rate of violence (some 

call it the most violent city in the hemisphere) yet coca, the plant from 

which cocaine is derived, can’t even grow in the climate there. Among 

other serious and obvious flaws in political reasoning, this shows that the 

excuse of the War on Drugs is a sham. So why then does the U.S. want 

to aid the Colombian government so badly? According to the Wall Street 

Journal, no haven of anti-status quo journalism, U.S. investment in 

Colombia constitutes more than half of the direct foreign investment 

there. And of course there is the standard desire for more oil which is con¬ 

tributing to the displacement of the native U’wa tribe from their home in 

the rainforest. Another somewhat sinister implication is that Colombia rep¬ 

resents the only alternative canal site to the Panama canal once it is 

returned to Panamanian control in 1998. I don’t know about anybody 

else, but I am absolutely sickened when I think about this. 

Certain idiotic officials excuse continued U.S. aid to Colombia not 

only under the pretext of the War on Drugs but by saying that they are aid¬ 

ing a struggling democracy in a third world country. Are they just full of shit 

when they say that? Well, yes, but amazingly enough, Colombia techni¬ 

cally is a democracy. 

Sometimes I get really upset when I think about all the people here 

whose tax dollars and government are funding atrocities in other parts of 

the world who sit on their comfortable asses doing nothing about it. 

Recently, a good friend of mine said he didn’t want to sign a petition 

because all the names from it were going to be published in an ad in the 

local paper. He said he didn’t want his professors to see his name and 

argue with him about it. I couldn’t hide my surprise at first at this coward¬ 

ly attitude but I kept my mouth shut after a while, not wanting to say some¬ 

thing I'd regret. I understand we all have different priorities. But later I 

thought about it, I thought about all the people that have died defending 

their right to fucking live without fear and be treated like human beings, 

risking their lives and their family members’ lives, and I thought about peo¬ 

ple in the U.S. who are complicit in their silence just sitting around and wor¬ 

rying about getting into arguments or jeopardizing their reputation. While I 

am typing this, there are people being brutally murdered in Colombia and 

elsewhere. When I am at a rally or protest, I do not worry about snipers or 



even about getting arrested while there are people who fear for their lives 

every waking moment no matter what their political ideologies are. 

If anybody want any more information on Colombia, I suggest con¬ 

tacting the Colombia Support Network at RO. Box 1505, Madison Wl 

53701 (608) 257-8753 fax (608) 255-6621 csn@igc.apc.org or check 

out their website at www.igc.apc.org/csn. 

• • • 

As usual, you can write to me at PO Box 2110 Champaign, IL 61825- 

2110 or kimbae@punkplanet.com. 

Everyone prefers belief to the exercise ofjudgment. 

—Seneca 

The duty of an opposition is very simple—to oppose everything and 

propose nothing 

—Lord Derby 

few years ago I would typically read 10 or 20 zines a week. I 

was very enthusiastic about the whole zine phenomenon. My 

hope was that zines would give people the opportunity to cir¬ 

cumvent the corporate stranglehold over the media. 

But I was being overly optimistic. In recent years, zines have been 

crawling up their own collective ass, making themselves irrelevant or inac¬ 

cessible to all but a handful of self-referential fanatics. 

So it’s a rare pleasure when I run across a zine that has genuine sig¬ 

nificance, where the person publishing it not only has something to say, but 

has put a great deal of thought and effort into saying it. 

Such was the case when I discovered the newest (and last) issue 

of Outpunk, a zine that has been at the forefront of the queercore 

scene. It’s published by a fine fellow named Matt Wobensmith, with 

whom I’ve had a number of public and private disagreements, but who 

I also respect immensely. 

I never miss an opportunity to read what Matt has to say, and I imme¬ 

diately read through almost the entire zine. I was thoroughly impressed with 

all the work and research that had gone into it. The only trouble was that 

so much of it was wrong. 

“Wrong” is a pretty strong word, especially when you’re talking about 

what is essentially someone else’s opinion. But while I don’t doubt that 

Matt passionately believes what he says, and while many of his premises 

have a solid foundation in reality, his conclusions veer wildly off into wish¬ 

ful thinking and delusion. 

Matt sets the tone with a newspaper cutting about a Canadian stu¬ 

dent who has decided to “destroy art, to liberate individuals and living crea¬ 

tures from its banal, oppressive representation" by going to museums and 

puking on various paintings. 

A funny story, sure, and certainly I’ve been tempted to do worse than 

puke on, oh, say 90% of the contents of the San Francisco Museum of 

Modem Art. But what Matt may be overlooking is that he too is engaged in 

the creation of art, through his zine, through his record label, and through 

his ongoing critique of other people's art. Does he feel his own art is some¬ 

how above (or beneath, since it is “underground”) this sort of active criti¬ 

cism? Or would he willingly hand over his own writing or music to be phys¬ 

ically defaced by any self-appointed critic? 

This point is further underlined when Matt tells us how much he wants 

“to create chaos." In this he’s no different from legions of anarcho-punks 

(ironically, only a paragraph earlier he’s urged people to “destroy punk rock 

from the ground up”), but like the punks, he seems to have overlooked just 

exactly what chaos involves. 

Sure, it can be a lively pit, a party where all kinds of people get togeth¬ 

er and interact in unpredictable ways, a world where traditional class, gen¬ 

der, and social roles dissolve. But it could also be when someone feels free 

to walk into Matt’s house and take a sledgehammer to his computer (or his 

head); it could also be when a bunch of thugs feel free to attack his friends’ 

band for being dykes. Anybody who lives in a big city sees plenty of chaos 

every day. Sometimes it’s exciting, but sometimes it's deadly as well. 

You may think I’m coming down awfully hard on a carelessly used word. 

I know I could go back through my own writings and find plenty of times 

where I tossed around ideas and slogans with similar abandon. But look at 

it this way: Matt is calling for a radical rethinking of everything that punk in 

general and queerpunk in particular has stood for, while using the same 

rhetoric that has stripped punk of nearly any political or cultural value it 

might once have had. 

Every bit of vitriol Matt heaps upon punk is matched by his effusive 

praise for hiphop. It’s understandable that he finds it interesting—anybody 

who wants to stay abreast of modem culture would have to be familiar with 

hiphop—but he’s endorsed it so heartily that he risks sounding like, oh, the 

Tim Yohannan of white hiphop fans. 

“It’s hard to get excited about something [I presume he means queer- 

punk here] whose premise was determined well over five years ago,” and 

then devotes the bulk of his issue to exploring and lauding a musical genre 

that has been around nearly as long as punk rock, and is at least as for- 

‘hnulaic and cliche-ridden as punk rock ever was. 

The difference, apparently, is that hiphop is primarily made by black 

people, and I get the uneasy impression that while white punk rockers are 

fair game for Matt’s ridicule and contempt, black people, presumably by 

virtue of being “oppressed,” are somehow above criticism. Oh sure, he rais¬ 

es an eyebrow at the more heinous views put forth by some rap artists, but 

it is very feebly raised eyebrow. Example: “I can’t defend their sometimes 

very fucked up ideas—mainly their misogyny and violence. But I didn’t grow 

up in the Fifth Ward ghetto either, so who am I to say?” 

I’ll tell you who you are, Matt: you’re an intelligent, thoughtful human 

being who has both a right and duty to speak out against things that are 
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just plain wrong, regardless of their source. The notion that people who 

have grown up in unfortunate circumstances should somehow be exempt 

from normal standards of civilized behavior is one of the most disastrous 

ones of our time. While such thinking is often espoused by white radicals 

who wish only the best for the racial minorities who have suffered so much 

in this country, I feel it actually harms rather than helps the people it’s 

meant to support. 

Matt tells, with considerable and understandable outrage, about the 

lesbian band Cypher In The Snow being attacked by a gang of punk rock 

bigots. Would it have made the slightest bit of difference if the attackers 

had been black instead of white? Wouldn’t it have hurt just as much, 

wouldn’t it have been just as wrong? 

The answer should be obvious, but by to say, “Oh, we need to under¬ 

stand the culture they came from, we can’t judge them too harshly for it,” 

is a fundamentally racist attitude. In essence, you’re applying a different 

standard to people based on their skin color. You’re saying that we can’t 

expect black people to behave as well as we expect white people to. 

Anybody who’s been around the punk scene knows how quickly some¬ 

one will denounce a band or fanzine at the slightest hint of racism or sex¬ 

ism. That’s not to say that punk is free of those attributes, not by a long 

shot, but I don’t think any serious observer has ever tried to justify a punk 

band’s moronic lyrics by saying, “Oh, they came from a poor white trash 

background, they’re just a product of their culture.” 

Yet there are white people, especially the variety often dismissed by 

middle class intellectual punk rockers as “rednecks," who have grown up 

under conditions that, while perhaps not as bad as an inner city ghetto, 

were certainly worse than the middle class backgrounds of such self- 

appointed black spokesmen as, say, Spike Lee or Chuck D. By seeing 

everything through race-colored lenses, as so many people want to do 

today, we only perpetuate the state of affairs that has been America’s 

greatest shame for most of its existence. 

Speaking of Chuck D, he recently published a book detailing his views 

on race and hiphop and a myriad of other things. At about the same time, 

Jim Goad, formerly of Answer Me zine, published something called The 

Redneck Manifesto, which purports to speak for America’s “forgotten 

minority,” or “white trash,” as Goad would have it. I find both books fairly 

offensive, for different reasons, but at the same time I see a certain sym¬ 

metry between them. 

What’s problematic about Chuck D’s book is not so much his poorly 

thought out ideas, his inflammatory rhetoric, his idealization of people like 

Mike Tyson as a “victim” of white society, but the fact that he’s taken seri¬ 

ously enough to be given a book deal in the first place. The guy is not dumb 

by any means; he writes at the level of a reasonably intelligent college 

sophomore, complete with the bombast and intellectual overreaching you’d 

expect of someone of that age and education. 

But most college sophomores don’t get asked to write books, let 

alone speak for an entire race of peopfe. A mid-level white rock star who 

wrote a similar book would be laughed out of town. There’s a double stan¬ 

dard at work here, one which encourages slipshod scholarship and care¬ 

less, even reckless thinking. The danger is not that a self-important charla¬ 

tan like Chuck D will make a few bucks, nor that his ideas will subvert the 

social contract, but the example that he sets for young people. What it says 

is that it’s more important to be black than it is to be good. 

Goad, on the other hand, is a better writer, which is to be expected, 

since he’s been doing it for a living. But throughout his paean to “white 

trash,” one can almost hear the cynical gears turning: “Hey, those rappers 

are getting rich singing about black trash; there’s got to be some way I can 

get in on this too.” 

What it comes down to is that trash is trash, and what color it is does¬ 

n’t really matter all that much. That’s not to say all rappers are trash, or 

that all they sing about is trash, any more than all poor rural whites are 

trash, or that all country music is trash. There are things of value to be 

found in both cultures and both art forms, but we’re going to do a lousy job 

of finding them if the first thing we look for is skin color. 

This is the reason why, after unquestioningly supporting affirmative 

action for 20 years or more, I finally came to the realization that it s a bad 

idea. Not because I’m afraid some black man is going to take the job I 

might want—heaven knows I’m not looking for a job, and those who know 

me will testify that I’ve spent most of my life trying to avoid work of any kind 

anyway—but because it hurts the people it’s supposed to help. 

Yes, in some cases it provides opportunities to those who might not 

have gotten them (even here, those most likely to benefit from affirmative 

action are middle class blacks who know how to work the system), but at 

the same time it tells blacks loud and clear that they’re not as good as 

whites, that they need special help if they’re to have any hope of compet¬ 

ing with whites. 

It also rewards those who choose not to do their very best, which may 

seem like a small thing, but isn’t. Think about a young black man who’s 

really good at school, who can get A’s and B’s without trying too hard. If he 

knows that, thanks to affirmative action, a solid B+ average is going to get 

him into any college he chooses, isn’t he less likely to make that extra effort 

that would earn him straight A's? 

It has nothing to do with him being black, but to do with being human. 

All of us have a tendency to do only as much as we need to. That young 

man might, with just a bit more work, have developed into a genius. If 

instead, he coasts into a college scholarship based on skin color, black 

people lose out on what he might have accomplished, society at large loses 

too, but nobody loses as much as that young man will have: the chance to 

be the best he can possibly be. 

The same process is ai work when we tolerate self-destructive or anti¬ 

social or criminal behavior on the basis of race. Yes, it’s understandable 

that people from poverty-stricken backgrounds, who’ve suffered all their 

lives from prejudice, will be more prone to such behavior. Understandable, 

yes, but not excusable. Even worse than excusing it is glorifying it, and 

that’s precisely what a lot of rap and hiphop does. 

“Oh, they’re just reporting the reality of everyday life in the ghetto,” 

you might say, and to an extent that’s true. But you don’t need to be an 

expert on hiphop to know that a lot of rappers don’t just talk about thug life, 

they live it. “So?” you protest, “there are some pretty rotten white people 

in the music business too, aren’t there?” 



And so there are (by some accounts, in fact, I was one of them), but 

the big difference is that no one is holding Frank Sinatra up as a leader or 

spokesman for white people, no one is suggesting that hanging out with the 

Mafia and beating up photographers is some kind of bold statement about 

how white people should live. 

What’s more, black performers who tear through life the way Brother 

Sinatra did are a lot less likely to get the kind of slack he did, as Tupac and 

the Notorious B.I.G. found. And the kids from the streets who try to emu¬ 

late their favorite stars by swaggering around with gold chains and a men¬ 

acing attitude, well, there’s just about no slack at all for them. 

Oh, but there is one kind of slack they get: that bestowed by well- 

meaning white radicals who imagine that by being surly and hostile, by refus¬ 

ing to learn standard English, young black men are somehow striking a blow 

for freedom. In reality, they’re setting themselves up for a quick trip to the 

penitentiary or the graveyard, but that won’t affect the white radicals too 

much; after all, they can always move back to the suburbs if life in the big 

city gets too rough. 

In The Invisible Man, Ralph Ellison gives a coruscating account of how, 

in the 1930s, the (mostly white) Communist Party came up to Harlem to 

organize a protest that resulted in hundreds of black people being beaten 

and arrested, and how in the course of this disaster, Mr. Ellison came to 

the realization that to the Communists, the blacks of his community were 

little more than useful pawns. 

Things haven’t changed all that much. The New Left went apeshit over 

the Black Panther Party in the 1960s: those gun-toting quasi-military gangs 

of young black men were a revolutionary wet dream to the middle-class 

white intellectuals of the SDS. But when the dust had cleared, most of the 

Panthers were dead or in prison, and the whites went on to tenured posi¬ 

tions in universities and government. 

And it’s still going on, in a different arena perhaps, but the same prin¬ 

ciple. White radicals have a vested interest in maintaining a large and dan¬ 

gerous black underclass. They’d never admit it, hell, they might never even 

realize it, but in their fantasies the revolution is still coming, and somehow 

it’s going to be led by a black population in which illiteracy, drug addiction 

and violence are endemic. 

Wrong. Black people are going to better their situation (as millions of 

them already have) the same way that every other oppressed group has: by 

hard work and study, by integrating what is unique and valuable about their 

culture into the larger culture, and at the same time taking from the larger 

culture the many valuable things it has to offer. 

To try and exist as a people apart, to put being black (or white) before 

being American or citizens of the world, is suicide. The world is too complex 

and interdependent for us to be able to choose up tribes on the basis of 

color or the kind of music we like. 

I could say more, but I’ve resolved to keep these columns shorter. 

I expect I will hear from many of you on this subject, not necessarily in 

a favorable way, so there will be ample opportunity to continue this dis¬ 

cussion. I’m hoping that Matt Wobensmith will appreciate that my using 

him and his zine as a starting point was no dis against him personally; 

one of the reasons I appreciate his writing is that he’s always shown an 

ability to think and re-think his ideas, rather than cling to familiar slo¬ 

gans and theories. 

I don’t expect him to suddenly say, “Oh gee, Larry, thanks for 

explaining this to me, now I see how wrong I was,” but I do hope he’ll at 

least take my opinions under consideration as he continues to develop 

his own ideas. I strongly recommend that everybody read the new 

Outpunk; there’s a whole lot of other stuff in there besides what I’ve 

talked about here, especially about the role of women and queers in 

hiphop, that is quite fascinating. 

But Matt, you’ve got to lighten up a bit, please. When you go off on 

The Make Up for “misappropriating other cultures,” because they borrow 

from black gospel music, well come on, you’re striking right at the heart of 

rock and roll. Musicians of all races have been ripping each other off ever 

since music began. Without musical race mixing, rock and roll, hip hop, 

dance and techno wouldn't even exist, and jazz, blues, and R&B would be 

a pale shadow of their present selves. 

Yes, The Make Up do a hilarious send up of gospel music and holy 

roller preachers (both of which, you must know, exist in a very similar form 

among poor whites). Yes, I suppose you could take it the wrong way if you 

are truly reverential about what goes on in church. But (have you actually 

ever been inside a black church?), there’s a huge element of show busi¬ 

ness, even burlesque, that the preacher goes along with, that the congre¬ 

gation goes along with, and that The Make Up have done a pretty good job 

of capturing. 

Church is church, it’s not a black thing or a white thing. There are just 

as many homophobic bigots preaching from black pulpits as white ones, 

and just as many warm, beautiful, and loving people. I think The Make Up 

deserve credit for bringing this form of culture to the attention of a whole 

lot of white kids who might otherwise have never known it existed. And hey, 

if black people are so insecure (I’m quite sure they’re not) that they can’t 

take a little rib-poking about the excesses of their religion, maybe they 

ought to get a better religion. In fact it might be a good idea for us all. 

orkin’ for the weekend. Those four words aptly sum up 

what my life has become and what I look forward to. 

After a long six-month lulf of no “real” money making job, 

I’ve recently thrust myself back into the illustrious nine-to-five grind. Mostly 

out of dire financial necessity, but also to save my sanity from the monot¬ 

ony of having my life revolve around when the mail got delivered. No joke. 

I went from having so much free time on my hands that it drove me crazy, 
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to having literally NO time to do much anything else. The perfect in between 

seems to elude me no matter what. 

Nowadays I've got permabags underneath my eyes and my achey 

trick back to contend with. It used to get so bad that I would go to bed at 

night with a hot water bottle wedged beneath my poor back. Pretty sad, 

huh? My bottle was like my best friend on those especially hurtin’ 

evenings. You know how when some people are in pain they “hit the bot¬ 

tle” as in chug, chug? Well me, I go for the HOT WATER bottle as in glub, 

glub. Sometimes I do both! 

Things are a little better now with the aid of $625 orthotics in my $7 

canvas sneakers. Helps out the ol’ back a little bit. But please please 

please don’t anybody ever steal my shoes—not like you’d want to anyway, 

as they’re kinda stinky—because I’d definitely cry and curse the high heav¬ 

ens for days thereafter. 

Geez, I think I should just title this column “The Trials and Tribulations 

of My Totally Unglamorous Life...” But I really ought to go see a chiro¬ 

practor or something. My pals Steve and Craig profess that it is totally a 

cringeworthy experience but I dunno, I get some sort of masochistic plea¬ 

sure out of my rickety bones going “KEEE-RACKKK!” It just feels good. 

Mmmm—cracking bones... 

So my bedroom no longer resembles a cozy place where I sleep. I call 

it “My Lil’ Mountain-o-Patti-Land”. Scattered around my bedroom are “Mt. 

Patti’s Monday Outfit", “Mt. Patti’s Tuesday Out” and so on. Bras, socks, 

pants, sweaters—it’s all in there baby. On particularly hurried mornings I 

may accidentally disturb one of my polyester/cottonblend mountains and 

cause an avalanche of my grubby garmentage (yikes!). So Mt. Monday and 

Mt. Tuesday merge and become Mt. Whateverday—ready to give their 

lazybss owner the royal boot (yowch!). And deservedly so. 

Along with my mess of clothes are my crumpled snotrags, dirty dish¬ 

es from eating toast and drinking coffee in bed, and second-hand clothing 

lying about waiting to be altered in order to fit my gawky body. Don’t get me 

wrong though, I’m usually a fairly tidy person. But we all break routine from 

time to time, no? And as it just so happens, I am breaking routine like 

something crazynutty these days. Fall always seems to represent the begin¬ 

ning of a new chapter in my hoe-de-doh life. I say “Goodbye to yuck-o hot 

weather!” “Goodbye to dumb relationships of yesteryear!” and “Goodbye 

to the ice cream truck that sings the superannoying ditty!” Blugh. 

Every single night this past summer, without fail, that blasted sing¬ 

song ice cream truck would roll through my ‘hood. Sometimes I would be 

outside at the same moment that it would stroll on by and I would pathet¬ 

ically attempt to shoot the truck dirty looks. And while an automobile can¬ 

not give you the evil eye in return, I still feel like the ice cream truck wins 

because its creepy lo-fi jingle resonates in my head to this day (Ghod, I’m 

starting to sound as neurotic as Woody Allen). So goodbye to nasty singing 

trucks and everything else not-so-cool about summertime. G’bye, see ya 

later, thanks for nothing and don’t come back soon, y’hear?! (bangs fists 

on table like the cranky old curmudgeon that she is) 

Fall is falling all around me and I welcome it with open arms. I say 

“Hello to cardigan and jeans weather!” “Hello to pulling out fuzzy winter 

blankets!” and on a more exciting note, “Hello to CRUSHES—old and new!” 

I seriously think I’m hornier during the spring and fall seasons. All the cuties 

out on the street look so fly in their cozy sweaters ‘n’ sassy pants. Hay, a 

little scoping never hurt anybody!? Hee hee. 

One time my friend Claire (“Punch it!!”) and I were walking down the 

street and we passed by a cute indie-boy sporting a very stylin’ Kill Rock 

Stars t-shirt—a sight you don't see much of around here. Claire and I were 

so intrigued (to say the least) by this unknown boy in the good tee that we 

yabbered about him for the whole next block and a half. How lame are we? 

You have to understand that the Toronto indie scene is so bloody small and 

incestuous that to actually meet someone totally new and rad and into the 

same music as you is a vewwy, vewwy rare occurrence. Not like I would 

ever actually have the balls to go up to some hottie stranger and say “hey, 

whasup”. Oh nooo, I’m much more of the aloof sort. I will scope you and 

you won’t even know it. Now if you’re wearing, say, a Sleater-Kinney or 

Team Dresch tee, I just may have to jump yer bones! Heh—I can just hear 

Jody and Slim shouting over at me now: “Forget about these wannabe hip¬ 

ster rapscallions Patti!! You’re only a coupla columns away from the real 

goods!” (Patti runs over to Jody and Slim and offers them both chocobon- 

bons in her little world of kookookrazyforkokopuffs-land.) Now that y’all 

think I'm shallow as a baby wading pool, I’m gonna go bury my head in 

the sand and search for the meaning of life (???). 

By the way, I’d just like to say that this here column was fueled by 

mass amounts of potato chips and Kick cola—uh oh, shameless product 

endorsement here as the punkrockkids gasp in unison, get dizzy and pass 

out. (Patti is left to steal all of their wallet chains and make herself a nifty 

knight’s costume for Halloween—woo hoo! Clunk, clunk.) What can I tell 

ya? I’m on a Kick kick that I just can’t lick! And it’s not like any of yous 

would have heard of this looovely caffeinated beverage (gingerale-like 

except it makes your head spin!) anyway seeing as it is a CANADIAN prod¬ 

uct, ha ha. Lately I’ve been finding that my whole body feels like it’s oper¬ 

ating in slo-mo if I don’t have any caffeine in my system—probably not a 

good thing but eh well. 

I guess one of the reasons why these thoughts are somewhat hig¬ 

gledy-piggledy and all over the place is because I’m just feeling so stoked 

about everything! There are quite a few recent developments that have got 

my enthusiasm bursting at the seams—I feel like I’m incapable of focusing 

on any one thing for long. Some things I’m excited about: writing for Punk 

Planet (I’m not trying to suck up, I swear!), working again and slowly but 

surely scraping myself out of debt, making amends with rad friends whom 

I thought I'd lost, producing zines/music, etc! And after an entire summer 

of feeling really low and just bumming around, I’m superglad to have got¬ 

ten out of my rut. I deserve this dagnabit. I say “Fuck You Summer of 

Depression!! Ptoo!” Hoo! Am I everfeelin’ saucy! Like I should be walking 

around swinging my arms in rotating circles like Bart when him and Lisa are 

fighting. “I’m gonna start swinging my arms...and if SOMEBODY gets in my 

way, it’s not my fault!” 

Boy, have I ever succeeded in drifting away from the focus of this col¬ 

umn—not like there was one in the first place. Just call me Scatterbrain 

Patti from now on. Sigh. And no, I did not write all this under the influence 

of any crack-cocaine, thank you. I’m just feeling a little wonky these days. 

It must be the subliminal effects of listening to that stupid ice cream truck 

jingle for nights on end. You know, you would think that the dreaded swing- 



ing sweetsmobile would serve as a good catalyst for me to get out and be 

more social, but WHOOPS(!) I forgot, you need friends in order to do that 

(sniff). Hyuk—this is my pathetic plea and put a smile on my normally 

unimpressed face. Oh c’monnn, be yer best friend?! Anybody? Hallooo! 

Bueller? Bueller? Bueller... 

at’s October 1997 and I’m riding a Greyhound Bus from Chicago to 

Iowa City, Iowa. It’s Sunday afternoon, a long, flat stretch of road. 

Four and a half hours of yellow cornfields and green-brown grass. 

The first time I saw the American Midwest, I was amazed by its width, the 

seemingly endless unbroken lines. I was fifteen, and had barely been out 

of the Northeast. I crossed the Midwest in the cab of a semi-truck; sever¬ 

al semi trucks, actually. The state I remember best is Indiana. I just could¬ 

n’t believe that it went on and on like that and there were no cities or any¬ 

thing for hours and hours. I remember writing something about it in the 

steno book I carried with me, which I’ve since lost. 

How I ended up in a semi-truck crossing Indiana in the middle of the 

eighth grade is actually a short story. A friend of mine came up to me at 

school and said, “Wanna go to Colorado tomorrow?” I was like, “Yeah, 

sure.” I wasn’t sure if she was serious, though, so I didn’t bank on it. I 

showed up to school the next day and met her at the appointed time and 

place. She didn’t seem to have made any plans. She didn’t have any cash 

or a map or a change of clothes. Like me, she just had a school knapsack 

with a few books, a few cigarettes, maybe a sweater. It was early Spring. I 

assumed she was going to say, “Let’s go next week. I’ll get this and do that 

and we’ll arrange this...” But no. She said, “Let’s go.” And so we did. 

In a way, this was one of the better planned road trips I had taken. 

Usually, there was no real premeditation. It wasn’t that there was some¬ 

place special I wanted to go, I just wanted to go. Things like this would hap¬ 

pen: one weekend I was supposed to spend the night in a neighboring town 

with a friend at her boarding school. This was an old grade-school friend 

who turned out to be a good student (hence the private school scholarship) 

and a nice kid, the kind of teenager your mother wanted you to be friends 

with. I was the kind of teenager your mother wanted you to avoid, and with 

good reason. Anyway, I wasn’t really looking forward to spending the week¬ 

end with a bunch of rich smart kids. Right after I got there, I convinced my 

friend that we needed a six pack, so we walked to the liquor store. There 

was a guy sitting in his truck in the parking lot getting stoned; we asked him 

to buy for us and he agreed. As it turned out, this guy was kind of a rural 

drug dealer. He drove all over New England making drug deals in country 

bars and at people’s houses. That night I snorted coke, smoked hash, 

smoked opium, snorted speed, smoked weed, and drank whiskey all over 

Western Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont. I woke up the next day 

in New Hampshire in some guy’s apartment who I didn’t remember ever 

seeing before. I remember that he had really long hair and he looked like 

pictures I'd seen of Jesus. I’m actually not sure how I got home. And I don’t 

remember leaving my friend in the parking lot of the liquor store and say¬ 

ing, “See ya,” though that must have been exactly what I did. 

That was how a lot of my adventures happened. Sometimes I'd just 

leave school, go out on the highway, stick out my thumb and hope for the 

best. The best case scenario being cool people in viable vehicles who had 

good drugs and didn’t want to chop me into pieces and stash me in a freez¬ 

er in the basement of some suburban split-level. Sometimes there was a 

destination in mind, such as a rock show or a visit to someone’s on-again- 

off-again 24-year old boyfriend who still lived with his mother, 60 miles 

away. More often, though, the object of the game was not to get to any¬ 

where in particular, just to get away. 

So the Colorado trip, with its 24 hours of premeditation, seemed well 

planned to me. You may ask, why Colorado, and indeed, why Fort Collins? 

In fact, my traveling companion had some master plan about a cabin in 

the woods that was owned by her uncle but nobody ever used it. We could 

live there until people stopped looking for us, assume new identities, get 

jobs, save money, go to California, become rich and famous, etc. I don’t 

think I ever asked where this cabin was in relation to civilization, whether 

it had any electricity or running water, or any other practical questions. It’s 

likely that I didn’t want to know, that I suspected that I wouldn’t like the 

answer. Possibly I suspected that the cabin was a family rumor and/or that 

my friend had no clue where it was. Possibly I suspected that it didn’t exist 

at all. In any case, I had hardly been west of Rochester, New York and I 

was ready to roll. 

We left with about forty cents, our school books, and two tickets to a 

concert in the town we were fleeing: The Grateful Dead. The good news 

being that Patti Smith was opening. This was 1979, when Patti was 

still...well... you know. I was dying to see that show, and the fact that I was 

willing to leave town and miss it told me something about my priorities. 

Specifically, that I didn’t give a shit about much and that even the few 

things I did give a shit about were easy to discard. 

We were still in Massachusetts at nightfall, in a depressing mill town 

near the New York State border. We saw this guy eating an ice cream cone 

and drinking a shot of whiskey on the curb of the main drag. We went up 

to him and bummed a cigarette. He asked us if we wanted to go to a party. 

Turns out he was something of a biker. At least, his friends were. He him¬ 

self was kind of a biker without a bike which of course endeared him to me 

to no end and I thought I was madly in love. He looked just like this guy I’d 

seen in a movie about prison who I’d thought was really cute. Ah, youth. 

Well, he was 25. 

Anyway, to make a long story short, we went to the party, and stayed 

the night. The bikeless biker was also earless, but he got one of his 

friends to drive us all the way to Ithaca, the town where I’d spent my early 

childhood and where I still had some friends. The bikeless biker and I 

shared poignant goodbyes and he gave me a crumpled up five dollar bill 

and a ball-point pen that wrote four colors. The driver, at this point, was 
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pissed. Our goodbyes were rushed but I know he said a lot of mushy stuff 

that I stupidly believed and carried a torch for months, which seemed like 

forever. In retrospect, I remember that he really was handsome but his 

nose had been broken a lot from fighting and he had no job. Nobody in 

that town had a job. 

In Ithaca, we sold our concert tickets to a friend of mine who actu¬ 

ally had his own apartment and we spent the night there. He shoplifted a 

bunch of food for us and a big paperback road atlas. He was my hero 

because it seemed he could shoplift anything with great ease. I'll never 

forget watching him walk out of the magazine store with a rolled-up atlas 

under his shirt. Ironically, it was the very store where I’d bought penny 

candy and enjoyed the smell of pipe tobacco as a small child. I was fan¬ 

tasizing that I would someday soon meet up with my bikeless biker, 

change my name, and somehow get to see Patti Smith after all, at some 

other spot on the tour. 

After that stop, things get blurry. We had twenty bucks—we felt rich. I 

think it was soon after Ithaca that we got picked up by a semi. It actually 

stopped on the shoulder of the road and picked us up. Crazy. The truckers, 

in general, were good to us. It was a very efficient way for us to travel. We 

stayed off the highway and off the streets, so no one could locate us unless 

a trucker reported us, which didn’t happen. And the truckers could hook us 

up with rides on their CB radios, so we got through much of the trip with¬ 

out having to stick our thumbs out again. I felt completely anonymous, and 

I loved it. Riding through the midwest in a semi truck, I could be anybody. 

I had never in my life experienced such a feeling of freedom, and I still 

wouldn’t trade that feeling for the world. 

Of course we got caught. We actually made it to Fort Collins, shoplift¬ 

ed some toiletries, and went to take showers in a dormitory of the local uni¬ 

versity. Someone reported our unauthorized presence in the dorm, and the 

police came. As it turned out, two girls who fit our description were report¬ 

ed missing from Fort Collins that morning and we were taken into custody 

right away. I got into further trouble for resisting arrest. 

Since then, I’ve been on a few road trips... None quite so exciting as 

that one. I still love going places. It isn’t so much the getting there that I 

love; it's the “going” part. For the past few years I have been living in more 

than one place at a time. As we speak, I have one foot in Iowa and one 

foot in New York. As of May, I’ll be back in New York for good. As much as 

I’ve whined and complained about being away from New York, the idea of 

being there—or anywhere—full-time and permanently, feels a little weird to 

me now. When I was younger, I always kept in the back of my mind, the 

option of taking off at any moment without leaving a trace. I still think like 

that, even though my methods would be different now. There’s a lot of safe¬ 

ty in the idea that wherever I am, I’m on my way somewhere else. 

The people who ended up going to that Patti Smith show with my tick¬ 

ets later ended up being friends of mine. They hitchhiked from Ithaca to 

Massachusetts for the show, and there was a long dramatic story about 

how they almost got arrested because one of them was carrying epilepsy 

medication wrapped in tin foil and she looked like a freak and she was 

hitchhiking. But somehow they made it to the show anyway, and they told 

me it was great. I wish I could have been there, but then again, I wouldn’t 

change a thing. 

• • • 

Violation Fez #6, the Religion Issue, is still available. Send $1 or zine 

trade to Violation Fez, c/o Leah Ryan, PO Box 2228, Times Square Station, 

New York, NY 10108. Email: LEAHzz@aol.com. The next issue will be about 

School. Submissions of cartoons, personal essays, and best/worst/weird 

contributions are being accepted from now until whenever I get my shit 

together to do the issue. 

Norm Arenas 
K in. i: • W f rf tf 

m e were heading uptown in a cab, talking. She asked me 

what I thought my main objective in life was. I told her, “I 

don’t ever want to have to work for anyone else again.” 

In the past seven years, I’ve only held about four jobs—only one last¬ 

ed longer than six months. Somehow, I’ve managed to pay rent by free¬ 

lance writing, playing music, and the occasional odd job. I’ve been lucky so 

far, but I still live far below the poverty level and I’m starting to feel like time 

is running out. I’m not a kid anymore and it’s getting much harder to sur¬ 

vive without any financial security. Recently, after cracking my head open 

on a Lower East Side flight of stairs, my mother asked me whether I even 

considered seeing a doctor. I replied by saying that I didn’t think they’d even 

let me through the hospital doors with only two dollars in my pocket. She 

cried, “How much longer can you expect to live like this?” 

When I was younger, I tried playing drums for a local hardcore band 

called Positive Outlook. It was somewhere during the peak of the mid-80s 

straightedge takeover, but we were just a bunch of kids at the time. Our 

only original song—an ill-fated attempt at emulating the negativity of early 

bands like Negative Approach and the Nihilistics—boasted lyrics like: “I’ve 

got a mother/l’ve got a father/They’ve got a disease called me!” Even in 

Junior High School, I could see how pathetic we were. 

Kenny, our guitar player, always used to talk about what it would be 

like when the band got famous. He always used to tell us about how 

Agnostic Front would hook us up as soon as we got our act together. And 

he always used to tell us that, one day, we’d be able to quit school and 

work altogether. Nevermind the fact that he took pride in calling himself a 

“working-class skinhead”—the last thing he wanted was to be working hard 

all day in his grandfather’s rubber factory. 

The rest of us would probably have settled for a record on Revelation 

or 1-Risk, but we never really got that far. I quit the band almost a month 

before their first show, which did go on without me. 

I still tease Ray about that time he was on the Donahue show in 



1986. The on-stage panel consisted of scene characters like Jimmy 

Gestapo and Crumbsuckers' Chris Notaro, while the audience was pep¬ 

pered with members of Cro-Mags, Warzone, and Agnostic Front. For some 

reason, Donahue chose Ray to be the recipient of a question regarding the 

recent label interest in hardcore punk. Nervously, he spotted the Profile- 

inked Harley Flanagan only two rows away and gulped, “Umm...rm not say¬ 

ing if it’s good or if it's bad.” 

Now that we don’t have to worry about getting our heads bashed in 

for admitting it, it’s true that many of us were quite upset when labels like 

Combat/Core, Relativity, and Caroline started snatching up most of the 

prominent bands from the New York Hardcore scene. The problem was that 

our thinking, however well-intentioned, was faulty because we were calling 

these bands selfish and greedy without realizing how much they had 

already sacrificed for the scene whose flag we claimed to wave. Many of us 

paid money to live vicariously through these hardcore characters while 

going to college and paving a future for ourselves. Some of us chose to 

emulate them by dropping out of school, starting our own bands, and “liv¬ 

ing the life.” Somehow, I became a part of that generation. 

I was only 18 when I left for my first tour. Between the two bands, 

none of us had ever been on tour before, so we had no idea what to do or 

expect. We thought that a cargo van would be big enough for ten people, 

all of our luggage, and our equipment. We suffered greatly for that mistake. 

We had no idea that it was unfair to pay two touring bands $75 a piece if 

over 300 people came to the show. We were sick, broke, starving, and hot 

that summer, but we bit our lips and suffered the austerity. We never 

thought that if we just “paid our dues” now by living on a steady diet of 

Twinkies and Coke that we’d live high on the hog later. As far as we con¬ 

cerned, our future was nothing but Twinkies, Coke, and crashing on black- 

stained carpets. This was what I left high school for. 

On the last night of tour, somewhere near Pennsylvania, we noticed 

someone playing guitar in another van on the highway. Dave stuck his head 

out the window and yelled, “Hey! What band are you?” Our jaws dropped 

open when Vinnie Stigma popped his head out and yelled, “AF! Pull ovah!” 

We stopped at the next gas station and talked for a bit. Craig Setari 

poked his head into our van and shrieked, “Are you guys fucking crazy or 

something?” We only dreamed of the day when we could afford to ride in 

a comfortable passenger van like our new friends in Agnostic Front. 

• • • 

Perhaps I got my wishes: By the time 1995 rolled around, Texas is the 

Reason not only put out records for Revelation, but toured in a passenger 

van as well. My financial situation, however, barely changed. 

My friend Mark asked me if I wanted to help him with his entrepre¬ 

neurial organic doughnut business between tours and I agreed, albeit 

unknowingly. For almost a month, I woke up at 1AM to start rolling and 

frying doughnuts by 2. When the sun came up, I rode across Manhattan 

in the freezing cold, delivering doughnuts and collectkig payment. I was 

making $5 an hour. 

One morning I was riding my bike down Houston Street, on my way to 

the Gourmet Garage, daydreaming about what life would be like if I didn’t 

have to do things I didn’t want to do. I was cursing Manhattan, cursing this 

job, cursing my life. And then I ran head on into the door of a moving car. 

Had I been riding any faster, he probably would have hit me first. 

I handed my apron in, went home, and went to sleep. When I woke 

up that afternoon, I called the band lawyer. As Hits Magazine—an industry 

radio report and gossip rag—eventually reported, I was “ready to talk major 

label turkey.” The band flew out to Los Angeles in the spring of 1996 to 

meet with label presidents and personnel. 

Say what you will, but it's fun to be the object of so much attention. 

A stretch limousine picked us up at the airport while we videotaped fake 

interviews with ourselves during the ride. We checked into the Hollywood 

Roosevelt and found out that the Cardigans were staying in the cabana 

rooms next to ours. Everyone was staring at us, trying to figure out who we 

were. But we were still Texas is the Reason—nobodies. And we didn’t lose 

sight of that. 

• • • 

The concept of financial security, if even only for a few years, was def¬ 

initely a major consideration in our decision to sign, and I’m not ashamed 

to admit that. I haven’t been to a dentist or a doctor for almost ten years. 

I’ve been homeless and on food stamps. I’ve played shows with 100- 

degree fevers because we couldn’t afford to cancel. I have nothing else to 

fall back on—no job skills, education, or experience. All I’ve got is my punk 

rock resume which, unfortunately, means very little. 

In January of this year, Texas is the Reason announced our decision 

to record for Capitol. We broke up in March. The agreement was verbal, and 

no contract was ever signed. 

The other night, some kid asked Lenny why Texas broke up. “I heard 

they all sold their equipment to buy heroin,” he said. “If that’s true, I’d be 

so disappointed in them.” 

To be honest, there was probably no good reason why we broke up— 

especially when we did. People thought I was insane for calling the whole 

thing off, but perhaps the decision came from a momentary lapse of sani¬ 

ty. There were seemingly irreparable personal problems in the band and, 

despite the money, I just didn’t think I’d be happy if we went on. Of course 

I wonder what could have happened, but I never regret what did. I’d like to 

think that we proved that a band could still maintain a level of integrity on 

a major label, even though we never technically signed. 

When I asked my friend Zack about some of the decisions he’s made 

with his band, he told me that a lot of it had to do with the age-old punk 

rock battle cry, “I’ll never work 9 to 5! I won’t be a wage slave.” Some of 

you may frown at the Sony corporation he signed with, but his band also 

went on to sell millions, of records, which means that Zack—despite criti¬ 

cism—may never have to work a day job again. I respect that, especially 

considering that many of us will go on to work for major corporations in one 

way or another, and with much less criticism or fanfare. 

“How much longer can you expect to live like this?” 

I write this column from another tour, this time on a private coach with 

electricity, running water, eight bunks, and two entertain¬ 

ment systems. You may think that's something to brag 

about, but what does it mean when you have no home 

to return to once tour is over? From the looks of 

things, I expect to live like this for some time to come. 
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distro’d by Revolver, Vacuum, Rotz, 
Bottlenekk, Rhetoric, Choke, andEbullition. 

presents... 

megaman 

8 song CD EP $4 post pai 
‘Can’t beat the price - hoarse, abrasive 
hardcore from Florida - gasoline vocals, 
slower pounding breaks...” 

Timojhen, Vacuum mailorder 

‘Whoa!!! Metal alert...” 
Tom Hopkins, MRR 

‘These guys fuckin’ rip!!! Even more so 
than Charlton Heston...” 

Big Jimbo, Head of Security @ NO! 

OMEGA MAN 

aJbv available; 

FIFTEEN “Allegra” CD $9 postpaid 
SCROG “Sacred Masses” 7” $3 postpaid 

NCYr ufv MWFfS 7” HI ..- 
We’ve gone cyber now. Check out the page the 
next time you’re on daddy’s computer at: i 

www.geodties.cum/SunsetSlrip/alley/I627/index.html 

BERKELEY,CA 
94712 

Cash or Checks/Money Order made out to NO RECORDS stamp or IRC gets a catalog 

FUCK YOU 
CARGO CANADA 
Beware bands and labels. Cargo 
Canada has refused to pay us for 
close to $600 worth of our mer¬ 
chandise. Repeated phone calls 
and faxes for the past year have 
been ignored. Rlpoff distributors 
like Cargo Canada must be 
exposed for the people that they 
really are. Too many bands and 
labels don't say shit when they get 
ripped off by distributors. That 
silence will end now. We don't 
need another Buried Treasure in the 
punk scene. OK, Cargo "the 
check's in the mail" Canada..you 
know where to get a hold of me. 

ALL DAY 
"Nobody Likes 

A Quitter" 
17 song CD 

Everything is on this 
release. Ail the 

singles and a 
bunch of new stuff. 

DRAIN BRAMAGED 
"Happy Drunx" 
15 song CD 
Kings of O.C. drunk 
punk are back with 
their 2nd full length. 

THE FIXTURES 
'Dangerous Music Defect' 

27 song CD 
All the classics from the 

first 2 LP's plus some 
compilation tracks. 

DAS KLOWN "Live At Zed" 
17 song CD 
A collection of old and 
new songs recorded 'live' 
on April Fool's Day, 1997. 
Warning: This will offend, 
so don't be so PC! 

INSULT 
"I Wanna Be A Burn 

Victim" 
24 song CD 

Hardcore!! Produced by 
SethPutnam of AC. 

Coming soon: 
Insult/A.C. split 12" 

These releases also available: 
Arson Family "La Cosa Nostra" CD send 
All Day/Stomach split 7" 
Dead Beat/Narsaak split 7" 
Carol "Prefabricated" 7" 
Los Crudos "Canciones Para Liberar Nuestras Fronteras" LP 
Brother Inferior "Anthems For Greater Salvation" LP 
Das Klown "Sink or Swim" 7" 
The Fixtures "Screw The World" 7" 
Das Klown "Holy Crap!" CD/LP 
CD = $8ppd N. America/$10ppd World 
LP = $7ppd N. America/$10ppd World 

7' = $3.50ppd N. America/$5ppd World 
send check, money order or well hidden cash to: 

UNQUl KNOW RECORDS 
PO BOX 90579 
LONG BEACH, CA 90809 
e-mail: knowrec@earthlink.net 
562-438-3969 fax 

stamp for 
catalog, 
free with 

order 

Diatro by- 
Revelatlon, 

Revolver, DEI, 
Sound of CA, 

Choke, 
Meanatreet, 

Rotz, Rhetoric. 
Soda Jerk, 

etc.... 



Buoyancy Vs. Gravity 

OUT NOW 

"Slackjaw has indirectly des¬ 

ignated themselves as tideat¬ 

ed song-writers who know 

how to craft a powerful pop 

song. They know how to work 

melodies. They know how to 

write lyrics. And it seems like 

they can 't he stopped 

—Spoiler W ebzine 

“I Tom the Jawhreaker-esi/ne 

lump of Coal to the upbeat 

Teri Carr.' this is an awesome 

Cl) and it should not be over- 

looked by anyone who appre¬ 

ciates real music" 

—Punk Planet 

(<m VI SiuCnix Ship foies Cnin/nniy ) 

Also Available from Figurehead: 

Slackjaw's Debut CD, "A Sinking Ship Loves 

Company" $10 PPD or Both CDs for $15! 
Send SASE For Catalog and Free 

Slackjaw Matchbook To: 

Figurehead Records 

P O Box 9294, Portland, OR 97207 
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THE 
/\(?£ H ISTOkY ■ 

S&runixKy 

THIS 

-Dyslexic thrashing, 8 tracks of loose and 

oisy pissed all over the place rambling 

junneled and charged through a hardcore 

filter. Tossed and served with slow dirge, 

trumpet solos, lack of song cohesion, 

feedback and more feedback. 

(KS) Maximum Rock L Roll 

-Feedback and yelling, yahoo. Actually, 

I liked it. This album is pretty energetic with 

lots of distortion and screams. I’m sure 

they’d also be amazing to see live There is a 

good deal of materialm this record despite 

me fact that it’s only a 7”, so why not pick 

this up it couldn’t hurt. (JZ) Punk Planet 

- She- "Called the Downer Boys...” He- 

“little too advanced to be aye rock.” She- 

‘Tisten to that bass and tell me this ain’t 

ape rock” He- ‘eNah...kinda> Crass or 

Rudimentary Peni I think..” She- “or Yeti, 

yeah that’s Yeti on vocals, listen to that 

screamf 

(Harold and Maude) Flipside 

EDerken £Ben 
und pirates 

7 

// 

v/ake op, 

DE-AD 

3.00$ U.S.ppd. 
4.00$ World ppd. 

Concealed cash 
or Money order 

No Checks. 
Write Us at 

IND 

RECORDS 

10421 
Green Mountain Circle 
.Columbia, MD 21044 

CHEATER SLICKS-COWSLINGERS-CRIMINALS-CROWN ROYALS 
DELTA 7 2-ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN-FLESHTONES-GAS MONEY 
HI-FIVES-INSOMNIACS-LORD HIGH FIXERS-MADAME X-MAKERS 

MAN OR ASTRO-MAN7-MONO MEN-MORTALS-NOMADS- 
PEECHEES-PHANTOM RATS-QUADRAJETS-SATAN’S PILGRIMS 

SERVOTRON-SOUTHERN CULTURE ON THE SKIDS-SPACE COOKIE 
SPLASH FOUR-SUGAR SHACK-SUPERCHARGER-TEENGENERATE 

WOGGLES-COVER ART BY JAIME HERNANDEZ 

IVAILABLE NOW FROM 
HAN'S RUIN RECORDS 
IO 2 2ND ST #302 SFCA 94107 
icTDim iTcn RV MOPDAM RECORDS 

In January 1997 the ESTRUS RECORDS 
warehouse burned to the ground... 

It was a total loss. 10 years of 
Garage Rock history, not to 

mention the entire Estrus mail¬ 
order stock gone. A disaster of 

major proportions. Man’s Ruin 

Records, Gearhead Magazine 

and Brian of Man Or Astro-Man 

decided to put together this 
benefit compilation.lt features 

29 tracks of the world's best 

Garage Rock bands. All profits 
will go to Estrus to assist in the 
rebuilding of the label we all 

dearly love. If you are a Garage 

Rock aficionado, or simply a 
’Good Sam’...put your money 

down... 

FUMING BURNOUT! 
THE ESTRUS BENEFIT COMPILATION 
29 TRACKS!!!7 2 IVIINUTES!!!A CAST OF MILLIONS!!! 
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BU1CASSER KHC 
"wft iM c*Mb/icntcli y«ur «»n «ut lirl pim*' CD, IP 

HOMEMADE AS WE f All 
“Metortc, pri|uiic»-(rM punKira" CD 

,10, IP, Cass.- : 

DWARYES are yoime and good looking 
"13 m» iwgttw Bit Itimfe SwmMtfM • CD, IP 

PROP 13 CHANGE IS GOOD 
"revved-tip beach punkcrs" CD 

HARDCORE PUNK FROM GRASS VALLEY, CA THE FORCE “I DON’T LIKE YOU EITHER” ON CD AND 10-INCH LP 

Mailorder Pricesi CD $10/LP $8 

US ppd(Can. add $2/others $3) toi Spider Club Music * PO Box 11124 * Whittier, CA 90603-0124 USA 



SWEET. DIESEL 
WRONGVILLE 

SWEET DIESEL 

BOTH RELEASES AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR LOCAL INDIE RECORD STORE! 
Also available through Ground Zero Distribution: The Gypsy Caravan 7" Package 

COMING THIS WINTER: MOSES FULL LENGTH ALBUM Mail order through Ground Zero Distribution 1-8B8-HEY-PUNK e-mail: punker010aol.com 



Revolver 
Get Hip 
'Rhetoric 
IWM Flowers 
Subterranean 
Surefire 
Choke \ 
Rotz \ 
Nail X 
Bottlenekk 
Cargo U.S. 
SodaJerk 
Victory 
Carrottop 

soion 
NOBODYS 
MAN OR ASTRO MAN? 
NEW BOMB TURKS 
STEEL WOOL 
HOOKERS 
SPACE SHITS 
LaDONNAS 
THE AUTOMATICS 
CANDY SNATCHERS 
CRETIN 66 
GOTOHELLS 
NASHVILLE PUSSY 

REPRESS aasBEgi 

s checks / moneyorders payable to: 
/ Reservation Records. 

Please include: name, address, and 
l Email / phone# with all orders. 

PO. Box 7374 Athens, GA 30604* 706-369-7235»chief 10@ix.netcom.com 

7" $3 POSTPAID IP $8 POSTPAID CD $9 POSTPAID 

THE CRAINIUM1" 13 songs) slowdime oos 

MELTDOWN 7" SENIOR YEAR WAS THE BEST (6 SONGS) SLOWDIME 007 

REGULATORWATTS the aesthetics of no-drag slowdime 006/dischord 119.5 

ALL SCARS IFULL LENGTH) SLOWDIME 005/DISCHOKD 118.5 

KEROSENE 454 CAME BY TO KILL ME SLOWDIME 003/DISCHORD 111.5 



^ ...a much rawer Velocity Girl, 
a punkier Sleepyhead, 

a more pop Nirvana. 
-Magnet 

Discount 
"Half Fiction” 
The New Album. 
CD/LP In Stores Now. 
$8/$7 ppd. Write for catalog. 

Kat Records • P.0. Box 460692 • Escondido, CA 92046 usa 

iiemoR Music, more fun than a jar of cu/ef 

ELM 19 CD 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
"Skanarchy III" 
Here we go again. 
We've saved the 
best for last. 
Twenty three tracks 
from: Siren Six, The 
Slackers, Choking 
Victim, Thumper... 
AND MANY MORE! 

ELM 22 CD 
Thumper 
"Hellrire and 
Damnation" 
Brand new full 
length from 
Boston's bastards 
of ska and metal. 
You're gonna 
bum in nell! 

Eieyktor eeatures many e/ne 
REIEASES fAOMf 

THE INDEPENDENTS 
The Ptsr 
THE /aiyaders 
ClEANSER 
Dissave 
The Supermarket Austars 
Injury 
Teoio Boys 
The Showcase Showdown 
howitzer 

New seuoses eoMtt/e mmr 
non aovs 
KfTTY BAD ASS 
THE SUPERMARKET AUSTARS 
TWURV 

WROf fOi 
&EVA7VA 

fOR CATALOG f 

06SOS 
1VWW. iUVMORMI/SfCjOOM 

ELM 23 CD 
JIKER 
"An Eh For An Eh, 
A Toque For A 
Toque" 
Brand new full 
length from N.Y.'s 
most rowdy ska, 
metal, punk 
crazies! 



talkin’ dirty with 

RAY 

BOTH INTERVIEWS BY Ryan J. Downey 

PHOTOS BY Shawn Scallen 

rove 
^fhcit dojou mean, 'get into it 

know what I mean? I’m not trying to ge 

arything to anybody,you. know what I mean ? I’m not tying to kiss Ten 

Yard Fight’s ass! What do you think? "Yeah, I want these frickin’ giys in 

Ten Yard Fight to like me, so I’ll make a frickin’ hardcore record. ” 



TO HECK AND BACK WITH 

A remember the driver woke up just as we were going off of the cliff and he 

started screaming and I remember, I woke up and I felt a little weightless,jou 

know, like something weird is going on. I was like, "What the heck is going 

on ?! ” and then it was like [makes sound of van crashing after falling off of 

the cliff]. The van hit and we rolled a few times. 



Ray Cappo 
Singer. Songwriter. Philosopher. 
Passionate individual to some, silly 
opportunist to others. Love him or 
hate him—from his revitalization of 
the straight edge movement in the 
late eighties with his partner 
Porcell in Youth of Today, to his vir¬ 
tually single-handed infusion of 
spiritual discussion and Hare 
Krishna beliefs into the scene in 
the ‘90s with Shelter—his impact 
on both the punk and hardcore 
scenes is undeniable. 

music style.” I’m just gonna write whatever 

music I want to write. I thought that was 

sort of a nice pattern to follow and it still is 

like that. The new Shelter record has songs 

that I think are the most incredible hard¬ 

core songs I’ve ever written. There are also 

songs that are like rock songs, pop songs or 

emotional songs or sad songs. You know 

what I mean? So its like Shelter is just like 

a free for all. I just write music. Better 

Than A Thousand, it was actually Ken and 

Graham’s idea. I was sort of interested in 

Ray: Yeah, hopefully. Within the universe, 

be that universe very small or big, there’s 

always people out there that really appreci¬ 

ate it. That’s another reason why I like 

music in general, because its a way to 

almost like preserve your thoughts in like a 

yearbook of your life almost. Give back 

something to the world. 

At the end of the CD it sounds like your 

voice is getting hoarse. Did you guys 

just sort of bash it out in a day or two? 

After years of preaching as an initi¬ 
ated Vaishnava priest under the 
name Ragunatha das, Cappo has 
reemerged in the band Better Than 
A Thousand with bleached hair, 
wristbands and hooded sweat shirt. 
I had a chance to talk to Ray before 
the accident (see the Porcell half of 
this interview for more on that), that 
nearly cost him his life. 

Why Better Than A Thousand? 

Obviously it is far more hardcore- 

oriented than Shelter has become. 

But with Shelter still going strong, 

why not just make that band 

more hardcore? 

Ray: I think when I started Shelter 

one of the unwritten laws was “I’m 

not going to follow any particular 

doing a full-on hardcore band, so I just 

sang on it and now it became a record and 

we’re starting to play some shows. 

What’s the extent of how serious its 

going to be? 

Ray: Well it can only get so serious because 

Ken is full time in two other bands and 

Graham and I are in Shelter and that’s a 

full time band so we re doing it as a side 

project, but... You know, within this music 

scene, side projects also mean a lot. For 

me, for example, in a lot of ways they are 

sort of a piece of your mind inscripted intgi 

a compact disc so you get remembered, JIB 
you know, forever. (Laughs) You know | . 

Hopefully. 

Ray: Yeah. And that was the fun of it also, 

because with Shelter, we just got out of the 

studio, we were in the studio for three 

months. There’s something actually that I 

really love about taking a lot of time in the 

studio, its almost like painting a painting. 

Really working on each layer of a painting. 

There’s something great about 

You defijE on that 

fetter Than A 

^^^Keah. I think there’s something 

about that, too. Someone might 

ip it “Oh, it doesn’t sound profes- 

p” but there’s something about some 

lenergy coming out, you know? 

Porcell is easily 
one of the most influential musi¬ 
cians in straightedge hardcore. 
His work with the legendary Youth 
of Today, as well as later work 
with Judge, and Shelter defined 
the wall of sound that sXe is 
known for. Often overlooked by 
the figurehead that is Ray Cappo, 
his partner in YOT and Shelter, 
Porcell tends to fall into the back¬ 
ground—and doesn’t seem to 
mind. A spiritual person, Porcell 
has always seemed happy to just 
play guitar and let it stand at 
that. However, as Shelter was 
touring this summer, their van 
drove off a cliff, bringing everyone 
inside frighteningly close to 
death. Porcell emerged from the 
wreck reenergized, his spiritual 
beliefs even stronger than before. 
I had a chance to talk with Porcell 
about the accident and what it 
means to him. 

What was up with the van wreck?! Is 

everybody OK? 

Porcell: You want the whole story? OK, check 

it out. We’re on tour, everything’s going great^ 

We’re playing with Goldfinger. It w^ 

because it was a totally dito^^^owd, but 

they were really gettinj^^^Shelter. So we 

were all psyched o0|ji§ tour. We played Salt 

Lake City, had a show. We were driving 

to Denver. We w Jit in the foothills of the 

Rockies and we’^^i this real desolate road 

and it’s about twoo^gck in the morning. 

Everyone in the va'fl^^^.sleep but the dri¬ 

ver—actually, everyoh^j^^^n was asleep, 

including the driver, the drl 

the wheel. We were going around 

he missed the guard rail and we plunged < 

of a hundred and seventy five foot cliff. I 

remember the driver woke up just as we were 

going off of the cliff and he started screaming 

and I remember, I woke up and I felt a little 

weightless, you know, like something weird is 

going on. I was like, “What the heck is going 

on?r j-t was like [makes sound of 
* \ r “"i&ts '+*L Us 

van crashing afterfmmg.<mOf W& cliff!4The 

van hit and we rolled a few times. All of this 

dirt and glass was like flying in my face and I 

vas just in complete pain. I tell you, it was a 

pretty scary thing because the van finally 

came to a stop and after a couple seconds of 

silence everyone started screaming in pain. 

Everyone was hurt pretty bad. There was this 

one roadie who was a friend of mine that I 

brought on tour and he was just going 

“Paramananda!”—Paramananda is my 

Krishna name—he was going “Paramananda! 

Help Me! I’m gonna die! I can’t feel my legsL 

Paramananda help me!” You cag 

BtfiQg 
IPffT 

pain. rneilflBfl!lWlflSlllwas, I kind of came to 

my senses and I looked over and Ray was 

sleeping right next to me in the back. He was 

sort of shifted upwards towards the front of 

the van a little more and his head was in 

some sort of weird, cocked position and his 



r 

eyed were rolled bacilli 

his head. He had bloi 

all over his face. So I 

grabbed his legs, I’m. 

shaking his legs and 

going “RaghunathJl 

Wake-Up! Ragb 

Raghunath!” 

wasn’t re; 

all. Aq , 

“Jj 
in com- 

•••.Mean while, everyone is screaming in pain. It 

was nuts! Meanwhile, here’s my friend, he’s 

younger and I kind of felt responsible for him, 

and he was like, “I can’t feel my legs! Help 

me! I’m bleeding! I’m gonna die!” His name 

was Will, so I was like, “Don’t worry, Will! Just 

chant ‘Hare Krishna’, I’m gonna go get help!” 

We had this fiber glass top on our van and the 

van was laying on its side so I broke my way 

out of the top. It was a little cracked anyway, 

so it wasn’t so hard to break out. I crawled 

out and I stood up and I was like, “I am really 

hurt.” My back was just tweaked. And just on 

sheer adrenaline, I tried to run back up this 

one hundred and seventy five foot ravine and 

I made it maybe twenty yards and I just col¬ 

lapsed. It’s desert climate, so even though it 

was summer, it was freezing at night. I just 

collapsed on my back and I had all these bro¬ 

ken ribs so it was really hard to breathe. I had 

cut my hand really bad so I had blood all over 

my body. I was lying there. I couldn’t see 

myself, so I didn’t really know how bad I 

was. I couldn’t really lift my arms to 

check my head, but I felt that I had 

blood all over my head. I was just like, 

“This is it.” 

And at this point you still think that 

Ray is dead. 

Porcell: Yeah. I think my friend Will is 

gonna die any second and then I’m 

thinking that I’m gonna die too. It was a 

Rav^ljllhat do you 

mean.^Bljunto it”? I 

frickin’ a^^^rdcorc 

revival, you^p^v w 

what I mean? 

trying to ge 

I hope no one says that its not profes¬ 

sional enough because... 

Ray: Yeah, whatever. I think they all missed 

the point and that’s why. At the same time, 

I don’t think a huge, beautiful production 

means anything unless there’s that energy, 

also. I thinki^when 

youcjb^^^^^oest of both w()rTo^^^^t 

u||Jf|rce to do that record like that, wemlj|| 

pPrthcrc for a weekend and did a record 

and there, you have a record. It’s done. It’Jjl 

like a piece of history now. Mm 

What do you say to people who wogppr 

see Better Than A Thousand-^^^^11 as 

the upcoming Youth oOfedltyre- 

issues—as cash&Bffi^fron the current 

n the scene? With 

out there right now like Battery 

& Ten Yard Fight, people will probably e“Oh, Ray is just 

ng to get into 

hardcore 

don’t got to prove anything to anybody, 

you know what I mean? I’m not trying to 

kiss Ten Yard Fight’s ass! What do you 

think? “Yeah, I want these frickin’ guys in 

Ten Yard Fight to like me, so I’ll make a 

frickin’ hardcore record.” 

Right. So there’s definitely no “cashing 

in” going on? 

Ray: Oh yeah, you really “cash in.” I’ve 

been around long enough to learn that you 

can’t really cash in on hardcore. You know, 

if I want to cash in, I wouldn’t be in a 

frickin’ hand, you know? All my brothers 

are like engineers and profession 

wanted to cash in I thinl^^^^^^^e^^ 

become a professio^^^^^^time ago. 

When I fir^^^^^^he Better Than A 

Thousa^^^ord I thought to myself, 

“yoi^^^^, if this was anybody else, 

this would be cashing in,” but like 

you sort of said, you pioneered that 

sound you would be cashing in on. 

But Ray, you have to be ready to 

hear that, I mean seriously. 

Ray: I wasn’t even thinking about 

that at all. I was just thinking, “Let’s 

make a big, cool hardcore record.” 

You know, it’s not like I don’t like 

hardcore anymore. 

But “the kids,” you know, they 

like to be negative and they tend ■||ow what? I never frickin’ 

■lit what the kids said. If I 

would have frickin’ been a 

little frickin’ twerp in my bedroom 

and just stayed there my whole life. (§ 
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heavy scene. It’s weird too, because, you 

read things in the Bhagavad-gita or in 

Krishna conscious literature about how at 

the time of death, if you’re just cultivating a 

material life your whole life, you’ll realize just 

how insufficient and how stupid it really is. I 

tell you, right at that moment, all my materi¬ 

al ambitions for the future, all my worries 

and my planning—it all just seemed worth¬ 

less. I really felt like that. I realized that 

when you’re dying, your only wealth is your 

spiritual advancement. It was a really sober 

moment there, sitting on my back alone on 

the side of that hill in the middle of the 

night, all busted up [laughs]. I was trying to 

chant and I was just trying to focus my mind 

on Krishna. But I couldn’t really chant 

because my ribs were broken so I was like, 

“Uhh Hare ugghhh Krishna uughh!” Little did 

I know that our bass player Franklin had 

made it to the top of the hill, even though 

his back was screwed up, too. 

Franklin saves the day! 

Porcell: Yeah! Within like twenty minutes a 

car came. That was strange enough, 

because the driver told us that while he was 

driving, he didn’t see another car for like 

three hours. Not only did the car come, but 

he had a cell phone. Not only that, but I 

was freezing, my whole body was shaking, 

and this guy had all these blankets in the 

back of his car! This guy called the rescue 

team and it was out in the middle of 

nowhere so it took them like forty five min¬ 

utes to get there. The whole time I was talk¬ 

ing to him and I was just like, “You know, 

you never think about it! You never think 

about the time of death! But it’s gonna 

happen to us all! We have to prepare!” 

[Laughs] I was like “It’s the final exam!” I 

didn’t know if the guy just thought I was 

nuts. And I was chanting, and the guy prob¬ 

ably thought I was speaking in tongues or 

he thought I was in complete shock. Before 

I knew it, a crack rescue team came. They 

had cables that they strung down from the 

top of the mountain and they had the jaws 

of life and they got everyone out of the van. 

It was really cool. I was so thankful. I actu¬ 

ally felt like I was just going to die there on 

the side of the mountain. The mountain 

was really steep and it was really loose dirt 

so it took about six of them to carry me up. 

It was just like TV. They got me on a stretch¬ 

er and tied my neck down because they 

thought my neck was broken and every¬ 

thing. They carried me down this hill so I 

was like, “Thank you! Thank you so much! 

You are all righteous and saintly men! Thank 

You!” [Laughs] Even they were laughing, but 

I was completely serious. Then they 

dumped me in the ambulance and I was 

asking, “How is everyone else? How is 

everyone else?” The guy in the ambulance 

was like “Uh, we don’t have that informa¬ 

tion at the moment.” I thought he was just 

humoring me so I was like, “OK, everyone’s 

dead.” Then we went back to the hospital, 

they took a million x-rays and they kept us 

overnight and it was painful but somehow or 

another we all survived. The whole thing 

was miraculous! Our driver had stopped for 

gas like twenty minutes before. The rescue 

workers said that if the gas tank was any 

less full, it would have exploded because 

there would have been more air in the tank 

to ignite the gas. They had also said that if 

we were going five miles an hour faster or 

five miles an hour slower we would have 

been dead. There was a river at the bottom. 

If we had gone faster, we would have gone 

into the river and drowned. If we were going 

slower we would have hit the side of the 

mountain without hitting the flat area we 

were on. They couldn’t believe that there 

were any survivors—I mean, we all survive 

We were pretty beat up. Ray broke his I 

and he had head trauma. Franklin broH 

some vertebrae in his back, but he waj 

so bad. Our roadie got it the worst: he! 

ally broke his neck; he snapped his legl 

looked like he almost had another joint il 

his thigh; he dislocated his shoulder. He 

had to be helicoptered out of there. 

How is he doing now? 

He is doing incredible. He had the same 

type of break as that actor Christopher 

Reeve. Everyone just assumed ' 

going to be paralyzed afterlife surgery. The 

surgeon said that h^lf the first person 

that he had ever Jiird of that had walked 

away from that Jpcl of surgery. It’s pretty 

amazing! He’s ^Sually walking. He still only 

has like forty pffl|nt motor skills in his right 

arm but he’s in^^jcal therapy right now. 

Supposedly, he’s"g»lhgto get everything 

back five hundred petmmi&bXQke a bunch 

of vertebrae in my back 1 

some vertebrae, whatever that! 

I broke a whole bunch of ribs and I cut my" 

hand really bad and I chipped my teeth. But 

it was a good experience, I think everyone 

should go through a near death experience 

at least once in life. It gets you a little seri¬ 

ous about spirituality. I tell you, it was cool, 

too, cause having studied spirituality for 

years now, I actually knew what was going 

on. I was like, “OK, here I am, the time of 

death.” The material body is temporary. You 

know, everyone dies, it’s like a car, it only 

lasts so long and then “kaput” and you 

move on to your next car. So I was like, 

“Here I am, I’ve been Krishna conscious my 

whole life which means at least at my next 

birth I’ll be able to pick up where I left off. 

It’s only the body that’s dying. According to 

my karma, I’m going to take birth some¬ 

where else.” It was a little comforting to 

know exactly what was going on. For most 

people, dying is like the most fearful thing, 

’cause you don’t have any spiritual knowl¬ 

edge that you’re the spirit soul, not the 

body. A materialist, he thinks he is the body 

and when the body starts dying, this person 

thinks, “I’m dying, I’m gonna be put in non¬ 

existence right now.” What could be more 

horrifying than that? It’s cool, I can honestly 

say that after the accident, I’ve realizedjthj 

I really am a separate 

This body is like a 1 

be driving aitk vm^Wwas really cool, 

> my spiritual master 

raccident. I talked to him 

ngtime. I was like, “So, guru, 

F lesson should I learn from this 

^ce?” and he was like, 

nananda, you should never forget this 

frience. Let it be a reminder that this 

ierial world is actually a terrible place 

| with birth and death. You should use it 

pire you to always strive for the eter- 

I world.” I thought that was pret- 

i more inspired 

everi ' 

tence so I don’t have to go through this 

stuff again [laughs]. 

How did you become Krishna conscious? 

Porcell: Most people think that you come to 

spiritual life because you bottom out materi¬ 

ally. For me, it was exactly the opposite. I 

had every material dream I ever wanted 

completely fulfilled and I realized how empty 

I was. I lived in California, I moved into 

Huntington Beach which was filled with 

straightedge kids that worshipped Youth Of 

Today. The day I moved in, they hadj 

house warming party. Thg 

^atTbn 
a small sc^Thad fame, which everyone 

wants. I lived on the beach, I only worked 

two hours a day. I had all this money coming 

in because I made about fifteen records. I 

was gonna start a band with Zach Rage 

Against the Machine, I had a beautiful girl¬ 

friend, I had a motorcycle. I had the lifestyle 

that most people would completely envy. I 

realized that there’s got to be something 



more than material acquisitions and people 

thinking you’re cool to get you through life. I 

knew that what was missing in my life—that 

missing ingredient that was making me feel 

so empty—was spirituality. So I made an 

effort to try and find that side of myself. I 

moved back to New York and I got into 

everything from ^o^^to^n^iamty. I was 

lik^^fet Krishna Consciousness, 

as an all-encompassing religion. It’s 

almost like a science. When I read the 

Bhagavad-gita I was like, “This book is 

some,” because it crosses over every cuj 

al boundary. It doesn’t matter whether^ 

you’re Christian, Chinese, Jewish, 

white, man, or girl. It just ta:^g|ilriat you're 

a spirit soul. You’re body, the body is 

made otmatt#; you Ye the spiritual energy 

Tern a I and inside that body. Being 

spirit means that you’re part and parcel of 

the Supreme Spirit, or God. Leading a spiri¬ 

tual path means developing that relation- 

|hip. So I thought, “This is cool, this is actu- 

I what the roots of all religions are when I 

|ake away all of the crap and prejudice 

and material ideas that people hav$ about 

religion &nd really get to the heart of the 

matter. *#&§t’s what really .attracted me to 

it. It was jtJ^Itruth and not only was it truth, 

but it was trf®| that you can incorporate into 

your own life. what I liked about 

Krishna Cof$cfoU$08ss—it was practical. I 

wa§,atey$ the type of person that didn’t 

sit on the sidelines, I really wanted to 

dive in, so I shaved rny head, moved to a 

temple, went to India fpf three months. You 

know, I got into it. 

I understand that around that time you 

sold your record gotteetion. 

Porcell: [Laugh§ 

peed playing the guitar. 

s] 

back now at doing 

never forget the day that Ray 

^finally tracked me down at this farm. Shelter 

was in India for like four months. Right 

before they left for India, Vraja Kishor went 

on to do 108 so they needed a guitar player. 

They got back from India and couldn’t find a 

guitar player anywhere. Meanwhile, I was 

just off chanting Hare Krishna and milking 

cows on this farm. So finally, they were at a 

Sunday feast and they’re asking everyone 

“Does anyone know a guitar player?” There 

was this one hardcore kid there and he 

goes, “God Ray, why don’t you just get 

Porcell to do it? You guys were in bands 

together for years, he’s a devotee, he's just 

milking cows on that farm, you should get 

him!” Ray was like “What are you talking 

about?!” He called me up and he was like, 

“Porcell, this is Ray, you can join Shelter 

now, it will be just like the old times. I’m so 

psyched!” He sort of took it for granted that 

I was going to join. I was just like, “Ray, I 

don’t know how to tell you this, but there’s 

no way in hell that I am going to go back 

into the hardcore scene.” One of the rea¬ 

sons why I became a devotee was because I 

was just so fried on like hardcore and scene 

politics: “Who’s the cool guy in the scene 

and who’s false ego is bigger than who’s 

false ego.” Towards the end 

real bad experience and 

in my mouth for the 

But, if you read 

story line of it 1$ that you have this guy, 

Arjuna. H&^nts to practice spiritual life. 

He’s a warrior and he’s right in the begin- 

this battle that he is going to fight. 

His idea of becoming a spiritualist is sort of 

like moving off into the mountains—just sort 

of moving to the Himalayas and chanting. At 

the time, that was exactly my idea, too. I 

just wanted to get away from everything, get 

out of the Lower East Side and go milk cows 

and chant for the rest of my life. But the 

real I 

jus 

gavad gita the basic 

Bhagavad-gita is Krishna telling Arjuna 

that he actually should fight, because 

that’s what comes natural to him, 

that’s what he is. Now that’s an 

extreme example, but its true. It proves 

a point that it doesn’t matter what you 

do, it’s not what you do, it’s how you 

do it. You shouldn’t renounce what you 

love to do and what comes natural to 

you, you should just spiritualize that. 

So, Krishna is telling Arjuna, “No, you 

should fight, but you should do it in a 

righteous way, you should do it for truth 

and fight for a good cause and these 

eople on the other side are actually 

and if they get in control, 

ig to enslave the population, 

Id fight. It’s actually a right¬ 

ing for you to fight in this war.” 

That was basically my inspiration for 

joining Shelter. I always loved music 

and I was in bands since I was like 

fourteen years old. How much longer 

would I have lasted milking cows on 

that farm? It was really immature of 

me to even think that I was going to do 

that for the rest of my life—I would 

have gone nuts within two months! But 

actually, when I went on to do Shelter, I 

realized it was a great thing. 

And you ev 

Porcel 

ell 

I had the lifestyle that 

most people would 

completely envy. I real¬ 

ized that there's got to 

be something more than 

material acquisitions 

and people thinking 

you re cool togetyou 
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I think we’re not about to think of the 
Out of the ashes (no pun intended) of the legendary DC band Jawbox comes Burning Airlines. 

A lean, mean 3 piece comprised of J.Robbins (guitar, vox), Bill Barbot (bass, vox) and 

Pete Moffett (drums), they've been subject to much tongue wagging and curious speculation. 

whereas there were 
Judging by their live shows I caught early this fall, they are honoring DC's good name as well 

as their own band history with liberal doses of intellegence and punch. Definitely one to watch, look 

for an early spring release on Desoto Records. Interview by Jessica Hopper. Pix by Shawn Scallen 

moments when Jawbox felt like one 



Punk Planet: Was BA started before Jawbox 
was over? Did it start immediately after or 
did it start as an outlet ? 

J. Robbins: The three of us have been playing 

together since March, although we didn’t really 

admit to ourselves that it was a band until about 

May. Pete, our drummer, and I had played 

together occasionally when Jawbox was still 

together. I roped Bill into playing bass at a point 

when Jawbox hadn’t yet formally disbanded, but 

we all kind of knew it should be done. 

PP: Seeing as you have been playing in 
bands for like 12 years, have you noticed 
ways in which the seemingly quick evolution 
of punk rock/independant music as a recog¬ 
nized commodity (and its subsequent boom 
and following bust) has changed the way 
people approach music and being in a band 
as a whole? 

J: I think just after the height of the boom, you 

could see more bands picking up on a careerist 

approach, walking a much more conservative, 

well-trodden path—looking for big manage¬ 

ment, seeking deals with bigger labels, more 

focus on mainstream publicity—in what had 

been a grass-roots scene whose organization had 

formerly been based more on enthusiasm for 

music and for creating an underground than on 

developing careers. But now that the boom is 

clearly over, that attitude seems less prevalent. 

Maybe more kids do start doing bands now with 

the idea that it could carry them to Mtv star¬ 

dom, so I guess you could safely say that the 

boom did a lot to automatically de-politicize 

anyone’s decision to do a band—or at least a 

punk-rock-influenced band, which had previ¬ 

ously had some political/critical dimension 

whether you wanted it to or not. But I feel like 

there are still plenty of creative people around 

whose perspective is more critical. The public 

consciousness now has tags for thoughtful or 

critical or abrasive music that it didn’t have 

before, so it’s like, after the boom, the people 

who are interested in creating some kind of vital 

underground or sharing some critical perspective 

have gone even more underground (back to 

shows in people’s houses, warehouse art spaces, 

etc.), and the people who want careers as musi¬ 

cians have had to choose even more mainstream, 

regulated approaches. I don’t know, I think the 

more things appear to change, the more they 

really do remain the same. I guess I have been 

doing this stuff for 12 years! 

PP: What are you attempting to do as 
Burning Airlines that you weren’t doing as 
Jawbox? Do you approach things differently? 

J: It’s not so much about doing things differently 

as it is about getting deeper into some things 

that Jawbox was starting to think about. We 

want to feel free to use different textures in the 

music. Hopefully we can do more “songwriting” 

and less “organization of group jams.” We’re 

attempting to make our creative process less 

contentious and more spontaneous than it was. 

I think we’re not about to think of the band as a 

job, whereas there were moments when Jawbox 

felt like one. It would be great to get to a point 

where we feel like we could make a song out of 

literally ANYTHING. 

PP: Is there anything you’ve learned from 
the 8 years that Jawbox was around that 
you will now do differently? 

J: Bill writes Bill stuff, I write J. stuff. Even 

when one of us was able to sucessfully dictate 

9/10ths of one of our songs to the band, Jawbox 

songs were never really Jawbox songs without 

the full participation of Kim &c Zach, so I don’t 

think we’ll ever end up feeling like we’re writing 

Jawbox songs. Especially since Bill & I 

approach the bass guitar a lot differently than 

Kim does, and Pete’s aesthetic is so different 

from Zach’s. Besides, BA songs can’t really be 

BA songs without Pete’s participation. 

PP: Being punk rock veterans and a little bit 
older than most of the bands out there now, 
who do you see as your contemporaries? 

J: A lot of bands that had been contemporaries 

of Jawbox are over and done with, and some 

folks from those bands aren’t starting new ones. 

But we also know a lot of other folks who have 

been doing this thing forever. The Eternals— 

the new band of ex-Trenchmouth members— » 

are the closest thing we have to chronological 

peers, since they just played their first show 

about a month before we played ours. Burning 

Airlines is just a baby band at this point, but it 

feels like we have a lot of cool older siblings. 

PP: Starting a “baby band”—is it different 
now than when Jawbox was a “baby band?” 

J: For us, it’s easier in many ways. Getting shows 

for example, because we still know a lot of the 

same people who put on shows for Jawbox. We 

already know a lot of the nuts-and-bolts process 

stuff. I get the impression that bands starting 

totally from scratch now have it tougher than 

they did when Jawbox was first playing, because 

a lot of the grass-roots support network has dis¬ 

appeared. The weirdest aspect of starting a new 

band for us now is psychological—starting 

something new after doing one project for 8 

years. The essence of this band shouldn’t have 

anything to do with Jawbox. ® 

J: Hopefully, we won’t worry as much. 

PP: When you’re writing songs now, do you 
find yourself writing things that you think 
would have worked with Jawbox but not with 
Burning Airlines? 
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Stewart Home writes dirty, violent 

and—on the surface—poorly written novels 

populated by skinheads, vegan revolutionar¬ 

ies, artists, punks and other societal deviants. 

His characters use each other for fame and 

fortune, sex and a goodfist fight. They are 

ugly people that inhabit an ugly world. 

Home hovers god-like over this fantasy uni¬ 

verse, pulling the strings of his characters any 

way he sees fit. He makes no attempt to let us 

into his creations world, to feel their feelings 

or to even regret the random acts of disaster 

that often befall them. 

In books like Defiant Pose, Pure Mania, and 

his most recent novel Slow Death the story 

doesn't seem to go in any clear direction, the 

characters interact as if they are instruments of 

a higher power and a political speech may fill 

up pages in the middle of a sex scene. Due to 

their disjointed nature, Homes books can seem 

as if they're horribly written. However, Home 

is smarter than that. Home's books are sophis¬ 

ticated constructions, mocking and satirizing 

many of the sources he's lifting from. 

One of the sources, Home has most often been 

compared to is 1970s skinhead pulp writer 

Richard Allen. When I got to speak with 

Stewart Home over the phone, I asked him 

about Richard Allen first. 

HOME: What I found interesting about 

Richard Allen was the directness of what 

he was saying, and the fact that he would 

pull any trick to fill up a book: He would 

just start ranting on about his political 

convictions; he switches between the first 

and third person in different chapters; he’ll 

construct a book with the characters from 

three or four previous books with the sto¬ 

ries not even intertwining just because the 

previous books sold well (which doesn’t 

produce the greatest results necessarily). 

But there are elements of his style that are 

interesting. I wasn’t reproducing Richard 

Allen’s style of writing as much as I was 

using the elements in a critical fashion. But 

it wasn’t just him, it was a whole lot of 

youth culture fiction in the UK in the 70s. 

More important is the hard-boiled style in 

general, with Mickey Spillane on one hand 

and Jim Thompson—who had a kind of 

more palatable outlook on the world—on 

the other. You know, if you go back to the 

twenties or thirties, for example, the 

Surrealists were using examples of popular 

fiction in their writing without actually 

producing popular fiction themselves. But 

in terms of rock journalists, style press and 

literary critics, they’re not able to distin¬ 

guish between a book that uses elements of 

something for the purposes of pastiche and 

the genuine article—or at least if you read 

my reviews, that appears to be the case. 

Who do you imagine reading your books? 

Home: Well, one of the things I point out 

quite often is that I imagine different read¬ 

ers and different responses. I’m not writing 

for some monolithic audience and I don’t 

expect everyone who sees the books to like 

them. Quite often when I’m writing a 

book, I’ll put one thing in because I’m 

thinking of one person, knowing that 

what I write will really piss them off or 

make them laugh or whatever. To be very 

reductive you can split the audience into 

three camps. Those who hate them, miss 

the point and think they are complete 

garbage—which is the response I had from 

the English literary establishment for a 

long time. Although they seem to be get¬ 

ting worried about it nowadays and think¬ 

ing that I’m not going to go away and 

maybe I’m doing something important. 

Then there’s the punks and skinheads who 

read the books for the same reason they 

read Richard Allen. And then there is the 

audience that is more aware of the refer¬ 

ences, the critical concerns, and the humor 

as well. Everyone is not going to react in 

the same fashion to the same thing. When 

I heard the first Ramones album I thought 

it was fantastic, but some kind of HM fan 

probably thought it was the most pathetic, 

unworked-out rock music he’d ever heard. 

That kind of rejection from a certain sec¬ 

tor is written into the work—I want cer¬ 

tain people to hate it. The worst reaction 

you can get is indifference, where people 

think it’s OK. 

What did you intend to do with your life 
when you were younger? 

Home: When you’re a kid and people say 

what are you going to be when you’re all 

grown up? You know what I wanted to be? 

Well, when I was about nine or ten I saw 

T-Rex on TV and I thought that was pretty 

cool. Playing music was the only thing I 

was interested in. I never intended to write, 

I just started doing a couple of fanzines 

when I was about 17, which was partly to 

get free records and to get into gigs for free. 

A few people said, “Hey you can really 

write, you’ve really got something in your 

writing,” and I said “I don’t know what 

you’re talking about, I’m just into music.” 

Home was just into the music, but he learned 

to write about it too. Along with half of the 

world, Stewart Home wrote a punk rock 

retrospective book in 1996. Called 

Pumped Up Really High, his book 

appealed directly to the punk and skin¬ 

head audience. I enjoyed the book, most¬ 

ly in contrast to the kind of crap Greil 

Marcus and rock critics at Spin try to 

pawn off as punk rock defined. Home 

took a more informal stance: 

Home: It’s a waste of time spending 

years writing a book about punk rock. 

So my book was written in three 

weeks. I used a book on genre theory 

within film as my template, and I had 

this idea of this dialectic of punk rock. 

You could have taken either idea and 

turned it into something respectable 

from an academic point of view. But I 

don’t want to produce academically 

respectable work, so I thought, “Why 

don’t I just jam the two together, rant 

on about my favorite punk records 

from my record collection, and write 

about my favorite lyrics, and kind of 

parody different styles of rock journal¬ 

ism while I’m doing it?” I like books 

that are a bit of a mess. I couldn’t be 

bothered to spend years working out 

this wonderful sounding book, which 

most people would probably think 

was junk anyway. 

Home isn't simply interested in punk 

rock, politics and writing subliminal 

novels, he is also a successful artist. 

When I asked him if he'd had any for¬ 

mal art training he immediately said 

“No," and continued: 

Home: In the 80s I set out to explore 

the “art system,” because I had no 

art training. 

So you just started doing it for kicks? 

Home: I was bored of music by about 

‘82 and I thought, “Let’s see if I can 

go into the art world and see what 

happens.” So I started doing installa¬ 

tions in the 80s. Principally installa¬ 

tions because, you know, I have no tal¬ 

ent. But now I’m actually making 

money and having shows in somewhat 

recognized galleries. I did a one person 

show last year which was called 

Vermeer II. I thought, “Well I could 

show in London and distort some 

Vermeer paintings on Xerox to make 

them unique and original art, and 

have a show of Vermeer in London as 

done by me in which you wouldn’t be 
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able to see the works properly as Vermeer’s 

but you could see them distorted in 

uncrowded conditions.” That was the basic 

concept, obviously raising questions of 

about originality, copy you know, blah, 

blah, blah all the obvious things. 

It is Homes gift for taking essentially silly 

and vulgar subject matter and communicat¬ 

ing complicated ideas that makes him such a 

fascinating person. He wants to be noticed[ to 

be read, for his art to be looked at, and 

through all of these different routes, for his 

ideas to be absorbed. Home has a gift for pro¬ 

paganda. One example of this gift is his use 

of skinheads as main characters. I asked him 

why he used skinheads so often in his books: 

Home: Because it’s a good subject. People 

know—or they think they know—what a 

skinhead is, but they probably don’t. If you 

want to market yourself as a writer, if you 

have a strong image—a brand image— 

that’s marketing. It’s not that I’m not criti¬ 

cal of cultural commodification, but you 

have to live within the system we have. I 

didn’t start out aiming to make a living 

from books, but I wanted people to read 

them. I’m not going to get upset if people 

don’t share my concerns about things, like 

I happen to think that all narrative is fic¬ 

tional whether it’s presented as fictional or 

not, but that’s hardly going to make people 

read my books. If they read the books for 

some other reason maybe they’ll get to 

some of the other concerns. I’ve always 

found it surprising that some of the writers 

I’ve met are frustrated that they are not 

getting the attention they’d like. They have 

these great life stories you know they could 

completely exploit to get attention, but 

they absolutely refuse to do it because they 

want to be taken seriously. You need some¬ 

thing to get people to read you first, then 

you can worry about being taken seriously. 

The first thing is to get read—some people 

will realize what you are doing and some 

people won’t. 

After I started reading your books I 
noticed your name everywhere. 

Home: My name pops up because I do lots 

of things, and I work very hard. Sometimes 

when I’m writing a book I’m working 18 

hours a day, day after day. I work very 

hard, that’s why you see me around a lot. 

Why do you work so hard? What’s 
your motivation? 

Home: Well, I don’t like the social system I 

live under—I’m quite critical of the social 

system I live under, but I do have to live 

under it. There’s no contradiction between 

wanting social change and having to get on 

with living under the social system you 

have now. I also don’t like the culture that’s 

produced by the social system we live 

under. It’s very mediocre—a continued 

push towards consent and mediocrity— 

and I’d rather see something different. I 

genuinely want to see a very different cul¬ 

ture from the one we have. My objective is 

to provide the difference, winding people 

up, and having a laugh. I mean, whatever 

else I have to say about things, I do have a 

serious point to make. But I don’t want to 

make that too big a deal, because it’s also 

humorous at the same time—although the 

humor can quite often be quite deadpan, 

some people miss it. That’s the difference 

between the people who get it. It’s the dif¬ 

ference between seeing the humor and not 

seeing it. I’m also interested in seeing 

where I can take an idea. Because I don’t 

know where I’m going to end up with 

something when I start with it. Sometimes 

I’m quite surprised at where I end up. 

Do you consider yourself an anarchist? 

Home: I’m actually quite critical of anar¬ 

chism. I’ve got more time for Marx than I 

have for any kind of anarchist theorist. It’s 

not that I disagree with everything any 

anarchist has to say, but I do have a prob¬ 

lem with basically fetishizing the state— 

the idea that if you get rid of the state then 

you have a good society. In actual fact, you 

can destroy the state and still have a society 

that is highly exploitative. I want to change 

the culture, and I want to wind people up, 

that’s always the main motivation. And if 

you believe what Freud has to say—which 

I don’t myself—I must also be doing it for 

the money, fame and beautiful lovers. But 

at the end of the day, all I’m doing is 

putting words on paper, I’m not... 

Taking yourself too seriously? 

Home: Yeah. ® 

“Well, I don’t like 

THE SOCIAL SYSTEM I 

LIVE UNDER—I’M 

QUITE CRITICAL OF THE 

SOCIAL SYSTEM I LIVE 

UNDER, BUT I DO 

HAVE TO LIVE UNDER 

it. There’s no con¬ 

tradiction BETWEEN 

WANTING SOCIAL 

CHANGE AND HAVING 

TO GET ON WITH LIV¬ 

ING UNDER THE 

SOCIAL SYSTEM YOU 

HAVE NOW” 
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When people talk about Bay Area alter¬ 
native music, they usually mean the 
East Bay, with Gilman Street and the 
pop-punk bands that it produced. But 
there was always something quite dif¬ 
ferent happening in San Francisco dur¬ 
ing the late eighties and early ninities 
that had nothing to do with the so- 
called East Bay scene. The bands were 
more expressive and musically com¬ 
plex, such as The Melvins, Steelpole 
Bathtub, Caroliner Rainbow, Frightwig, 
The Thinking Fellers, The Mudwimmin, 
Victim’s Family and Tragic Mulatto. 
Ovarian Trolley definitely seems to 
come out of that tradition and in some 
respects represents one of the last 
bands of that generation to survive and 
flourish despite what has happened to 
a lot of those older groups. Is that a 
fair assumption? 

Laurie and Jennifer: Absolutely 

Jennifer: It was so different back then. It 

seemed like people had more of an interest 

in performing. It wasn’t just a rock show, it 

had a lot of theatre in it, like Tragic 

Mulatto and their costumes... 

What’s changed? 

Jennifer: I don’t know, I don’t really go out 

anymore. 

Laurie: I think it has a lot to do with the 

SF club scene. It seemed like at about the 

time the Northwest/East Bay scenes 

exploded, the SF Clubs began reserving all 

their hot nights, the weekends, for the big 

national touring acts, who were working 

with big national booking agents. And, of 

course, most if not all national acts bring 

there own show with them, not leaving 

much room for local bands to get into the 

spotlight. 

Jennifer: But bands like Steelpole Bathtub 

and The Melvins always did really well 

wherever they went. 

You were learning your whole shtick at 
the time that this Nirvana-inspired 
feeding frenzy was happening, playing 
your first shows, putting out your initial 
records, watching all this stuff happen. 
How do you feel about where are you 
are now, now that the whole major label 
feeding frenzy for everything loud and 
West Coast is completely over and all 
major labels seem to be doing now is 
up picking disco bands froom Seattle 
and Vancouver? 
Laurie: Electronica on Sub Pop? [laughs] 

There’s a huge electronica scene in 
Seattle. Sub Pop has just started an 
imprint to put out disco music from the 
Northwest. 

-\ 
Laurie: Oh my god... [laughs] 

Yeah, they’re putting out a lot of 
crap like “Land of the Loops,” on 
their Up Records imprint. Anyway, 
so now San Francisco’s totally dif¬ 
ferent & so is the whole Northwest 
scene. Where do you guys see your¬ 
self now that you’ve got this new 
record coming out and you’re 
approaching maturity as a band 
who’s been working together for 
seven years? Obviously judging from 
your new album, C/ao /Vf/ao, things 
are really starting to gel and mature. 

Laurie: Oh yeah, I think we’re perhaps 

beyond that... 

Jennifer: We’re in our elder years.... 

Laurie: No, I think we we almost died 

last fall. 

Did you? 

Laurie: And it was just because we’re 

not only approaching middle-age as a 

band but also as people! [laughter] 

I know what you mean. 

Laurie: Life has a lot to offer besides 

being in a rock and roll band. Before 

we signed to Candy Ass last winter, we 

sat and talked about how we thought 

we’d taken this band as far as we could 

and whether or not we should do it 

anymore. 
• 

Jennifer: Well, we were trying to go to 

Europe last fall and we worked on it 

for a little more than half a year. Three 

weeks before we were going to buy our 

tickets, and the woman’s like, “Well 

do you want a vacation or ... 

Laurie: ...a rock tour? Because if you 

want a rock tour don’t come.” 

Jennifer: We were crushed. We were 

gearing up for the big tour, and then 

found out that was simply not possi¬ 

ble. My personal dream has been 

always to tour Europe. And, as the 

local and national scenes became more 

closed up by major labels and the 

clubs they used to push their products 

through, traveling as a band into for¬ 

eign countries became one of Ovarian 

Trolley’s main motivators. 

Laurie: It was especially disappointing 

since it was our second attempt to go 

to Europe—foiled once again! So we 

felt really dispirited about our 

prospects. Luckily, before the 

European tour fell apart, I had 

arranged for three shows in the Pacific 



Northwest with Hazel. When we arrived in 

Portland we began to announce at our 

shows that they were going to be our last 

because it had become too difficult to be 

an independent band. With the North 

American scene locked up by majors, not 

being able to tour in Europe felt like the 

last nail had been driven into our coffin. 

Wow... 

Laurie: As a result of playing those shows 

with Hazel, we met Jody, who we found 

out had been a longtime fan and was inter¬ 

ested in putting out our next record on her 

label, Candy Ass. She insisted we couldn’t 

quit as a band, and that if going to Europe 

was what we wanted to do she’d get us 

there. And she was true to her word. 

Jennifer: She’s our princess. 

Laurie: Jody’s timing couldn’t have been 

better. 

Finding a supportive label oftentimes 
has that effect because it makes you 
feel less alone and condemned to 
always working by yourself, without any 
feedback, without anyone giving you 
the kind of care and sense of communi¬ 
ty that we all need as artists. 

Jennifer: We needed a change and we got 

the change that we wanted in order to con¬ 

tinue working together. 

Laurie: There’s not a lot of rewards. I think 

that we’ve finally accepted how brutal the 

rock business is. By accepting the reality of 

that, we decided to pull ourselves away 

from it and not go after stardom or getting 

signed to a major label. We like being on 

Candy Ass, it’s our home. Simultaneously, 

we’ve never stagnated as a band, we’ve kept 

on evolving together as musicians and writ¬ 

ers. Being on Candy Ass allows us to not 

just be musicians but people who do other 

things with their lives. I’m a parent, and we 

all have intense careers outside of being 

dedicated musicians. 

Jennifer: It’s even freer now for me because 

I’m not trying to make it as a rock star any¬ 

more. I had those fantasies for a couple 

years. I was pursuing it and working for it 

and wanting it, and then I was just like, 

“God, I don’t even want that anymore.” 

We had major label interest, and nothing 

panned out. I’m thankful for that now. 

Laurie: Especially after seeing bands like 

Nirvana get eaten up. I just feel grateful 

that our band still is together. If you look 

at the kinds of demands major labels place 

on working musicians, you realize how dif¬ 

ficult it is to play in a band and have fami¬ 

lies and be members of functionally 

healthy communities. It’s impossible. 

Just look at Kurt Cobain! 

Right, no wonder the guy offed him¬ 
self! He had a family too. 

Laurie: We are still putting out music, 

music that comes from what happens 

when we go into our studio and jam 

together. Most of our music starts out 

like that.We don’t write each other’s 

parts. Our music happens as a result of 

being around each other, having 

learned to play music together and 

evolving with one another. It’s really 

inspiring and reassuring that we can 

still do that seven years later after start¬ 

ing out not even knowing how to play 

an instrument. Because we have real 

lives, we play real music. 

mmm-hmm, right. I know exactly 
what you mean... 

Laurie: It’s very organic and it definite¬ 

ly shows in the musicianship. I can 

hear it in Jennifer’s drumming, I can 

hear it in my bass playing, I can hear it 

in our singing, I can hear it in Buck’s 

guitar playing, I can hear it in our song 

writing. After seven years playing three 

times a week together something hap¬ 

pens, you know? Its a given. 

Absolutely 

Jennifer: When we made this record, it 

sounded so different from our first 

two. I didn’t care what other people 

would think about it like I did with 

our earlier albums. I just made it 

because I wanted to get these songs out 

and I want to be able to hear them and 

have them, you know? 

Sure, making the record was more 
important than worrying about what 
people might think about it. 

Jennifer: It was more for me than just 

trying to please other people. It felt so 

good and refreshing to work that way, 

it inspired me. After we finished 

recording “Cia Miaow,” we took off 

for Europe for six weeks with Hazel. 

It’s been a great summer. ® 
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I aving survived the early LA 

punk scene, where she made her 

mark as a founding memeber of the 

band X, Exene Cervenka has 

become one of the “elder states- 

people” in the modern punk scene. 

Having left her work with X behind, 

Exene transformed herself into a 

spoken word artist in the early '90s. 

Touring extensively with other post¬ 

punk poets and speakers, Exene 

began to make a name for herself 

outside of X. Never one to allow 

herself to be caught in the past, 

Exene continues to try new pro¬ 

jects, having opened a store in LA, 

releasing a record of the 

Unabomber Manifesto, and most 

recently, forming the band Auntie 

Christ. Auntie Christ, for some, 

picks up where X left off, returning 

Exene back into the realm of punk 

rock. However for Exene, as with all 

of her projects, it’s something com¬ 

pletely different. 

with me and adds harmonies—it adds a 

dimension that wasn’t there. 

A lot of the shows on Auntie Christ’s 
tour are all-ages. What have the audi¬ 
ences been like? 

It seemed like a nice turnout tonight. We’ve 

had some pretty dismal shows in some 

towns. The audiences are pretty young. 

People don’t know who the band is; don’t 

know who’s in it; don’t know why we’re 

there; don’t know who X is. All the major 

cities of course—New York, Dallas, 

Austin—every place like that are great. 

Some of the smaller places are weird. We’re 

like a brand new band and it’s always hard 

to start a brand new band. In some cities, 

we’ve had a very bizarre response from the 

audience. They’re just standing there not 

moving, not responding. Finally, we asked 

somebody in Albany, “What is going on 

with this audience? They’re hanging as far 

back into the corners as they can.” He said, 

“None of these people have ever been here 

on the same night before. There are older 

people and younger people, goth and punk 

and they just don’t know if they should be 

here. They’re all asking, ‘If these people like 

it, should I like it?’” and I was like, “You 

know that? This is true?” No celebration of, 

After the success of your solo 
albums and spoken word albums, 
why did 
you decide to return to more of a 
punk sound? 

I was trying to re-form X into a punk 

band, and it wasn’t going to happen. 

My favorite X song were the hard 

songs. I like my solo records, but they 

were prettier and mellower than I 

wanted them to be. I don’t like slow 

songs, I like harder stuff. I wanted the 

solo albums to be weirder, like Surface 

to Air Serpents, the spoken word record 

I did with Henry Rollins’ label. After 

doing the spoken word tour with 

Lydia—we did like seventy-five dates 

all around the world—I just wanted 

harder music to go with the words. 

How did you and Lydia Lunch 
decide to collaborate for the Rude 
Hieroglyphics tour? 

For one reason, you can’t tour alone as 

a spoken word artist. Unless it’s Jim 

Carroll or Patti Smith or Henry 

Rollins—those people can do it. 

Anyone else, is setting themselves up 

for disaster if you go out alone—espe¬ 

cially as a woman. I did a tour that 

"The punk scene was about individuality and creating 
A COMMUNITY. PEOPLE NEED TO RETURN TO THAT AND CREATE 
THEIR OWN CULTURE. LEARN THE HISTORY OF WHAT THEY LOVE 

. AND TAKE IT BACK.” 

How did Auntie Christ come about? 

I got the name for it when I was on tour 

with Lydia Lunch. Then I started writing 

songs and really learning guitar. One 

thing fell into place after another and 

then Matt Freeman [of Rancid] joined,' 

He played about fifteen shows with us 

and that was really fun. He worked really 

hard on this band. He’s an exceptional 

musician and he’s just a great guy. He 

found us a booking agent and she booked 

this whole tour with Stone Fox. Matt had 

to go make the Rancid record, so Janis 

Tanaka [of Stone Fox], who I really love, 

who’s also an amazing bass player, joined 

in his place. It’s nice because she sings 

“Wow, we’re in this together and what a 

broad spectrum.” This is really fucking scary. 

Will you be doing another Auntie Christ 
record? 

Oh definitely. We have new songs. I’m not 

sure who will play on it. I think it will be a 

broader sound. I’ve always wanted to make 

a mix of classical and punk. Rock-based 

music with elements of classical music 

mixed in. Classical is so powerful and 

scary—Stravinsky was such a punk rocker. 

was well received with Professor Griff 

and Don Bajema called Screaming 

From the Barrel. There’s talk of doing 

a tour with Dave Alvin, Don Bajema 

and Tricia Warden from 2.13—short 

story readings, but we’ll see. Lydia and 

I knew that if we both wanted to go 

out, we should go together. We decid¬ 

ed to do a performance together, 

which people don’t often do, just to 

do something different. We thought it 

would work well with our material. 
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You read a piece on Rude Hieroglyphics 
that you introduced by saying, “It’s 
about me and my life, it’s about people 
like Courtney Love, but it’s about peo¬ 
ple like that Exene Cervenka from the 
band X.” What did you mean by that? 

That’s a song now—it’s different from the 

piece on there. It’s about predatory females 

and it’s about culture moving forward and 

forgetting to bring history with it, which is 

always troubling to me on a personal level, 

but is even more troubling to me on a cul¬ 

tural level. People don’t know where things 

come from, but they imitate them. “The 

Nothing Generation” is about that—mind¬ 

lessly consuming whatever is new. White 

guys should become blues artists because 

they love the blues so much—they know 

the history of it, they collect scratched up 

78’s—not by listening to the latest white 

guys playing the blues. Alternative culture 

is really without history. It starts almost 

post-Nirvana now—it’s unbelievable. What 

Nirvana brought to alternative music was a 

history of the music they loved that influ¬ 

enced them. Without thatiiiliTof^irjW^ 

becomes another commodity people con¬ 

sume. The punk scene wis about individu- 

broke now that her husband died or what 

kind of struggles she’s had. I respect her as 

an artist, but I think the media should 

make room for more than one woman. 

There have been so many poets and writers 

out there working so hard for so many 

years. I’m a good example, but there are a 

lot of others who will never get any recog¬ 

nition, let alone the amount I’ve gotten, 

and I just think it’s unfair. 

Last year you released a record of 
yourself reading excerpts from the 
Unabomber Manifesto on your own 
label, Year One Records. Were you at 
all concerned about misconceptions 
or repercussions that might be gener¬ 

ated by it? 

No. I’ve killed more people than the 

Unabomber has because I’ve paid more in 

taxes than he has. That is the simple truth 

and anyone in this country who thinks 

that they aren’t as guilty of indiscriminate 

killing of innocent people is just deluding 

themselves. The war in El Salvador alone 

the Americas in Georgia that trained 

Noriega and all these people in Central 

America is definitely culpable for those 

ing a Democratic administration in the 

White House? 

People think they can coast along for eight 

violent reprisals against the violence that’s 

being done to people. There has to be a 

place for that kind of outrage. 

As an artist, what motivates you to chal¬ 
lenge people with your political beliefs? 

It’s an overwhelming response that I can¬ 

not stop. I feel like I have a responsibility 

to point fingers at the culture and try to 

raise issues. It’s my job as an artist to be 

brutally honest. It’s a response to the apa¬ 

thy and the ignorance and the pride people 

seem to have taken in deliberately being 

stupid or deliberately being load-outs. I 

think right now all of America and most of 

Europe—from what I can understand from 

talking to people there—is in a state of 

depression. In the 50’s, 60’s, and 70s you 

had rage directed outward that resulted in 

demonstrations and people fighting for 

human rights across racial lines and gender 

lines. Now you just have this kind of 

depression, which is rage turned inward. 

Do you think it’s part of the false 
sense of security that comes with hav¬ 

7 mean, if I had the success of 
No Doubt or the followers that 

get up in the morning 
ality and creating a community. People 

need to return to that and create their own 

culture. Learn the history of what they love 

and take it back. 

Both you and Patti Smith started work¬ 
ing in poetry and punk in 1975. Do you 
feel a kinship with her at all? Was she 
an inspiration to you? 

She was when I was a kid, but I don’t feel 

much of a kinship with her because I feel 

like regardless of how she is as an artist or a 

parent or how hard her life has been, she’s 

in a rarefied atmosphere full of elite, 

wealthy people. I don’t know how she lives 

or what kind of house she lives in or if she 

can make her house payments or if she’s 

deaths. We’re all operating on that. The 

Manifesto is homophobic. It’s racist. It’s 

sexist. It’s got nutty moments. It’s got 

incredibly lucid moments, but the point is 

not to say he did anything good at all—it’s 

amazing that someone would go to such 

extremes to make his point. He’s not some¬ 

one to celebrate as a hero. There are not 

that many heroes—Earth First!, ACT-UP, 

activists like that. A lot of people really 

hate ACT-UP and Earth First! because they 

think they do more harm than good. They 

think they present extremist enemies the 

world can attack, and everyone involved in 

that kind of activism suffers because of it. 

But what else are you supposed to do? 

There has to be a place for that kind of 

years and take a break from activism and 

from really having to care because they’re 

not being outright persecuted. Things 

aren’t as blatantly insane as they were dur¬ 

ing the Reagan/Bush regime. But the AIDS 

crisis is still there; things like that. People’s 

apathy is frustrating. Obviously you realize 

this, but other people don’t—it’s like if you 

are going to pick a gimmick as an artist, 

being overtly political and criticizing youth 

culture and consumption is not the way to 

do it. In fact, a lot of people don’t know 

what I’m even talking about. They don’t 

know what my motive is—they think it s 

just some sort of intellectual, thought-out, 

calculated move. I’ve read some very 

KiT-arrp rpvipwc of this record rhat sav I m 



stuck in the past, that I’m bitter and old. It 

couldn’t be further from the truth. It’s so 

bizarre to think any part of history would 

be considered off-limits to a writer or 

artist, to not value someone who has his¬ 

torical perspective and has been doing 

something for twenty years. To laugh at 

them for caring. You just kind of feel like 

maybe you have to go away for a while and 

come back later when people ask for you. 

When they knock on your door, “Excuse 

me, you know those things you were say¬ 

ing? Can you talk about that again?” And 

that day may never come. If you have no 

value as an artist in society, sometimes you 

do just have to go away. It’s just knowing 

you’ve done all you can do. 

Do you feel discouraged to a point 
where you feel like quitting? 

I think an artist has to be able to be both 

personal and universal and I think what 

discourages me is watching what society 

and culture have become in this country 

and how much has been lost. The gain of 

the civil rights movement are all eroding 

now, and that’s during a Democratic 

administration. And NAFTA and GATT 

should be respected and listened to and 

people should have a historical perspective 

on our culture. 

What do you think it will take to shake 
people out of their cultural stupor? 

I guess what this country needs is a really 

repressive administration to wake every¬ 

body up. People can get used to anything. 

Look at Bosnia, you hear of plays being 

produced at the height of the war by can¬ 

dlelight. It’s like “Why bother to make a 

play?” Because that’s the response. That’s 

the resistance. I have a lot of friends in 

Czechoslovakia. When it was communist, 

it was really interesting there. It was a very 

repressive regime. Music was against the 

law. You couldn’t get musical instruments, 

but everyone smuggled them in. There was 

a thriving culture despite that. A friend of 

mine who is a musician wanted to hang 

out with this group of artists at the bars 

they hung out at. He kept trying to hang 

out with these guys and finally they said, 

“Okay, you want to hang out with us— 

take this and go home and read it and 

come back tomorrow.” The book was 

Sartre and he went home and he stayed up 

another world war after World War 

III—the Cold War—which killed 

more people and ruined more of the 

environment than any other war. It 

qualifies surely as World War III— 

everyone was involved. But after that 

war, why should there be any need for 

war or enemies when you can just 

adopt what other people do? S&M in 

the gay community is normal; purple 

hair is like Starbucks; it means noth¬ 

ing. There is no shock value in the 

counterculture and that’s the way they 

want it. What’s the opposite? 

Galvanize all these people into a com¬ 

munity that’s fighting them? No, dif¬ 

fuse them into a community that’s just 

helping them sell products and create 

consumers. Make it innocuous and 

powerless. I can’t imagine what’s going 

to rise up and challenge the status quo 

of the corporation. 

What do you see as one of the 
worst aspects of modern culture? 

The brainwashing has never been so 

intense. Not to equate what is hap¬ 

pening now with the Holocaust— 

saying anything. If you're speaking 
to the masses, you're not really talkin 
to anvbodv. ” 

and what’s happening to the labor force 

around the world—to me that stuff is 

much more of a concern than whether my 

career fails or succeeds. Because, obviously, 

most of the people who are going to hear 

of me and read about me or read the books 

I wrote or hear my records aren’t born yet. 

It’s like Lydia says—she’ll be popular in 

200 years. That’s no consolation either. 

Success now wouldn’t be a consolation 

either. I mean, if I had the success of No 

Doubt or the followers that Gwen Stefani 

has, how could I even get up in the morn¬ 

ing? If you’re that huge, you’re not really 

saying anything. If you’re speaking to the 

masses, you’re not really talking to any¬ 

body. What should happen is that artists 

all night reading it and he came back the 

next day. They started asking him ques¬ 

tions about the book and he stumbled over 

a question. They said, “Oh no, you didn’t 

read it. Go back and read it again.” As 

harsh as that was, there was a cultural life. 

Now Prague is like United Colors of 

Bennetton—half the people there speak 

English. It’s like a huge international glam¬ 

our city. It’s really expensive. I was there 

two years ago and it was getting that way 

and the culture is dead. It’s such a strange 

thing how that kind of repression creates 

art and this doesn’t. They’re going to keep 

it this way because there is no enemy any¬ 

more, not globally. There will never be 

leave that alone—but the propaganda 

machine of WWII versus the one we 

have now, the corporate and govern¬ 

ment propaganda machine world-wide, 

are very similar. People don’t seem to 

notice. I feel like people are zombies. 

Their response is, “I’m gonna go play 

volleyball. Nothing’s happening. I’m at 

Lollapalooza. Nothing’s happening. I’m 

gonna go put on my bikini. Nothing’s 

happening. Everything’s fine.” There’s 

no way that somewhere deep inside 

themselves they can’t know it as much 

as I know it. ® 
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the last five ftars on his label tiern 

Blatidsten. He's been a long time partici¬ 

pant in the scene with his label his old 

band Rorshacfa putting on shows, and 

helping tn found the Sound on Sound 
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RING!!! 

Charles Maggio: Hello? 

Uh, hello, Charles Maggio please. 

This is him. 

Uh, hi Mr. Maggio, this is Marty Fufkin 
from the Internal Revenue Service, do 
you have a few minutes? 

Uh-huh 

O.K., I wanted to talk to you, we have 
some unclaimed revenue from a record 
your company put out, I have it listed as 
a “Horshack, Autotopsy.” Is that right? 

[My accent slips from Brooklyn whiny guy 

into English whiny guy somehow, against my 

will, and Charles catches me in my lie.] 

Urn...are you English now? 

(laughs) 

Does it matter? 

It doesn’t. Wow. You had me going for 

about two sentences then you said “Marty 

Fufkin” which I immeditately aligned with 

Paul Schaffer’s character in Spinal Tap. 

Then I actually looked at the clock and 

thought “The Internal Revenue Service is 

calling me at 10 o’clock at night?” Then 

you went from Marty Fufkin the Paul 

Schaffer character to some English guy in 

the middle of a sentence, so I knew it was 

fake. 

Damn! I couldn’t hold it together any¬ 
more. I started breaking apart. 

Well you had me for a second. 

I guess that’s something... Let’s get 
started. When you hear a band you want 
to work with, what catches your ear? 

Oof. That’s a good one... [Long pause] I 

don’t know... I like a band when I’m not 

immediately able to say, “They sound like 

this other band, and I like that other band 

so I’m going to put it out.” I like a band 

that I defmately know what they’re influ¬ 

enced by, but they do what they do really 

well. I think a lot of the problems with 

record labels today is that they are too hung 

up on genres of music. Like, “We’re an emo 

label,” or “We’re a hardcore label,” or 

“We’re a punk label.” I’m just a record 

label. It doesn’t matter to me what kind of 

music you play as long as it’s something I 

like and you do it very well. I try not to get 

hung up on the idea that I put out 

Rorshach records, so every band I put out 

has to have a screaming vocalist and crazy 

riffage. A big thing that I get with letters 

from people that send me tapes is, “We’re 

very influenced by (insert names of bands 

I’ve put out here).” And I’ll just think to 

myself, “Well, I already put out a record 

like that.” I put out a Rye record, I don’t 

need to put out a record that’s influenced 

by Rye. If I get a letter in the mail—and 

now I will after I say this—that says, “We 

don’t sound like anything on your label,” 

then I’m more likely to listen to it than a 

tape from people telling me they sound like 

records on my label. The best letter I ever 

got was “Dear Gern Blansten, put out our 

record fuckface. Love (name of band)” And 

I thought, “Wow, that’s going to get them 

signed.” Too bad they weren’t very good— 

or I didn’t think they were. But I know the 

name of the band and they have a record 

out and I’m very happy to see that because 

that, I thought, was the way to go about it. 



Do you feel your level of involvement in 
the scene makes you more enthusiastic 
or less enthusiastic about what you do? 

Whenever I get calls from people telling 

me they’re starting record labels and can I 

help them out, half of me wants to be like, 

“Don’t do it, it’s the biggest mistake you’ll 

ever make.” But the other half is the half 

that comes out on the phone. I give them 

all phone numbers and all the recommen¬ 

dations I have. As far as my level of 

involvement goes, Sunday was the first 

show in as long as I can 

remember that a band on 

my label didn’t play. I 

went to see Young 

Pioneers at 

Brownies. I 

think 

that 

Ik defi- 

about the World Inferno 
Friendship Society: 

“I listened to it 
and I started 

laughing. I didn't 
know if I was 

laughing because it 
was total genius or 
if I was laughing 

because it was 
ridiculous. ” 

[Laughs] w 
nately 

says 

something 

about how 

what I do here 

takes away from my 

involvement. I can’t phys¬ 

ically go to shows at the level 

that I would like to. I feel I have some 

commitment to go to the shows of the 

bands on my label, and I want to because I 

like the bands. But most of the bands I do 

records with are local, so I’m going to one 

show a week, maybe more. I find myself 

being like, “I’ve gotta go see my bands this 

night, and then there’s this other show of 

bands I like but didn’t put out, but I’ve 

already gone to two shows this week.” I 

never go to shows outside of the bands I 

put out. I make the bands I put out a prior¬ 

ity which takes away from any support I 

could show other bands that I like. Which 

are few and far between, but there have 

been some shows in the last 6 months that I 

would have liked to have seen but just did¬ 

n’t have the enthusiasm to go. Also I’m in a 

position now where I have to think of this 

as a job. The first four years I did this I 

worked 50 hours a week at a pizza place 

and I did this on the side. I didn’t need to 

make any money off of this. But it got to 

the point where the bands on my label 

where sort of saying “Hey we’re going to 

invest our lives in our music” and I just felt 

like if they where going to do that, then I 

needed to do that on my end too. Four 

years ago when I started, I just put out 

records and I wasn’t as serious about it. I 

think the fact that I have to take it more 

seriously can tend to make people feel I’m 

jaded. If I was doing it for fun, I’d probably 

be putting out a lot more records! There are 

some records that I wouldn’t mind putting 

out, or wouldn’t have minded putting out 

in the past, but the bands weren’t really 

playing out, or they had already broken up. 

I can’t take time away from the bands that 

are playing and are touring to put out a 

band that doesn’t exist. 

Do you think about how much something 
will sell when deciding what to put out? 

It’s funny because Magnet is doing a label 

profile on me, and one of the questions 

they asked was if I had any advice for any¬ 

body who wanted to start a record label. 

My advice was to put out music you like, 

not music you think other people will like. 

I think it’s more important that I love the 

bands I’m putting out more than anyone 

else does—and from some of the sales 

numbers coming in from some of the 

newer stuff, I think that’s obvious! 

[Laughs] But that would never have a hand 

in me deciding to put out someone’s full 

length or whatever. If I like it, I’ll put it 

out. If it sells it sells. If it doesn’t, I still 

think it’s a great record and I’m going to 

stand behind it and support it. That motto 

started with Rorshach. When Rorshach 

started, we were this band that wanted to 

sound like every other band because those 

were the bands that were really big. For the 

first six months of our existence, we were 

like, “Oh now we’ll do this part that 

sounds like this other band, then we’ll 

break into this part that sounds like that 

other band.” [laughs] The first thing we 

ever recorded was a 6 song demo and when 

I go back and listen to it, it’s like the worst 

band ever! After we recorded that and real¬ 

ized it sucked, our guitarist Keith—he was a 

metalhead—came to practice one day with 

all this new stuff and was like, “Screw this, 

I’m not holding back. I’m playing music I 

like, not music I think other people will 

like.” And we got lucky—other people liked 

what we liked. With the label, it sometimes 

works that way. People like what I like, 

sometimes, and sometimes they don’t. It 

doesn’t matter either way. I’ve turned down 

records by bands that I know would sell a 

lot. Numbers have never really been my 

game. I wouldn’t have put out the records 

I’ve put out if it was about numbers. 

What do you think is the most underap¬ 
preciated record you’ve put out? 

Chisel Set You Free. Everybody, it seems 

got turned off by it really quickly for some 

reason. I’m not saying it’s better than any 

of the other bands but the Van Pelt got rec 

ognized, the Rye record is getting recog 

nized, The Impossible Five record people 

are saying is great, but when I heard the 

tape of the Chisel record six months before 

it came out, I couldn’t stop listening to it. I 

thought it was a musical masterpiece and I 

was worried that they were going to get so 

many offers from major labels and they 

were going to get so big that I wasn’t going 

to be able to handle it. But when it came 

out, there was this really lukewarm reac¬ 

tion. So that and the World Inferno 

Friendship Society 7”s, which I think are 

both really unique records as far as what is 

coming out today. I think both of them 

suffer from the same musical crime: you 

can’t pigeonhole them. You can’t say they c 

“emo-rock-core” or something. People 

don’t know what it is so they say fuck em. 

World Inferno Friendship Society was 
the best band I saw when I was down in 
New York for CMJ. I told people that 
and they would ask what were they like, 
but I had no idea what to tell them. 

This is a perfect example for when you 

asked me what catches my ear. When I 

heard their first seven inch—the one that I 

didn’t put out—I liked it a lot. Then Pete, 

who I had dealt with before with Sticks 

and Stones, sent me a tape of the new stuff 

that he wanted me to put out and I lis¬ 

tened to it and I started laughing. I didn’t 

know if I was laughing because it was total 

genius or if I was laughing because it was 

ridiculous. [Laughs] So I listened to it 3 

more times and realized that I was laugh- 



ing because it was incredible. I was smiling 

from ear to ear because I love the way it 

sounds. I can’t really say that they’re under- 

appreciated because the full length isn’t out 

yet so I don’t know what is going to hap¬ 

pen. I think the Van Pelt get unfairly 

pigeonholed into the wrong holes, though 

they are one of the more popular bands on 

the label. It’s hard to say. Every band thinks 

they should sell more records than they do, 

so I have to deal with that too. When this 

interview comes out, I’ll probably get calls 

from all the bands I didn’t mention asking 

why I didn’t say they were underappreciat¬ 

ed! And I’ll say, “Well you are. I said that... 

um... Josh cut that part out.” [laughs] 

Underappreciated or not, I definately 
think you’ve gotten to a point with the 
label where people are going to auto¬ 
matically give something you put out 
a level of validity because of your 
track record. 

People have told me that. People tell me 

they’ll listen to everything I put out. Some 

of it they may not like, but they will listen 

to it. I think a lot of people may have a 

problem in discerning music this way. Just 

because you don’t like it doesn’t mean it’s 

bad. Music is not one dimensional. A lot of 

people have a certain taste in music and 

they will not stray. The biggest culprits are 

in the pop-punk scene. 

And the straight edge scene. 

Yeah. Every scene has their culprits. I find 

myself saying, when listening to stuff, 

“This is a really bad pop-punk record,” or 

“This is a really good pop-punk record,” or 

emo, or punk or whatever. I don’t necessar¬ 

ily just say, “this sucks,” though some 

music does. I think a lot of people have the 

problem of listening to what I put out and 

saying “This isn’t Rorshach, this isn’t Van 

Pelt, so I’m not going to listen to it.” My 

take on that is, “Exactly! Of course it 

doesn’t sound like those bands.” I don’t 

want to seem like I’m saying that if you’re 

crazy and you’re weird and don’t sound like 

anything else, I’ll put it out—that’s not my 

goal. My goal is that in genres of music 

that I like, I put out bands that are good at 

what they do. In my opinion, to date, I’ve 

been pretty good at that. And I’ve been 

lucky enough to have people following me 

and saying the same thing. 

I think one of the appeals of your label 
is that you’re not putting out music that 
is entirely genre specific. 

In a review when it says, “I don’t know 

what to compare this to,” I think that’s 

good! A Punk Planet review of the Chisel 

record—I hate to say this in Punk Planet— 

but the review started with, “I can’t put this 

in any category,” and then it went on to 

give it a bad review. And at the time we got 

that issue, Ted from Chisel was working 

here and he said, “Why do you have to put 

it in a category?” He was obviously a little 

ticked off by it. Why is that a requisite for 

every record? Unfortunately, a lot of record 

reviewers fall into that. I think you should 

have to have a license to do a magazine. 

Oh yeah! 

Right now anybody with a Macintosh and 

a Kinko’s copy card can do a magazine. I 

collect old fanzines and when I go back 

and look at them, I remember buying 

every magazine at every show and none of 

them were bad. None of the old magazines 

were bad because it took a lot of effort. You 

had to really have your shit together to put 

together a magazine then. You had to type 

it up and cut and paste and reduce it at a 

copy shop and now it’s like....I spit out a 

magazine in three days. Actually, I don’t 

think you should have to have a license to 

do a magazine because you can do a maga¬ 

zine on whatever you want—you should 

have to have a license to do record reviews! 

I just don’t think anybody with a 

Macintosh, or anybody with a background 

in desktop publishing has a right to say 

they’re an expert in music. HeartattaCk 

suffers from it a lot. A lot of their reveiw- 

ers’ musical backgrounds go back to about 

1992 so every genre of music has one 

band. Everything that sounds punk sounds 

like Born Against and everything that 

sounds pop-punk sounds like Jawbreaker 

and anything that sounds like metal-core 

sounds like Rorshach. That sounds cocky 

because I was in the band, but it’s true. It’s 

sad to me, because Rorshach sounded like 

C.O.C and Voivod and tried to sound like 

Black Flag at times. If you’re going to 

review a record and say it sounds like 

Rorshach you need to dig a little deeper. I 

sometimes don’t even read record reviews 

because I know I’m not going to agree with 

them. And it’s sad because the record 

reviews I find myself agreeing with the 

most are the ones in the bigger magazines 

because those people are music journalists 

who know their shit. It’s a shame. 

Which brings up an interesting question: 
Do you think it’s a good thing that so 
many people are doing it themselves? 

The problem I have with the overabun¬ 

dance of DIY right now goes back to what 

I was saying about needing a license to do 

a zine or review records. You should need a 

license to do shows; to do a label. Having 

so many out there waters everything down. 

I’ve used this example many times: look at 

the photo zine My Rules . When you turn 

the page, every page is an incredible band. 

There isn’t a band in there that I don’t 

love—and My Rules was put out like 10, 

15 years ago. Now go 15 years into the 

future and look at the zines from today 

with today’s bands and see if they hold up. 

It’s just so watered down. There’s so much 

of it. We’re innundated with zines; with 

labels; with bands. An innundation of 

bands isn’t a bad thing—who 

am I to say you can’t 

start a band? That’s 

one thing peo¬ 

ple should 

take total jA 

liberty 

about Chisel: 

“I couldn’t stop lis¬ 
tening to it. I 

thought it was a 
musical masterpiece 
and I was worried 

that they were going 
to get so many 

offers from major 
labels and they 

were going to get so 
big that I wasn’t 

going to be able to 
handle it. ” 

But 

at the 

time it 

only costs 

$1000 to do 500 

CDs nowadays. Back 

then, it took a lot more to 

get a record out. Like I’ll look back at 

MRR #3 and every record reviewed in it is 

a classic punk record. You look at MRR 

#103 and you don’t even know 90% of the 

bands that are reviewed. It’s not because 

you care any less, it’s just that there are so 

many bands out there. I think John 

Brannon said a long time ago, “Hardcore is 

the Blues of the suburbs.” It’s true. There 

are very few hardcore bands, mine and 

most of the bands on my label included, 
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that aren’t the product of priviliged 

upbringings. If it weren’t for the fact that 

I’ve lived at home for as long as I have, 

and the members of my band weren’t 

supported by their parents, and didn’t 

have to pay rent at home when we went 

on tour we probably wouldn’t have been 

able to do that. That and the fact that 

without rent, I could work 40 hours a 

week and take my whole paycheck and 

put it in the bank and have it for tour, 

instead of splitting that check between 

rent, and health insurance and so forth. 

It’s this very priviliged state that allows 

DIY to exist. It’s a catch-22 because the 

reason DIY exists, and the reason we’re 

able to do things ourselves is because 

things have been done for us for so long. 

I don’t have the patience to listen to 
and appreciate 25% of the stuff I get in 
the mail. It’s not fair, but physically 
there just isn’t enough time for me to 
get through it all. It’s not possible. I 
look at what label it’s on, I try to 
remember if I’ve ever heard of the 
band, if the packaging is any good, and 
if nothing grabs me I don’t listen to it. 

I’ve gotten chastised before for sending out 

press kits and photos and one sheets and 

stuff before, but it’s like that one sheet 

might be the only thing that the person 

looks at and if there isn’t something in 

there that grabs them, the record won’t get 

listened to. I can’t say that sucks and that 

the person sucks for not giving it a chance, 

because I know those people are getting 40 

records a month. Some of the bigger maga¬ 

zines, AP, CM], are getting 20 or 30 

records a week to listen to. It’s so much 

easier to just take them to the local record 

store and sell them for $2. The fact that 

everything is so watered down and there’s 

so much music out there I think it makes it 

difficult for people to find the good stuff. 

One of my worst fears is that I’m going 
to miss my next favorite record in the 
mountains of records that I don’t have 
time to listen to. 

People ask me all the time if I listen to 

every tape I get. And I do, though usually 

not all the way through. I barely get to the 

vocals before I know if I’m going to like it 

or not. People question me as to whether 

that’s fair, or cool, or not and I’m like, 

“Look. I barely have the time to listen to 

the records I do like, let alone records I’ve 

never heard before and probably won’t 

like.” No offense to all these bands—and 

I’m not telling people not to send me 

tapes—but to be honest, I’ve never signed 

a band because of a tape they sent me. 

There’s so much more going on that would 

make me want to put out a band than 

what’s on a tape. It’s funny because I got a 

tape in the mail a little while ago from this 

band and last week they called me up to 

see if I liked it, and I wanted to say to 

them, “Do you really think if I had liked 

your tape enought to put it out I wouldn’t 

have called you?” Like did they think they 

were going to call me and I was going to be 

like, “Oh yeah! I forgot about you guys! 

Where do I send the contract?!” I would go 

over hill and dell to find you if I really 

wanted to put your record out. You’re not 

reminding me that I loved your band. 

[Laughs] Going back to the DIY thing. It 

seems that because of crappy bands getting 

huge these days, people aren’t even bother¬ 

ing with the DIY thing anymore. Not 

when they can get a hundred grand from 

some big label. You know that band Reel 

Big Fish has that song about selling out, 

“The record company says we’ll make a lot 

of money.” It’s like, “Wow, you guys are 

really cool because you’re slapping the 

majors in the face. But let’s not get ahead 

of ourselves here guys, if your band 

didn’t sign to that major label they 

would have found one of a mil¬ 

lion other schleppy ska-core 

bands to sign that contract. 

Don’t think they didn’t 

have nine or ten bands 

lined up right behind 

you in case you gave 

them shit.” They try 

to act like they’re 

slapping them in 

the face but all 

they’re doing is... 

sucking ass. 

I’m sure their 
major label is 
really upset by 
that hit song that 
makes them look 
like money hungry 
capitalists. 

Yeah, they’re really 

pissed going to the 

bank with all that 

money they’re making off 

of you. But I think that’s 

another problem: bands like 

Reel Big Fish and other bands of 

that ilk, where did they come from? 

The first time I’m hearing this band that 

sounds kind of punk on Mtv—why? Is it 

because they’re all competent musicians 

and are playing music that’s easy to write? 

That’s what it’s becoming. They’re all com¬ 

petent musicians and they all realize that 

this is a genre of music that they can write, 

and is easy to write, so they’ll do it and 

make a lot of money. It used to be like that 

with metal. Find some guy who can play a 

crazy guitar solo and write a crappy chorus, 

or a ballad and put him on the front of the 

stage with long hair and spandex. Take 

those same people today and make them 

write pop songs and they’re making just as 

much money. Half of me says there’s too 

much DIY and the other half says there 

isn’t enough. 

I think there isn’t enough DIY that’s 
being done well. It’s an easy excuse for 
doing things badly. “Well it’s DIY so...” 

Me and the guys from Weston had this 

joke. Everything bad that ever happened in 

the scene or whatever we’d say, “Yeah, but 

it’s punk.” 

And sadly, that is punk. 

“There are very 

few hardcore 

bandsy mine and 

most of the bands 

on my label 

included, that 

aren't the product 

of priviliged 

upbringings. ” 
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7 FASTBREAK 

1. When did your band form? 
The band started in August of 1994 

in general. People we are forced to deal with in everyday life along 

with the pressures of life itself. 

2. When will it break up? 

When we no longer like what we are playing. We are definately 

going to outlast the posi-core resurgence. We give respect where 

respect is due, but this is no joke to us. 

13. What is “selling out?” 
Selling out is when you change your views, beliefs, band, or 

whatever to fit in with what’s around you. Be yourself, fuck 

everyone else. 

3. What have you released so far? 

We released a demo, two 7”s and a split with Ten Yard Fight. We 

are ready to record our first full length. 

4. Why do you play the music that you play? 

We love hardcore and music in general. The band is a great outlet 

to keep us sane. 

5. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever had happen at a 
show? There was a big riot at a show and Steve got hit by some¬ 

thing that we think might have been a pipe. We are all small and 

don’t like to fight. 

6. What’s the best show you’ve ever played? 
The best show we played was in New Jersey at the Handy Street 

house w/Sick of It All, Ensign, and Lifetime. The cops shut the 

show down right as Lifetime started to play. A couple of shows in 

Connecticut with Lifetime and H20 were really cool also. 

7. State your purpose. 

To play hardcore and have a great time while doing it. 

8. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea 
about what you play? 

We usually say that we are a punk rock band. Most of the time they 

say, “oh cool, like Green Day.” 

9. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who 
haven’t heard you? 

The mechanics of Gorilla Biscuits with the emotion of the 

Descendents. 

10. What bands do you see as your contemporaries? 
Ensign, In My Eyes, Lifetime and other good bands. 

11. What is the antithesis of your band? 
The antithesis of Fastbreak is growing up and getting a real job in 

the real world. We go to school basically to put that off so hope¬ 

fully the band can soon become our everyday job.- 

12. Outside of music and bands, what influences you? 
The world around us definately influences the band and our lives 

14. If you could make a living off of your band, would you? 
I think we would. Fastbreak started as a bunch of kids playing 

hardcore. It was a dream to release a demo. Now we are definitely 

for real. We all in our own way put everything we have into the 

band. We are all close friends and believe in what we are doing, 

why not do it all the time? 

15. Where do you practice? 
We practice in Connecticut and in Boston 

16. If you could play on a four band bill, with any bands that 
have ever existed, who would you play with, and what order 
would they play? 

The Cars, Descendents, Lifetime and Fastbreak. 

17. What goals do you have as a band? 
We would like to record an LP pretty soon. We are constantly 

writing songs and we have plenty for a record. We would also like 

to tour as much as possible. 

18. What makes for a good show? 
A good show is when the guitars stay in tune, the band is tight, 

and we rock the kids. A good show to us doesn’t have to be a mil¬ 

lion kids. We give it all we have whether it’s 5 kids or 500. We 

play for ourselves because we need to, if people like it and can 

relate to it then that’s icing on the cake. 

19. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what 
would it be? 

Some bands can cover songs and others shouldn’t. If people look 

forward to the covers you play more than your own material, 

maybe you should work on your own songs a little more. I don’t 

know. We aren’t inot covers that much. Probably a Weezer song. 

El Scorcho maybe. It’s good rock. 

20. What’s the best show you’ve ever seen? 
Pat saw the oldy style Gorilla Biscuits do a renunion at CBGC’s 

w/Sick of It All and Bouncing Souls. The first time any of us saw 

the Descendents. In My Eyes at the Rat w/Madball, Floorpunch, 

and Reach the Sky was pretty intense. We hope there are more 

“best shows ever” coming up soon. Thank you. 



20 THE SHYNESS CLINIC 

1. When did your band form? We formed in August of 1996 in 

Boston, Massachusetts. 

2. When will it break up? When we get sick of each other or 

when we just get sick (or as soon as our drummer gets caught with 

heroin). 

3. What have you released so far? We released a 7” entitled The 

Pleasures of Beginning on Paper, Scissors, Rock? Records. We will 

soon be playing a small role on the second Came From 

Massachusetts CD compilation on Big Wheel Recreation. 

4. Why do you play the music that you play? Because that’s all 

we know how to play. We tried to start a youth crew band but we 

couldn’t play fast enough (plus...we’re not all straight edge... so the 

passion wasn’t really there). 

5. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever had happen at a show? 
Mike, our drummer, has a temper problem. So it’s not very easy to 

be in a band with him because at any moment he could get upset 

over the most absurd motion or gesture and decide that he wants 

to fight you. At one show in particular—the bands and town have 

escaped us—Mike started a fight right in the middle of our set. 

Mike, being the sensitive soul that he is, thought some kid in a 

Big Wheel Recreation shirt was giving him the finger. So he 

jumped over the drum kit, pushed Kyle out of his way and started 

pounding the kid into the ground. Needless to say, the rest of the 

band was in shock. How do you play through something like that? 

Anyway, Mike was finnally seperated from the poor kid, whose 

face was now a mixture of blood and tears. It turned out that the 

kid didn’t even give Mike the finger, he was merely scratching his 

nose, but instead of apologizing Mike just laughed and yelled to 

the rest of the kids: “Now that’s emo!” 

6. What’s the best show you’ve ever played? 
It’s a pretty close call between the Ida show at the Middle East, the 

Promise Ring show, also at the Middle East, and lasdy, the Lawrence 

VFW show we played with Psara and Six Going on Seven. 

7. State your purpose. 
To argue amongst ourselves until either Steve or Mark decide to 

storm out of the room during practice, because we basicaly can’t 

decide on a specific purpose for our band. 

8. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea 
about what you play? “It’s just rock music, no big deal.” 

9. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who 
haven’t heard you? “It’s just rock music, no big deal.” A lot of 

times the “kids in the scene” know less than our relatives. 

10. What bands do you see as your contemporaries? Jejune, 

Six Going on Seven, Cartman, and Karate; any other bands that 

are not dead. 

11. What is the antithesis of your band? Strip malls, the Coors 

Company, and the American way in general. 

12. Outside of music and bands, what influences you? Too 

much, that’s why we play music. 

13. What is “selling out”? When a store runs out of your record 

and they have to order more. 

14. If you could make a living off of your band, would you? 

Yes. Who wouldn’t? 

15. Where do you practice? It depends on what we’re practic¬ 

ing. In general near Fenway Paaaaaaark (note Boston accent.) 

16. If you could play on a four band bill, with any bands that 
have ever existed, who would you play with, and what order 
would they play? Buffalo Tom, New Edition, and The Smiths, in 

that order. 

17. What goals do you have as a band? To play music, have 

kids, and to not have enough money to feed them; at least we’ll 

still have the band. 

18. What makes for a good show? Mike not having mono, 

Mark not being high, Kyle arriving and departing with us (in the 

same vehicle), and Steve not being in his “show mode.” 

19. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what 
would it be? “Cool it now” by New Edition, although we seem 

to stumble over the four part harmonies and the choreaography. 

No joke. 

20. What’s the best show you’ve ever seen? We’ve never been 

to a show together, so it would be different for everyone. 

The Shyness Clinic: 133 Peterborough Street #17, Boston, 
MA. 02215 



lookouti RecoRDS New ReLeases: 

SGIMD US a DOLL8R 
aiMD GeT a caiaLOG 

can FOR CReDiT 
CaRD ORDeRS: 
510 883-6971 
P.O.BOX 11374 

BeRKeLeY ca 
94172 2374 

www.lookoutpeconds.com 

Gnoovie Ghoulies “Re Animation 
Festival” Ik 182 Ip/cd 

The Mr T Experience “revenge is sweet, 
and so ape you” Ik 180 Ip/cd 

The Potatomen 

A ‘ 

m 

% 
“Iceland’ 

*1 r'% 

The Potatomen 
“Iceland” Ik 188 Ip/cd 

The Smugglers- “Buddy Holly 
Convention” Ik 185 7”/cdep 

Various artists- "(You’re Only As Good 
As) The Last Great Thing You Did” 

Our 1997 Sampler! 

ansy Division- “More Lovin From 
r Oven” (Singles/comp tracks) Ik 

175cdonly 



':/««£» «COMUISn\NG 

the Harmless Records Wrestling Fedreation 
proudly presents, a three bout fight card: 

The IXTTER60M85 

\A 

Oblivion vs. Apocalypse Hoboken Walker-'Aetually, Being the Le««erbombs-s/t 7" 
two Chicago heavyweights battle it out in Lonely... " Ip/cd. 12 songs of debut from one of Chicagos best 
a no holds barred sonic cage match!!! their best stuff yet. definitely new bands, fast, melodic hardcore 

Harmless #17 split 7" 
worth the wait! harmless #16 w/female vocals, harmless#IS 

SM2HEIB3 B3332S0 
MS&w.ca-)an 
Site©-*, 00. (33333 
e-mail: harmlesrec@aol.com 
http//www.sitegroup.com/harmless 
fax:(773)465-0035 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HR14:the Monsignors- "668, the 
Neighbor of the beast" dbl7" 
HR13:the Traitors-“I’m So Happy When 
I'm Hating" T 
HR12:Lynyrd's Innards- "Amscray" Ip/cd 
HR11 :Bollweevils/Walker split 7“ 
HR10:30SecondsDeep-"Hof Carl'7" 

prices(ppd): 
7":$3; dbl7M:$5; lp:$7; cd:$9 
Checks/MO's to Scott Thomson, not Harmless! 

stamp=text only catalog, $1=full, 
graphic catalog of shirts, buttons, 
posters, and other neat-o stuff!!! 

Harmless distributed by:Cargo, Rotz, Choke, Rhetoric, 1,000 Flowers, Revolver, Soda Jerk, Carrotop, and many more!!! 



3 brand new unreleased tracks. 7"/CDep. AMC18 

the Trans Megetti 
Steal the Jet Keys" LP/CD. AMC17 

Seven Storey Mountain ■ fl 
j "Leper Ethics" LP/CD. AMC16 HLy~4 

ART MONK 
Post Bd* 6332 Falls Chffl 
LP/$^.00/CD/$9.00pp( 

V$3.-:5p/CDep/‘ 
conr^j 

SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN 
LEPER ETHICS 

IVILPOW BeWARI 

MU$TAWPtgU6 

THE ORIGINAL* 

•TASTE- 

Nobodys 
”The Smell Of Victory” 

Colorado porno-punk, 
produced by Warren 

Fitzgerald of the Vandals. 
HR622-lp/cd/cs 

Heckle 
”The Complicated 

Futility Of Ignorance” 
New Jersey Hardcore, 

west coast melody meets 
east coast fury. 
HR621 -Ip/cd/cs 

88 Fingers Louie 
"Up Your Ass" 

27 Song Discography, 
includes unreleased and 

live tracks. 
HR619-cd/cs 

January 13th, 1998 
Against All Authority 
All Fall Down •Ip/cd/cs 

VOODOO GLOW SKULLS • IGNITE • LESS THAN JAKE • MUSTARD PLUG • THE 
MARSHES • VANDALS • QUEERS ■ LINK 80 
HORACE PINKER • SHADES APART • 
LUNACHICKS • NOBODYS • GOOBER PATROL 

Prices: CD-S10 LP/CS-S7 Video: $12 Beer Nuts-CD:$8 
All prices postage paid in the US, add 25% for foreign orders 

PO Box 7495. Van Nuys, CA 91409 www.hopelessrecords.com 

• MxPx • ASSORTED JELLY BEANS 
HI-STANDARD • MILLENCOLIN 
• STRIFE • A.F.I. 
HR623-video(ntsc/pal)/cd soundtrack 

Mustard Plug 
”Evildoers Beware” 
Sophomore release 

from Michigan’s ska- 
punk kings. 

HR620-lp/cd/cs 

Also available: The first two 
videos in the series... 

HR603-VHS 
NTSC only 

HR608-VHS 
NTSC/PAL 



less punk 

yes, yes, we like to 
rock also, but would 
you like something 
else, for a change? 

$1 

$2 

$7 

all prices postpaid 

Dark Beloved Cloud 
5-16 47th Rd. #3L 

. _■ _._I All., ki\I -HHA'I 

the Dark Beloved Cloud singing catalogue- a 7” with new short songs by 
Uncle Wiggly, Michael Evans, Fly Ashtray, Azalia Snail, pHoaming Edison 
Dymaxion, World Without End and the Shock Exchange-a buck or free with 

any other purchase, just ask 

God Is My Co-Pilot’s “Su Vot Vot Esta Su Voz” 7”-a high-speed no-wave 
one-minute version of a traditional Finnish tune 

Spaceheads’ Round The Outside: Live In TheU.S.A. CD EP-trumpet- 
through-electronics and drums, live and astomshing-43 minutes, 3 bucks 

Sympathy For Count Pococurante, Vol. 1 compilation 7”-orphaned 
songs by Napalm Parade (okay, they’re kind of'punk), GodI Is My Co-Pilot, 
Cobalt, Princess Superstar, the Mad Scene and S.T.O.I.N.K. 

Flv Ashtray’s Flummoxed CD EP-long-running and charming NYC 
weirdos do their trickiest, gnarled-est and hardest to describe disc to date 

God Is My Co-Pilot’s Je suis trop content CD-mail-order-only album 
made to commemorate their Nov. ’96 European tour-lots of great head¬ 
wringing tunes, most of them not even in French 

The In Out’s CosmOsis LP-mind-shredding Fall-loving Boston band, 
snarling and seeping into you-“why do you have self-esteem? 

Caroline Kraabel’s Now We Are One Two CD-Shock Exchange leader’s 
solo disc, a saxophone, a human voice, some newspaper, and thats it~ 
heart-shaking and disturbing-beautiful handmade covers, too 

Azalia Snail’s Breaker Mortar CD-lush raw psychedelic swirls of water- 
lace sound, mostly instrumental this time, with surprising experiments too 



"surrounded by idiots" 
Available on 7" vinyl and Cassette 

$3.00 postage paid 

"it’s another ni^it inlcnel^ille" 
Available on Compact Disc 

$10.00 postage paid 

To Order: Send well hidden cash check or money order 

made out to Poul Milter. For a catalog send a stamp 
Distributed by Revelation Distribution 

Dental Records 
1503 E. Evans Ln. 

Placentia, CA 92870 | 

BMCK my Jy\CK£T 
U6MLOCK SPLIT MiMi-LP 

ExfReme handcoRe meets tnae blackness on this oven-the-top, 

heauy-as-hell spiff RecoRd. Auaflable on both CD an5 10-fnch vinyl. 

Available for $8ppd U.S. ($12ppd r.o.w.) from Sound Views, P.O. Box 23523, Brooklyn, 

NY 1)202-3523. Well-disguised U.S. cash or money orders made payable to "Sound Views." 



"WHERE THE CUSTOMER IS MUCH APPRECIATEO" 

EXCLUSIVE 7" VINYL RELEASES: 

WARVES 'WE MUSTIWE BLOOD'-COSMICPSYCHOS 'CRAZY WOMAN1 

THE ON YAS "LIVE FOR REJECTION’-ZEKE *WOO PIG SOUIE" 

VILE TONES ’SCREAMIN FBT'77 RBSSUE-DEMONICS K.I.RS.T.P.' 
7 YEAR BITCH ’MISS UNDERSTOOD' CHILDREN'S AUDIO BOOK 
PLUS A WHOLE LOT MORE! 
★ ★★★★★★★★★ 
PLUS-THE ESTRUS RECORDS BENEFIT CD'FLAMING BURNOUT 
FEATURING 29 ASS-BLISTERING TRACKSBY ALL YOUR FAVE 
GARAGE-ROCKIN'COMBOSh 
CHEATER SUCKS-COWSLINGERS-CRIMINALS-CROWN ROYALS 
DEUA 72-ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN-FLESHTONES-GAS MONEY 
HI-FIVES-INSOMNIACS-LORD HIGH FIXERS-MADAME X-MONO MEN 
MANORASTRO-MANT-MORTALS-NOMADS-PEECHEES-PHANTOMRATS 
QUADRA JETS-SATAN'S PILGRIM'S-SERVOTRON-SOUTHERN CULTURE 
ON THE SKIDS-SPACE COOKIE-SPLASH FOUR-SUGAR SHACK 
SUPERCHARGER-TEENGENERATE-WOGGLES--72 MINUTES OF 
GOODNESS,WITH ALL PROFITS GOING STRAIGHT TO ESTRUS!!! 

mki'J 

FOR CATALOG AND STICKERiSASE FOR $1 TO: 
MAN'S RUIN RECORDS 
610 2ZND ST tt30Z SFCA 94107 
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“Can't Close My Eyes” 
Totally repackaged and remastered with 5 
bonus tracks; this legendary record is 
available for the first time in years. 
«e«:62 CDCSIP 

“We're Not in This Alone” 
Available again after years of being out of 
print; this record sounds and looks better than 
ever with new mixes and a new layout. 
Rev:59 CDCSIP 

"Break Down The Walls” 
Completely remixed, remastered and 

redesigned; this classic album is now finally 
available as it should be. 
Rn:S CD CS LP 

Mailorder fanzine? Toe shonld. Included are over 5000 el the best Punk & HardcerFCD's, vinyl andlerc|Mdil 

Relation Records: P.l. Box 5232, Huntington Beach, CA 92?f5-5¥32#iyh hiK/lmwl 

I 



This is some crazy shit man, 
Kid With Man Head 
flapjack Hairpiece’ 

po box 3834 cherry hill, nj. 08034 0592 
lax: 609 6634764 
email: onefootUS@aol.com 

Distributed by: 

MS, Rotz, Smash, Surefire Sounds of California, Choke Revolver, 

Rhetoric, Get Hip, Cargo Canada, Cargo USA & CR Japan 

CD LP/Cass 
$10 US N. America $8 US N. America 
$12 US elsewhere $10 us elsewhere 

Cartoon-like zaniness from Mi’s 
KWMHi Blistering, skate/surf punk 
inspired by OescenUents, dll, Big 

Brill Car and Bag Hasty! 

Out NOW: 
Dog 047 The Get Up Kids-Four Minute 
Mile LP/CD 
Dog 050 50th Release Sampler CD 
Dog 051 The Metroschifter-4 LP/CD 
Dog 052 Hot Water Music-Forever 
and Counting LP/CD 

Out Next: 
Dog 048 Omaha-Non par 
mystifications 7"/CDep 
Dog 049 Joshua 7”/CDep 
Dog 020 Split Lip “For the Love” 
LP/CD(repress) 

Also: 
Dog 046 Eleven Eleven s/t LP/CD 
Dog 045 Get Up Kids 7”/CDep 
Dog 044 Metroschifter “Gen x” LP/CD 
Dog 043 Threadbare “Escapist” 
127MCD 
Dog 042 Tramlaw “Law of Averages" 
LP/CD 
Dog 041 ChamberlaiiVOId Pike 
2x77CDep 
Dog 040 Omaha “Accident” LP/CD 
Dog 039 Cable “Variable Speed Drive” 
LP/CD 
Dog 038 Endpoint “If the Spirits are 
Willing” LP/CD 
Dog 037 Split Lip “Songs you may 
have heard” CD 
Ordering information: Mailorder prices 
are-CD-$10, LP-$8, Sampler CD(Dog 
050)-$5,7”-$3.50, CDep-$5, MCD- 
$7,12’/IO"/2x7”-$6. Full Lumberjack 
catalog-$1. Contact us for airmail 
prices. Add $3 for Priority shipping. 
Visit the Lumberjack web sight for 
more information and to order. 

^Doghouse 
RO. Box 8946 Toledo, OH 436?3 
E-mail: dirkdoK@aol.com 

^Doghouse 
RO. Box 8946 Toledo, OH 43623 
E-mail-, dirkdog@aol.com 

Out NOW: 
Dog 047 The Get Up Kids-Four Minuj 
Dog 050 50th Release Sampler 
Dog 051 The Metroschifter-4 LP/ 
Dog 052 Hot Water Music-Forevi 

Out Next: jaiilp 
Dog 048 Omaha-Jfon pat; 
Dog 049 Joshua7”/C0e| 
Dog 020 Split Lilfortl 

Also: mmm 
Dog 046 Eleven H 
Dog 045 Get Up Kid ~ 
Dog 044 Metrosc” 
Dog 043 Threadbi 
Dog 042 Tramlaw' _ 
Dog 041 Chamberlaii 
Dog 0404MahaHAce_ 
Dog 039 Cable “Variable Speed 
Dog 038 Endpoint “If the'Spirits are Willing” LP/CD^ 
Dog 037 Split Lip “Songs you may have heard” CD 

Irdering information: Mailorder prices are-CD-$10, IP-$8, Sampler CO(Oog 050)-$5,7”-$3.50, C0ep-$5, MCD-S7, Full lumberjack 
atalog-$l. Contact us (or airmail prices. Add $3 for Priority shipping. Visit the Lumberjack web sight for more information audio order. 



New Stuff On 
Probe Records 

Bar Feeders / Human Beans split 7in. 
The Bar Feeders are super fast puke punk from S.F. who 
also have a slammin’ new full length LP on Depth Charge 
Records. However, this split belongs to new teen sensations, 
the Human Beans. They sound something like a cross 
between Grimple and the Rudiments. The most intriguing 
new, 40 once malt liquor swillin’, dress wearin’, punk band 

in S.F. Buy this one while they’re still young and fucked up. 

Ringwurm / Betty’s Love Child 

split 7in. 
Two San Jose bands who recently joined up for a two 
month tour across the U.S. and Canada. Otherwise the 
monstrously heavy Ringwurm and the melodic BLC have 

no business being on the same record together. It’s like the 

Undertaker vs. Sean Michaels, the Heartbreak Kid. 

Hand screened covers in assorted colors. White vinyl. 
Recorded at Trainwreck Studio by Tom (who’s recorded a 

ton of Bay Area bands from Spazz to Noothgrush) who 

called Ringwurm, “The best band I’ve recorded.” 

50 Million “ur2punk4me” 7in. 
Long time favorites of the Probe’s Kris Rockass. After I 
saw them play I asked them to do a record and they quick¬ 
ly recorded this during their stay in SF. Only two songs but 
one of them is possibly the best song to come out on this 

label. Highly recommended. 

Matty / Max split 7in. 
Very limited pressing only because it’s a somewhat poorly 

recorded live recording. A hilarious three song set done by 

Matty Luv during the time between the break-up of The 
Fuckboyz and the formation of Hickey. The other side is 

Max. Max may tell you that he works for the CIA and that 
the Mafia is trying to kill him, among other things. 
However, his songs are much more down to Earth than you 
may expect. One person told me, “Just knowing Max and 
hearing that song, it’s the only song that ever brought tears 
to my eyes.” Punks beware: an entirely acoustic record. 

All 7” are $3ppd. Buy three, get one free. 

Also have: Hickey-VGS split, Better Than Your Hand; 
Mental Pygmies-Whopper Breath split, Your Mother, 
“Another...” comp with Fuckface, Charles Bronson, 
more....Also: full length CD’s from Your Mother, Hickey, 
Ringwurm, and “Death to False Metal” CD $8ppd. Probe 

zine #6 $4ppd., but I’m down to my last box. Still got a 

bunch of #5 though. 

Hey, Tracy Z. (former roommate and friend) is still cool with me 

sending out free full color naked photos of her with every purchase 

from Probe Records. Plus, it gives me a nice excuse to take more 

photos of her every couple months or so. 

Checks to: 
Aaron Muentz 
P.O. Box 5068 

Pleasanton, Ca 
records _94566 

THESE T-SHIRTS AVAILABLE 
FOR s?ppd in the U.S. Is8 CHIRR/ HEK1C0 • SIR IERSERS] 

- hove nothing to 
do with murder; 

-~J 
they have to do PAINTED ON OAGANIF 
with keeping 

women in chains. UNBLEACHED COTTON SHIRTS 

f 
PLEASE SPECIFY 

MEDIUM. LARGE or H-LAAGE 

COLUMBUS DAY 

M&a 

A CELEBRATION 
OF GENOCIDE 

CASH OR MONEY ORDER TO: ERIC GERURSI • 142 FRRHKFORD ROE. • BLHCKOJOOD. NJ 08012 

SEND A STAMP FOA OUR FULL CATALOG OF T-SHIRTS E PATCHES 

PRESENTS 

A NEW BAND WITH EX-MEMBERS 

Of SKANKIN PICKLE 
AND 

RUDIMENTS . —. , 

1st. 7 inch 

nqw out! 
$3 ppd 
make checks and m.o. to dill records 
PO BOX 347388 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
94134-7388 

for a complete catalog send a S.A.S.E. 



A THOUGHT CRUSADE 
CD [FLY-002] 
Includes tracks from Carry 
Nation 7”. 

REBIRTH 
CD/LP [FLY-005] 
Punk fuckin’ rock. 

ASHES TO ASHES 
CD/LP [FLY-008] 
More punk fuckin' rock 

MAILORDER: 

Uniform Choice, Chicano Christ. Boys Life. 
411.7 Seconds. Blink-182. Creedle, Thingy, 
Deadbolt. Capsize 7. Rocket from the 
Crypt. Drive Like Jehu. Tanner. Carlos. 
Olivelawn. Big Drill Car. Three Mile Pilot. 
PitchfoTk, Heavy Vegetable, The Smears. 
Uniform Choice. Overwhelming Colorfast. 

4, Thumbnail. Sloe, fluf_ 

DEMON. 

WJSIO IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE 
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PROMISES BROKEN 

I had come over three thousand miles to be there. I slept all night on 

the plane from San Francisco to New York, and got to Penn Station 

just in time to catch a train to Washington DC. As the train passed 

through New Jersey, the sun rose through thin, gray clouds, its beams 

erupting downward to the dark city behind me in a magnificent cascade 

of white light. It was like watching a 1950s Biblical epic, except that it 

was real. And those beautiful songs about Jesus I kept hearing in the 

train were no soundtrack. They were being sung by real men, guys who 

had come together to take the “Gospel Express” to the Promise Keepers’ 

biggest national event yet, a six-hour extravaganza of prayer and 

promise to be held on the Mall in front of the US Capitol. 

They were guys just like me. 



When I arrived on the Mall, it was hot. Hundreds of thousands 

of men stood on the orange sand, their faces turned toward a towering 

stage flanked by speakers, banners, and big-screen video monitors. 

I entered the mass created by their bodies, pressed against and 

through hundreds of arms and shoulders, and finally stopped 

when I could see what they were looking at. It was a man on 

stage, and hi$ voice boomed out: “I know your hearts are tender!” 

Magnified overhead, \ye could see his face on the monitor, with 

his words instantly transcribed beneath in white letters. Then the 

chorus began to sing. Their words, too, scrolled on screen, so 

even I could sing along. All around me, men were baking in the 

sun, sweating, singing, and raising their hands toward the stage as 

if to capture something unseen and hold onto it. “Were going to 

make your hearts even more tender today!” boomed the voice again. 

But all I could think about was the terrific pain in my chest, 

bound as it was with the yards of athletic bandages required to 

keep my breasts compressed into something that looked like a 

masculine physique. I couldn’t roll up my sleeves out of fear that 

the hair on them would look too fine. Although I was already 

overheated, I couldn’t take off my baseball hat because I knew that 

without it, it would be easier to notice that my cheeks look too 

pink and downy to be those of a man. So I sang, and I held 

hands, and I prayed with the men, but my heart was never tender. 

It was crushed. 

CEO of the Promise Keepers, Stand in the Gap was billed as “a 

sacred assembly of men,” a prayer service devoted to rejuvenating 

hope in our nation; to promoting belief in a “therapeutic” Jesus; to 

breaking down barriers between diverse congregations and racial 

groups; and, most of all, to the special needs of men. Promise 

Keepers is itself devoted principally to these issues, and is notoriously 

vague when it comes to the place of women in men’s lives. What 

is certain is that Promise Keepers are supposed to be “leaders” at 

home and in the world. Indeed, they are encouraged to take that 

leadership away from the wives and women to whom they have 

mistakenly granted the masculine role. Yet at the same time, one 

of the fundamental “promises” that the a ’Keeper must make is to 

befriend men of other races. The group is radically (at least for 

the Christian right) anti-racist, and yet Promise Keeper rhetoric 

can be used for what would seem an almost sinister anti-feminist 

project. It’s ironic to see such a determinedly anti-racist group 

espouse what amounts to gender hierarchy. The ’Keeper position 

on female power is so fraught with disturbing implications that 

even Christian women have become suspicious of their motives, 

and have openly asked PK leaders to define more specifically what 

it means for men to “promise” not to let the women in their lives 

take on a “masculine role.” 

Fall into the Gap 

By now, it is largely unnecessary to explain what Stand in the Gap 

was, let alone who the Promise Keepers are. The sensationally 

popular event known as Stand in the Gap was covered extensively 

by the media in the days before and after October 4, 1997. Time 

made the Promise Keepers into cover boys; every major newspaper 

devoted stories to them; NPR gave what amounted to blow-by- 

blow coverage of the event all weekend; and at Stand in the Gap 

itself, it was virtually impossible not to be interviewed, photographed, 

or filmed the media. A perky-looking man with a camera crew 

who said that he was “from Danish television” questioned the men 

standing next to me. With a smirk on his face, he asked one of 

my neighbors, “Why no women? Does this bother you at all? 

No, it doesn’t?” Beaming into the camera, the man said, “Nope, it 

sure doesn’t bother me at all.” When they left, he said, “Gee, do 

you think I’ll be on TV?” Of course, I thought, because they just 

tricked you into embodying the stereotype of a vapid, ugly American. 

But I discovered that stereotypes were more the exception than the 

rule at this event. Organized by Bill McCartney, founder and 

More to the point, however, Stand in the Gap was about plain and 

simple nationalism. With the Capitol Building rising up behind 

our high tech pulpit, it was unmistakable what the organizers’ 

intentions were. They wanted to combine our love of God with 

our love of country, and to suggest that our romance with Jesus 

could help us save the United States of America from immorality 

and spiritual impoverishment. While nominally not a “political” 

group, the Promise Keepers have worked closely with Pat Robertson 

and received donations from Christian-oriented political groups 

and businesses. And although Bill McCartney is not a “politician,” 

he admitted to the press after Stand in the Gap that if God told 

him to run for president, he’d be crazy not to do it. 

I Enjoy Being a Boy 

It was in the midst of these confusing sentiments around race, 

gender, and US politics that I became a boy. For about two weeks, 

I had been practicing modulating my voice to make it lower. I 

tried different methods for constraining my breasts, finally settling 

on elastic athletic bandages and first aid tape. Standing in front of 

the mirror, I flattened my breasts over and over until I could do it 

quickly and efficiently. I knew in advance that I would have to 

bind myself in the train bathroom on the way to Washington, so I 

wanted to have my routine down pat. But I had never worn the 
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The Promise Keepers' display of masculini¬ 
ty MADE ME SUDDENLY, FORCEFULLY GRATEFUL 
THAT THIS PARTICULAR SOCIAL GATHERING 

WAS NOT DONE IN THE NAME OF 
MY GENDER. 

bandages for more than a few minutes, so I was unprepared for 

the excruciating discomfort of being male for an entire day. 

Ironically, for almost my entire life, being a man had seemed like a 

sweet deal. No sexism; very little threat of rape; and you can walk 

around after dark. My best friends have generally been male, and 

I’ve been called everything from “tomboy” to “honorary guy.” I 

love action movies, dirty jokes, and blonde women; I have short 

hair, never wear makeup, and call everyone “dude” (okay, so I’m 

from Southern California). Throughout school, I was the only girl 

in groups of boys. As a friend said to me when I got this assignment, 

“You’ve been preparing for this role all your life.” And yet, I had 

never actually tried to impersonate a man. Certainly I had never 

tried to impersonate a Christian man. 

I told myself repeatedly that what I needed to worry about was 

passing as a Christian, not passing as a man. I’ve always been “one 

of the guys.” Raised as a Jewish atheist, however, I learned about 

Christian culture through a distorted haze of rumor and repulsion. 

My mother had converted to Judaism to escape Christianity. For 

me, Christians were scary and unknown. But a former evangelical 

Christian friend of mine impressed on me that these PK guys would 

seem far more normal than I might expect. “Be sure to practice 

praying out loud,” he warned, “that can be very scary.” Given my 

encyclopedic knowledge of guy ways, I never considered that I 

might fail to be one. Sure, my Christianity might be questioned, 

but my guy-hood? No way. 

Initially, I was reassured. The men there were indeed, as my friend 

had suggested, quite normal. Sure, some of them resembled the 

stereotype of the pasty-faced, short-haired, evil-eyed Christian 

bigot, but most looked like guys out on a weekend shopping trip. 

They wore sneakers and casual clothes; the younger ones took off 

their t-shirts and paraded around with their underwear sticking 

out of the tops of their pants. Hair lengths were various, as were 

accents and standards of behavior. These were the same kinds of 

guys I had hung out with my whole life. What I did not realize 

until I arrived was how different / would be. As a man, I was 

short, unusually quiet, and a bit too feminine-looking. It’s not as 

if the men there thought I was a woman—they simply thought I 

was a somewhat defective man. For the first time, I realized that I 

had never really been one of the guys. In fact, as a man I was far 

less comfortable with men than I was as a woman. The Promise 

Keepers’ display of masculinity made me suddenly, forcefully 

grateful that this particular social gathering was not done in the 

name of my gender. 

And yet the aspects of the program that day which seemed most 

touching, and most relevant to my life, were those aimed strictly at 

men. At one point, we were asked to say out loud that we had 

committed “sins of machismo,” which included competitiveness, 

\ 
selfishness, abusive behavior, and withholding our feelings. Perhaps 

one reason I have identified with men for so much of my life is 

that I, too, have done all these things. I have seen how destructive 

it can be to place competitiveness over love, and machismo over 

tenderness. Although I would not call my problems “sins,” and 

would not choose to repent for them in prayer, I understood the 

exercise and sympathized with its purpose. 

Get on Your Knees 

Two guys behind me were giggling and talking. I had found a 

place to stand in the shade of tree toward the edge of the Mall, 

and Stand in the Gap was in full swing. One guy said, “We’re 

gonna have to get on our knees, now, right? It’s time to get on 

our knees.” The other guy did a Beavis and Butthead\a\\$\ and 

replied, “Yeah, yeah. On our knees.” What the hell are they talking 

about? I wondered. My answer came soon enough. 

On stage, one of the men leading our prayers finished reading a 

section from Isaiah in which the prophet sees God in all his glory 

and falls prostrate on his face. “Now I want you to get on your 

knees like Isaiah,” said the leader, “and if you have room, I want 

you to lie all the way down and put your faces to the ground for 

God!” At first a few men complied, then more— and finally all of 

us were kneeling down, our foreheads touching dirt and asphalt. 

In retrospect, I’m not sure which I enjoyed more: groveling ecstatically 

in public, or watching hundreds of thousands of men groveling all 

around me when I stood up to take a picture. It was certainly an 

unprecedented sight. 

I’m a good groveler. That’s one thing I discovered at Stand in the 

Gap. There is a special sense of purpose you feel while obeying 

orders to be silent and stare at the ground in prayer. Everyone is 

hushed; everyone understands that this is a profound moment. 

Dozens of thoughts rush through your mind—private thoughts— 

and yet there is a sense of collective purpose. You know that 

everyone else is having private thoughts too. In the quiet, hands 

clasped, eyes down, I listened to the tree above me shedding leaves 

and was, abruptly, reminded of nap time at preschool. There was 

that same sense of needing rest after singing and playing hard, the 

same feeling of peaceful physical intimacy, and the supreme bliss 

of having someone tell you exactly what to do. 

My preschool sensation ended up offering a key to much of what 

went on that day. For instance, how do you maintain people’s 

interest over a six-hour period in the middle of a hot day? One 

way is to play an elaborate game of Simon Says. All day long, • 

there were injunctions from the pulpit for us to do things with our 

bodies: kneel down, lie down, stand up, take off your hats, put 

your hats on, hold hands, get into small groups, pray silently, sing 

out loud, look into each other’s eyes, kneel down. Around mid¬ 

afternoon, we were even told to drink water. “It’s very hot, so 
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men, please be sensitive to your need for water, they told us. 

Suddenly, everyone was taking out their water bottles and satiating 

a thirst they had forgotten they had. We were surrendering our 

bodies to the ’Keeper leaders. But we had not been coerced—we 

did it with pleasure, with abandonment, with adoration. 

A guy just as short as me tried to bond. He kept touching my 

shoulder and asking, “Can you see?” Then, a moment later, 

“Here, I’ve found a good spot for you so you can see.” He was 

middle-aged, chubby, and alone. To him, I was a young man, perhaps 

fifteen, just out of puberty. After a while, I moved away from 

him. Leaning across two taller men, his fingers grazed my cheek 

and he looked at me plaintively. “Are you sure you don’t want to 

stand over here with me?” He made a gesture that suggested hugging 

the air with one arm. I spoke for the first time that day in my 

rehearsed deep voice. “No,” I replied curtly, “I’m fine. Abruptly, 

my attention was diverted by the order to form a prayer circle. 

Another middle-aged man asked me, “Do you wanna pray?” I 

nodded, and joined hands with him and another guy. They both 

gave long, eloquent prayers, and I mumbled disjointedly, “Dear 

Lord, please guide us and be our father, Amen.” They both looked 

startled, peered at me under my baseball hat, and withdrew. “God 

bless you,” said one, his hand on my back. I smiled numbly and 

nodded. It was time to move on. My body had begun to feel 

strange and I was getting paranoid. 

Product Tie-Ins for the Lord 

I decided to go shopping for Promise Keeper paraphernalia. Looking 

around, I had noticed that lots of the men had on ’Keeper t-shirts 

and hats with clever slogans. The most popular were, of course, 

just the PK logo with the phrase “men of integrity.” But almost as 

popular was a shirt that said, “Pray Hard. Others I saw read His 

Pain Your Gain,” “Real Men Love Jesus,” and “What Part of Forever 

Don’t You Understand?” A punked-out looking teenager sported a 

t-shirt that said, in scrawled lettering, “Satan is Ugly as Sin. 

Clearly, these men had a sense of humor about their worship, but 

they were also engaged in a quite serious project to make 

Christianity seem tough and sporty, more like a beer commercial 

than a bake sale. Men who came from the same church tended to 

wear matching baseball hats to display their “togetherness.” There 

were even biker guys, with butch leather vests covered in crosses 

and thorny vines. 

Given this diversity of Keeper wear, the merchandising booths 

themselves were actually a little disappointing. There were, of 

course, hundreds of t-shirts, but most of them—like the pins and 

baseball hats being sold—just had the same image of the US 

Capitol Building surrounded by the words “Promise Keepers.” 

Nearly everything had some sort of flag or national symbol on it. 

At this particular event, it was clear that the aim was to demonstrate 

that the Promise Keepers are synonymous with America. 

What wasn’t being sold was perhaps more interesting. Located in 

several sites around the Mall, there were literally bales of free Bibles 

being handed out by women. Attractively packaged like quality 

paperbacks, these “Stand in the Gap commemorative editions of the 

New Testament” were done in the ubiquitous aqua/crimson/black 

color scheme of the 1990s. Inside, along with the New Testament 

in “contemporary English,” there were directions on how to become 

a Promise Keeper in thirteen weeks. They make it sound simple 

enough: After forming a “small men’s group,” you must read 

selected parts of the Bible and discuss certain topics each week. 

We were surrendering our bodies to the ’Keeper 
LEADERS. BUT WE HAD NOT BEEN COERCED — 

WE DID IT WITH PLEASURE 
WITH ABANDONMENT, WITH 
ADORATION. 
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Among these topics are “obedience,” “humble yourself,” “brokenness,” 

“the hidden areas of the heart,” and “making your anger work for you.” 

Promise Keeper rhetoric sounds something like a therapeutic self- 

help book, and something like a feminist consciousness-raising ritual 

(week nine is “personal issues” week). As I left at the end of the 

day, it appeared that most of the free Bibles were still in their boxes. 

After kneeling all day, nobody wants to go home on the train reading 

about fear and humbling. Instead, they were reading pamphlets 

handed out by The Christian Businessman, a magazine that promises 

to teach you “how you can prosper in Gods economy.” 

Topless Lesbians & Angry Atheists 

In spite of all the obedience and groveling, signs of resistance were 

everywhere. A lot of guys were openly making fun of the PK 

Bibles, especially the fact that the cover announced prominently 

that they were in “contemporary English.” One young man turned 

to me and said, “What’s the deal with being in English? Are there 

Bibles here in other languages too? I don’t think so!” Then he and 

his friends burst out laughing. “What are these things?” another 

man wondered. “Oh, they’re supposed to be Bibles!” he exclaimed, 

then he too laughed. 

The aggressively obvious presence of the media also contributed to 

a general air of self-consciousness about the event. Men were con¬ 

stantly being confronted with questions about why they were 

there. Even if they weren’t questioned directly, hoards of camera 

crews and professional-looking women with notepads made it 

clear that the outside world—full of non-Christians and powerful 

women—was near at hand. And the press were not the only ones 

questioning the PK’s intentions. I listened in on a conversation 

between two men talking thoughtfully during one of the more 

boring sermons. “Maybe it’s just me,” one of them said tentatively, 

“and it’s just my opinion, but I’m not sure about all this because it 

breaks up the family. You know, you have men here and women 

out there—but we’re supposed to be a unit, right? The family unit 

under God. My wife and I have a fine Christian marriage, but we 

like to be together too.” 

Of course, the National Organization of Women staged an “official” 

protest against Stand in the Gap, but there were other small-scale 

protests going on all day. A group of purple-caped women known 

as the Lesbian Avengers infiltrated the crowd. Sucking on lollipops 

and giggling, they skirted the perimeter of the Mall and waited for 

the perfect moment. When we were all on our faces in the dirt, 

bent down in silent prayer to be forgiven for our sexual sins, the 

Lesbian Avengers struck. Smiling happily, they stripped off their 

shirts and walked bare-breasted through the crowd of kneeling men. 

I was not the only man that day to find himself praying with his 

hands and seeking out naked lesbians with his eyes. 

Because it isn’t illegal to go without a shirt in Washington DC, the 

police could not arrest the Lesbian Avengers. Instead, they created 

what can only be called a holding pen outside the immediate 

vicinity of the Mall. Surrounded by yards and yards of string and 

“police line” tape, the Lesbian Avengers stood in the middle of a 

__/ 

Clearly, these men had a sense of humor 
ABOUT THEIR WORSHIP BUT THEY WERE ALSO 
ENGAGED IN A QUITE SERIOUS PROJECT TO 
make Christianity seem tough and sporty, 

MORE LIKE A BEER 
THAN 

COMMERCIAL 
A BAKE SALE. 



boxed-off area on the grass. They shared this space with a group 

of very punk rock-looking dudes from the “American Atheists 

Association.” Outside the police line, several police officers on 

horses were watching. Men were petting the horses while the bored 

officers swatted flies. The lesbians were still naked, and now they 

were kissing and asking the ’Keepers who goggled at them, “What 

do you think of lesbianism?” The punks were in heated debates with 

several men who were asking, “Don’t you believe in TRUTH?” 

One atheist punk said, “Yeah, that’s why I’m here. To bring truth.” 

Standing at the edge of the lesbian/atheist enclosure, I felt suddenly 

at home. It was just like Berkeley, my home town, except in 

Berkeley the Christians would be in the pen shouting at the masses 

of lesbians and atheists. Two little boys drifted over to the pen 

and looked at the women. “What’s going on?” the younger one 

asked. “It’s disgusting and sick. Oh, I’m gonna barf,” the elder 

said, never taking his eyes off a smooching couple as he backed 

away. Walking back to the mall, I overheard a PK say to his friend, 

“Out of nowhere, one of those women asked me, ‘What’s your 

opinion on lesbianism?’ and I said, ‘Competition!’ It just broke 

her up.” There was a lot of mutual teasing going on between the 

protesters and the people being protested. I liked the idea of a 

’Keeper making a lesbian laugh with him. Sometimes the divisions 

we set up between people seem so absurd that there’s nothing else 

to do but joke around. 

There Must Be Some Black Guys Up There 

Nobody thought race was funny that day. Although I had expected 

to see mostly white faces at Stand in the Gap, there were a noticeable 

and significant amount of black and Asian men in the crowd. You 

couldn’t look anywhere without seeing people of color. I’ve been 

to public events of a secular nature that were far whiter than Stand 

in the Gap. But the black, white and Asian men were not really 

integrated. There were a few diverse groups, but by and large you 

would see groups of black men together, and groups of white men 

together. The Asian men also came in segregated groups, although 

I saw a lot more white-Asian integration than I did white-black. 

While there was no open hostility between the races, I did hear 

some pointed comments. As the chorus first began to sing, a 

black man next to me said to his friend, “Hey, there must be some 

black guys up there . . . where are the black guys?” Slowly, the 

cameras feeding the video monitors panned over the faces in the 

chorus. A black face appeared, then another one. “Aha, there 

they are! I knew they were in there!” the man said triumphantly. 

A “prayer teepee” stood in the middle of the mall, a symbol to 

acknowledge the importance Christian Native Americans. “What 

is that!” asked a white man incredulously. An Indian standing 

near the teepee rolled his eyes. 

Racial and spiritual integration were big themes of the day. Stand 

in the Gap began when a man blew the Shofar, a trumpet made of 

a ram’s horn used in Jewish services to signal the beginning of 

Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish new year (which fell quite near the date 

of Stand in the Gap). After the Shofar s sound died away, we were 

told to respect each other’s unique styles of praying and to embrace 

cultural diversity within Christianity. “If a guy is quiet, he’s still 

praying,” we were reminded, “And some guys might want to give 

you a high five in the name of the Lord!” 

Late in the day, the preaching on race became specific. A white 

man confessed to his sins of racism on stage. “I had never believed I 

was a racist,” he began. “I grew up in Oakland with boys of every 

race, and played ball with them, and considered them my friends. 

But one day, I looked into my heart and realized there was some¬ 

thing wrong. Every time I shook a black man’s hand, I didn’t feel 

he deserved it.” A black man took the microphone at that point 

and talked about Martin Luther King. “When Martin Luther 

King looked for help, he reached out, but the white Church aban¬ 

doned him! The white church turned its back on him!” It was a 

powerful speech, which was unmistakably directed at the kind of 

people who go to white churches but don’t think of them as 

“white churches.” They consider themselves “church-goers,” not 

“white church-goers.” And civil rights organizer Martin Luther 

King was being talked about as if he were a saint and a Promise 

Keeper in a group of men who are by and large political conservatives. 

Not surprisingly, that was the moment at which men began to 

stream off the Mall in droves. Granted, it was about 4:30 and it 

had been a long day, but clearly something else was bothering them. 

With all that nationalism and sexism in the mix, it’s hard to 

believe that there was a white man on stage calling racism a “sin” 

The punks were in heated 
DEBATES WITH SEVERAL MEN WHO 
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AND ALL THE LITTLE BOYS 
WHOSE FATHERS WERE 
TEACHING THEM TO TAKE 
POWER AWAY FROM THEIR 
MOTHERS. 

and a black man on stage reminding whites not to turn away from 

black civil rights causes. But cultural commentator Leslie Fiedler 

knew what this was about all the way back in the 1950s. In his 

famous article from that era about Huckleberry Finn called “Come 

Back to the Raft Ag’in, Huck Honey,” Fiedler explained that one 

of the most popular American myths {Huck Finn) depicts a Sacred 

Marriage of racial reconciliation between a white man and a man 

of color. The problem is that this Marriage is celebrated only 

through the exclusion and rejection of all that is feminine. 

Contemporary critic Constance Penley summarizes Fiedler this way: 

[It contains] a view of women which identifies them with every¬ 

thing that must be escaped in order to be free ... [it is a] double 

American mythos of misogyny and racial reconciliation. 

This “double mythos” cast its shadow over everything I saw that 

day with the Promise Keepers. We were free to have our interracial 

bonding only because we were “free” from women. The ’Keepers 

are ^simply reenacting an enduring American myth. To bring the 

races together, we must cast out the females. 

Excuse Me While I Grow Some Breasts 

And so I cast myself out. About an hour before Stand in the Gap 

was unceremoniously concluded by the Park Service, I had to leave. 

My chest bindings had become so tight and hot that I almost 

fainted, and I realized I’d rather leave early than pass out in the 

midst of that crowd. So I left the Mall, passed by the lesbian/atheist 

pen, and began to cross the Capitol lawn towards Delaware Street. 

It was a gorgeous early evening, with no clouds in the sky. Huge 

trees shaded the quiet Capitol grounds, and small groups of non- 

’Keepers were taking in the sights. Finally, I couldn’t stand it anymore. 

I realized that I wasn’t going to make it all the way to the train sta¬ 

tion. I was practically hobbling. 

So I sat down at the foot of a tree, reached under my shirt, and 

began to take off the bandages. Two women standing by their car 

several yards away were watching me curiously. A few men leaving 

the rally straggled by. I kept unwinding the bandages, until I had 

a huge pile of sweat-soaked material in my lap. For the first time 

that day, I felt like singing. Reaching into my wallet, I pulled out 

my nose ring and screwed it back in. The sharp pain made me 

tear up. But perhaps I was also crying in relief—at last, I had 

escaped from the broiling Mall, the surging crowd, the blaring 

orders from above, and all the little boys whose fathers were teaching 

them to take power away from their mothers. 

For the first time, I 

knew what it must 

have been like for 

women to burn their 

bras in the early 1970s. 

If I believed in God, I 

would have offered a 

prayer of thanks. 

Instead, I was simply grateful that fate had rescued me from a 

world where the Promise Keepers ran everything in Washington. 

In my world, they only got to rent it for one afternoon. I thought 

of my mother, raised in a conservative Christian family, and how 

she always said in her darkest tone, “I will never go back to Texas.” 

Texas, for her, was what the Mall was for me that day. It was a 

world founded on a brotherhood that excluded us, and a love that 

rejected us. 

On the train back to New York, I sat next to a handsome and 

articulate young man who had been at Stand in the Gap. He looked 

like a typical college student with his t-shirt, funky jewelry, and 

longish hair. As it turned out, he was a college student, studying 

art. I admitted to him that I had been at Stand in the Gap too, 

although I neglected to explain that I had been a man. All the way 

to his Baltimore station, we talked about cyborg movies, Japanese 

animation, the eroticism of sculpture, and why Quentin Tarantino 

is fabulous. When I finally asked him why he’d gone to Stand in 

the Gap, he said it was because his friends had gone. “And I’m 

also pro-life,” he added, “Although I think that other people can 

pretty much do what they want.” I nodded and smiled. He had, 

unbeknownst to himself, just offered a definition of what it means 

to be pro-choice. Before he got off the train, he promised to read 

this article. “I’ll be interested to see what you have to say,” he said. 

I hope he understands. 

My friend David was waiting for me at Penn Station. He and his 

girlfriend took me out to Carnegie’s Deli in Manhattan. I had the 

ultimate Jewish deli feast: corned beef on a Kaiser roll, and a giant 

slice of cheesecake for dessert. The next morning, David fed me 

lox and bagels. We smoked cigarettes on his front porch and as I 

picked lox out of my teeth, I realized that I had been deprogrammed. 

I was ready to go home. ® 
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Luis Illades, drummer for the semi¬ 

nal Queerpunk band Pansy 

Division, was kind enough to give 

Punk Planet these wonderful snip¬ 

pets from his tour diary written dur¬ 

ing Pansy Divisions tour this fall. 

Thursday September 4th 

Portland, Oregon 

The first day of the tour. The anxiety 

is pumping through us, but we all seem 

pretty laid back. We’ll be in this van for 

four months. Packing our suitcases into 

it is like moving into a new apartment. 

Where’s the jacuzzi? 

Portland is our first stop. I stayed up 

very late last night on purpose so I could 

sleep all the way through the drive. 

We get to EJ s in Portland and Team 

Dresch shows up. As usual, Jody talks 

shit to everyone while smiling and 

Donna is aloof and so sweet. Right 

before they go on stage, Jody runs into 

photos by shawn scallen 



our van and says, “I hate my outfit, can I 

borrow a shirt? I just don’t want to look 

like a dyke.” I pull out my suitcase 

which, as usual, is bulging due to over¬ 

packing. “Oh my god, you’ve got a lot of 

clothes,” Jody says. “Its one of the only 

things I’m a total fag about,” I explain. 

Jody picks out a cool cowboy shirt and 

runs back into the club. 

Team Dresch played really well, but 

were a little distracted. It made them 

more real than some poseurs with quick 

lines and smooth transitions—oh wait, 

don’t we do that? 

We play our set. During “Negative 

Queen,” I climb onto the rafters. It 

seems that no one has been up there in a 

while because there are inches of dust 

and grime. I’m swinging my tambourine 

and dust is flying everywhere. Messy. 

After the show, we go The Eagle for 

drinks with our host Andy who puts out 

Uniform magazine. He has an old cop 

car and it’s like driving around with a 

surreal leather daddy in a black and 

white cop car—very cool. I swear that 

I’m gong to buy one, but by tomorrow 

I’ll probably have forgotten. We go back 

to Andy’s house and Chris and I sneak 

outside to smoke pot. When we get 

upstairs, Andy, who wrote an official 

Star Wars book, shows us a Star Wars 

holiday special for network TV made in 

1978. In the special, Carrie Fisher sings 

lyrics along to the Star Wars theme. The 

special guests are Ben Arthur, Art 

Carney and Harvey Corman. 

Patrick ends up fucking Andy the 

uniform fetish daddy. Chris and I share a 

bed and fart and giggle. Good night. 

Friday September 5th 

Redmond, Washington 

We went to breakfast in Portland next 

to a hotel that was having a “Gun and Cat” 

show. We tried to determine which people 

were the cat lovers and which were the gun 

lovers We saw a bunch of guys with mous¬ 

taches and determined that they were all 

gun lovers and gave up. 

We played in Redmond, Washington 

with The Supersuckers and had a good all 

ages show. The kids had fun and danced. 

We rocked out and danced too. Then we 

stayed at Chris’s sister’s house, drank beer 

and sat in her hot tub. Chris and his sister 

really had to stick together through tough 

times as kids and it was nice to see such a 

strong bond between them. I slept in a 

waterbed for the very first time. It was 

really nice. 

Saturday September 6th 

Seattle Washington 

I met up with my old friend Jerry and 

took a Jet Spin roller coaster ride. Chris 

and I screamed like girls on the loops. I 

posed with the Jimi Hendrix statue, and 

otherwise basically just saw the town. I’ve 

never been to Seattle before and I like it, 

but only as much as a person can without 

spending a good deal of time there. 

We played at the Crocodile that night 

with The Supersuckers and the crowd was 

really great. People were cheering a lot 

after every song. Even Kurt Bloch from 

The Fastbacks and Jim Rose 

Jim Rose Circus) came to see us 

said that “Lifto” from his circus i 

Pansy Division fan and listens to 

their tour van. By the way, there 

really cute blonde kid who works at the 

Crocodile, but I couldn’t look him in the 

eye. Oh 
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There were 

all these 

jock types 

banging their 

heads and 

holding up 

“metal signs,” 

jumping 

around in 

an unenviable 

drunken 

stupor. 

What’s up 

with Epitaph 

turning 

punk rock 

into 

jock rock? 

We ended up having quite a few drinks 

with my friend Mark, and we got silly. We 

talked to an Italian guy who was visiting 

Seattle. All he could say was “Gay, Gay, 

Gay.” We wanted to tell him, “Shut up, 

we’re trying to drink here.” This may 

sound completely hypocritical and you can 

smack me in the face if you want but I 

know I play in a queer rock band; I know 

our songs are “Gay Gay Gay”; but surpris¬ 

ingly enough I prefer to talk about other 

things. I’m not Mr. Gay, I’m Luis. Can we 

please talk about something else? 

Thursday, September 11th 

Driving Day 

We’ve been driving from Vancouver to 

Edmonton all day and now it’s late at 

night. This was one of the most beautiful 

drives I’ve ever taken. At one point, the 

altitude was so high we were driving 

through a cloud. Everything here is so 

green—there are trees everywhere. 

We just went through a patch of high¬ 

way that was very dangerous. It was 

extremely rough and the road had many 

potholes. There were Mack trucks and lots 

of cars coming at us from the opposite 

direction. All of a sudden, I realized how 

perfect it would have been if I’d died then. 

It was too poetic; it is dark and late in the 

mountains in western Canada, and I’m on 

tour with a gay rock band. If I were to die, 

I’d be totally content. How often can you 

say that to yourself? Maybe I’m neurotic, 

but actually I’m at peace with myself. 

However, this is a very scary moment—I’d 

better find something to complain about, 

quick! 

Friday, September 12th 

Edmonton, Alberta 

We continued the drive to Edmonton. 

We got to our venue, The Rebar, and had 

our sound check with one of the cooler 

sound guys yet. We got set up with two 

hotel rooms—promoters sure do treat 

you well in Canada. We also went to the 

West Edmonton Mall, the largest mall in 

North America. Inside, there’s this huge 

rollercoaster which turned my stomach 

inside out. There’s also an indoor beach 

with concrete painted the color of sand 

and artificial waves. There’s also an 

indoor ice skating rink and tons of shops 

too. This is the strangest mall I have ever 

seen. You can buy the latest Corey Heart 

record at the Canadian equivalent of 

Sam Goody, pick up a sweater at Banana 

Republic, and then go body surfing with 

fat old men in Speedos! Ahh, progress. 

Who says we’re uncivilized? 

We played that night to a decent 

crowd, but Canadian audiences don’t get 

very wild, they’re kinda reserved. 

However they did all dance during 

“Groovy Underwear.” 

After the show, the sound system was 

playing a Bad Religion CD. There were 

all these jock types banging their heads 

and holding up “metal signs,” jumping 

around in an unenviable drunken stu¬ 

por. What’s up with Epitaph turning 

punk rock into jock rock? The 

Pennywise “Bro Hymn?” Oh Mary, 

please, like punk rock (once a sign of 

intelligence, individuality and resistance 

to the status quo) is really for people 

who call each other “bro”? Why is this 

happening? When I see shit like this, I 

know Jello Biafra is turning in his grave 

(yeah yeah yeah, he’s not dead, but 

Biafra and other respectable punk 

“artists” are totally neglected now while 

this other shit is selling like hotcakes). 

For all the bands that claim to not 

“sell out (whatever that means) and 

remain punk while dissing other bands 



for being money hungry, what’s up with 

merchandise tables with ten different 

kinds of shirts, knit caps, etc...? Punk is 

not about getting a message out or 

being a critical thinker anymore—it’s 

like a football team, an Elk’s club, or a 

gang. Stay on your turf, adhere to the 

dress code. Don’t stray from the for¬ 

mat, adhere to the rules. Root and 

cheer for your label and all the mem¬ 

bers of the team. 

Saturday, September 13th 

Calgary, Alberta 

Drove from Edmonton to Calgary. 

We decided that the goal of this drive 

would be to not talk about sex, penises, 

bodily functions or use bad language. 

Well, the 3 hours of dead silence really 

demonstrated to me just how potty¬ 

mouthed we really are. 

Arriving in Calgary, we checked into 

the hotel where we were supposed to 

stay (Canadian promoters=Hotels= 

Yeah!). We layed around watching TV 

for a while, and then we went and 

played our show. Calgary has the best, 

funnest and most inviting crowd so far 

in Canada. We played our most ener¬ 

getic set since Seattle. I could tell by the 

smiles on the rest of the band’s faces that 

they felt the same way I did. 

There was a guy in the crowd that I 

could not take my eyes off of. This made 

me a bit nervous. After the show, a girl 

named “Lu” came up to the side of the 

stage and we started talking. I noticed 

that she was a friend of the dreamboy I’d 

spotted. I asked her his name, and she 

answered, “David. Would you like to 

come and meet him?” “No, no, no,” I 

replied. For some reason, I can go wild 

behind the drums, but when it comes to 

talking to someone I like, I freeze—I shut 

down completely. I tried to make myself 

walk over to his table, but I was physically 

unable to do so. Finally I just made plans to 

hang out with “Lu” after the show. She said 

she’d bring her friends. I talked the propri¬ 

etor of the club into letting me buy a six 

pack from him to take with me. 

“Lu” left us right away. David, and a 

friend of his and I ended up drinking beer 

in a park by a lake. It was a really fun night 

out. I got to have my own time away from 

the band and talk to a guy all night who 

made my heart jump (as cliched as it 

sounds, my heart really did jump). But I 

couldn’t really be myself because I couldn’t 



let my guard down. I knew I’d be leaving 

the next day. Honestly, what happens when 

you meet a very special person and know 

that you wont see them again for a very 

longtime? 

The next morning I woke up very ill, as 

I’d been sweaty in the club and then 

spent the entire night outside in freezing 

Canadian weather. Now I’m sick and sit¬ 

ting in Chris’ friend’s apartment in 

Calgary taking medicine. 

Friday September 19th 

Chicago, Illinois 

We drove all day to 

Chicago. Upon leaving 

Minneapolis, we got a flat tire 

on the freeway. Some guy 

stopped and helped us change 

the tire for no reason other 

than the fact that he is a nice 

guy and wanted to help. Can 

you believe that? That is 

without a doubt the most 

incredible occurrence this 

tour so far. We’re in a 3/4 ton 

van and this guy stops, gets 

all dirty and helps a whole 

bunch of sissies fix a flat tire!!! 

We got to Chicago late but 

managed to set up our stuff 

just in time for the show. 

Wesley Willis was there and I talked to him 

for a bit. For an exercise in frustration, I 

dare anyone to have a conversation with Mr 

Willis. He’s actually a sweetheart, but he 

grabbed me by the head and butted \r 

against his. “Honey,” I said, “You’re gonna 

leave a scar.” 

Sunday, September 21st 

Detroit, Michigan 

Last night we played Detroit. The peo¬ 

ple working at the club were rude and just 

“Do you know 

that your zip¬ 

per is down, 

dear? In San 

Francisco that 

means you’re 

cruising.” I 

love embarrass¬ 

ing drunk 

idiots. 

wanted to start and finish the show as 

quickly as possible so they could hit a 

bar. Before the show, we had to go to the 

van and get CDs for the club because 

they were playing that Guttermouth CD 

with the lame homophobic lyrics. The 

woman running the show, Maria, was 

the only cool person there. 

That all said, we played a great set. 

During “Groovy Underwear,” these 3 

straight guys jumped on stage, dropped 

their pants and danced. It’s really amazing 

to me that some straight punk rock kids 

would do that—kudos to them!!! I was 

coughing throughout the show because 

I’m still really sick. I just can’t stop 

smoking long enough to recuperate 

properly. I know, it’s pathetic. 

Tuesday, September 23rd 

London, Ontario 

Last night we played in London, 

Ontario. We got there early for sound 

check and there were some teenage girls 

waiting for us.”You’re my favourite 

band,” one girl said. It was nice to have 

her hang out with us because I was tired 

and grumpy and it was such a morale 

booster. We ended up having dinner with 

her and her friends before we played our 

set. The crowd was really energetic and 

positive—I couldn’t have asked for more. 

But there was a totally incoherent drunk 

guy yelling at us. Chris put him in his 

place by telling him “Do you know that 

your zipper is down, dear? In San 

Francisco that means you’re cruising.” I 

love embarrassing drunk idiots. 

Later on in the set I saw two queer 

boys kissing during Jon’s solo song, 

“Story So Far.” Needless to say, it was a 

very diverse crowd. That’s what I love 

about playing with this band. The 

London crowd consisted of 18 year old 
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kids with Mohawks, twentysomething 

drunks, hip Queer boys, older leather 

queens and moreover, no problems. 

Everyone gets along and smiles. What 

more could you want? Harmony. 

That night, we stayed with Dan and 

James, two Queer boys that share a beau- 

acceptance by becoming commodities? 

Personally, I’m insulted by Gay market¬ 

ing. Nevertheless, a large percentage of 

the Gay community is so thrilled by the 

commodification of their lifestyle. Oh 

boy, now we have Miller beer ads for us, 

and Visa cards with rainbow flags on 

tiful home together. Dan, Patrick and I 

stayed up late talking. 

We spoke about how difficult it is to 

accomplish anything progressive in soci¬ 

ety without using advertizing or televi¬ 

sion. “Ellen,” has advanced Gay accept¬ 

ability a thousand times more than any 

grassroots organization could have done. 

Is hard, activist work therefore void? In 

this instance, all you need is an advertiz¬ 

ing agency or media consultant to show 

corporations that Gays are normal people 

who have buying power. But do we want 

them to demonstrate Queer buying 

power!” Fuck that. We may need it to be 

respected in certain sections of society. 

But why be a part of that? If you want to 

be accepted by society, do it as an individ¬ 

ual, not as a marketing strategy. 

Wednesday, September 24th 

Ottawa, Ontario 

We drove to Ottawa today where we 

played with Phonocomb and Delta 72. 

Delta 72 were so amazing to see, I highly 

recommend their shows to all. Their 
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singer/guitarist is on fire in a very Jerry 

Lee Lewis/Cramps kinda way. 

An interesting note to mention is the 

story behind this bill. We had a guy in 

Ottawa who was going to promote the gig, 

but he didn’t want to promote a bill with 

Phonocomb and Delta 72 because, “they 

weren’t punk enough.” We told him that 

we’d like to do the show with him but that 

we definitely wanted to bill it with those 

bands. The promoter agreed, but then pro¬ 

ceeded to plan the show without those 

bands anyway. We said, “fuck that,” and 

ended up having the show done through 

someone else. 

The practice of shunning certain bands 

or refusing to work with them for vanity 

reasons is ridiculous. When it comes down 

to punk ethics, Delta 72 are way better—- 

and yes, more “punk”—than most bands 

are. They just have tons of soul, so shut up 

and have a good time. More punk preening 

and useless politics is just going to make 

you more bitter. And for what purpose— 

image? If you’re that passionate about cor¬ 

rectness in PC or punk issues, why not 

Hayden mumbles incoherently into the 
microphone while I act as his backup 

dancer. I see the security guards running 
towards us. This is my cue to run out of 

the club into the street. 

donate your excess energy to something 

'Si¬ 
useful like doing volunteer work or helping 

ll 
out a political organization. 

Tuesday, October 14th 

< Y • New Orleans, Louisiana 

1 After a stint of playing together, we 

IMfer | played our last show with Man or 

iSp; Astroman? The days with Astroman were 

mm C lipp&i extremely busy, but it was refreshing to 
j. ' * 

play to their crowd and be able to see their 

fjff • set every night. New Orleans also brought 

■111!! i us back together with Delta 72. 

Bp;-. The New Orleans show was disaster 
■IfPPPP&U;! 
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prone. My snare broke off during the first 

song and I had to borrow Jason’s from 

Delta 72. During the middle of the third 

song, I scooted back too far while play¬ 

ing and I fell off the drum riser—I have 

to admit that it was really funny. 

During “Negative Queen,” I climbed 

up onto the balcony and was swinging 

the tambourine around when a club 

employee came and yelled at me like he 

was a cop. He tried to grab me, but I 

jumped off and fell ten feet to the floor, 

hurting my foot. Finally, during the last 

song of our set, some guy from the 

crowd tried to stage dive and he fell on 

his head right next to a bottle, stopping 

the show for a while. 

We had the next day off, so all the 

bands decided to meet up and have 

lunch and then go sightseeing. We show 

up at the restaurant where we were 

scheduled to meet, and all of the Delta 

72 people are drinking already. After eat¬ 

ing lunch, Hayden from Astroman and I 

decide that we’re going to split off from 

the rest of the group and be the “Go 

Team.” Our rules are simply “Go, Go, 

Go. No sightseeing—we only stop for 

cocktails, coffee and gambling.” Jason 

from Delta 72 is on our team too, but we 

lose him by the time we hit the first bar. 

We meet up with the rest of the kids a 

few blocks later. Greg from Delta 72 

took too many valium and got lost on 

the streets somewhere. Sara from Delta, 

Hayden and Brian, who’s also in 

Astroman, and I go drink Hurricanes. 

We hit seven more bars before we meet 

back up with Greg and go into a blues 

bar where we raise a big stink because 

they wont serve us booze in real glasses. 

Hayden and I proceed to throw our 

glasses into the street, but Hayden’s hits 

a Ferrari, and a guy starts chasing after 

Jon who had nothing to do with it. We 

all ran away while Hayden sang “Swing 

Low, Sweet Chariot” really loud. 



At this point, we’ve all drank more than 

we’ve drunk in years, but we continue. 

Hayden, Sarah, Troy and I take a ride on a 

horse-drawn carriage, and then jump out to 

dance to a jazz band. The next stop is a 

karaoke bar. Everyone at this establishment 

is old middle-America trash—it was our job 

to upset this scene. Hayden and I hit the 

booze while Jon sings a Queer version of 

“Its My Party.” This gets the crowd going 

and the guy running the karaoke machine 

hates us instantly. Greg from Delta does 

Prince’s “Kiss,” and does an electrifying 

dance complete with splits and hip shake 

included. I proceed to sing “Girls Just 

Wanna Have Fun.” Hayden sings Devos 

“Whip It,” prefacing the song by telling me 

that he wanted to go up to the karaoke 

machine looking really nervous and then 

start crying on stage—he didn’t do it. 

Afterwards, Greg and Hayden corner the 

karaoke operator and they tell him to show 

them his dick. “We’re all guys here,” they 

say, “C’mon.” The karaoke guy gets on the 

microphone and yells “Security, Security.” 

Needless to say, we were thrown out on our 

ears. As we’re being “escorted” out, Brian 

from Astroman has a plastic grenade from a 

frou-frou drink called a “hand grenade and 

proceeds to go “boom” to all passers by. 

Finally we go back to the rendezvous 

point, the Howlin’ Wolf Club where we’d 

played the previous night, to meet the rest 

of the group. Everyone is sauced. We enter 

the club as though we own the place. We 

walk backstage. There is a pseudo- 

Soundgarden major label no-name band 

back there. They all have long hair, and 

their shirts are off. Hayden says to them 

“Hey, you guys with your shirts off, are you 

in the band or something? Where’s the 

booze?” They have no booze. We proceed 

to jump onto the empty stage in front of a 

crowd of fratboys. Hayden mumbles inco¬ 

herently into the microphone while I act as 

his backup dancer. I see the 

running towards us. This is my cue to run 

out of the club into the street. As I look 

behind me I see that Hayden is not so 

lucky. He’s being taken outside by force. 

Once we’re outside, we discuss how 

fucked up the club is. Hayden says “I’m 

gonna jump up on stage while the band is 

playing. Do you think I’ll get beat up?” 

“Yes,” I reply, but Hayden runs inside any¬ 

way. I cant bear to look behind me. One 

minute later Hayden is being tackled by 

four security guards who are punching him 

in the face and stomach and slamming his 

body onto the concrete floor without paus¬ 

ing. I jump onto Hayden to separate him 

from the security guards. They begin to 

pull back while the Astroman guys bring 

Hayden back to their van. 

I thought we’d gotten it all out of our 

system—until Hayden turns up buck 

naked at the door of the club! Brian, the 

smallest and quietest member of Astroman, 

spits in the doormans face and swings a 

punch at him. Then the band gets in their 

van and drive away. Seconds later, five cop 

cars show up. They look around, and upon 

finding no signs of trouble, leave. 

It may seem cliched for rock and roll 

bands to get drunk and create mayhem, 

but my lord it’s fun. I will never forget this 

night as long as I live. This is what youth 

was meant for. 

We got along with the Astroman guys so 

well, I’d love to tour with them again any 

day of the week. Everything was peaceful 

until Delta 72 showed up. Maybe it was 

their soulful, sinful influence. Hmmmm 

I must say if I could adopt someone as a 

family member it’d be Hayden, he’s my 

honorary brother and partner in crime. 

God bless you boy!! 

Now I’ll take the valium 

and go to sleep... ® 

Pansy Division: POB 460855 
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NT, baby! There’s a thunderclap so big and loud you’d think that 

the mighty God of Thunder Thor himself was running around, n cracking his enchanted hammer. That ain’t the case at all though. 

Instead, it’s the sound of a brick wall named Chango Loco crash¬ 

ing to the ground after being thrown by a very large and very gay 

man—that’s El Cruiser. Both men’s faces are covered by Mexican-style 

wrestling masks but those do little to cover the naked aggression the men 

are churning out. Chango Loco shakes it off and the two combatants crash 

into each other, locking arms, each trying to overpower the other. You can’t 

tell who’s going to falter—the immovable object or the unyieldingly gay 

force. There’s a distraction though, as a weird odor starts floating around. 

It’s a maize derivative, you know that, but you can’t figure out why it’s at a 

wrestling match. Then it hits you. A couple of times. In the face. They’re 

tortillas, and they’re flying through the air like a blizzard in January. You 

get decked in the face by a few more tortillas before you notice that a band 

is plugging in their instruments, warming up their gear off to the side of 

the regulation-sized ring where the melee is taking place. Though they’re 

into the match and transfixed by the grapplers, they’re obviously ready to 

rock. The band won’t have to wait long. Moments earlier it seemed only 

an act of God could have stopped the savage attack laid forth by El 

Cruiser—tonight, God is a Mexican wrestler. A third masked party enters 

the fray dressed like a chef and wielding a frying pan much like Thor with 

his hammer. He is Gour Mexico and he has his own tasty treats he’s about 

to stir-fry on some poor fool’s ass. Even up high in the cheap seats you can 

hear the nasty ping as Gour Mexico’s frying pan clocks El Cruiser upside 

the head. It’s the kind of sound that makes you want to cringe, but no one 

has time for the sissy stuff, as Chango Loco springs into action, pinning El 

Cruiser for the 3 count. Drained and drenched, Chango Loco slowly rises 

from the mat. He’s low on energy, but high on spirits—he’s hot, sweaty, 

and has been used as a boy-toy by a man in a leather mask, but he’s the 

victor. With that, the house lights go down, the band cranks the volume, 

and the rock show kicks in: it’s rock, it’s wrestling, it’s airborne tortillas, 

but most of all it’s incredibly strange. 

“It’s a tribute to Lucha Libre, Mexican freestyle wrestling,” says 

Audra Angeli, the Vince McMahon/Col. Tom Parker behind Incredibly 

Strange Wrestling’s death-deifying double bill of wrestling and music. 

“After years of seeing the wrestling shows and collecting the masks, my 

partner [Brett Nibele] and I decided that we wanted to do it for ourselves, 

but with a twist.” This is where the punk rock angle comes in: instead of 

just throwing a full card of savagely insane matches your way, ISW shoe¬ 

horns a full-fledged rock show in between the clashes for the extra special 

touch. “This isn’t a wrestling show [like] in Mexico City—the music is as 

important to ISW as the wrestling. It’s not your usual night at a club with 

three bands, either. Garage, punk rock, surf, it’s just this big crazy night 

of music and wrestling.” 

ISW first reared its masked face in May of 1995—a miniature version 

of the battle-royale-plus-bands that it would eventually become. Angeli was 

booking shows for San Francisco’s Pair O’ Dice Lounge and Transmission 

Theater when her and Kibele’s love for Lucha Libre reached critical mass, 

hatching the idea for ISW. “Our first show was just us and a bunch of 

friends,” explains Angeli. “But we had a big show at the Pair O’Dice, where 

a bunch of bands played and we had this little ad that said for 2 bucks extra 
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you could stay after hours and see Mexican wresding.” The skills on dis¬ 

play may not have been the keenest or the most flawlessly executed, but 

they did the trick. “We didn’t even have a ring or anything, just a bunch 

of solid-oak-wood staging that we covered with 2 layers of packing blan¬ 

kets and a tarp and just pretty much beat the shit out of each other.” The 

idea was right and the combination was hot; after only their second 

show, ISW was asked by the Lollopalloza camp to join the tour for a 

series of West coast dates, where the ISW act was tweaked and the 

wrestling skills were cranked-up and honed. One of the wrestlers also 

took that as her opportunity to call out and challenge fellow 

Lollopaloozer Courtney Love to a match (Love declined). Having honed 

their talents at Lollopalooza and at regular bouts in San Francisco, it was 

finally time to take the increasingly popular show on the road. 

This fall, the ISW team set out across America for it’s first big-time 

tour. “We’ve done some dates in Texas, a few up north—that sort of 

thing, but this is our first ‘all ours’ really big tour,” says Angeli. “We’ll 

see how it works.” 

The yummy taste of rock and wresding seems like a pretty obvious 

combination given their similarities—lots of noise, lots of sweating, lots of 

shit blowing up—but besides a lot of heavy flirtation between the two 

there hasn’t been a fiill-on marriage. Cyndi Lauper snagged Captain Lou 

Albano and George The Animal Steele for her videos; surf greats Los 

Straitjackets and The Dwarves’ He Who Cannot be Named gave Lucha 

the nod with their masked performances; and every oiled up, hockey 

haired wrestler enters the wresding arena to sub-Metallica tune; but unless 

you count Hulk Hogan’s smash vinyl debut, Piledriver—The Wrestling 

Album, music and wresding have been content with the occasional affair 

instead of a long term commitment. Maybe that’s because the people were 

trying to plug in the wrong ingredients. ISW found success where others 

had failed by substituting the inert matter of WWF wrestling and pop 

music with the volatile elements of Lucha Libre and punk rock. 

“If you saw one of the three hour Lucha matches, you’d see the punk 

rock of wrestling right there,” says The Man from MONK, one of the 

masked wrestlers from Incredibly Strange Wrestling. “We’re trying to 

bring that crazy unpredictability into rock and roll. It’s about not doing 

anything half-assed; it’s not about trying to fulfill the category that’s 

already been set-up. It’s about going out, fucking shit up, setting shit on 

fire, then going home and having a nice meal.” It’s that type of gonzo dis¬ 

regard for conventions and fire safety that are slowly seeping out of both 

music and wrestling today. ”Go to your average punk show and what do 

you see?” asks MONK. “Guys in baggy pants with their baseball caps 

turned around that look like they’re trying to be Marky Mark. How old is 

that?! It’s just come to the point where it’s safe to be punk rock.” 

Incredibly Strange Wrestler and punk rock protagonist, Chango 

Loco the Santerian Psycho, starts nodding in agreement, backing up his 

fellow mat man. He’s seen the past and wants to build on top of it a bet¬ 

ter tomorrow. “ISW— it’s a punk rock thing, believe it or not,” offers 

Loco. His mask grips his face tighdy, slightly pressing his skin through 

the openings. “I’m tired of the last 12 years; of people being, ‘Just do it 

yourself’ and that and this, and then all they do is just sit around and 

moan. I wanted to come out here and wrestle, show what Lucha Libre is 

all about and show people to get out there and do it. [That] it hasn’t all 

been done before.” Loco’s big, bad, and getting mad. He’s got some truth 

to dish-out and wants everybody coming back for seconds. “All your life 
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people have tried to tell you that things have to be a certain way,” Loco 

starts up again. “And I’m sick and tired of people thinking they have to be 

that certain way to go out and do something. Look at Lucha Libre, look at 

our M.O.N.K.: He’s half my size and the guy flys around; he gets an oppor¬ 

tunity. It’s kind of re-instilled my faith in the whole punk rock scene.” 

Punk isn’t the only thing that needs a wake-up call. The TV cameras 

and spandex that has made its way into American wrestling has applied a 

sleeper hold to the sport. “I remember watching wrestling when I was a 

kid and it was George The Animal Steele and Andre the Giant,” says 

Angeli. “It was Freddy Blassy and all these old guys and it was cool—they 

were just nuts!” But those were the old days; George the Animal Steele is 

retired and Andre the Giant is dead. “American wrestling is just a lot of 

schtick now, you know? Everyone’s got this character and everyone’s angry 

and everyone has this long, greasy mullet hair. I know I shouldn’t talk so 

much shit, but American wrestling is just so cheap and tacky—it’s not 

even cool enough to be white trash.” 

bHQ HiSbOBI| BOHillD fcHB MASK 
American wrestling may not be cool enough to even pass for trash, but 

Lucha, on the other hand, is nuts. Go to your best punk show, drag race, or 

jai lai match and they’re still gonna have nothin’ on the Luchadores, the 

high-flying wrestlers of Lucha Libre. “You could go in there not knowing 

what you’re watching and the acrobatics and skill would keep you interested 

ind totally entertained,” says Angeli. “Lucha is this incredible thing; it’s like 

an art. When you go to the shows in Mexico, it’s amazing. You’re in this 

room and it just takes over you so that the next thing you know you re 

screaming at these people—it’s just so much more powerful than anything.” 

The rules of Lucha feed the frenzy, engineered so that there aren’t as many 

locks and submission holds, moves which slow down the pace of the match 

and are used to afford wresders time to rest. “Lucha is ail about high flying 

and a lot of rope-work, a faster paced type of wrestling. You just get knocked 

down and you come right back up, go down, come up, go down, come up,” 

Angeli explains. This varies drastically from the American wrestling tradition 

of pacing the ring, slapping your arms, and staggering around like a drunk— 

which is not to say that ISW’s wrestlers are always sober. 

Blnl 8m m bans ,, 

Lucha Libre’s main point of divergence from traditional wrestling, as 

well as it’s signature trademark, is the Luchadores’ inclination to wrestle 

masked. No one really knows the origins of the tradition, but there are plen 

ty of legends: many fans of the sport attribute it Mexico’s Aztec roots, where 

masks were used in many customs and rituals; some pinpoint the masks as 

an emulation of the mask worn by an American wrestler who made a brief 

tour in the early thirties; others believe the masks just spontaneously 

occurred with the wrestling. Regardless of its inception, the mask tradition is 

as old as the wrestling itself in Mexico, which goes back over 50 years. 

Throughout Lucha’s history, the masks have always been a crowd 

pleaser, allowing the wrestlers to create a character easily and distinguish 

themselves. So popular are the masked wrestlers that their matches and 

exploits often reach folk hero status, turning them into legends with tales 

to match; the only legend to emerge from American wrestling is that 

Andre the Giant has a posse. “These guys are folk heroes,” says MONK. 

“Santo was believed to able to make it rain in certain parts of Central 

America. He was a fucking saint, a man who epitomized all the values the 

Mexican people felt were important, just like Zorro, Che Guevera, and 

Pancho Villa.” So revered was the Luchadore El Santo that he took his 

identity with him to the grave. The ultimate sign of respect, Santo was 

layed to rest with his mask on. 

Like Santo, most Luchadores spend their entire career under their 

mask, never revealing their identity, or at least fighting off attempts to 

expose them. It’s not uncommon for the wrestlers to live under the mask, 

making public appearances in them. Mil Mascaras is typical of that tradi¬ 

tion. A film star like Santo, Mascaras will go to premieres and nightclubs 

in his mask. Because of the importance attributed to the masks and their 

embodiment of the wrestler’s persona, it is considered their most impor¬ 

tant possession. The ultimate insult to a Luchadore is to become 

unmasked during a match. Once unmasked, they can never wrestle under 

that mask again. Once a heroic and popular wrassler, masked Luchadore 

Cien Caras became one of Mexico’s leading villains upon the loss of his 

mask.With the stakes that high—and the mystery surrounding them even 

higher—the masked wrestlers are always Lucha fans’ favorites. 

Masks never caught on in America, though. Throughout American I wrestling history there have been wrestlers who 

have led masked careers, mainly in the 1950s, 

with such wrestlers as the fearsome Destroyer 

and the mysterious Dr. X. Mainly though, 
by Sean “Na Na” Tillman 

My band, Calvin Krime, went on tour with the insanity 

known as Incredibly Strange Wrestling for two and a half 

weeks in October. Along with Me First and the Gimme 

Gimmes, the Demonics and a truckload of masked 

‘ restlers, we rocked half the country. Here’s how it went 

*rom the 5’5” perspective. 

Sunday, October 5- Denver, CO 

I was excited and, at the same time, super scared 

to meet all of the people on the tour today. I had 

booked most of the shows for the ISW tour, so if any¬ 

thing were to go wrong I’d have to answer to 15 

wrestlers and 10 punk rockers. 

Finally, six o’clock rolled around and I went to the 

club, The Snake Pit (insert heavy metal hand signs 

here). The wrestlers pulled up and I finally met Audra, 

the amazing woman with whom I worked on the tour 

with. Everyone was super chill. I felt infintely more 

relaxed at this point. Things went smoothly until the 

promoter, Dan Steinberg, started whining about the 

size of the ring. There was totally enough room for an 

intimate night of rock and wrestling. He took away one 

of the two cases of beer we were promised because 

we took up two more feet than he had planned on. 

Nobody knew what his trip was, so we quickly learned 

to ignore him. 

The show started at last, and I got to see all of the 

acts I had been wondering about for months. The 

Demonics played their brand of straight up rock and 

roll that’s super fun in an Alice Cooper kind of way. 

The Gimme Gimmes went on and rocked the kids in 

phat pants, and, to my surprise, nobody seemed to 

mind that Fat Mike wasn’t in the touring band. But it 

was the wrestling that blew me away. It was radical. 

Body slams, atomic drops and scoop slams brought 

me back to when I was a third-grader watching 

wrestling on Saturday Mornings. 

Monday, October 6- Ft. Collins, CO 

Four hours of sleep in the van and Krime were 

ready to rock Ft. Collins. We pulled into town and were 

affectionalty welcomed by Chip and Jason who were 

putting on the show at this cool venue, The Starlight 

It was only the second day of tour, but there were 

already problems: two of the wrestlers had already quit 

the tour. Apparently one of them slipped on a tortilla 

last night and got a concussion. The other got hurt 

wrestling. Now the remaining wrestlers will have to do 



masks are frowned on by American wrestlers. “They don’t like the 

masked thing at all,” says Angeli, annoyed by the disrespect for Lucha 

tradition. “We started to do that with some of the American wrestlers 

here, because you can take some of the American wrestling moves, 

elaborate on them and make them Lucha, but as soon as we men¬ 

tioned wearing a mask they were all like, ‘I’m not wearing a mask, 

people know me for who I am!’ and crap like that.” American 

wrestlers want to be known by their face, not by their mask. When 

American wrestlers do compete under mask, it is commonly for rea¬ 

sons contrary to the Lucha tradition. Such luminaries as Rowdy 

Roddy Piper, Hulk Hogan, and Hacksaw Jim Dugan have all gone 

through matches in masks 

when wrestling in differ¬ 

ent federations and differ¬ 

ent parts of the country, 

not wanting to reveal the 

“superstar” underneath. 

The rich history and cul¬ 

tural status of Lucha Libre ele¬ 

vates it to a higher level than 

just a sport comprised of a 

bunch of two-bit athletes. It’s a 

tradition built on grace, strength and insanity, 

with an emphasis on the latter. “We went to 

this one Lucha match and the two wrestlers 

just got absolutely crazy on each other,” says 

Angeli. “One of the guys started biting into 

the other guys’ forehead, so there was this whole blood thing happening. 

The other guy went down to get him and took a chunk out of his fore¬ 

head and started spitting the pieces of blood and skin into the referees 

face—it was insane! Obviously, that was a pretty wild match, but it was 

like whatever they have to do to keep you entertained, they will do it. 

Which is why Lucha fits the bill for ISW and acts as their framework: 

whatever they have to do to keep you entertained, they will do it. 

Case in point: an ISW match is cooking along at locomotive levels, 

but just so you don’t get bored, into the ring jumps The Ghost of Versace, 

the spectral vision of the recently slain fashion maven himself, brandishing 

a steel chair and standing ready to back up his prete-porte prowess with 

some old school whoop-ass. Predictable? No. Incredibly Strange? Yes. 
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Broken bones and bruises are the best instructors. Although some 

advice has been imparted and some tips taken, much of the the ISW 

wrestlers’ skills come from practice and are self-taught, much like that 

DIY stuff everybody’s always talking about. ISW is the DIY paradigm at 

it’s most creative application and most sincere. 

In the grand tradition of those who break with tradition, ISW 

quickly found itself alienated from much of the wrestling establishment 

and American professional wrestlers. “When we first started out and 

were looking for wrestlers, we contacted local people who had wrestling 

schools and things like that and tried to work with them to some 

degree, but they don’t have any respect 

for Lucha,” explains Angeli. Ultimately, 

the ISW gang had to 

teach themselves and 

use what they could 

glean off of the 

Luchadores they 

flew in for matches. 

“When the guys 

come up to wrestle in 

the shows, they try 

and show us some moves, 

and that’s pretty much how 

we all learned. A lot of trial 

and error and a lot of us 

almost breaking our necks.” 

Fearless displays of pain and suffering have their advantages, 

though. The matches themselves act as the best kind of advertising and 

recruiting ISW could have. “All the kids are like, ‘What the fuck is this? 

Mexican wrestling? I’ve never seen this shit before!”’ says MONK. 

“They’re buying masks, they’re putting them on, they’re wrestling in the 

parking lot, they’re going for 160%. That’s what it’s all about.” And the 

best thing about MONK’S hyperbolic enthusiasm is that it’s true—you 

be hard pressed after a match to not find people throwing holds and 

applying head locks. Most of all, though, they’re wondering if they have 

what it takes to launch the moves and make it in the ring. Before any 

future Ghost of Versaces make it into the ring for a title shot, though, 

they’ve got to learn how to take their beatings just like any good wrestler 
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double sets which makes for a tired crew. Jim, my 

friend who is riding along with us, and I got in the ring 

for a while before the doors opened and the wrestlers 

showed us how to execute their favorite moves. There 

was talk of us taking each other on for the remaining 

part of the tour, but nothing developed. 

The crowd was amazing for tonight’s show. I think 

everyone in town showed up. Everything went off 

without a hitch. I positioned myself to watch the 

wrestling and let the first tortilla fly. Insanity. The Man 

From M.O.N.K. is definitely my favorite character at 

this point in the tour. He pumelled the Ghost of 

Versace tonight. Tonight marked the premier match of 

the Inbred Abomination too. I can’t really get over how 

incredibly cool the whole wrestling/ rock tour idea is. 

Tuesday, October 7- Lawrence, KS 

We drove for ten hours and arrived to a downcast 

Audra. The promoter didn’t bother to measure the 

space for the ring—there was no possible way it 

would fit inside the club. Wrestling didn’t happen 

tonight, but the rock still went on. On top of that we 

found out that the show our friend Jeff booked in 

Detroit got cancelled because the promoter quit 

doing shows. I’m glad I woke up. 

Wednesday, October 8- La Crosse, Wl 

The Warehouse has the most hellish load-in of 

any club in the country. Three flights of stairs and an 

eighteen foot wrestling ring aren’t a thrilling combo. 

We finally got everything into the club and tried to 

find things to do. Not much goes on in La Crosse— 

I guess I could have predicted that. 

The show was standard. The crowd wasn’t excit¬ 

ed, and everyone in the crew seemed a bit worn out. 

Tonight served more as a mixer for everyone on tour. 

We all hung out at this hole-in-the-wall bar called 

Yesterdaze and downed $1 drinks. Everyone got to 

hang out outside of a show environment for the first 

time, and I think it did a lot of good. I got to know a 

lot of the wrestlers, and most of them are really 

genuine and cool people. We danced as Prince 

blared from the jukebox, and everyone seemed to 

mesh really well. 

Friday, October 10- Green Bay, Wl 

With its separate factions of pop punk and wrestling 



should. “You get people who are really into it but are still learning,” says 

Angeli. “We train the people a lot before they’re even allowed into the ring 

because, after all, people can get hurt.” 

Just like a hammerlock throwing’ postman, neither rain, nor sleet, 

nor threat of cracked ribs stop would-be wrestlers from soliciting their 

enthusiasm and thick skin. “The wrestlers come from all kinds of differ¬ 

ent places,” says Angeli. “They’ve all practiced and they’ve all trained, 

learning different moves and techniques. Some are novices, some have 

been doing it for years, and some are just crazy tattooed guys who are 

totally into it after watching the show.” But just because guys are sporting 

tats doesn’t 

mean every¬ 

body is Ozzy’s 

Iron Man. You 

may have 

heavy boots of 

lead that fill 

your victims 

full of dread, 

but that does¬ 

n’t really mean 

much when some guy is 

piledriving your sorry ass into 

the mat. “We’ve gotten some 

cracked ribs and a whole lot 

of bruises,” says Angeli of her 

wrestlers’ greatest hits. “One of our wrestlers decided to do something 

crazy and climbed up a fifteen foot ladder and launched onto another 

wrestler, but someone moved the ladder out from underneath him while 

he was jumping so he didn’t land on the wrestler—he landed on the 

cement.” Ouch. “He wound up breaking both his forearms. It was pretty 

horrible and gnarly, believe me.” 

here, we fucked shit up, we made an impression, people are going to go 

home changed,” explains MONK. There may be a mask over his face but 

his animation and rapidity cue you in to his feelings. “People may go 

home and say, ‘Wow, that was some of the worst shit I’ve ever seen and I 

don’t want to go again, and good, I don’t want them in my fucking show. 

This is my fucking audience, my fucking tour, I’m cleaning it up, and I’m 

setting it down.” 

The grueling tour schedual of ISW’s inagural tour may be tough on the 

wrestlers, but they don’t care—they’ve got a double fisted message to bring to 

the masses by any means necessary. The first punch sounds a little like this: 

“Punk rock has lapsed into this point where 

even tour lore has come into its own,” preach¬ 

es MONK. “You’ve got 

the whole Hank Rollins 

Get in the Van trip— 

alright Hank, you’ve 

played in band, fine, 

you went from 

city to city, fine. 

I’m getting in a 

van, I’m going 

from city to city, 

and in every city 

I’m getting beat 
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100 kegs of TNT are being tapped into almost every night for three 

weeks, and punk-rock is showing a new face—a masked one. “We came in 

up! I’m climbing onto second floor balconys and jumping 

onto some guy that does not want to buy me flowers.” 

The second punch slams right into the face of traditional American 

wrestling. “We’ve had a couple of, believe or not, WWF guys that couldn’t 

handle the conditions,” confides Loco. “You know why? They didn’t have 

punk rock roots. They couldn’t handle it.” 

MONK and Loco’s enthusiasm is infectious. They want to change 

both punk rock and wrestling for the better by combining the two. And 

with ISW’s potent message slowly creeping through both punk and 

wrestling circles, it may do just that. But whether it really changes anything 

or not, ISW is the most brilliant invention to come out of either camp in a 

long time. BOOM! ® 

fans, Green Bay is the perfect town for our bill. I knew 

that the show would be a huge success tonight. The pro¬ 

moter, Tom Smith, poured his heart into making every¬ 

thing happen, and we weren’t about to let him down. 

Everyone was fully rested from yesterday's day off, and 

we were ready give it our all. 

As the doors opened, I watched a stream of excited 

kids meander toward the merchandise table. The 

Gimme Gimmes sold $600 worth of T-shirts and CDs 

before the show even got underway—amazing! The 

Demonics rocked their set to a receptive audience and 

came off stage looking more satisfied than any other 

show thus far. Krime played and got a 50/50 response, 

much like I had expected. The kids were there to see 

“Fat Mike's side project" (once again, no Fat Mike with 

the Gimme Gimmes, kids). But tonight outlined the 

classic battle between pop punkers and art rockers that 

would play itself out throughout the tour. Tom defended 

us on stage, which was really sweet because the kids 

there really respect him, but we still only played our 

hearts out to the fifty or so kids who cared. 

The wrestling was great tonight. I was super excit¬ 

ed because it was the first time on tour that the 

famed La Chingona would take the ring. That woman 

knows how to kick some ass. The crowd looked on in 

awe as she devastated El Gourmexico with her cleav¬ 

age. Right on! 

Everybody was ready to leave when the ultimate 

drama occurred. Courtney Demonic, who had done 

nothing but bitch and moan about every aspect of 

the tour, was ready to go get some action from 

some Green Bay girl, and he was excited. As he 

honked and yahooed from inside the van Tim Moss, 

of the ISW, pulled him out of the driver’s seat to 

mock-wrestle. Some horseplay ensued, and an 

unknowing Russell Demonic jumped behind the 

wheel and attempted to pull the van forward. 

Crunch! Everyone looked on in disbelief as the rear 

tire of the van sat atop Courtney's right foot for at 

least ten seconds. It was definitely broken. 

I felt good about it in an evil way. There’s karma for 

you, you ungrateful little bastard—attempt to cheat on 

your girlfriend and get run over by your own van. How 

beautiful is that? Sweet sweet drama. 

lv (j) Satuday, October 11- Chicago 

Tonights venue, the Dome Room, is a full on tri-level 

pseudo-goth dance club that does occasional rock 

shows. It totally reminded me of Thunderdome. It is part 

of the lame high society complex known to the world as 

Excalibur, nestled snugly in lamest, tourest trappiest 

part of Chicago. It’s also the only small club in the city 

that can hold our ring. Everything was a big hassle 

because we had to be escorted everywhere from the 

restaurant to the dressing room which was located 

three levels up and through a crazy maze of hallways 

that can only be accessed by a key operated elevator. 

Wow! Things were looking weird. 

The show started with the Demonics aided by Tim 

Moss filling in on the drums. About one and a half 



songs into the set, Russell stormed off of the stage 

because “it didn’t sound like the Demonics.” I 

thought that was a completely selfish third grade 

thing to do. 

In the meantime I met Dan Sinker and the Punk 

Planet crew who were eager for some wrestling 

insanity. We watched as people1 filed into the club. 

The crowd consisted mainly of wrestling fans tonight, 

as I think most of the punk rockers were scared away 

because of the venue. It was really nerve racking 

knowing full well that the Zubaz-clad crowd would 

hate our band and, never the less, we were still 

expected to play for forty minutes. We drudged 

through our set, encouraged only by a few close 

friends and the PP kids. 

The club may have been lame, but the wrestling 

was fueled with more energy than I have seen to 

date. The wrestlers fed off the crowd as the crowd 

fed off of the wrestlers—tortillas and bodies flew 

with reckless abandon! The match I recall most 

fondly was that of two local wrestlers, one of which 

could very well have been Danzig’s little brother. 

They relentlessly pounded each other into the ropes. 

Everyone could feel their pain. It was nuts. I honestly 

don't understand how bodies that big could be so 

resilient. Also, kudos to El Borracho Gigante for a 

super energetic and drunken match. 

Everyone was feeling good, so the Gimme Gimmes 

set turned into a smoothed-out ropa-dopa dance 

party. Soon after the show ended, the Dome Room 

transformed back into a lame meat market, so we 

escaped as quickly as possible. 

Sunday, October 12- Minneapolis 

Tonight’s show was supposed to be a huge 

blowout. The ISW, Mr. T Experience, Gimme Gimmes, 

Groovie Ghoulies, and Krime all converged under the 

roof of First Avenue to rock Minneapolis, Krime’s 

hometown. But the massive crowd wouldn’t respond 

to anything. I don’t know what’s up with crowds here. 

Everybody tried hard, but the kids just weren’t havin’ 

it. I was just glad to have it over with and, later, to fall 

asleep in my own bed. 

Thursday, October 16- Seattle 

Three days off, an insanely long drive, and a crazy 

night in Missoula later everyone reconvened in Seattle 

at RKCNDY and the start of a new batch of shows. The 

Demonics made it to the club with a new drummer 

ready to play and, for the most part, everyone had 

time to physically and mentally restore from last week. 

The show went on and was lacklustre. I can’t remem¬ 

ber too much about the show, but I do recall tying Jim 

to a pumpkin and luring the cat to eat food off of his 

crotch while he was asleep at our friend’s house. 

Friday, October 17- Portland 

Tonight’s show was part of the completely pointless 

music festival known to the world as North by 

Northwest (NXNW). We got to the club, and were has¬ 

sled by numerous know-nothing NXNW staff as we 

attempted to load in our equipment. 

No one was there, and we were getting nervous. 

The Demonics played and Russell rocked a totally 

rad-tarded Alice Cooper hairstyle. By the time the 

first set of wrestling began, people started to show 

and the crowd response was great. 

Our set went well because our writeup in the 

weekly paper in Seattle compared us to Brainiac. 

Writers compare any noisy rock with the smallest 

amount of keyboard to Brainiac—why? We played 

for a crowd that actually came to see us, which was 

nice for a change. 

But then the night went down-down-downhill. 

The second set of wrestling started and some total¬ 

ly tweeked out, drunk Fat Wreck Chords kids tried to 

get into the ring. Touching Audra’s ring is pretty 

much the biggest mistake any chump could ever 

make, so Bob, the referee, kicked the kids out. They 

lashed back and bit Bob in the ankle, drawing blood. 

At this point Chango Loco was entering the room for 

his match while breathing fire. He noticed the dis¬ 

pute and went to aid in the crowd control. Someone 

got in his face and in return got a big mouthfull of 

fire spat on him. Things got way out of hand, and 

the completely inadequate NXNW security people 

couldn’t do a damn thing. The rumble got broken up 

and everyone was evacuated from the club. The per¬ 

petrator ended up getting his nose broken by a 

member of the crew, and the ISW was not allowed 

to perform their second set. 

After that hour of chaos, the Gimme Gimmes 

launched into their set—which would prove to be my 

favorite of the tour. They were so obnoxiously drunk 

that they could barely stand. Barry and Adam were 

punching each other in the arms and would periodi¬ 

cally fall and knock their equipment over. Spike 

looked like he was ready to pass out at any point in 

any song. They sounded like shit—it was probably 

thirty of the most entertaining minutes of rock and roll 

in the history of the world. 

Saturday, October 18- Eugene, OR 

After last night’s chaos, nobody knew what to 

expect anymore. We showed up at John Henry’s 

and got the ring set up. It was a tight fit, but it 

would do. The restaurant next door was sporting 

rada-cool specials: Gimme Gimme Green 

Quesadillas, Cheese + Garlic Krime Fries, and 

Incredibly Strange Rice Pudding! 

The Demonics were fully rocking the most hilar¬ 

ious look: these tight, pink swim suits! No one 

knows why, and I don’t think I’ll be asking. But it 

was awesome. Tons of people were there and rock 

was in full effect. 

The rest of the show went pretty much like nor¬ 

mal until right at the end of the Gimme Gimmes’ 

set. During the encore, this guy—who kind of looked 

like a little ape—jumped into the ring and started 

running around. All of the ISW jumped in the ring 

and pulled him down as he squirmed and got thrown 

out. Minutes later, another guy—sort of a frat-boy 

type—got up on the ring and started jumping 

around, breaking one of the support poles under¬ 

neath the tarp. I thought Audra was gonna crush his 

fully drunk head. About ten people held her back as 

she tried to break free and body slam him—I don’t 

blame her. 

Considering it all, the night was still fun. We set¬ 

tled up at the club and left after an extended tortilla 

fight. But questions loomed overhead: What are we 

going to do about the ring tomorrow? What more 

could go wrong? 

\ZS Sunday, October 19- Olympia, WA 

None of us knew what to expect as we loaded in 

to the Capitol Theater. The wounded ring was erect¬ 

ed on the stage while the bands were to set up in 

the ground level orchestra pit.We jerry-rigged the 

ring with a ton of duct tape, and hoped that that 

would be enough. People started to feel better when 

everybody was fed and infinitely pampered before 

the show started (thanks Lois!). 

Highlights of the show included two streakers with 

weird beekeeping hats popping into the ring and 

doing this strange wrestling dance. Kathleen Hanna 

played Little Chango, Chango Loco’s little ringside 

compadre tonight—that was super cool. The show 

ended, and everyone was relieved that the ring held 

up. We all headed to San Francisco for one last show. 

Friday, October 24- San Francisco 

This was it. The last and best show of the tour. 

The bill alone indicated a full on blow out with The 

Gimme Gimmes, Krime, 440 Six Pack, Harvey Sid 

Fisher, Hi Fi and the Roadburners, and our pals the 

Freedom Fighters. The house was packed with what 

was probably close to 2,000 people. 

Audra had flown six wrestlers up from Mexico for 

this one show, and things were steering towards 

insanity. Even the most meek indie rock girls and 

waif-like emo boys chugged beer and drooled rabid¬ 

ly as they screamed with fiery eyes at the wrestlers. 

Some day the rest of the world will understand the 

ISW as completely as the San Franciscans do. 

We played and we got dowsed with tortillas by 

both the crowd and crew—the 50/50 response was 

once again in full effect. The Gimme Gimmes rocked 

their hometown crowd, and Fat Mike joined them on 

bass for the first three songs. 

Leaving that night, it felt like the last day of camp. 

No one was sure what to say or how to say it. The last 

two weeks definitely changed everyone. No matter 

what drama made things tense or how lackluster one 

particular show might have been, it didn’t matter—we 

had made it. The veterans of the first ISW tour milled 

around and said their goodbyes. I left knowing that I 

had a great time and that my scoop slam has come 

a long way in the last three weeks. ® 
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The German government's 
crackdown gives squatters 

one last option... 

boy Torrie from Berlin. He is 26 and grew up in East 

Germany. He was a punk before the Wall toppled—that 

was a very bad thing to be in the GDR. Torrie the teenage I 

deviant loved the Dead Kennedys. His sister, a radical artist, i 

slipped into the underground—the real underground—to I 

avoid state persecution before defecting to the West. 

When the East and West met—when Socialism died I 

and history reached its glorious conclusion in consumer i 
capitalism—Torrie was filled with disgust. “I hated the 

GDR, but I envisioned something better than the West 

or the Socialist Bloc. The first wall came down, the wall 

that split Berlin, then I hit the next wall. We were free I 

in western society—but at a certain point if you want¬ 

ed to be free you hit another wall. I was like ‘now the I 

whole world is shit. ” Then he found the squatters I 

movement and found a world he could live in. I 

Tonight that movement is in the cobblestone streets, i 





For squatters, Potsdam, a small city close 

to Berlin, reeks of defeat. In the last year, the 

authorities have gutted the once-flourishing 

squat scene. Some squats still remain—The 

Villa, The Archiv, Baumanns—but far more 

have been forcibly vacated. To add insult, many 

of the bricked-up, ex-squats.remain empty, 

unused, and rotting away on deserted streets. 

But this is a weekend for celebration. The 

annual Belvedere Open Air Fest is this weekend 

and punkers and autonomists converged from all 

points to party, see some bands, and kick it with 

friends. The gigs are at the Archiv, an L-shaped 

building with an outdoor stage and a courtyard 

big enough to accomodate about 700 fest-goers. 

Two weeks ago the polizei made a bad 

choice. They deployed a pathetically small force 

to shut down a squat party. Four cops ended 

up in the hospital, one with a cracked noggin; 

eight lumpen-types were charged with attempt¬ 

ed murder, and windows were smashed 

throughout the town. 

Friday night the cops do a repeat perfor¬ 

mance. They dispatch a puny force to the 

Archiv—where Oi Polloi and Poland’s Post 

Regiment were playing the first gig of the 

Festival—to hassle folks. So someone throws a 

molotov into one of their cruisers. The green 

and white car is toast. 

Saturday. Hundreds of tactical squad pigs 

from Berlin arrive, quashing the gathering, and 

turning Potsdam into a martial law zone. Plexi- 

helmeted coppers are everywhere, dispersing 

groups bigger than ten, posted eight deep at 

every intersection. 

As nightfall shifts the balance of power, 350 

punks and rabble rousers gather on a street full of 

eviscerated squats. We come knowing a riot is 

imminent, adrenalin pumped, the desire for retri¬ 

bution high. A squatter pries open the door of a 

vacant house as a legion of others crowd around. 

If the police want to shut down the Archiv, then 

squatters will take a new space. It is a provocation. 

The police are happy to be provoked. They 

issue an order to disperse. The autonomen and 

chaoten laugh and hoot. A platoon of cops form 

a human block, shields and truncheons at the 

ready. Torrie and I get separated. Squatters and 

sympathizers pull scarves over their faces. 

Somebody chucks a smokebomb over the police 

line. The batallion charges, thunk-thunk-thunk- 

ing their clubs against their fiberglass shields, as 

a hail of stones and bottles rain down on them. 

The mob stampedes, pelting the cops as we go. 

A few people yank twelve foot long planks 

out of a construction site and hurl them. A black 

masked dude lights a molli and turns and throws 

it at the advancing police. Some cops get knocked 

to the asphalt. The mob splinters, some get 

nabbed, others blend into back alleys. I get away. 

I hook up with a couple of 18-year old 

anarchos. “In Potsdam we are extreme mili¬ 

tants!” says one of the guys as he shatters the 

window of a BMW. We meander about town as 

they destroy luxury autos. We run into a posse 

of fellow autonomists. A green haired woman 

informs me of the group’s plans, “Now we are 

going take over the radio station and tell them 

why we fight the bullen [derogatory for cops]!” 

Torrie and I find each other. He and another 

bicycle equipped comrade are on on a mission to 

smash the windows of banks and big businesses. 

I slip back to Torrie’s squat in Berlin. 

Monday afternoon the radio news reports the 

eviction of another Potsdam squat and more 

street fighting. 

THE STONE AGE 
When organized squatting reached West 

Germany in the early ’80s, it impacted like a ton 

of bricks—a ton of bricks dropped on a city 

street and thrown at terrrified police officers, 

punkers took over abandoned buildings and cre¬ 

ated an alternative universe in which their com¬ 

munal dreams and anti-society ethos could 

flourish, spreading across the continent like a 

tribe of pirates washed ashore with utopian 

ideals. They ran illegal nightclubs, restaurants, 

bars, bookstores, movie theaters, and radio sta¬ 

tions. The squatters—who often called them¬ 

selves “autonomists”—demanded freedom “to 

create better lives for ourselves today,” as one 

Danish squatter put it. Squatting caught on 

quickly in Germany. The scene soon became the 

most energetic, innovative, and powerful squat 

scene in Europe. 

In Hamburg—Germany’s second largest 

city—a cult of total resistance sprang up around 

a string of eight squatted houses. The looming 

apartment houses on Hafenstrasse were occupied 

in 1981 by a crew of militant leftists willing to 

fight the city to the fiery end. Social movements 

historian George Katsiaficas, in his book The 

Subversion of Politics, describes Hafenstrasse: 

These eight houses on the harbor gradu¬ 

ally became the single most significant focal 

point of the struggle waged by autonomous 

movements in Europe. Repeated attempts by 

the city government and police to dislodge the 

squatters failed as the Hafenstrasse squatters 

mobilized thousands of sympathizers and 

hundreds of street fighters to protect their lib¬ 

erated space. They enacted elaborate defense 

plans and in the face of repeated police 

assaults; put together lightning-like retaliato¬ 

ry raids on city offices and corporate targets 

after assaults on squatted houses; dealt with 

severe internal problems; and walked a thin 

line betweeen the states programs of crimi¬ 

nalization and legalization. 

After a string of 10-15,000 person solidarity 

marches—featuring the presence of thousands of 

black clad, helmet wearing militants—the battle 

for Hafenstrasse reached its climax on November 

13, 1987. The city had vowed to evict the intran¬ 

sigent rebels who openly declared their solidarity 

with Germany’s most notorious leftwing terror¬ 

ists—the Red Army Faction. Rallying the troops 

with a pirate radio transmitter, the Hafenstrasse 

squatters barricaded their street with burning, 

overturned cars and beat 4,000 police into sub¬ 

mission, forcing the city to relent. Later, the 

mayor of Hamburg would resign from office at 

the prospect of renewed conflict with the 

Hafenstrasse contingent. 

Today, the eight houses still stand. 

When I visited the squats of Germany in 

the early ’90s I found a subsociety with values 

contrary to America’s ultra-atomized, dog eat 

dog culture. It energized me—it seemed like the 

scene was unstoppable. 

However, recently I returned to Germany 

to find the scene dying. 

German premier Helmut Kohl has 

declared that he will “never give extremists—on 

the right or left—a chance again,” a statement 

aimed in large part at ultra-left factions in the 

squat scene. The German authorities are pursu¬ 

ing a carrot and stick policy with the squatters: 

some houses are offered legal status while all 

others are emptied with extreme force. Today, 

the movement—which seized over 300 buildings 

in Berlin alone, caused the collapse of several 

city governments, and once egged Kohl in front 

of 100,000 people—looks doomed. 

FROM ASHES TO ASHES 
When the Berlin wall fell and the resulting 

reunification of Germany, the squat scene grew 

stronger, capitalizing off confusion. Who owned 

abandoned east German properties? Before the 

fall, the GDR owned every single building. Now 

scores of those structures sit vacant and no one 

knows who the fuck owns them. 
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Would-be squatters like Torrie and his 

cohorts were excited by the possiblities and 

took over vast tracts of urban detritus. When 

droves of former East German citizens fled the 

districts of Mitte, Prenzlauerberg, and 

Friedrichshain, youth rabble moved in and 

repopulated the neighborhoods. They took 

over at least 165 apartment houses. Travellers 

moved en mass onto the No Mans Land where 

the Wall had been, living in buses and vans, 

wood paneled wagons and tents. In the early 

’90s, Berliners were proud to proclaim their 

city the “squatters’ capital of Europe.” 

Squatters reclaimed streets full of drab, 

prison-like five and six-story apartment build¬ 

ings. Torrie moved onto Mainzerstrasse, one of 

several streets that were almost entirely squat¬ 

ted. The squats, painted from top to bottom 

with murals and slogans gave one the surreal 

sense of stepping into a parallel dimension. 

The squatters, hailing from around the world, 

created a vast network of counter institutions, 

demonstrated against nuclear power, the 

Olympics, and the wave of nationalism engulf¬ 

ing the reunified Fatherland. 

The audacity of the big takeover in Berlin 

inspired housing liberators throughout the 

nation. Empty and forlorn streets in Eastern 

cities like Potsdam, Liepzig, and Dresden were 

revitalized by an army of young people with 

colored hair and grimy clothes. Squatters gave 

the sacrifice zones of Western cities the Lazarus 

treatment as well. 

During the early ’90s, Berlin’s squatters 

occasionally broke out the underground to 

become antichrists of the international press. 

In November of 1990, Torrie and his friends 

in the seven squatted houses on Mainzerstrasse 

made the dailies worldwide. They were at war. 

After nearby squats were cleared out by 

police, Mainzerstrasse residents felt they were 

next. “The police came directly to our street 

and that is why a quite a lot of us started mak¬ 

ing barricades on Frankfurter Allee [a major 

four-lane thoroughfare] near Mainzer,” recounts 

Torrie. Somebody stole a backhoe and dug 

trenches in the street, piling the dirt and paving 

stones into crude walls. Cars, trucks, dumpsters, 

metal shipping containers—seven feet tall and 

fifteen feet long—and anything else available, 

were thrown into the fortifications. 

When the Man’s forces arrived—thou¬ 

sands deep, armed with tanks, armored water 

cannons, helicopters, and about a million 

rounds of teargas—the 700 or so 

Mainzerstrasse defenders were ready. The doors 

were reinforced with metal plates, the low level 

windows covered, ammo stockpiled at the 

upper windows. “We had helmets on our 

heads, leather jackets, big shoes, newspaper 

under jackets and trousers so it wasn’t so hard 

if they beat you. Our faces were covered,” 

recalls the 26-year old veteran. “We always had 

water bottles so if we were gassed we could 

clean it out of our eyes.” 

The vastly outnumbered socialists, anar¬ 

chists, and autonomists hurled an endless bar¬ 

rage of mollis, stones, and bricks at the 

advancing forces, occasionally knocking one 

out, or setting him or her ablaze. 

One fighter recalled a haunting visual: 

“We saw three people running, our people. 

But the door was closed and there was no 

chance to open it anymore. The police were 

after the people. The police attacked and beat 

the squatters, they were lying on the ground 

and they beat them. One person was lying there 

and the police kicked dirt on him. I thought he 

was dead, lying there not moving, the earth on 

top of him like in a cemetary. Then he moved a 

little. The paramedics arrived to take him away. 

There was nothing we could do.” 

The police water cannons mitigated the 

power of the molli and the police won. The 

conflict lasted three days from the creation of 

the barricades to the death of the 

Mainzerstrasse. According to Katsiaficas, 417 

squatters were arrested, 130 cops clobbered, 

one armored mobile water cannon incinerated, 

fifteen riot vans torched. The aftershocks and 

unrest didn’t end for weeks. The ruling coali¬ 

tion in city government folded. 

In the wake of Mainzerstrasse, the city 

moved to legalize dozens of buildings. In the 

neighborhood of Prenzlauerberg for instance, 

64 of the 74 liberated apartment complexes 

signed rental agreements with the city. Some of 

the agreements were cool, guaranteeing cheap 

rent at locked-in rates, respect for collective 

decision-making, even a blind eye to unlicensed 

restaurants and speakeasies. Others sucked, 

turning the squatters into kissers of bureaucrat¬ 

ic butt—and of course it felt weird for outlaws 

to work hand-in-hand with government. 

The desire to live collectively, to resist 

cooperation with the city, to elude rent, all 

reflect the revolutionary core of the squatters’ 

vision. It wasn’t just about housing: choosing 

friends as family, opting out of involvement 

with the power structure, doing better things 

than working a shit job to pay rent. It was 

about creating a third path between iron-fisted 

communist rule and Darwinesque capitalism. 

Today in Berlin, scores of ex-squats 

remain, like “Kopi” with its 60-odd residents, 

communal meals, and concerts with bands 

from Avail to Aus Rotten; #7 Brunnenstrasse, a 

massive, four house complex with a cinema 

Empty and forlorn streets in Eastern cities 
like Potsdam, Liepzig, and Dresden were 
revitalized by an army of young people with 
colored hair and grimy clothes. 
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and cafe; #19 Kreutzigerstrasse, where the 

restaurant serves cheap breakfast grub until 

5PM. But of the 165 houses seized in 1990, 

only three remain illegal and rent-free. Police 

are quick to use teargas and nightsticks to end 

new attempts at squatting. 

With legalization often comes cooptation. 

Vera, a crop-topped twentysomething, knows 

about this. She lives in a wagon on a squatted lot 

next to an ex-squat. The denizens of the legal¬ 

ized squat next door are bummed on Vera and 

the other wagon dwelling lot squatters. “They 

are afraid of trouble with the police because we 

are squatting here,” says Vera of her neighbors. 

When houses become legal “it can change 

the feeling ’cause some people go to work and 

have money while others don’t,” says Vera. 

“Many people I know living in former squats 

go to work everyday and come home 

everynight and drink their beer. They can no 

longer imagine another way.” 

STEFFI’S LAST STAND 
Karlsruhe, Germany. August, 30, 1997— 

Seven years ago, a small crew moved into an 

abanboned denture factory on Stephanienstrasse 

and started building. The C-shaped, three story 

structure had been vacant for years. The squat¬ 

ters have built a cafe seating 100, a bar and con¬ 

cert hall, metal and wood workshops, and five 

kitchens. Today the “Steffi” is home to 55 peo¬ 

ple, including three or four kids, and a refugee 

family. The Protestant church, which owns the 

building, wants it back. 

The mayor has intervened, hoping to avoid 

a bloody confrontation. The city council is offer¬ 

ing the squatters a 41-room complex at a reason¬ 

able rent. Negotiations are incessant, grinding on 

for hours each day. This is the carrot tack. 

But the squatters have mixed feelings. 

“It’s not big enough for all the people in our 

living group,” says Mark, a clean cut L.A. boy 

living in the Steffi, “^e don’t want to be like 

the American Indians, pushed onto smaller 

and smaller pieces of land.” He concedes, how¬ 

ever, “in this era, we’re lucky to have the city 

negotiating at all.” 

Mark moved to Germany for the sense of 

community. “The reason we still have a radical 

left here is ’cause we live together, we eat 

together. I never found that sense of family in 

the States.” After years of sharing an abode 

with 50-60 other people, Mark is still enthusi¬ 

astic about collective living. “If things don’t 

work out here,” he says, pausing somberly for 

a moment before continuing, “We—a bunch 

of us living here—will start a new project. ” 

The love is obvious during the four days I 

stay in the guest quarters. Things are hella 

stressful: house meetings run for hours each 

night, police cars circle the building constantly, 

and of course all the residents are on the verge 

of homelessness. Yet people are generally cor¬ 

dial to one another. The Steffi-ites spend a lot 

of time grinning and joking. 

The standoff has garnered headlines 

nationally and dominated the TV news locally. 

Camera crews have toured the Steffi, noting 

barricaded doors and windows, stockpiled bot¬ 

tles and bricks. Steffi-ites have called a nation¬ 

wide demo for noon today. They’re hoping for 

a turn out of a thousand. A few years ago they 

could have expected three or four thousand, 

but these are hard times for the movement. 

I’ve made the six hour drive to Hamburg 

with a pair of Hafenstrasse activists. “I don’t 

know if this is gonna be a demo or a demo," 

says Martin, one of the Hafenstrasse guys. The 

latter signifies a no-holds-barred police vs. 

squatters grudge match. Martin know about 

those—he got arrested a couple months ago 

kicking a cop’s ass at the annual May Day 

melee in Berlin. 

About 800 punkers, squatters, and sym¬ 

pathizers show up for the rally in this conserv¬ 

ative southern city. We march through the 

downtown. A band blasting perfect renditions 

of punk classics—London’s Burning, Police 

Truck, White Riot—follows us on a flatbed 

truck. I look towards the clouds, following the 

skyward gaze of the rest of the mass. A figure 

in classic autonome uniform—all black cloth¬ 

ing with a black ski mask—stands on a four- 

story bank building furiously waving a sable 

flag. Our fists go up, hoots and hollers go out 

from the crowd. We march on. 

The organizers have decided to put on a 

semi-acceptable face as long as a deal with the 

city is pending. No one is arrested. No one 

rushes the pigs. The procession ceases quietly. 

We return to the Steffi to learn that city- 

squatter negotiations are stalled. I prepare to 

leave Karlsruhe—I don’t want to—but I have 

to be in another city tomorrow. As I pack my 

bag, about 100 or so diehards are busy fortify¬ 

ing the structure even further: welding metal 

bars over every window, buying gas masks, 

mixing cement for multi-ton barricades, devis¬ 

ing a defense plan. 

As I step into my friend’s car, the Steffi-ites 

are divided over what to do. It’s a division that 

is echoed all over Germany, as the government 

increases its crackdown on squatting: some want 

to take the city’s deal, take the 41-room house. 

And some are talking about molotovs. ® 

“Many people I know living in former squats 
go to work everyday and come home 
everynight and drink their beer. They can no 
longer imagine another way.” 
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SUGAR SHACK 
“FIVE WEEKS AHEAD OF MY 

TIME” LP/CO 
twisted texas punk rockat its 
best! ES1238$8.00 LP/$1200 CD Sixteen potent blasts of unfflteiM 

WSSBSBBp 

SUPERCHARGER 
“SUPERCHARGER” LP/CD 

Lo-Fi (im)perfection from “Amer¬ 
ica’s worst Rock W Roll band ever!” 
ES1240 $8.00 LP/$12 00 CD 

black jack 

also out now: 
THE UNTAMED YOUTH 
“Planet Mace” LP/CO 
ES1231 $800 LP/ $1200 CD 

MAO 3 “Napalm In 
The Motning” 10 EP 
ES114 $8.00 10” vinyl-only 

THE CROWN ROYALS 
“All Night Burner” LP/CO 
ES1236 $a00 LP/ $12.00 CO 

THE INSOMNIACS 
"Out Of It” LP/CO 

ES1233 $8.00 LP/ $12 00 CD 

THE FELLS 
“The Fells” LP/CO 
ES1237 $8.00 LP/ $12.00 CD 

MADAME X 
“Madame X” 10”/CO 
ES115 $8.00 10”/ $84)0 CD 

THE SPLASH 4 madamex 
“IfIPIfQ IM ctvi cm i “Madame X” 10” KICKS IN STYLE LP/CD estb ssdo w $sj 

Twelve slash and burn anthems THE rummies 

from these Parisian punkers! voisnni & ups 

ES1235 $8.00 LP/$12.00 CD ! 
ES1240 $8.00 LP/$12.00 CD ES1241W-0U ir°m these Parisian punkers! Vo™T* z lpS 

ES1235 $8.00 LP/$12.00 CD ESM016 $M0 Volt LP 

a Sssffi 4 |r^ 

imwm po Box 2125 Bellingham, WA. 98227-2125 U.S.A. ^60)647-1187 
wa also carry loads of non-Sstrus crap, . .WRITS FOR A FREE CATAEOG! 

▼ http://www.93tru3.com 



Wheat the CANDY ASS Quilting Group has made in 1997... 

FreeTo Fight Seven Inch #1 
Sleater-Kinney “Big Big 

Lights” and Cypher in the 
Snow “Blame the Victim” 

CDS $10 IPS $8 

F2F 7”S $4 7”S$3 
Double IP $10 

Tshlrts $10 (CA logo) 

Hooded Sweatshirts $25 

stickers+buttons $1 OR 

free with orders over $16 

checks to Candyass 

OS funds only please! 

add some $ for 

overseas! 

LP/CD 

The Lookers “In Clover” 

Ouarian Trolley 
“Ciao Meow” LP/CD 

in 1998: 

The Christa/ Methodists "Ritual Satanic Abuse" 
The Electricians fthe new Team Dresch OS) 
More FreeTo Fight 7"’s and Introducing 
Emilia Smokebomb's Sensual Videos 

PO Box 881782 
San Francisco, CA 94188 

CANDY-ASS 

SHI EATS IT UP 

RECORDS 

We’ve got these: Mercurochrome 7 ”, Hazel “Airiana” EP/CD, Heavy Johnson “Put Your 

Weight On It” LP/CD, Cypher in the Snow “Blow Away The Glitter Diamonds Stolen From 

the Crown” CD, The Vegas Beat “S/T” LP/CD, Hazel/Ovarian Trolley Split 7” stamp for catalog! 

CD $10/ 7" $3.25 
T-Shirts 
$10 short sleeve $13 long sleeve 

Sweat Shirts 
$16 no hood $22 hood 

CD 206-003/Ferd Mert: 
All This And Morons 

CD 206-005/206 Records: 
The Unpunk Album 

CD 206-001 /White Trash Debutantes: 
It's Raw But You Live For It 

CD 206-006/PUNK ROCK Volume 1 

White Trash Debutante 

PUNK ROCK 
His Throw Down*, Th« 
Veteran Flashbax, Wavepool, 
Rhythm Collision, Ford Mon. 
Junior, Carter Poaco 
Mission, 4 Knuckle Sam, 
Simon Stinger. Pulley, 
Manner Farm, Stinkaholic. 
While Trash Debutantes, 
BitchsJap, Chuck, Brainsick, 
rripwire. Willis 

THE 
UNPUNK 

ALBUM 
and MORONS 

CD 206-007/Stinkaholic: 
Melee 

CD 206-008/Manner Farm: 
Oppression & Compassion 

r 206 002/Ferd Mert: 
I Don’t Know 

7" 206-004/White Trash Debutantes: 
My Guy’s Name Is Rudolf 

Punt f 01 i , 
the whole family 

Distributed By Cargo, Dutch East, Rotz, Smash, Morphius Record Group, Nail, Choke, Sounds of California, Ivey & Get Hip 

WA residents add 8.6% sales tax, 
Canadian orders add 10% & 
European orders add 20% for 
postage. US Funds only!! 

In some cases we may have 
a delay in stock so if you have 
alternative choices please 
list them. 

Ask your local 
record store to 
carry our music 

8314 Greenwood Ave. N., Suite 102 • Seattle, WA 98103 • (206) 781-0553 • fax (206) 781-0500 • twoosix@aol.com • http://www.gusta.com/206/ 



Rejected Records 

-NteV/-- 
REJ10-STRIKNIEM DC CD 
REJ11-COMP CD 34 bands 
REJ^2-steekY3STOMACH cdff 

REJ13-LEATHERFACE cherry 
knowle LP -only 

on the way more leather 
face and nosie pollution 

OCO 
monkhouse/striknien cd 
bambi 7inch 
all day/stomach 7inch 
monkhouse cd 76 mins 
bambi mini cd 

spithead/jackbeast 7inch 
steeky/cheapskate J7inch 

7inch $4 CD $10 lps try 
DISTRO BY BOTTLENEKK USA 
AND ACTIVE URcomp cd S5 

bandwagon records CHANCES ARE 
& INSIST 

•pllt 7" 

onca again these guys 
decide to join forces to 

s conquar tha world with 
• this naw 7" "together 

again". $3 

box 44533 
tucsoc, as. 

857334338 
Jason's cat died 

7/,/* 

yellow brick road kill 

i 

IMIMMI. 

seven inches $3ppd< 

FURY 66 
& CHANCES ARE 

split "7»" 

2 of cantral California* 
bast punk rock bands, 
catch thaa on thair way 
up. S3 

CHANCES ARE 
"perfact" 7" 

4 songs from a malodic 
hard cora band out of 
tha montaray county in 
California. $3 

W^SELL DIRECT SO STORES, 
RADIO, ZINES, AND DISTROS 
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH. 

8 1 8 - 3 7 7 - 4 0 1 5 

HUMBLE MERCHANDISE 
PO BOX U / KING CITY, CA.. #3*30 

$1 SHIPPING FEE FOR FIRST ITEM, 50« PER ADDITIONAL 
MAKE CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS OR WELL HIDDEN CASH OUT 
TO RORY ROGERS SEND TO HUMBLE MERCHANDISE / PO BOX 

U / KING CITY CA. 93930. 

7", coalesce "a safe place” 7”, cycle 
in january .coalesce “zerozerotwo" 7"/cd 

THE FIRST NEW RELEASE IN 
TWO YEARS FROM CANADAS 
BEST HARDCORE BAND. 

AVAILABLE ON 1 O" & CD FORMATS 



TRouBLem>»n 
OUT noutUnLlmiTeD 

Hy1L A- SHED>JD 

R6D monHev i" 

se>1 TIGER 12"/CD 

HylRP/RVE 12/CD 
-CD mCLUDES SPLIT 12" Ulye Hy,np 
RylDIO SHOW ylOD RVES rrst 

DEBUT LP 

/CD 

Ste/$11 USvi/uJORin 

Lvnc RemEmBERinG 

12" 

*3/$5 LP $-1/359' 

THE FIREBALLS 

15 WLLOtu ST. 
s^vonne nu 01002 

TRouBLemyin@ 
Ey1RTHUfTH.neT 

STyimP OR . 
6—fTlyllL FOR C>1T 

spacecase-high noon cd 5 
catchy north bay pop punk ala PINHEAD 

jKJGUNPOWFER or maybe FIFTEEN, featuring 
members of THE INVALIDS. 

tie blOCkhoadS-tall,skinny 6 Inneljf cdep 
rockin’, unique power pop. think SMOKING 

<MjP0PES, WEEZER or THE PARASITES, featuri 
employe^of THE DONUT HUT. ©it shoulda been a record ed comp 
16 p/p bands, including THE REHABS, M 
MORAL CRUX,CAMPFIRE GRRLS,CONN|p 
DUNGS,THE INVALIDS & THE BLOCKHEADS. 

GRDUnD ROIlnD-lakeport 7 in. 
best 45 outta' norcal 
since “ll/’amazing 
power-emoish-pop. 

Park Deli Distro 
1520 briarfield pi. santa resa ca, 95404 
cd/8 cdep/5 comp/4 7in/2 
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Cyclone Records is proud to 
announce the release of the 
newest CD by Americas premier 
Oi!/Punk band, THE BRUISERS 
“Molotov” includes 5 Punk 
anthems and we feel its their 
strongest release ever. Sounds 
reminiscent of their earlier 
material. Pure Punk straight off 
the streets! 

Also Available: DROPKICK MURPHYS “Boys On Tte§Docks” 6 Song CD $8.00 

Check your local record store or send us $8.00 (PPD in USA) for the Bruisers CD. Ask for our FREE catalog 
full of Punk, Oil, & Flardcore from all your favorite bands. Stores call (603) 424-6620 FAX 424-8289 We deal 

direct and carry tons of other Punk. Oil. & Plard Core labels. VISIT OUR WEB SITE: 
http://cyclonerecords.simplenet.com/ Cyclone Records 24 Pheasant Run Merrimack. NH 03054 USA 



By George Higa 

neon light I looked over at her, 
sleeping still enough, covered by 
a sheet so thin the outline of 
her body seemed to fall through 
it. Somehow she seemed dis¬ 
tant when I looked at her and I 
could not touch her, as if a void 
had suddenly awaken between 
us. 

“Do you want to see 
them?” I remember asking her 
once during our first time 
together. 

“See who?” 
“The other side,” I said. 

“The wife and kids.” 

She looked up at me with 
something like hurt in her eyes. 
I didn’t say anything. 

“No,” she said. “No, I don’t 
want to.” 

I wouldn’t mind thinking 
that at the time I was acting out 
of misplaced friendliness or 
naivete. After all, isn’t that what 
married couples do—show off 
their families to others? Even to 
the ones they are having an 
affair with? It wasn’t that at all. 

a Instead, it was just a matter of 
cruelty. It was the only way to 

[ be honest for me. I only wanted 
1 YjC t0 rerT|ind her of where she 

stood, that’s all. 

The room was hot and suf- 
- focating. The air conditioning 

was broken and the face on the 
thermostat was smashed in. I 
don’t remember doing anything 
to it. 

I grabbed a towel from the 
rack and took a long shower. 
The water felt good as it 
coursed its way down my body, 

It was the sound of anony- me cle"n°f evAe« 
mous footsteps and laughter ** T 

outside of the motel room that L? '""“T* 
woke me during the night. They ,. ..un^om ort' 

, , . j . .r able distance. My mind returned 
were loud and drunken, as if . rviw A , . y . , x MCU 

. . u ^ u t0 my wife, Ashley, back at the people who owned them h 
, . fJ. .. *, * . . home and to the ast morning 
hadn’t a care in the world. I got va/q . . .. . _ ° 

^ . we spent together before eft, 
up out of bed, alert and suspi- . l rtM. , .. , * , ’ 

, , , . . .. and I quietly felt safe and oved 
cious, and looked out the win- a u ,UVJU 

i * + water fell down around 
dow, but saw only a reflection of^ 
myself thrown up against the # # # 
glass. There was nobody out , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

“l nrbbod the -aw side of m»a" u"“s> wak- 

jaw and thought twice about « "» 
J , . , , . ... balcony outside of our bedroom 
what happened tonight. After ... /_. 

. , x . . while the morning was sti dark 
some time, I returned to my . . . . . s 

,.. . . ... . > .and looked out over the city, 
side of the bed with my back to . . .... y; 
., , . . ~ past the other bui dings and the 
Melanie and ran my bony fin- . .. ^ ^ . . * a u u,c 

. . . . . . nver to the sun rising slowly, 
gers through my hair, which wa£ . ... 5 . . y 

^ .*u \ . lu —i leaning on the railing, I began 
pasty with sweat. In the cool & 5 



to cry quietly to myself. I wiped towards the door. The room was 
the few tears from my cheek still dark, and I could hear the 
and felt the cool morning breeze qUjVers in her breathing, as if 
brush up against my chest she were going to cry. I could 
through the unbuttoned shirt feej her itching to touch me, on 
that hung loosely off of my my back, anywhere, only some- 
shoulders. I stood there like where where she could feel me 
that, eyes glazed, and watched ancj know j was reaj j g0t up 

a wall of orange light rise up and walked to the window, 
over the horizon. Street lights pushing aside the heavy curtain, 
were clicking off and the occa- ancj stared out into the fading 
sional car became another and njght. “No,” I said after a time, 
another. But for all the noise of jhe room remained silent, 
the world waking, it was her I stood there for awhile, 
voice that broke the silence of ancj as hard as I tried, I couldn’t 

my withdrawal. see my reflection in the glass, 
“It’s beautiful, isn’t it?” even though I knew I was star- 

Ashley asked as she wrapped jng 0ut, jnt0 mySelf. And there 
her arms around my stomach, was nothjng there. ® 
her chin resting on my shoul¬ 

ders. 
It was, I wanted to say—it 

was. But I whispered, “Yes. It 
is.” Then I kissed her hand as I 
held it just tight enough to know 
that she was still there, yet 
loose enough so that if she 
were to leave me, I wouldn’t 

have held too firmly. 
“It’s so beautiful.” 

“Yes.” 
I could feel her shaking 

behind me, as if she were crying 

for something. 
• • • 

I turned off the water and 
dried myself off, trying to find 
some clothes to put on. The 
shower must have woke 
Melanie as she was now up, 
leaning her head against the 
head board, smoking her ciga¬ 
rettes. She looked up at me 
through a veil of smoke and 
made a half-smile. 

“What’s wrong?” she 

asked. 
“Nothing.” 
“Come here.” 
“No.” There was a long 

pause. "It’s so damn hot in 

here.” 
She lit another cigarette 

and quickly exhaled a short 
drag. Her hands were shaking. 
“I love you,” she said, finally. I 
didn’t say anything in reply. 

Half past four in the morn¬ 
ing I got up to leave, at which / 
point Melanie whispered, "Call 

me.” 
I said, "Yeah.” 

“No, really.” 
“I will,” I said to shut her 

up. I wasn’t looking at her, but 
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ot spiritual 

emo*yioletice. 
“Bum It Down are poised to take the hardcore scene 
by storm with their aggressive yet uplifting assault. 
With ex members of Ice Nine, their style is a cross 

between Kiss It Goodbye and 108.” - State Fanzine. 

S A.S.R FOR CATALOG 

HARDCORE _ HIP HOP 
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PUNK vnr / SKA 

7”s $3.50ppd/CD’s $8ppd Distribution by: Choke, Cargo, Very, Lumberjack, Revelation 

QDPEOSOKl© RECORDS POBOX 490 LAGUNA BEACH,CA 92652 

OPIUM TAYLOR 
"fade machine fade magazine" Ip/cd 
Thirteen new songs falling in the musical trajectories 
of Lungfish or Pere Ubu! Impossible to classify. 
Also: Traluma "Klondike Revolution" 7" 
Later Ethel Meserve 7" Traluma LP/CD 

also available 

Broken Hearts Are Blue 
The Truth About Love LP/CD 
The debut from this quartet 
featuring former members of 
Current and Ordanation of 
Aaron. 

Christie Front Drive 
LP/CD 
The swansong from CFD. 
They graced us with another 
record before moving on. 
Lucky, lucky us. 

Prices: US/Can/World 
LPs $7/8/9 
CDs $10/11/12 
7"s $3/4/5 

Distributed by: Lumberjack, 
Revolver, Cargo, Carrot Top, Choke, 
No Idea and others. 

Send a stamp for full catalog 

CAULFIELD 
pob 84323 lincoln ne 68501 

http://www. acton, com/bernie 



One Percent Records 
call '({mwm ses 

hltp://www.visi.con^oneprnct/splash.html 
Lanyard, “realms” 

1 %.o4 1 song 7inch 
“That’s right, onel 
song - two move-1 
ments. Catchy jazz 
laden post hardcorel 
that will amaze and I 
mesmerize you” mesmerize you_ 

KILLsaDIE "traitor 
10/o.03 4 song 7inch 

Top Ten * * 
"disco r- 
dent hard¬ 
core that 
rocks in a 
raw, 
cunkroc k 

a y .  m R R 

1%.02 STIF.NT FALL 
8 SONG CD 
“CHUNKY TITANIC 
CORE... WITH AAELOD 
ICALLY SUNG VOCALS 
-- PUNK PLANET 

l0/o.01 M.I.J. "300 

miles" 4 song 7 inch 
"absolutely phenomenal" 

-- Punk Planet 

M.I.J. 

up next: Angels in the Architecture 7" 
ex - Ounce of Kind 

7in s S3.5 US/S5 world ppd. Color vinyl 

for mail order (tell me where you saw 

this). CD S7US/10 world ppd. Order all 

4 for Sl5US/20World ppd. Vinyl sticker 

pack S3 for a bunch (1%, SF and KS). 

T-shirts S8 (KS and 1%). Bands, 

Stores, Distros, KIDS! get in touch! 

One Percent Records 
po box 141048 mpls., mn 55414 

"oneprcnt@visi.com" 

PUNK PLANET SAYS: “THIS RULES...SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 

PUNK AND A ROCK PLACE. GOOD GOOD GOOD.” 

PICK UP MUCHACHA’S ROCKIN’ SELF TITLED DEBUT CD AT YOUR 
FAVORITE RECORD STORE OR SEND 10 BUCKS TO: 
SLIPDISC RECORDS 101 W. GRAND 6TH FLOOR CHICAGO, IL 60610 
phone 312.755.1300 e-mail slipdisc@mindmelt.com 

BREAK 
EVEN 

POINT 1 

Up Next: 
3 STEPS UP new 10" 
BIG HOUSE BURNING CD 

Still Hot: 
CRISIS UNDER CONTROL LP. 2 LINE FILLER 
CD. BACKLASH LP. DOWN BY LAW 77CDS 
SCHLEPROCK 7”. SUNSPRING LP. RHYTHM 
COLLISION 7", NAKED ANGELS LP 
DEEPW'ATER LP. ENDPOINT 7". LAZY SUSAN 
7", EQUALITY 7", DESTITUTES 
77GROUNDWORK 7",LIFETIME MLP.GRlN 7" 
SLAP OF REALITY 7" 

c-mail: headsnringftirhotinail.com 

What's new : 

HIGH CIRCLE 
MEGASTORE 

ALDERKNOT 
ATLAS SHRUGGED 

“Sell out 85-90” CD 

debut full lenght CD 

“Bam overload” MLP 

CD 

Via Vallebona 28 00168 ROME. ITALY Fax : ++ 39 6 44700254 



There is a certain amount of mysticism attached to the act of 

writing a novel. Society tells us that authors are shamans, capable 

of channelling voices and stories. Authors exist In a plane above 

the rank and file, or so we’re taught, a plane that you can’t possi¬ 

bly attain. It’s all bullshit. 

Writing a novel—much like making a record, a painting, or 

some toast—is a process. A process which has as much slog as 

sublimity, as much mundanity as marvellousness. Having just fin¬ 

ished my first novel, Flyboy Action Figure Comes With Gasmask, 

it’s a process that I know intimately. And it’s a process that l want 

to pass on to you. There is more than one way to write a novel, 

this is mine. 

FIGHTING THE VOICES IN YOUR HEAD 

The trick to novel writing is maintaining faith in yourself as a 

writer and of the importance of what you are doing. You have a 

lifetime of conditioning to fight. Conditioning that will keep telling 

you that you are wasting your time putting hundreds of hours into 

something you may never get paid for. Conditioning that will snidely 

remind you of all the novels uncompleted, and all the completed 

novels unpublished, and all the published novels unsuccessful. 

Conditioning that will tell you that the very stuff of your being is 

unworthy; your soul too thin and your brain too thick. The voices 

whispering in your ears are not yours—they're the echoes of the 

status quo, ground in by endless repetition. You can fight them 

with a good argument or you can get a partial lobotomy. 

THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE SCALPEL 

Look, punk, you need to write that book. The one you’ve been 

dreaming, thinking, talking about for the last couple years. It's 

hard—fucking hard—but that’s part of the reason why you should 

do it. There’s a certain type of person who writes novels fairly easi¬ 

ly, and he’s generally male, arrogant, school-coddled and privi¬ 

leged. The stories he tells will all have similar life experiences 

underpinning them. Some will be great, some will be awful, but 

that’s not the point—they’re drawing from the same well. 

As society is little more than a consensus about the relative 

importance of common myths, the absence of new stories makes for 

a monotonous and confining culture. So those people who have the 

hardest time writing—because their experiences are undervalued and 

their self-confidence often low—consequently have the most new 

material to add to the Tapestry O' Tales. Writing a book is a political 

act, and because it’s entertainment, it’s a subversive one. If it’s suc¬ 

cessful, a novel’s potential to cause individual change is several 

magnitudes higher than selling Socialist Worker on the streetcorner. 

Ed Abbey’s The Monkeywrench Gang spawned Earth First!, so don’t 

underestimate the power of a good story to imagine itself into reality. 

_TnL 
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How To Write A Novel 
By Jim Munroe 

I DID IT MY WAY 

First off, I had written two self-published 80 page novellas 

before I attempted my first full-length novel. This was useful to 

prove to myselfthat I could complete a longer story. Writing the 

shorter pieces also helped me learn things like how to pace the 

action. Starting small allowed me to build up faith in myself and 

made the time commitment managable. (1) 

I decided I wanted to write a full length novel. I didn’t have a 

story in mind, but that didn’t bother me. I had enough faith in my 

writing to believe that the story would come, if given the time & 

environment to do so. 

I figured out how much money I needed to live comfortably for a 

month, and I knew about how much time I needed to write 100,000 

words (a 250 page paperback), so I did the calculations from there. It 

amounted to about $4000 US. (2) 1 saved that much up, quit my job, 

and got down to my real work—novel writing. 

My food, rent, and a modest entertainment allowance taken 

care of, l lived a life of leisure... For about a week. 

Then I started to structure my life—it was difficult to adjust to 

having twice as much free time (16 hours instead of 8) but I knew 

that the best way to fight apathy and boredom was to create a 

loose, freeform structure. 

The first month I decided to write whenever the mood struck 

me. I found I did a lot of journal writing, but stayed away from fic¬ 

tion because it felt a little like work (oh, the strange ways your mind 

functions). At the end of the month I assessed my situation—it was 

a very pleasant month socially and emotionally, but I wasn’t satis¬ 

fied with my amount of writing. 

The second month I gave myself a strict schedule. I would 

write between the hours of 1-5, Monday through Friday. However, I 

often skipped it, rebelling against my own chafing harness. At the 

end of the month, I had endured quite a bit of stress and guilt with 

no more output than I had garnered the previous month. 

I entered month three slightly nervous but with a constant faith in 

my writing ability (not to be confused with my faith in my writing talent). 

I knew I was able to complete stories, and 1 knew from school that I 

could produce writing on a regular basis—if I could schedule time for 

an essay every week, 1 could do the same for my novel. My third experi¬ 

ment was to complete 5000 words, or a chapter, per week. That was a 

reasonable four hours work for five sessions. 

This method was a smashing success! I usually wrote M-F but 

sometimes I would have fun stuff to do during the week, so I would 

work on the weekends instead. Sometimes l would finish early, and 

take the rest of the week off. In fact, I found that it wasn’t too much 

extra work to write 1250 words a day instead of 1000, so I ended 

up doing a chapter in four sessions. 

Don’t go thinking that it was nearly as coldly scientific as it 
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sounds. 1 was walking around in a pie-eyed fugue far more often 

than I was calculating hours. But structure is helpful for a number 

of reasons. It validatesyour art as a semi-job—because even if 

you're not getting paid, at least you have an occupation. This can 

counter your own (and other’s) accusations of laziness. Also, if you 

can see a body of work building up and can even predict when it 

will be done, it does wonders for your confidence. 

As for me, it took me 21 weeks to write the 20 chapters of my 

novel. When I missed a week, I didn’t beat myself up about it, nor 

did it start a precedent of missed weeks. 

About a quarter of the way in, I gave the first draft to my friend 

Marieke with the request for her to set phasers on stun. I didn’t 

want a brutal critique at that point—I didn’t want to have to fight 

her doubts as well as my own as I wrote the next three quarters of 

the book. Marieke, however, is very sympathetic to my writing, and 

she was able to tell me what was wrong in a way that made me 

feel that it was recoverable. Her enthusiasm for the good things 

(many confirming my own feelings) burned away a lot of my wor¬ 

ries. If you have someone similarly skilled and sympathetic, you 

might consider this early feedback gathering—but keep in mind 

how ego damaging it can be if you choose the wrong person. 

After finishing it and editing it once by myself, I made copies 

of my manuscript (don’t be stingy—it’ll cost money, but it’s worth 

it) and gave them to an elite cadre of canny editors, incisive read¬ 

ers, and literary sparks who had given me good feedback in the 

past. There were twelve—another benefit of publishing smaller 

books is that I had met many skilled critiquers. In a cover letter, I 

asked them to be as vicious and comprehensive as possible, and 

gave them a month. A month later, all twelve of them returned 

them completely marked up. 

When I sat down to do the biggest editing job of my life 

I had twelve voices in my room. I went through them page by page, 

comparing their suggestions and reactions and making the adjust¬ 

ments that I felt were improvements. When I was done, I had the 

confidence I needed to send my novel out to cold-eyed strangers. 

AN INFINITY OF CHOICES 

So much for the how, here’s the what. I wrote several begin¬ 

nings, all for very different novels. Looking at them, I asked some 

questions: Which of these will provide the most opportunities for 

writing about things I want to write about? What do you want to 

write about? If you really want to write about riot grrrls, don’t set 

your novel in the 18th century and say you’ll write about it next 

time. The subjects you’re most excited about now will have a bet¬ 

ter chance of of exciting the reader. 

I also asked: Which of these beginnings will I be able to sustain 

in a way that is natural and believable? Don’t handicap yourself—use 

all your talents, tricks and charms. If you’re a-funny person, don’t use 

a voice that makes humour difficult Using a voice that is far from 

your own is fine for a short story, but it’s very hard to keep up in a 

novel. If you do it, make sure you have a good rationale for it. 

One of my beginnings was about a young university guy who, 

when you meet him, is drinking coffee at a Toronto diner. He's 

reading Kafka in the hopes that it'll offer a clue as to why he’s 

able to turn into a housefly, but really he just wants to get up 

enough nerve to talk to the waitress. 

That was the beginning I ran with. It felt good. The narrator 

was enough like me to make it easy to get into his head but differ¬ 

ent enough so that there was enough creative challenge to keep 

me interested. The housefly twist was absurd enough to be appeal¬ 

ing and also offered the opportunity to involve my considerable 

fondness for superheroes. 

I finished the first chapter, and it still felt good. Wanting a 250- 

page paperback (anything less limits your publishing options), I figured 

on twenty 5000-word chapters and sketched a structure accordingly. At 

first it was only a list of plot points, but as I wrote on, I started to des¬ 

ignate two or three scenes per chapter, a few chapters in advance 

(“Chapter III: go dancingl-secrets discussed in a bootb-Jack and Ryan 

go to Who’s Emma"). It was basically just a bunch of things I thought 

would be neat to happen to my characters. 

My structure went through five versions before the end of the 

book—I always felt reassured after writing one because I could see that 

I had enough interesting material to see me through, It’s this kind of 

reassurance (as well as the help with pacing it gives) that makes it well 

worth the ten or fifteen minutes it takes to scribble out. 

QUALITY OF LIFE-QUALITY OF PROSE 

I can write for eight hours straight—I had for previous novel¬ 

las—but it’s not nearly as enjoyable. My writing quality suffers if it 

isn’t surrounded by life, pressed close with the warmth of real 

events, real people, real action. When I wrote Flyboy, I was hang¬ 

ing out in cafes with the local wits, wandering around the city with 

open eyes, helping out with activist stuff, being inspired by art, 

reading dozens of novels, sleeping late, having my heart broken, 

visiting my mom, cooking good meals, making collages; In other 

words, living. 

Writing a novel has to be fun. If it’s not, then when (and if) you 

finish and it doesn’t pay you back in money and recognition, you’ll 

be bitter. Even worse, you may quit writing. So save up a little extra 

and make it a positive experience. You deserve it, what with the 

time and energy you’re investing in the collective braintrust. 

Finally, I should probably say that there is more than one way 

to write a novel. This is mine. Yours may be similar or radically dif¬ 

ferent. I hope this gets you started. ® 

1 Novellas, however, will limit your options to self-publishing ones, since pub¬ 

lishers will rarely touch them. Short stories are ideal because they're relatively easy 

to complete and get published — It's a kick to see your stuff in other zines. 

2 I admittedly am a fairly frugal fellow. The key point is to come Into a small 

sum of money (unemployment insurance and arts grants are good alternative 

sources) and realistically figure on how much jobless time that it buys you. 

Jim Munroe is a cultural production worker currently salaried as a junior 

high English teacher in Muan, South Korea. He is collecting funds and material in 

order to write another book in a year’s time. * Flyboy Action Figure Comes With 

Gasmask * will be published before that. He welcomes feedback and questions at 

jim @net$ign. com. 
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CLAIRMEL 
“Fair Weather Fan” LP 
Brand new!! Reckless & 
powerful...from the heart. 

BOMBS OF DEATH/ 
ACRID “Split” -T 

Members of Assuck, 
Spazz, Grade, & Struggle. 

ED 13 —7” 
melodic punk rock, a la 
Naked Raygun + Husker Du! 

JAKE 
LP/CD 

long awaited eight 
song LTJ masterpiece! 

LP / CD— $7 • ZI— $3 (Post Paid in the USA) 
Send $1 for our 36 Page Mailorder Catalog (2,000 Titles). 

tk> i be* 
Records • Mailorder 

afn58487@afn.org 
P.O.Box 14636 *GNVL, FL 32604 
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WARM NEW PRODUCTS TO DULL WINTERS IMMINENT RETURN 

♦today is the day limited 7* 
TWO SONGS FROM THE MASTERS Of WE PSYCHO¬ 

TIC SHALL BLEtMNG CREA¬ 

TURES AND THIS* CAPTORS, VIOLENT TO THE 

H8MAN EAR AND STEREO MACHINE ALIKE > THIS 

RECORD IS THE FUCKING. AUDIO EQUIVILENT 

• dF^HCWi^ '^iSEL.HoOL, PA^EC WW 
FANCY TWD-PART SLEEVE AND ItffiTVtfiUALLY 

HAND-NUMBERED, THI S RECORD I S LIMITED TO 

1, OOQ AND WILL NEVER BE AVAILABLE AGAIN. 

B0YITH6C. _ 

TKWtti*mROWNrt. LP 
ONE Of THE HGOVER/CRGWNHATCRUIN/HOOVER 

PAM*LY:, ALTHOUGH RELATED MORE iY; SOUND 

THAN BY DLOODv SEEP I^O TFfE SOUWJS OF 

QUIET PLANE :C$A$Hf# AND SLEEPILY BURNING 

WHEATflELDS. BECOME A BELIEVER AFTER THE 

FACT PpR IT'S THE ONLY WAY IT CAN BE DONE. 

RECORDED BY GEOFF TURNER AT WGNS (HOOVER, 

400 YEARS, REGULATOR WATTS, ETC.) IN D.C. 

*HUGUEN0TS/7tPERCENTSOLUTION SPLIT 10* 

with a^RthPul of Untreated pinewood 

SPLINTERS AND A WHOLE CLAN OF NOISEY IN¬ 

STRUMENTS THE HUGUENOTS BEAT YOU SOUNDLY 

AND ME&SILY. GIVEN THE CHANCE THEY'LL 

SHOVE GRAVITY RECORDS AND A BUNCH OF 

PAPER BAGS DOWN YOUR THROAT. 7X WOULD DO 

THE SANC, ONLY PERHAPS WITH A BIT MORE RE- 

FINEMENt AND TEARS IN THIER EYES. BOTH 

BANDS CONrAIN MEMBERS OF PIEBALD AND CON¬ 

VERGE, AS WELL AS A BUNCH OF OTHER REALLY 

PROMINENT FIGURES IN THE DIRT MINING 

INDUSTRY. 

•DROWNINGMAN "WEIGHTED AND. . . * 7* 

THESE BOYS WILL ABUSE YOU LIKE A HIRED 

HAND ON A CATTLE PPIY|-: yjE DOWN AND BLEED 

IN COW SHIT OH THE HARD PACKED MUD WHILE 

HOOVES POUND PAST YOUR HEAD. THREADBARE 

IS A GOOD STARTING PLACE > BUT ONLY THAT ON 

A PATH TO A HOMUPit BEATING FROM THESE 

VERMONT SPAWNED BAR GUYSt FULL LENGTH IN 

THE WORKS. 

COMING SOON (PLEASE DO NOT ORDER): CABLE 

"GUTTER QUEEN" LP/CD, CONVERGE/BRUTAL 

TRUTH SPLIT 7", COALESCE/TODAY IS THE DAY 

SPLIT 7", CAVE-IN "BEYOND HYPOTHERMIA" 

CD, UNIONSUIT LIMITED 7", ETC. 

STILL AVAILABLE (PLEASE ORDER): PIEBALD 

"WHEN LIFE HANDS YOU LEMONS" LP/CD, CON¬ 

VERGE "CARING AND KILL ING" CD, ANAL CUNT/ 

EYEHATEGOD SPLIT 7", CAVE-IN 7". PIEBALD 

7", SIX GOING ON SEVEN 7", ETC. 

7".3.50$ us/5.00$ WORLD 

10".5.00$ us/7.00$ WORLD 

LP/CD.7.00$ us/10. 00$ WORLD 

ALL PRICES POSTAGE PAID. FREE STUFF WITH 

ORDERS. SEND 1$ FOR A FULL CATALOG AND 

STICKERS, OR A STAMP FOR CATALOG. NO $ OR 

POSTAGE MEANS NO CATALOG. 

DISTRIBUTORS: CONTACT LUMBERJACK DISTRIBUTION: 

P.O.BOX 434. TOLEDO. OH, 43697-0434.USA 

FAX:(419) 243 3245. THANKS. 

p. o. box 990248 
1BOSTON, MA 
02199. usa^ 
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Patti Kim (PK), Ken Sanderson (KS), Nate Wilson (NW), Marie Davenport (MD), The Old Man (tom), Joan Pixie (JP), Mark Hanford (MH), Scott 

NUMERICAL 
100 Watt Clock - S/T, LP I did not realize that 

Fugazi had started to put out records under a different 

name. Seriously, like a comic book super villain, 100 

Watt Clock can mimic Fugazi perfect!!! The rhythm 

section has mastered every trick and aspect of Joe and 

Brendan. The dual guitars, most likely using Marshall 

amps, don’t stray away from anything that you can hear 

on the Repeater or Margin Walker albums. Gee, even 

the vocals have Ian Mackaye and Guy Picciotto man¬ 

nerisms down to the note and roll of the tongue. So 

what is the point of this band? Did you bother to lis¬ 

ten to Fugazi’s last album? It was groovier and they had 

gotten too good at playing their instruments. Like a 

energetic KISS tribute band, it would probably be more 

enjoyable to see 100 Watt Clock then it would be to 

see Fugazi. You wouldn’t have to deal with the hippy 

fans either... (SY) 

The Buddy System, PO BOX 94238, Durham, NC 
27708 

THE LETTER -A 
Abalienation - Booze and Braces, 7” Wow to 

me this blows away their previous CD, it’s much more 

raw and powerful. Binghamton NY’s drunkest punk rock 

band fuck shit up here with 5 new songs. Definitely 

worth the attention of punks everywhere. (NW) 

Beer City Records PO Box 26035 Milwaukee, Wl 
53226 

Abo and the Twitch - It’s More Than Just a 
Name...It’S a Feeling, CDEP There’s five songs on 

this EP, which goes for close to 30 minutes. Generally 

with me, a CDEP is the kiss of death for any record, as I 

think it’s a waste. Fortunately I didn’t have to judge this 

record based on this, since there were other more com¬ 

pelling reasons to give it the nix. What was contained on 

this thing was slow mid-temp ska, that was partially saved 

by vocals that aren’t half-bad. With the exception of one 

maybe two songs, though, it is a pretty unmoving slab of 

music, that was hampered even more with pretty poor 

depth in the overall sound. (TOM) 

Ling Lao Records, 24 D Kam Kim Mansion, 119 
Caine Road, Hong Kong 

Acrid/Bombs of Death - split, 7” Awesome 

packaging. Cut out window, gatefold looking black 

cover with silver ink. Acrid play crusty grindcore with 

the animalistic roar type vocals that a lot of my friends 

here are totally into. Their sound is really tight anrd full 

and the songs are structured well which is a lot more 

than I can say about most other bands of this genre. 

Double bass, quadruple time snare, heavy plodding bass 

and guitar - get the picture? Bombs of Death are tight, 

loud appropriately evil sounding but not too over the 

top death metal. I didn’t hear any double bass here - 

this is no frills death metal we’re talking about, really 

excellent. This is a well-recorded, well-produced solid 

7”. (KB) 

No Idea PO Box 14636 Gainesville, FL 32604-4636 

Agathocles/Excrutiating Terror - split, 7” 
Agathocles play doom crust-type metal with I-am- 

Satan low throttle roars as vocals. The music itself is 

pretty tight though slower than you’d expect with occa¬ 

sional fast quadruple-time snare parts. “Will to Kill” 

has some searing guitar wanking. It’s been a while since 

I’ve heard growling vocals this low. Lyrically, they’re 

right on; a song about homelessness and one about 

motivation (to kill, but I hope that’s figurative). Some 

“power violence” stuff from Excruciating Terror graces 

the second side. The music ranges from slow metal 

pounding to fast punky death metal and the vocals 

sound like bricks grinding on concrete. The produc¬ 

tion is pretty raw but my guess is it is either intention¬ 

al or left that way because it would sound the same 

even if it was overproduced. (KB) 

Pessimiser Theologian PO Box 1070 Hermosa 
Beach, CA 90254 

All III - Mind Power, LP This is the kind of music 

that’s so fast you can feel the drummer getting carpal tun¬ 

nel syndrome just listening. All Ill are a grind band from 

Spain that fall somewhere between Los Crudos and Spazz. 

It’s heavy and fast and the vocalist belts out the gruff 

grunts. And, as with all music like this, I can only listen to 

about half the CD before it gets really grating. (SM) 

B-Core Disc, PO Box 35211, 08080, Barcelona, 
Spain 

Ambassador 990, 7” Okay, now I’m pissed ‘cuz I 

just burnt my cupcakes whilst reviewing the BRENDA 

and now some fierce hardcore is exactly what I need 

right now ! Totally agitated music to make your nerves 

twitch. Screamy- yelpy vocals which arent really my bag 

but this is tolerable. I do hafta give these guys a pat on 

the back for the great packaging. Some lovely print- 

work going on here. And the vinyl itself IS eye candy— 

love the grey marble vinyl! The music: did not floor 

me, did not make me scream like Ned Flanders and 

have me running to the hills. Once again, indifference 

prevails. (PK) 

Voice of the Sky, PO Box 10213, Columbus OH, 
43201 

Amnesty-s/t 7” “This 7” was recorded in one after¬ 

noon in Oct. ‘93 after only one rehearsal.” No shit. (DS) 

Consensus Reality 1951 Burnside #1654 Portland 

OR 97209 

Anklebiter - sA, 7” The packaging for this 7” is 

pretty cool. The cover is made out of nice ribbed paper, 

looks hand screened, and even the Xeroxed insert is 

kind of arty looking. The music is low key poppy indie 

rock with production that makes me think of Modern 

English though this doesn’t really sound like them. Very 

trebly with minimal distortion, clean sounding mid- 

tempo college rock with meaningless lyrics. The last 

song has this cool powerful drum part and interesting 

dual yelled vocals but otherwise I can’t say I even like 

this. The song writing is good, the production kind of 

poor but I think it adds to the music, the packaging is 

great, and the lyrics terrible. (KB) 

619 NW 10th Ave. Gainesville, FL 32601 

Anti-Flag / Against All Authority Split, 7” 
Anti Flag always have so many great things to say. Their 

music is energetic straight ahead punk with some pop 

hints in the direction of the Mission of Burma. You can 

hear this especially in the vocals on the second song on 

their side. Against All Authority play upbeat ska-punk. 

They are great at being a socio-political band while still 

keeping everything fun. This is also the last Anti-Flag 

release, that has bassist and vocalist Andy Flag on it. I 

can’t see Anti-Flag being anywhere near the same with¬ 

out him, but maybe I’ll be optimistic. (SY) 

Records Of Rebellion, PO BOX 700215, Goulds, FL 
33032 

Apocalypse Babys - Local Heroes, 7” Judging 

by the cover and the a-side these guys are little bit 

older. Very poppy, though Jim Underground Medicine 

wouldn’t want to admit me thinks. The B-side has got 

the Stiff Little Fingers vibe going and I would feel safe 

to say that any 1977 fan would eat this up. If you find 

your way to this one, give it a couple listens and it will 

grow on you. Too bad the best song is the last on the 

disc “Drug Run to Lille”/ Most people won’t give this 

song three songs. They lose. (EA) 

Rapid Pulse Records PO Box 5075 Milford, CT 
06460 

Atom and His Package - sA, CD What the hell is 

this? Is Bloodlink trying to ride the (almost dead) wave of 

Wesley Willis and Daniel Johnston? This is a guy, Atom, 

and The Package, a sequencer. Like Wesley Willis Lyrics, 

there are many references to people in the punk scene. 

There are even some punk “covers”: cutesy versions of 

“Collateral Damage” by Brutal Truth, Born Against’s 

“Well Fed Fuck” and “Where Eagles Dare” (Misfits, duh). 

Unlike Wesley Willis, this seems contrived, too cutesy 

with the little hand-drawn scribbles and comments next 

to the lyrics. I think I’d be into this if this guy was local 

and I knew him and had seen him perform but other¬ 

wise, this is just a funny one-time novelty CD. (KB) 

Bloodlink Records PO Box 7414 Philadelphia, PA 
19101 

Across the Border - Crusty Folk Music for 
Smelly People, CD Germans singing polka-fla¬ 

vored folk rock with punk influence thrown in for good 

measure. I kind of liked it, even though it did make 
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me feel like eating a sausage with every song.(DC) 

Wolverine Records, Benrather Schlossufer 63, 
40593 Dusseldorf, Germany 

Automatic - no title, 7" This band reminds me of 

Rage Against the Machine. (MD) 

band because we have snotty voices and we write songs 

about being blue collar. We also have a song called “I 

wanna be a punk”. Seriously, these guys are pretty 

good for about 4 songs, then you start to want a little 

variety, (harlo) 

radical records, 77 bleecker St., #C2-21, NY, NY, Capsule Records, P0 Box 970922, Ypsilanti, Ml 
48197 

THE LETTER B 
Baron Automatic - Way Funner, LP More pop 

punk from California, the land that invented this shit! 

OK, maybe California didn’t invent it but it sure 

seems a lot of bands in that state helped to exploit 

pop punk. Well done if you like overproduced sped 

up rock! (NW) 

Dummyup Inc. P0 Box 642634 SF CA 94164 

Beezewax - A dozen summits, LP Hey... this 

is really good. A ‘la la la indie-pop CD from Norway 

with English lyrics. It just makes you feel warm inside, 

with the sappy syrupy melody flying all over the place. 

Yippee ... a keeper. (SM) 

LaNuGo, PO Box. 987, 1517 moss, Norway 

Beezus - lives of the saints, CD The catalog 

that comes in the CD probably describes Beezus better 

than I can: “three girls playing a blend of 

Scrawl/Tsunami/Raincoats inspired songs ranging from 

crafty pop to haunting dirge to fuzzy, driving rock.” 

And that’s that. (MD) 

Mud 905 south Lynn street, Urbana, IL 61801 

Belly Button - both, CD The most interesting 

band to come out of France since Les Thugs, these guys 

play hardcore with only a bass and a drum kit. That’s 

all. You’d be amazed at how much noise they can make 

with just two instruments. Sounding a bit like a sam¬ 

ple-free Cop Shoot Cop at points, these guys are defi¬ 

nitely recommended. (DC) 

Vicious Circle, BP21, 33151 Cenon cedex, France 

Black Fork - Rock for Loot, CD I’m kinda sur¬ 

prised that Lookout! put this out. I don’t think that 

Black Fork has the level of experience that I expect 

from a lookout release. Where is it written that if 

you’re a punk band, you cant have a singer, you have to 

have a screamer/schrieker? But don’t let me pin all of 

the blame on the vocalist. I don’t know how long 

Black Fork has been together, but my suspicion is that 

it hasn’t been too long. Not my bag. (harlo) 

Lookout! Records 

Blanks 77 - Tanked and Pogoed, CD Hi, were 

Blanks 77, and we’re a punk rock band. You can tell 

because we sound a lot like the sex pistols or a lot of 

other UK bands. You can also tell we’re a punk rock 

10012 

Bouncing Balls - S/T, LP Fairly generic, innocu¬ 

ous rock. Neither good nor bad. (GG) 

Genuine Spurious Records P0 Box 803664 Chicago, 
IL 60680 

Boxer Rebellion - The romance of aeronau¬ 
tics, LP Like a noisier Crownhate Ruin, Boxer 

Rebellion play a chaotic, dissonant hardcore with a lot 

of throat-ripping vocals. The music is dark and the 

packaging is impressive. A very good record. (SM) 

Hydra Head Records, P0 Box 990248, Boston MA 
02199 

Boy Sets Fire - The Day The Sun Went Out, 
CD It is the fault of mediocre records like this one, 

that are one of the main causes of listening burnout. 

There is nothing really wrong with this record. It has 

good production, decent songs, and a great guitar 

sound. There is also nothing really that great about 

Boy Sets Fire. I’ve heard a dozen emo bands just like 

them and the whining singing never impresses me. 

There isn’t any low end on the recording and the bass 

guitar sounds like Rage Against the Machine. Sound 

appealing? (SY) 

Initial Records, P0 BOX 17131, Louisville, KY 40217 

The Boy Wonder Jinx- Left Handed Smoke 
Shifter, CD When I heard the first song, I thought, 

“Oh. They’re a competent indie rock band.” As the 

CD progressed, I started to hear the country influence. 

Country, of all things. If there is one kind of music I 

find depressing, boring and just plain intolerable, it’s 

country. Combine that with basic boy band indie rock 

and see me give it a bad review because it’s boring, pre¬ 

dictable and rather lame. (JP) 

Slingshot Records P0 Box 5654 Raleigh, NC 27650 

Bracket - Novelty Forever, CD For those of you 

that still think all Fat bands sound alike, then you 

haven’t heard this record. I’m not sure that in this 

instance it is a positive statement I make here. This 

record really, really reminds me of 70’s rock and will 

probably play well on any number of rock stations, but 

it doesn’t sit too well with me. (TOM) 

Fat Wreck Chords, P0 Box 193690, San Francisco 
CA 94119-3690 

Brand New Unit - diddley squat, CD 
Canadians know their power punk. If you thought 

that you only liked Southern California punk bands, 

then you should check out these lads from the Great 

North, (no, not Berkeley...Canada. It is the country 

directly “above” the US) (MD) 

Creative Man Records 1875 Century Park East, 
#1165 LA, CA 90067 

Brandtson - Letterbox, LP Let’s start with 3 

words: Alice in Chains. Here are a few more words: bor¬ 

ing commercial white boy rock that strives to sound 

darkly passionate. This is slow, deliberate, overproduced 

alternative rock a la the aforementioned Alice in Chains. 

I don’t think I can fit this into any punk genre. This is 

way too commercial sounding and there are too god¬ 

damned many Christian references. This overdramatic 

and overproduced MTV crap should be saved for the 

airwaves. Seriously, they must have spent thousands on 

the production with dramatic vocal effects and every¬ 

thing. (KB) 

Steadfast Records P0 Box 53 Avon Lake, OH 
44012-0053 

Brenda -A Me/Not Me/For the Drive, 7” 
Pretty rad hardcore and I’m not even into hardcore all 

that much. Two totally driving songs that will get 

your head a-bobbin. Some real interesting guitarwork 

reminiscent of the bend-y-ness of POLVO. This has 

kind of a dirty feel to it—which I dig—not unlike the, 

erm, sex appeal of GIRLS AGAINST BOYS. I have 

no idea if these here kids would even care for such 

analogies but whatever. And they’d better fuggin’ 

appreciate this review because my cupcakes just burnt 

to hell as I was trying to come up with some decent 

words to write—arg. (PK) 

Ruido, PO Box 7141, Richmond VA, 23221 

The Broadways-Big City, CD Hardcore & pop 

punk mixed together the way that all the kids are get¬ 

ting excited about. Driving beats, fast guitars, hooky 

vocals. This sound is starting to grate on me, but The 

Broadways make it sound fresh. (DS) 

Asian Man Records P0 Box 35585 Monte Sereno CA 
95030-5585 

Burning Dog - Last days, LP Somebody ought 

to tell these boys that people stopped listening to skate 

rock a long time ago for a good reason. Generic old 

school thrash. (SM) 

The Edge Recordz, P0 Box 7111, Oxnard, CA 93031 

... But Alive - Bis jetzt ging alles gut ..., LP 
A speedy German band that jumps between the 

worlds of trash, old-school hardcore and pop, and 

even have a ska part or two. The vocals are gruff and 

boisterous throughout the 16 songs on this disc, and 

manages to be pretty darn melodic. The music is pret¬ 

ty original, and they even translate the lyrics into 

English. Good stuff. (SM) 

G-7 Records, Box 3, 905 Corydon, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada, R3C-3S3 
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Carlos! / Desperate Cry Punk Planet *22 

THE LETTER C 
Carlos! - Jan Michael Vincent + 2, 7” The A 

side has a sracatto Helmet sort of feel to it, which I can 

really get into. The two songs on Side B are basically 

slow tempo indie rock with whiny vocals that do noth¬ 

ing for me. Fans of the whiny indie rock genre would 

probably dig this, though. Clear vinyl.(MH) 

Broken Rekids PO Box 460402 San Francisco CA 
94146 

Cave In - no title, 7” Nothing but heavy. In the 

vein of bands like Deadguy, Cave In holds nothing 

back on this record. The vocalist sounds like he’s phys¬ 

ically removing his throat from his neck and wringing 

it out. In some places this is so metal that is sounds 

like Pantera. The packaging is really nice, but hard to 

look at: it’s got several close-ups of some gnarly ear 

surgery. Brutal. (SM) 

Hydra Head Records, PO Box 990248, Boston, MA 
02199 

Cerebus Shoal-and farewell to hightide, CD 

Gorgeous! There are 9 people listed on the CD has 

playing instruments as diverse as the ubiquitous guitar 

& drums to violin, trumpet, &C flute. They’ve con¬ 

structed hauntingly moving songs, filled with lush 

arrangements & muted vocals. A really beautiful record. 

(DS) 

Tree PO Box 31840 Philadelphia, PA 19104 
Stick Figure PO Box 55462 Atlanta, GA 30308 

The Chamber Strings—Gospel Morning, CD 

Despite the goth-looking album cover, this is pretty 

much your average pop/rock fare. The singer sounds 

remarkably like Dean Wareham of Galaxie 500/Luna. 

Although this is nowhere near as good. Kinda reminds 

me of Primal Scream in their post-”Mad”chester days. 

These guys really like the Stones it seems. I have noth¬ 

ing else to say about this. (PK) 

Idiot Savant Music Corp., P0 Box 13369, Chicago IL, 
60613 http://members.aol.com/idiotsong/index.html 

Chances Are/Fury 6ixty 6ix - no title, 7” This 

split is a must for the super-punk rockers. (MD) 

Humble Merchandise PO box u, king city, ca 93930 

Cherub Scourge - Friday the 13th, 7” I’m not 

a fan of punk rocknroll type of stuff like this. The 

songs are all over the place here. Find a style and stick 

to it for crissake! (NW) 

Rain of Beer Records 

Christian Science AD - Speed Freaks, 7” 

Hrmph The first song starts out all evil and feedback¬ 

ing.. rhen goes into full-on metal, then it speeds up into 

old-school punk, then it goes “woah woah woah.” The 

ther songs sound a lot like Dead Kennedys’ “Bedtime 

for Democracy” except with wanking metal solos. Ergo, 

this record is lame lame lame lame lame lame lame 

lame lame lame lame lame. (SM) 

Mother Box Records. 60 Denton Ave., East 
Rockaway, NY 11518 

Civic-Five Marks the Times 7” Nice, chill back¬ 

ground music that is oddly juxtaposed with the insert 

which recreates news articles about killings & rape and 

sticks the lyrics into the body of the article. They’re 

obviously trying to impart some sort of a message here, 

but I II be damned if I can figure out what it is... (DS) 

Playing Field PO Box 851 Urbana IL 61803 

Cleveland Bound Death Sentence-s/t 7” A 

very compelling project band that pairs Aaron 

Cometbus up wtih Patrick of the Dillinger 4. Straight 

ahead rock &: roll with fucking excellent lyrics (courtesy 

of Cometbus himself)- This is a really exciting band. I 

hope they stick it out beyond a single 7”. This could be 

flicking huge. (DS) 

THD PO Box 18661 Minneapolis MN 55418 

Clowns for Progress - Joyride b/w Hanging 

Out, 7” A lot more rocking than I thought these guys 

would be, this is along the lines ofThe Cult’s “Love 

Removal Machine”-era stuff. This is a pretty damn 

good rock single. White vinyl. (MH) 

Last Beat Records 2819 Commerce Dallas TX 
75226 

Colossamite - All Lingo’s Clamour, CD Bastro 

wannabees, without interesting songs. Neither innova¬ 

tive enough rhythmically to pull it off, nor musically 

interesting enough to make you want to listen to it 

more than once. (DC) 

Skin Graft, PO Box 257546, Chicago, IL 60625 

The Crainium - no title, 7” Odd ball, artsy fartsy 

kind of music with split female and male vocals. 

Maybe you’ll understand this stuff, but I just don’t get 

it! (TOM) 

Dialect, PO Box 11171, Washington DC 20008 

Crazy Alice- Hey Jimmy, Have A Great 

Summer, CD Sounds like Superchunk. Haven’t 

heard much from that band in a while, much less heard 

a band that reminded me of them. I think I used to 

dig the off-key male vocal thing way more than I do 

now, but this isn’t half bad, considering it’s fairly run of 

the mill indie pop. (JP) 

Catapult Records 215 A Street 6th Floor Boston, 
Ma 02210 

Crocodile God - Mind the Cat, 7” This gets 

extra bonus points for: a) having etched vinyl, and b) 

for being on a super thick slab. That aside, the lads 

from Liverpool (no, not those ones) are definitely 

rockin on all 6 songs. Straight-up rock and roll, a little 

sloppy, but with a poppy aftertaste, (harlo) 

Crackle Records, PO Box HP49, Leeds, LS6 4XL, UK 

Culture/Kindred - Split CD Generic hardcore, 

demonstrating that whether you come from Holland or 

Gainesville, Florida, you can sound dull. I’m sure both 

bands are better live, but this did nothing for me. (DC) 

Good Life Recordings, PO BOX 114 Kortrijk, Belgium 

THE LETTER D 
Daily Planets - Blank Expression, CD French 

Hardcore band which, as advertised, does sound a bit 

like a Gallic Helmet, or Clutch covered with bleu 

cheese Actually, for a French band (and the French are 

not exactly a hotbed of interesting music) this is pretty 

good. They rock loudly, and riff hard, which is all you 

can really ask. (DC) 

Vicious Circle. BP21, 33151 Cenon cedex. France 

Daisy Glaze- One Way Out, CD I talk about 

how I want originality, and then when I get it, some¬ 

times I put my foot in my mouth. This CD has two 

different singers, and that makes a difference. The 

male sung songs :eem to rock harder than the female 

ones (I never thought I would say that, everl and 

while the electric violin seems cool, it really only 

works in theory, as it’s not as noticeable as I would 

like it to be. All in all, at their finest, Daisy Glaze are 

doing an eclectic-retro thing, but generally, it's just 

ends up sounding like weird-influenced bland punk. 

Ail in all, it’s an inconsistent CD. the good is really 

good and the bad. (JP) 

Family Scam PO Box 811 Bloomington, IN 47402 

Dance Hall Crashers - The Old Record 

(1989-92), CD Originally released by ska giants, 

Moon Records, The Dance Hall Crashers’ top notch 

debut, plus added tracks, has finally been made avail¬ 

able again by Honest Don’s. If you didn’t like DHC’s 

major label follow-up “Lockjaw” on 510 Records, don’t 

pan on this one right away. Enchantingly harmonized 

female vocal duet backed by energetic horns (noticeably 

and regrettably absent from later recordings) will get 

your feet moving. Songs like “My Problem” and 

“Better Than Anything” demonstrate DHC’s uncanny 

ability to write the perfect break-up songs. Another 

improvement of the Honest Don’s version over Moon’s 

is the inclusion of complete lyrics in the liner notes - 

unfortunately they caused me to lose a bet with some¬ 

one over the lyrics to “Skinhead BBQ”. Easily one of 

the hottest records of ska’s third wave, (harlo) 

Honest Don’s Hardly Used Recordings, PO Box 
192027, San Francisco, CA 94119-2027 

De Crew - Slackers, CD Blazing Italian hardcore 

with super big guitar sound. Vocals and drums are 

lower in the mix, giving the music that big amp hard¬ 

core sound that I love. Vocals are mostly in English, 

but, interestingly enough, are translated into Italian in 

the CD booklet. Occasionally, there are some quirky 

segments of songs that don’t flow too well, but for the 

most part, this thing rages. (MH) 

Riot Records Viale Monza 26, Milano - Italia 

Deadstoolpigeon - Statue, LP Wow, this is 

good stuff. It’s punk rock with a dark, moody edge to 

the music ranging from fast intense numbers to mid- 

tempo edgy songs. The lyrics are well written introspec¬ 

tive prose with a working person’s slant. The songs are 

well written and structured - fairly simple but varied 

enough to make it interesting and the vocals resemble 

Lemmy’s (Motorhead) gruff style. Some of the choruses 

tend to stick in my head all day long - in other words, 

this is pretty memorable unlike most of the things I get 

for review. Nice booklet design with an indigo blue- 

red-yellow color scheme and pretty good production 

round out a great release. (KB) 

Crucial Response Records Kaisersfeld 98 46047 
Oberhausen Germany or 1121 DiSalvo St. Toms 
River, NJ 08753 

Delta 9 - Alpha Decay, LP Every fucking month 

I battle with whether or not to review for PP anymore, 

and this bullshit is the reason why Now I enjoy review¬ 

ing a lot, but this album is just too much to bare. Shit 

like this belongs in AP, not PP. Awful sounding elec¬ 

tronic bullshit that I have no business judging, cuz I 

lack the qualifications. (GG) 

Vinyl Communications PO Box 8623 Chula Vista, CA 
91912 

Desperate Cry - Purporrote Traume, 7” 4 

songs from this Austrian PunkHC unit. No English 

lyrics with mostly midpaced HC. Gotta give respect to 

foreign HC bands striving to sound different. (NW) 

Sacro Eguismo. Felberstrabe 20/12. A 1150 Wien 
Austria 



Record Reviews The Diane Linkletter Experience / Felix Lavender 

Dropkick Murphys - Tattoos and Scally 

Caps,7” This has got to be a first — a crusty punk 

band playing a pro-cop song. No shit. It’s about this 

cop they know and like and how he keeps the streets 

safe. Wow. Anyway, this is your basic old-school 

British-influenced punk rock. They even include a live 

cover of “Career Opportunities” by the Clash that’s 

pretty impressive. (SM) 

GMM Records, PO Box 15234, Atlanta, GA 30333 

Dub Narcotic - Wasted/Groove, 45 K records 

version of the Average White Band, circa “picking up 

the pieces,” except with vocals, such as they are. Buy a 

wax trax! record if you’re looking for this. (DC) 

k Records, Box 7154, Olympia WA 98507 

The Diane Linkletter Experience ■ no title, 

7” Indy rock, with male vocals. (GG) 

Vital Cog Records PO Box 270 Kendall Park, NJ 
08824 

Dick Army - The First Four Beers 7” NY punk 

wanking. Heavy chunky guits. Lame vox and lyrics. 

Lame. (GG) 

Major Label Records PO Box 1503 NY 10009 

Disappointments - All Cranked Up!, 7” This 

has got the wit of the Queers and the spirit of punk 

rock. Eat this up, once again I will say that the B-side 

is this best “Nothing to Lose” a beauty of a short song 

that says it all. I must be the idiot because I haven’t 

seemed to agree with any track orders this month (does 

anyone else care about the order of songs, you CD 

motherfuckers). Aside from all of that, this is a winner 

for sure and I nice start from an aspiring label, support 

em, before you say you did. (EA) 

$3 Sell Out Records 4 Santa Anna Drive, 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603 

Discontent - S/T, 7” Loud drums.. Damn this 

snare crashes my head in half, I can’t take it, call a pro¬ 

ducer, an engineer, something. Discontent do the early 

90s HXC thing. I didn’t realize people were still mak¬ 

ing this music. I am not to sure, nothing inspiring. 

Weak review, weak record. (EA) 

AKRAM 211 N. Ross St. Auburn, AL 36830 

Disrupt Youth - Will Not be Served, 7” More 

drunk punk stuff this time, all the way from Australia. 

Pretty typical punkHC that has a fast generic feel to it. 

(Generic is not always bad.) OK lyrics that deal with 

punk and fashion, drinking, machoism, etc. A friend of 

mine said it best about this label: “Beer city is the 

Mystic Records of the 90s.” (NW) 

Beer City PO Box 26035 Milwaukee, Wl 53226 

Dogrocket - Pickin’ up Chicks, 7” Rather 

mid-tempo punk rock. Not bad at all, actually musi¬ 

cally this is bordering really good. It is the produc¬ 

tion, the vocals sound all over-effected and something 

too much like what you would expect on a big label 

money job. (EA) 

Break-Up! Records 91 E. Patterson Ave., Columbus, 
OH 43202 

Down By Law - Last Of The Sharpshooters, 

CD One word: Epitaph. And they’re on it. (MD) 

Epitaph 

Drill for Absentee-s/t, 7” Quiet & groovy, loud 

&c noisy, dark and unsettling. There’s something called 

Mood Music and this is definitly it. There’s a certain 

level of drama on this 7” that is lacking in a lot of 

bands that have a similar loud/soft/start/stop sound. 

Worth checking out (DS) 

Mind Walk Recordings 1707 Pine St. Philadelphia PA 
19103 

Dripping Goss - Gift of Demise, CDEP Grrr 

Another CD Single! If you’re not gonna release your 4 

songs on 7 inch, at least have the decency to do one of 

those cute little 2 inch CDs. But the songs themselves 

aren’t my cup of tea anyways. Kind of heavy metally, 

or maybe kind of like Tool. Complete with cryptic 

lyrics that make me think of Dungeons and Dragons or 

something. Not too good, (harlo) 

Popsmart Records, PO Box 3341, New York, NY, 
10163 

THE LETTER E 
Electric Frankenstein - Not With U, 7” A kick 

in the pants for me. EF have been knockin’ around for 

a few years now, and I haven’t really been into them. I 

don’t go for the NYC drug-punk scene, and I don’t like 

the EF sound in general. I put them in the same class 

as the Spent Idols — somehow getting good reviews, 

but not delivering the goods. But this record is another 

story — it’s really good, cool energetic RnR. Basically 

as good as anything I’ve heard lately. I dig. (GG) 

Get Hip Inc. 

Elliot Smith - Division Day, 45 Excellent indie 

pop, with a Big Star feel. If you like low key, catchy, 

unpretentious pop songs, buy this. B side not as good 

as A side, but who cares. (DC) 

Suicide Squeeze, 4505 University Way, NE, Box 434, 
Seattle, WA 98105 

Enemy Soil - The Ruins of Eden, CD What a 

great title! A full length record with grinding fast 

dropped D guitars. No surprise of greatness coming 

from this Clean Plate label release. Lightning fast tem¬ 

pos with great break downs. Barked Vocals. There is 

nothing I love more then a band who can pack all their 

songs meanings into one word titles. Awards are also 

given to Enemy Soil for their precise use of something 

that is often wrongly used, the pick slide. (SY) 

Clean Plate Records, P0 BOX 709, Hampshire 
College, Amherst, MA 01002 

Erase Today - London, New York...The 

World?, 7” I hate getting these stupid promo flyers. 

“Every Erase Today release has shown 

pregression...many comparisons have been made with 

the likes of Husker Du, The Ruts, Rocket From the 

Crypt, The Clash, Nirvana, etc.” Huh?! Let me tell 

you, no reviewer takes this promo crap seriously and 

any band that manages to combine the aforementioned 

bands must not have any semblance of a cohesive 

sound. I suppose I can somewhat see the Husker Du 

comparison but otherwise, this just sounds like main¬ 

stream rock. Fuck this promo shit; I don’t review for 

Rolling Stone in case you didn’t notice. (KB) 

JSNTGM Records 64 Sedbergh Ave. Blackpool, 
Lancashire England FY4 4DQ or from Cargo 

Eurogression - The Rock Garden, LP For a 

minute I thought this was good RnR, but I quickly 

realized it was bad RnR. (GG) 

Street Records PO Box 1356 Folly Beach, SC 29439 

Eventide - One word title, LP Clean. Yes, very 

dean. Clean clean clean. It’s melodic, too. Somewhere 

between the worlds of hardcore and rock (with a little 

metal here and there) is where this band makes its 

home. Information in the CD says the band has mem¬ 

bers of Hatebreed and Up Front, but I’d be more 

impressed if it said members of The Partridge Family. 

Anyway, a good CD. (SM) 

Smorgasbord Records, 50 Woodstock Rd., Caramel, 
NY 10512 OR Romance Records, P0 Box 3041, 
Danbury, CT 06813 

The Exploder - no title, 7” This band is pretty 

good. Their music is catchy, and it was a good idea to 

include the lyrics in the liner, seeing as the vocals are 

completely intelligible. The Exploder kind of com¬ 

bines punk and indie rock. Check them out with no 

delay. (MD) 

Jackpot Records PO box 4249 Richmond, VA 23220 

THE LETTER F 
Faction Zero - sA, 7” Hm. I don’t know if I’m 

going crazy but this band seems to mix thrash, metal, 

punk, and SxE hardcore all in these 4 songs with other 

miscellaneous influences. There is something pretty 

unique about this band I can’t quite put my finger on - 

they’re just all over the place. Unfortunately, I’m 

inclined to say it doesn’t work but for those out there 

looking for something different but still punk, I’d check 

this out. Lyrics are on the sociopolitical tip. (KB) 

Division Records PO Box 208-1400 Yverdon 3 
Switzerland 

Faggz - Wah-I-Knee, 45 Loud angry and good. 

That’s the A side. The B side is a throwaway sludgefest 

that fails to add anything interesting or new, even when 

it speeds up. Stick to that A side, fellas. (DC) 

Narnia Records, PO Box 114, SF CA 94110 

Fall on Deaf Ears/Rope- split, 7” This record 

features two bands with these two girls who were killed 

in a car accident this year in Texas. It’s a memorial of 

sorts. Good melodic punk with dual female vox. (NW) 

Western Breed PO Box 13393 El Paso, IX 79913 

Fallsilent - Nineteenhundredninetyseven, 

7” These boys hail from Reno, NV and fuck shit up in 

a very metal sort of way. (While still keeping DIY punk 

alive.) Lots of double bass drums and screaming vocals. 

I don’t like this release as much as their LP, but it still 

rocks and deserves your attention. (NW) 

Moo Cow Records P0 Box 616 Madison, Wl 53701 

Fearless Freep - No Less Sordid, CD A true 

indie-rock band, as this was recorded entirely on 4- 

track and has no bass guitar. However, it is not nearly 

as bad as that makes it sound. Actually, these guys are 

at times rocking and at other times laid back (in a way 

they remind me of Built to Spill). Cool to see some¬ 

thing like this done DIY. (MH) 

Mag Wheel Records; P0 Box 115 Station R; 
Montreal QC Canada H2S 3K6 

The Feds - Chicago Bureau, LP Dr. Strange hits 

as usual, this time with a Chicago supergroup featuring 

a Bollweevil. Good melodic punk, quite diggable, in 

the familiar Chicago style. (GG) 

Dr. Strange Records. 

Felix Lavender- sA, 7” The singer has a good 

voice, there are some interesting tempo changes and 

whatnot, but for the most part, this records straddles the 

fence of basic indie rock and better than average female 
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Punk Planet #22 Fez Petting Zoo / Great Unraveling 

fronted emo-pop. Maybe in the future, this band will 

be great- I can see that happening. But right now. (JP) 

Rocket Science 85 Veteran’s Pkwy, Pearl River, NY 

10965 

Fez Petting Zoo- All Systems Gone, CD Sigh. 

Loudly. There is a lyric in the first song, “my hand was 

raptured on a hook”. I’d like to know how that’s possi¬ 

ble. See , when the CD in the player sucks so badly 

that I look for any distraction I can get, weird word 

choices in the lyrics will do. I have no idea what to call 

this music-rocakbilly inspired? Indie? Whatever? All I 

know is I don’t like it, not one bit. The vocals sound 

like they were recorded in a garbage can, and the whole 

sound is muffled. (JP) 

Blue Baby Records, Titletown, Wl 

Final Conflict - Rebirth, LP I’ve listened to this a 

few times now and no doubt about it, I love this. Fast, 

metal-influenced punk, raw and unprettified. 

Thankfully, the guitar-wanking riffs are far and few 

between. The lyrics cover sort of typical punk anti capi- 

talism/government/sexism ground but hey, at least 

they’re trying to say something valid as opposed to 95% 

of the crappy punk bands out there. I suppose this is 

what I d call charged intense punk hardcore with gruff 

yelled vocals, a formula that usually works with me if it 

avoids repetition and is done with good songwriting, 

decent production, and meaningful lyrics like this. (KB) 

Tacklebox Records 4901-906 Morena Blvd San 
Diego, CA 92117-3432 

Five By Nine- s/t, 7” Sounds like Bad Religion, 

nothing groundbreaking here. (JP) 

Soda Jerk Records Box 4056 Boulder, CO 80306 

Five Knuckle Chuckle - All Hammed Up!, CD 

Fast melodic hardcore from Canada, TOTALLY in the 

style of NOFX. These guys have the sound down solid 

and tight, to the point that there is little originality 

here. However, they are really good at what they do, 

and they are giving a portion of the money made from 

this CD to PETA, so that’s cool. Recommended for 

those who like their hardcore fast, melodic, and, well, 

unoriginal. (MH) 

Raw Energy 65 Front St. W. #0116-42 Toronto ON 

M5J 1E6 

Floodplain - EightPennygalvinized, CD Moody 

and dark, Sioux Fall’s FLOODPLAIN are complex, 

chunky and brooding, metallic heavy handed emo 

building to explosive climaxes, pounding punk smoth¬ 

ered in screeching wails. Incorporating different ele¬ 

ments, and slowly twisting through them, burning with 

the collective impact of their extension through longer 

compositions. Eleven songs clocking in at 70 plus min¬ 

utes with astute lyrics tackling privilege and wealth, the 

trickle down theory and the dispossessed, control and 

loss of it in choices in your life and thoughts, from jobs 

to religion. Scathing and powerful. (KS) 

Counterfeit Records, 1701 S. 10th Ave., Sioux Falls, 
SD 57105 

Flying Tigers - s/t, 45 K records low fi guitar 

rock, with the requisite female harmonies. Sort of like 

early throwing muses, without the wall of guitars. I 

liked it. (DC) 

k Records, Box 7154, Olympia WA 98507 

The Frantics - Downtown Delirium, 7” Snotty 

melodic punk with an edge. These guys are on it. 

Actually, at times this kind of reminds me of some of 

the later Minor Threat stuff, and there is absolutely 

nothing wrong with that. This is one of the best things 

that I’ve heard that Mutant Pop has released. Don’t 

pass this on up. LTD copies qn yellow vinyl. (MH) 

Mutant Pop 5010 NW Shasta Corvallis OR 97330 

The Frownies - amateur dramatics for profes¬ 

sional losers, CD All of these songs have long build 

ups, but for a punk band that sounds like pretty much 

like every other punk band, they actually don’t. They 

blend a poppy background with a distortion-laden fore¬ 

ground, which gives them a bit of a different edge. (MD) 

Farewell Records, Inc. P0 BOX 1885, Columbia, SC 

29202 

Fun People - Desarme!, 7” Unlike their LP, this 

doesn’t stray too far from melodic punk although you 

can still tell they’re not trying to ram themselves into a 

certain mold. The vocals are just amazing; sort of like a 

' Latino male Sinead O’Connor singing punk rock. Even 

when he sings in English (the rest is in Spanish) he still 

sounds totally exotic which lends another level of 

uniqueness to the Fun Peoples sound. The song 

“Anabelle” in particular grabs my attention. Even 

though it’s melodic, it’s brpoding and tinged with 

urgency. A newer version of the title track can be 

found on the LP and the other 2 songs are covers 

(Black Sabbath and The Shakers tunes). (KB) 

Las Feos Discos CC48 Sue. 49 CP(1449) Bs As 
Argentina 

Fun People - Toda Nino Sensible Sabra de 

Que Estamos Hablando, LP I’m totally in love 

with this CD (also available on cassette). There’s every¬ 

thing from acoustic ballad to pop to melodic punk to 

old school hardcore on this disc and it works even if it 

sounds fickle. The lyrics also cover quite a spectrum 

ranging from “Cancion de Amor” (“Love Song”) to the 

ultra political and they appear in the full-size booklet 

(the packaging looks like it contains a 12” instead of a 

CD) in Spanish, English, German, and Portuguese. 

They’re sung in both Spanish and English with one of 

the most vivacious, versatile, and passionate voices I’ve 

heard yet in punk rock (the female vocals in “Take a 

Shot” are absolutely amazing). This is recorded and 

produced extraordinarily well, really capturing the fer¬ 

vidness of their live performance. They happen to be 

one of the most incredible live bands I’ve ever seen; 

unbelievably energetic and charismatic, even during the 

mellow songs. I listen to this all the time. (KB) 

Las Feos Discos CC48 Sue. 49 CP(1449) Bs As 
Argentina 

Fun People/She Devils, split 7” Ah, yes. The 

Fun People present us with 2 tracks, an old version of 

“Lady” (which is recorded and mixed better on the LP) 

which is about abortion and a short energetic melodic 

ditty called “Valor Interior”. “Valor” manages to be 

edgy and powerful while still melodic. As usual, Fun 

People successfully combine politics with happy music 

and an uplifting take on what could be taken as a pes¬ 

simistic outlook on the world. The She Devils’ first 

track blasts you with fast punk tinged with garage and 

excellent female vocals. The second track is a more 

mid-tempo pop-punk number, very nostalgic sounding 

and well-written. Overall, this is a well-done, well- 

recorded 7” - not one of those “well, I like this side but 

I don’t like that one” split 7”s. (KB) 

Las Feos Discos CC48 Sue. 49 CP(1449) Bs As 
Argentina 

THE LETTER G 
The Go-Go Rays - The Great Ska-Punk 

Swindle, 7” The liner notes say it all _ “Too punk 

for the ska kids, too ska for the punk kids”. I’ve just 

about had my fill of treble heavy, train wreck guitar, 

uninspiring horn lines, and the next person who says, 

“pick it up”, will be dining on a knuckle sandwich. 

The farther the Go-Go Rays stray from ska and 

towards punk, the better they sound; as on the George 

Tabb penned “Gilligan” on the B-Side, (harlo) 

Eerie Records 

God Told Me To - Briss!, CD Mid ‘60s style 

garage rock with a hint of hipster-cool and punk 

aggression (with some Cramps-ish trash thrown in from 

time to time). Excellent. (DC) 

Fan Attic Records, P0 Box 391494, Cambridge, MA 
02139-0015 

Gods Reflex/Oblivion - split, 7” Oblivion plays 

what seems like a poppier version of every Fat Wreck 

Chords band. Not bad. Not incredibly original either. 

Gods Reflex is more of the same. In fact, the only dif¬ 

ference is the singing. Hmmmm....coincidence? (MD) 

Johannns Face Records, PO BOX 479164, Chicago, 
IL 60647 

Grade - And Such Is Progress, CD Abrasive 

and melodic, yet not as good as their side project band, 

Acrid. The songs cover a lot of ground, jumping all 

over the place, yet staying together. The gasoline on the 

vocals and melodic guitars remind me of later era ABC 

Diabolo. Rumor has it that this is a reissue of an 

album out before, so if you have that album you 

already know this one is good. (SY) 

Second Nature Recordings, PO BOX 11543, Kansas 
City, M0 64138 

Grapefruit-A Study In Mumpishness, CD I 

have never heard a punk band from Hawaii, so my 

interest was piqued right off the bat. The music is in 

the fast, pop punk variety, reminiscent of the 

Potatomen. It’s interesting because while some of the 

sounds are familiar, I do think the Hawaiian thing helps 

it to be a bit different. I like it. Check it out. (JP) 

Second Guess records POB 9382 Reno, NV 89504- 
9382 

The Great Brain-Algorithm, CD Boy, I have noth¬ 

ing to say about this band. They’re technical, yet bor¬ 

ing, Absolutely uninteresting and forgettable. I’ve lis¬ 

tened to the CD about 4 times and I still can’t get a feel 

for the music- it reminds me of the type of band that I 

would see in the last hour of 120 Minutes on MTV 

when I was a kid, watching it to see the latest video 

from Morrissey. Boring, standard, slow in parts. (JP) 

Throwrug Records PO Box 579100 Chicago, IL 
60657-9100 

Great Unraveling - S/T, CD All the great guitar 

playing and song writing Tonie Joy exhibited during his 

playing with the Universal Order of Armageddon is pre¬ 

sent here. In fact the sound is even taken further. 

Produced extremely well by nerd-boy Steve Albini, the 

Great Unraveling are a power-trio that are loud while 

retaining a melodic sense. A dipshit scenester in my 

town made the comment, “Don’t we already have one 

Unwound?” Fuck that jerk, the Great Unraveling are 

more precise then Unwound and have a steadier tempo. 

The only complaint I have is that I have made two 



Greedy Guts / The Impossibles Record Reviews 

attempts to experience a live Great Unraveling, and both 

times they have canceled. Get it together guys. (SY) 

Kill Rock Stars, 120 NE State #418, Olympia, WA 
98501 

Greedy Guts - From Mars, to the Beach, CD 

Catchy pop punk with female harmonies. Pretty good. 

Yet another French band. Where did these guy’s get the 

Gaul to do this? (sorry, I couldn’t resist...) (DC) 

Vicious Circle, BP21, 33151 Cenon cedex, France 

Greenhouse - Tomorrow the World, CD I heard 

an early demo of this midwest nine-piece a few years 

back, but this CD has shown how fast they’ve grown to a 

quality ska act. They’re sound kind of reminds me of the 

Toasters during the late 80’s. They have a bit of Two- 

Tone sound too. The lyrics tend to lay the cheese on a 

little thick (particularly in “sterile”) but I’m willing to 

overlook them. Pretty funny liner notes, with hysterical 

ska fun facts and a bread recipe, (harlo) 

Major Label Records, 5601 Groveside Ln., Rolling 
Meadows, IL 60008 

The Griswolds/The Kenmores - Split ‘45 Both 

bands are generic dumb punk, NOFX/Ramones man- 

ques. Nothing you haven’t heard done better by a lot 

of people before. Not bad, but who cares? (DC) 

Household Names Records, P0 Box 12286, London, 
SW9 6FE England 

Griver / Hellbender - Split, 7” Haven’t heard 

from Hellbender in a long time. In all their trips to 

Michigan it has become apparent that live is where 

these boys live. Heir full lengths don’t seem to be as 

good as their singles. I used to compare this band to 

the Mr. T Experience if they weren’t from California. 

Now I would say that they sound a lot more like mid- 

career Superchunk. Griver are, on the other hand, a 

high energetic emo/pop similar to Scherzo or Monsula. 

Each band puts two tracks each and the winner track is 

“fortune pending” by Griver. Reminds me of a cross of 

the Scream and any earlier Lookout band. 

Recommended. (EA) 

Fall Records 7121 Quail Woods Rd. Wilmington, NC 
28405-7027 

THE LETTER H 
Haberdasher - s/t, 45 Very decent stuff. Side A is 

nice and noisy, while side B veers into June of 44 land 

to enormously cool effect. Side B wins over A, but a 

promising band no matter which side you look at. (DC) 

Reptillian Records, 403 S. Broadway, Baltimore, MD 
21231 

Haelah - s/t, 45 Low key indie rock, pavement-ish. 

Pretty good, with some nice guitar work. (DC) 

Tree, PO Box 31840, Philadelphia, PA 19164 

Hal Al Shedad - The Dichotomy of 

Yesterday, 7” Everybody really likes this band and I 

can’t really see why. They are wimpy and sometimes are 

on the borderline of being prog-rock. 2 songs. The 

vocalist sings like he is from England, but he’s from 

Atlanta. The B-side is an instrumental that reminds me 

of the 1st track on Rodan’s RUSTY album. Laid back 

and swinging from side to side. Makes me so tired, I 

think I am gonna skip work... (SY) 

SIMBA Recordings, 30 Park View Avenue, Leeds, 
LS4 2LH, England 

The Hal Al Sheddad-Running & Falling, 7” 

Better art & better production hasn’t necessarily meant 

a better overall record for the Hal Al Sheddad. The 

songs on this 7” just aren’t as compelling—as full of 

piss &C amphetamines & guitar snarl—as the Hal Al 

Sheddad’s 12” from this year. Perhaps this is the debut 

of a more “mature” sound.... I don’t know. (DS) 

Troubleman 16 Willow St. Bayonne NJ 07002 

Half Empty - People Are Basically Good, CD 

Ernst from Jack Acid greatness, picking up where he left 

off. Avengers styling P-Rock with dual male-female 

vocals. The lyrics are thought provoking and witty. Great 

subject matter ranging from the real importance of school, 

some things that don’t make sense, and some dirty sex. 

While Jack Acid was essential listening in the early 90s, 

make 1/2MT essential listening for the late 90s. (SY) 

New Disorder Records, 445 14th ST, San Francisco, 
CA 94103 

Hand to Mouth/Dwgsht Zine - Your Ticket to 

the New Jeruselum, LP Holy shit is this an amaz¬ 

ing project. This includes an LP and a 72 page full size 

offset zine. First the record. Just when you thought pop- 

punk was dead, this album comes out. Music wise there 

are some parts I could compare with Sludgeworth but 

otherwise, I couldn’t say they fit any particular mold of 

pop-punk. Full guitar sound, noodly melodic leads, 

complex drumming, sort of grovelly melodic vocals. 

Don’t get me wrong, not all of the songs are pop-punk; 

they aren’t afraid to show their hardcore influences on 

this LP. The lyrics have an environmental slant for the 

most part but also get into corporations and sex-prefer¬ 

ential language (in my favorite song off the album, “Two 

Person Tent”). The zine is 72 pages of almost solid text 

with articles on veganism, rainforests, prison life, history, 

low impact lifestyles, agriculture and more. They range 

from super academic (Mike Cepek’s article on rainforests 

in Latin America) to off-the-cuff (Paul Miller’s article on 

agriculture). I’d say my personal favorite is Theo Witsell’s 

article on veganism - written for non-vegans in a very 

approachable, friendly, informative, and inviting manner. 

Hands down, the best article I’ve read yet on veganism. 

If there is any pop-punk out there worthy of support, 

Hand to Mouth is it. And if there is any zine out there 

that is consistently mind-blowing and informative, 

Dwgsht is it. Get this now. (KB) 

Dwgsht Zine PO Box 28 Durham, NC 27702 

Hardship / Bastard Children Of The Roman 

Empire Split, 7” Hardship play good crust with 

thoughtful lyrics. They have such great drum rolls that 

might even challenge the speed of Capitalist Casualties. 

3 songs from them and it’s worth the price of the 

record. BCOTRE don’t do anything for me. Boring 

straight ahead punk that might be comparable to a bad 

Submachine song. They are easily forgettable. (SY) 

Stealth Ordeal Records, 2825 E. Burnside Box #148 
Portland, OR 97214 

The Heidies - Exit Ten, CD This band kind of 

sounds like the Offspring, and I am sure that they lis¬ 

tened to a lot of cheesy metal bands in the 80’s, but 

they do what they do well. So if you like music of the 

Offspring nature, check this band out (MD) 

InsurAnce sCam Records, no address 

Hey, Dummy - Fall in Line, 7” It’s not exactly 

emo, not exactly indie rock, not exactly punk but has 

elements of all 3. Fast and angry to slow, tortured, and 

screamy. The production is really weird - it’s kind of 

dulled and the vocals sound like they’re in the back¬ 

ground which is good because they’re generally pretty 

bad when he’s trying to sing (though they’re OK when 

he’s chanting or screaming). My guess is this would 

appeal mainly to folks into emo and hard indie rock so 

if you dig that stuff and are looking for something a lit 

tie different, give this a shot. Political lyrics and nice 

looking packaging too. (KB) 

Saturnalia Records PO Box 501 Bowling Green, OH 
43402 

Heavy Balls/The Flip Offs - Split, 7”EP A 

pretty ok, lo-fi, garage, sloppy punk split here I think 

I like the Heavy Balls side a tad better, though I 

wouldn’t say The Flip Offs side was a throw away. 

Couldn’t really figure out the lyrics on either side, but 

I’m pretty sure that I wasn’t missing anything monu 

mental. 

Beer City Records, P0 Box 26035, Milwaukee Wl 
53226-0035 

Hickey / Voodoo Glow Skulls - split, 7” Ha, 

ha this is more fun than a dumpster full of punks. I 

don’t need to get into the whole story, but this is a 

retaliation of sorts from a tour incident featuring these 

two bands. VGS are not really on the record, but their 

death threats left on Hickey’s answering machine are. 

I gotta say it is real funny once. The other side is a 

couple of Hickey tunes that are only essential for their 

fans. The accompanying zine “You Bet Your Sweet 

Assessment I’m a Turtle” gives the whole story on how 

Hickey stole the Glow Skulls horn and the adventures 

that took place. This is worth your three bucks, for 

sure. (EA) 

Probe Records PO Box 5068 Pleasanton, CA 94566 

Homemade - As We Fall, CD Three words. Fat 

Wreck. Chords. Only they’re not on it. (MD) 

Theologian Records PO Box 1070 Hermosa Beach, 
CA 90254 

Honor Role - Album, CD This Cd contains two LPs 

and three 7”s. My only complaint is that in the pursuit 

of getting a great deal is that there are way too many 

songs. Weak complaint. This is as close to “pre-emo” as 

Merge gets. You can hear Dischord/Big Black and 

Mission of Burma, but keep in mind that these tracks are 

from 1983-1989 so it predates some of that stuff 1 would 

compare these bands to. Really good stuff indeed, and 

in two of three weeks I will say that this is unbelievable 

after I have listened to it more and more.. (EA) 

Merge Records 

THE LETTERrI 
Ida-Ten Small Paces, CD A lot of people ask me 

what kind of music I listen to, and quite often I reply, 

with more than a little shame in my voice, “the wussiest 

music in the world.” But it’s true. Sure, I like fast & 

loud as much as the next punk rocker, but my real 

favorite stuff is quiet &: slow & filled with beauty and 

haunting melodies. Ida is going to make it very quickly 

to the top of my playlist. (DS) 

Simple Machines PO Box 10290 Arlington VA 22210 

The Impossibles - no title, CD I ask you this: 

does the world really need another punk metal/ska 

group? Or a punk metal/ska group at that? (MD) 

Red Five Records PO box 49712, Austin, TX 78765 
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Indigesti / Leftovers_ 

Indigesti - Sguardorealta '82/83, CD You 

should have seen my face when I opened up my review 

packet and saw this. I’ve never been able to find any¬ 

thing by this band on vinyl in the states in the 6 odd 

years I’ve been searching. Man, words can’t describe 

how intense and awesome this band is. Simple 3-4 

chord old school fast and furious punk/hardcore that 

totally blows me away. If you miss hearing sincere, raw 

fast punk, you need to get this. Appropriately political 

but still poetic lyrics punched out in Italian (with 

English translations). You are sorely missing out on 

one of the best bands ever if you pass this up. 

(Obviously, they’re not around any more). (KB) 

Vacation House Records c/o Rudy Medea Via S. 
Michele 56 1-13056 Vigliano B. (VC) Italy 

Indigesti - Lubeiek Live 2/9/87, LP A live set 

from this classic Italian HC band. The sound isn’t all 

that good, and I would recommend any of their other 

vinyl over this one. This is for hardcore fans only. (NW) # 

Vacation House Records 

The Infections - Kill, LP Yeah, yeah this made 

my top five of the year and rightfully so. Less 

garage / more rock then the Rip Offs, but the same 

fun you would expect. Rather tame in the lyrical 

department (except for Pretty in Pink, not a cover 

dumbass) and I would say the Lowery/White songs 

are the best for sure. Too bad you missed out the 

first pressing had posters with real blood from the 

band members on em’. What else can one say, 

Infections = essential. (EA) 

Rip Off Records 

Ink & Dagger - Drive This Seven Inch 

Wooden Stake... CD The full title to this 

extended CD is “Drive this Seven Inch Wooden Stake 

Through My Philadelphia Heart.” It would be too 

flattering to call these guys Emo Vampires. Instead I 

will expose them for the Marilyn Manson of the punk 

scene that they are. The music is half decent and 

reminds me of Burn at times. It’s nothing ground¬ 

breaking. When someone comes up to you at the 

show, they are not going to tell you how great Ink & 

Dagger’s music is. They probably won’t care. All they 

will talk about is how great Ink & Dagger’s stage show 

and costumes are, and how excited they are to throw 

garlic and holy water at the band. I don’t give a fuck 

about what Ink & Dagger does and either should you. 

Maybe if you ignore them, they will go away. (SY) 

Initial Records, PO BOX 17131, Louisville, KY 40217 

The Invalids - Out of My Head, CD From 

the Screeching Weasel school of punk rock, these 

guys have the sound wired. Strong buzzsaw guitars, 

kinda whiny vocals, cool wandering bassline, and 

good hooks make this album a winner. Not sure 

why I just got this to review, since it’s been out for 

almost a year I think, but who cares, ‘cuz this is still 

a great CD. (MH) 

Second Guess PO Box 9382 Reno NV 89507 

THE LETTER J 
The Jabs - Time of Negligence, CD Wow, a 

sXe band from Singapore. While odd on a certain level 

(when I was in Singapore recently, I was struck by the 

fact that it seemed to be the least punk place in the 

entire world) it does seem appropriate that the 

Confucian Puritanism of Singapore would have bred a 

straightedge scene. As hardcore, not all that interesting. 

As a social phenomena, very interesting, indeed. (DC) 

Straits Records, Blk 225 #02-58, Pasir Ris St. 21, 
Singapore 510225 

Jack Killed Jill - In Stereo, LP Snotty old-school 

punk rock. I can’t tell if the British accents are real or a 

knock-off, but the music is definitely reminiscent of old 

British stuff, but with more rock influences. I like the 

energy in the songs — some of them are pretty 

groovin’. Still, some are pretty mediocre, and none are 

very ground-breaking. This definitely falls into the 

“been done before” category. (SM) 

New Red Archives, no address listed 

Jiker - Kitty Pool, 7” Well, I give them an A for 

effort. The lo-fi garage thing with trumpets is kind of 

cool, but for some reason the whole thing doesn’t come 

together on the A-Side. Maybe its the Onyx-style 

vocals that just don’t blend, “mike Pendergrast” is 

much better on the B-side. I wonder if the fact that its 

instrumental has anything to do with it? (harlo) 

Elevator Music. PO Box 1502, New Haven, CT 
06505 

Johnny Boy/Station?, split 7” The Stations side 

is very poorly produced Ramones influenced pop-punk. 

Snotty and snarly, no talent music with thoughtless 

lyrics like “I attract bitches like shit draws flies/When I 

get dissed it’s no surprise” and “Miss Teen USA, think 

you’re cool/Miss Teen USA, you make them drool.” 

Who listens to stuff like this past the age of 13? 

Definite thumbs down on this. (KB) 

Gangster Booty Prod, c/o Judas PO Box 2583 
Roanoke, VA 24010 

Jon Cougar Concentration Camp - ‘Til 

Niagara Falls, CD More garagey than other stuff 

I’ve heard by these guys, this is a super solid release. 

Wall of guitars, appropriately rough and snotty vocals, 

and excellent songwriting make this one of my faves of 

1997. Probably the best thing I’ve heard on BYO in 

quite awhile too. Excellent! (MH) 

BYO P0 Box 67A64 Los Angeles CA 90067 

Judge Dread - Dread, White & Blue, CD 

When I first looked at the album cover (featuring 

Frederick’s of Hollywood-style lingerie models) I 

groaned to myself, “another dirty record from 

Guinness Book Record Holder (for most records 

banned from British Radio) Judge Dread”. The list of 

contributing musicians, however, reads like a who’s- 

who in ska: Dave Hillyard (Stubborn All Stars, The 

Slackers), Rico (The Skatalites, The Specials), Nick 

Welsh (Bad Manners), and Jennie Bellestar (The Belle 

Stars) just might offset the cheese, and they do!! The 

lyrics are still a little cheeky, but considerably less 

offensive than previous Dread releases. The cover (and 

the dub version) of the Paragons’ rocksteady classic, 

“On the Beach” alone is worth the price of the disc. I 

could have done without the partial cover of Color Me 

Bad’s “Sex U Up”. Easily, however, the most listenable 

Judge Dread record to date, (harlo) 

Skank Records c/o Dojo Ltd., P0 Box 184, Ashford, 
Kent, TN24 0ZS England 

THE LETTER K 
King For a Day - sA, 7” Jangly, singalong emo. 

Much as I loathe emo, sometimes I listen to rrwe more 

catchy emo stuff like this when I go to bed. Yeah, I 
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know, it doesn’t make sense to me either. This is, like I 

said, catchy emo along the lines of the last Split Lip LP, 

kind of moody and withdrawn sounding sometimes 

bordering on ballads. This is well produced and the 

packaging is really pretty and creative with a neat win¬ 

dow cut out of a, well, literal window. Definite bedtime 

music for me. (KB) 

Initial Records PO Box 17131 Louisville, KY 40217 

Kulta Dimentia - Ausser Funktion, dbl. 7” I 

used to dig German HC big time back in the 80s and 

these krauts totally have the old school German sound 

down. Nope, they don’t sound like Rorschach, this stuff 

is pure German Punk HC. The lyrics are all in 

German. Reminds me of Sons of Sadism. (NW) 

Lund Castle Neustadt 80 25812 Husum Germany 

THE LETTER L 
La Pistola-sA, 7” La Pistola is either a Rye 

Coalition tribute band or they’re gunnin’ for a lawsuit, 

‘cause lord knows they sound just like ‘em! (DS) 

Frenetic Records PO Box 640434 San Francisco CA 
94164-0434 

Lager Lads- Making the Last Call, 7”=20 

Fast Canadian (I think) punk. It’s okay, nothing to wet 

yer pants over, but nothing to make you runs screaming 

in terror. It’s kind of that drunk punk, with a bit of 

crusty influence thing=85 (JP) 

GMM Records PO Box 15234 Atlanta, GA 30333 

Lake of Dracula - S/t, CD Local Chicago hipsters 

Weasel Walter and Jim O’Rourke bring you one more 

non-rock noise extravaganza. One early ‘80s critic 

called this stuff" “Pig-fucker” music, and that’s pretty 

much about right. If you like your art-noise grating and 

loud, and largely without melody, you’ll like this. (DC) 

Skin Graft, PO Box 257546, Chicago, IL 60625 

Lard - Pure Chewing Satisfaction, CD Jello 

gets less witty with each record. I mean, a line like “I 

wanna join the Christian Coalition/so I can molest my 

children” is neither clever nor incisive satire — just 

dumb. He gives great interviews, just can’t seem to 

write an interesting song anymore. And Jorgenson’s 

metal locomotive thing was interesting through “A 

mind is a terrible thing to taste,” and then got redun¬ 

dant. Who cares anymore? (DC) 

Alternative Tentacles Records 

Lawnsmell/AII You Can Eat - Split CD A split 

CD by two wise-ass punk bands who, in between their 

own catchy punk songs, “cover” black flag, guns ‘n’ 

r jses, rod steward, and run-dmc. Pretty entertaining, 

all told, and the cover of “Tricky” rocks so hard that my 

dentures fell out. (DC) 

Blind Records, 118 Ashley Street, Chatswood N.S.W. 
2067 Australia 

Leftovers - Lane Art, CD Think of a 3 piece 

Weezer. Once you think of that, you can’t not think of 

it while listening to Lane Art. For me, that is a good 

thing. I like the poppy kind of emo-ey thing that 

they’re doing. My only complaint is that it ends too 

soon, after only 8 songs. A mellow CD overall, but 

they start to rock on “all back”, I also like the little 

Atari sound effects song at the end of the CD. 

Definitely a cool record, (harlo) 

Slider Kick Records, PO box 862, Perrysburg, OH, 
43552-0862 



Record Reviews Limp / My 3 Scum 
Limp - Pop & Disorderly, CD Heavy guitar pop 

punk with nice melodic guitar interplay and solid song¬ 

writing. Definitely more punk than pop, and not the least 

bit disorderly, this CD is an entertaining listen. (MH) 

Honest Don’s, PO Box 192027, San Francisco, CA 
94119 

Long Hind Legs - s/t, CD Not typical of Kill 

Rock Stars, or any other label or band. Kind of like 

krautrock avatars breaking into windham hills studios 

with Morrissey and the guys in Felt. This album 

sounds like no one else at the moment. Creativity duly 

noted and appreciated. Good record. (DC) 

Kill Rock Stars Records, 120 North East State 
Avenue #418, Olympia, WA 98501 

Longstocking-Once Upon A Time Called 

NOW, LP Shouldn’t the title of this actually be “once 

upon a time called RIGHT now?” That’s the quote as I 

know it. But fuck semantics, here’s Longstocking This 

is an almost perfect rock record with catchy as all get- 

out pop hooks and some seriously sharp edges. The 

crunch of the guitars slam into you at the same time 

that Michelle &c Tamala’s vocal harmonies are blowing 

you away with sheer beauty. Longstocking expertly 

rides the fine line between love & rage. Put down this 

zine & order this CD right now. (DS) 

Chainsaw PO Box 1151 Olympia WA 98507-1151 

Loophole - The Day the Monkeys Charm, 7” 

Weird UK type punk that at times reminds me of Madness. 

The rest are rocknroll riffs. I don’t know who is into this 

shit, but I can’t recommend anyone buying it. (NW) 

Household Name Records PO Box 12286 London 
SWSGFE 

The Lookers-ln Clover, CD Poppy, acoustic girl 

punk that suffers slightly from really low-fi production. 

Everthing’s really muffled where it should be crisp & nice. 

Luckally, the harmonies cut straight through the muddy 

recording and straight into your heart. This has the ability 

to sound both fragile &C strong at the same time. (DS) 

Candy Ass PO Box 42382 Portland OR 97242 

Lucid Nation / Red in Reverse - split, 7” 

Lucid Nation reminds me of a punk Velvet 

Underground. Noisy, moody, gloomy music with 

droning male vocals and screaming female vocals. 

Cool. Red in Reverse, on the other hand, has more of 

a punk feel to them, with a more aggressive guitar 

sound and a singer that sounds sorta like Poly Styrene. 

For fans of moody punk noise, this might be right up 

your alley. (MH) 

Kill Cupid Records 

Lustre King - The Money Shot, CDep A 5 song 

CD? This should have been a 7” instead. This is sort of 

eerie, technical (mosdy) instrumental emo. Every song 

pretty much sounds the same - same rhythm, same notes, 

and what sounds like the same riffs. There is no real insert, 

just a creepy photo of 3 guys sitting in a couch at the top 

looking at the bottom where there are 2 fishnet clad pre¬ 

sumably female legs spread open. Me no like. (KB) 

Actionboy Records PO Box 14471 Chicago, IL 60614 

THE LETTER U 
Managra - S/T, 7” Wow, haven’t heard something 

this different in awhile that I liked enough to play 

twice. Very emoesque, but avoids the all to common 

traps (slow down and go fast, whisper the important 

parts). Sloppy and all over the place, gotta love the 

noise, the feedback, the layers of vocals and screams. 

Lordy. (EA) 

rwbaum@students.wisc.edu 

$3 Action/Reaction P0 Box 260227 Madison, Wl 
53276-0227 

Mandingo - Rock Like a Phoenician, CD I 

really can’t imagine wanting to get this unless you’re a 

big Mandingo fan. This is a live recording of this most¬ 

ly poppy melodic punk but sometimes punk band. The 

recording is, of course, kind of crappy but you can still 

make out the instruments and vocals pretty clearly. This 

seems like a waste of effort no matter how great this 

show might have been. (KB) 

Dirty Records P0 Box 6869 Glendale, AZ 85312- 
6869 

Matrimony-Kitty Finger, CD This is copyrighted 

in 1989 but released just this year. Is it a reissue? The 

band’s from Australia—is it a licensing thing? It’s a 

mystery. For ‘97, Matrimony nothing special—low-fi 

grrrl punk that’s fun &C vicious at the same time. 

However, taken in context as a record first made in 

1989, it’s really impressive. Nothing sounded like this 

in ‘89—Bikini Kill wouldn’t release their first EP for 

another two years. Pick this up for an eye-opening his¬ 

tory lesson. (DS) 

Kill Rock Stars 120 NE Staate #418 Olympia, WA 
98501 

Mercuro Chrome - no title, 7” Indy rock with 

female vocals. (GG) 

Candy Ass Records 

Merzbow - Hybrid Noisebloom, CD Japanese 

aural soundscape noise with a pretension level so high 

that it may in fact be off the charts. “Metal Machine 

Music” for even bigger chumps that the folks who 

bought the original. The kind of thing that gets 

reviewed in “avant garde” classical ‘zines, but without 

any redeeming features. Put the Theremin down, sir. 

Please. Now. (DC) 

Vinyl Communications, PO Box 8623, Chula Vista, 
CA 91912 

Merzbow - Oersted, CD Full length release by the 

Japanese noise guru. This reminds me of A) being in 

high school and thinking Blixa Bargeld was the shit, and 

B) being in college and having to listen to Stockhausen 

ad nauseum in my “Intro to Electronic Music” class. 

There’s only so much you can take of it. I’d listened to 

this CD for the first time during the course of my din¬ 

ner one night and I realized that by my last mouthful o’ 

food I’d become completely jittery and agitated. Guess 

I’ve softened up since those of high school days. I’m 

too weak for this noisy stuff. (PK) 

Vinyl Communications, PO Box 8623, Chula Vista 
CA, 91912 

Mexican Power Authority - Haiku...gesund- 

heit!, LP Whodoggy... ..where to begin. This record is 

weird. Grindy HC punk with hints of jazz and funk 

dropped in the mix like egg in like the egg-drop soup 

at China House in my home town. Bizarre shit, not 

very good.(GG) 

Ragamuffin Soldier 11 Reiber Crescent Willowdale 
ON, M2H 1C3, Canada 

Mono Men - Have a Nice Day Motherfucker, 

CD The Mono Men are calling it quits and methinks 

that they are going out with their best full length to 

date. The last two times I saw the Mono Men they 

were a three piece and much better for it. That is why 

this LP is so much better (Tim Kerr’s production may 

have helped as well). Dave Crider can be proud of 

finally putting together the loud “motherfucker” guitar 

that he has been striving for. (EA) 

Estrus Records 

Morning Again - My Statement of Life, 7” 

Holy fucking ripping metal! This 7” is godly. Fans of 

Converge and Catharsis take note. 3 songs that keep 

your neck breaking through this insane ordeal. The 

packaging is amazing also, nice glossy cover with an 

emo type lyric book. This is essential for people who 

grew up on metal then discovered life after metal. Very 

cool. (NW) 

Immigrant Sun PO Box 421 Buffalo NY 14223 

Morning Again - Martyr, CD Seven songs mired 

in bad heavy metal solos, bad pro-polished heavy metal 

production and bad heavy metal wank, formulaic 

straight-edge metal molasses core, the drudging, slow 

heavy stuff with melodic guitar interludes topped with 

lyrics like “Will I ever gain control, or will I make the 

same mistakes, confusing love and physical lust, I con¬ 

tinue to let it trap me” and other lyrics about personal 

empowerment, personal consumption and so forth. 

This type of stuff thrives on it’s generic edge- that’s 

kind of the bonding point of most straight edge bands 

and music...it looks the same, it sounds the same, we 

think the same..and in doing so, it falls in line with the 

hundreds of other records that sound like this and fails 

to capture, as with good art, a real sense of energy or 

power, a deeply thought out personal bent or vision or 

more nicely put, “For fans of the style”. (KS) 

Good Life Recordings, P0 Box 1134, 8500 Kortrjik, 
Belgium 

The Most Secret Method/The Dusters-split 

10” A fairly uninspring split between two DC bands. 

Both of them have slightly anthemic sounds, with 

interesting tempo &C volume changes, but there’s noth¬ 

ing truly inspiring about either band or either side of 

this 10”. Nothing to write home about. (DS) 

Superbad Records PO Box 21313 Washington DC 
20009 

Mung Bean Demon - no title, LP Very bizarre 

music here. The vox are kind of a wanna-be grind, but 

filled with effects to make it sound that way. Then they 

go into some weird ass funky Jazz thing. I can’t figure 

out where these Rochester freaks are trying to go. 

Strange and different. (NW) 

P0 Box 10866 Rochester, NY 14610 

Murder City Devils - Three Natural Axes, 7” 

Totally Stooges, totally midwest, totally great. Murder 

City Devils spell r-o-c-k-n-r-o-1-1 on this one. I didn’t 

put this one on for a long time, as soon as I listened to 

all four songs I picked up the good damn needle and 

heard the guitar/organ/ pumping rhythm section again. 

After that I pulled out Raw Power by the Stooges and 

my day was complete. (EA) 

Hopscotch Records P0 Box 1143 Cardiff CA, 92007 

My 3 Scum - Werewolf by Night, 7” Oh man. 

I thought this was actually going to be good. It wasn’t. 

It starts out nicely, with cool RnR guitar action. I was 

hoping it would stay instrumental. It didn’t. What 

came next was awful. This fucking singer came in with 

a fucking disgusting warbly voice, like a dying bird. 

Wrecked this band. Lose that guy, and this would be 



My Pal Trigger / Piebald 

cool. With him, they suck. (GG) 

Eerie Records 2408 Peach St. Eerie, PA 16503 

My Pal Trigger-There’s Hope In No 

Tomorrow, CD Indeed, this is what I like. Fast, 

melodic, rhythmic and PUNK. This reminds me of 

Greensleep, one of my favorite local bands of all time. 

(Or maybe vice versa?) Either way, this CD is enjoy¬ 

able, punky and I’ll be listening to it again, which is 

such a rarity in the review piles. (JP) 

Second Guess Records P0 Box 9382 Reno, NV 
89507 

My So Called Band - S/T, CD Dumb name, 

dumb alternative music, could I say this about 1/3 of 

the reviews in this magazine. Nice attempt to make me 

think you are punk be mocking up the first Clash LP 

cover (it has been done before, morons). (EA) 

Yesha, Inc. P0 Box 31725 Charlotte, NC 28231 

THE LETTER :N 
The Need-s/t CD Theme music to the three ring cir¬ 

cus known as armageddon. As the four horsemen of the 

apocalypse come riding in, they’re going to be blaring 

The Need from ghetto blasters strapped to their steeds. 

Wheezing organ, nasal vocals, synchopated drumming; 

it’ll drive you crazy, but you’ll beg for more. (DS) 

Chainsaw P0 Box 1151 Olympia WA 98507 

The New 1-2-s/t CD Great name, totally average 

band. There are 100 other bands that sound like this, 

with driving guitars, tempo changes, screamed & whis¬ 

pered vocals. There’s nothing—beyond the excellent 

name—to set The New 1-2 apart. (DS) 

Sonic Unyon PO Box 57347 Jackson Station, 
Hamilton ON Canada L8P 4X2 

No Empathy - The Same Mistakes 

Endlessly Repeated, CD A heavier sounding, less 

poppy, less snotty Screeching Weasel. I’ll refrain from 

using their title as an metaphor for the album though, 

because that would be too easy. And they’re not bad, 

just nothing different. (MD) 

Johanns Face Records PO box 479164, Chicago, IL 
60647 

No Reason - no title, 7” Old-school straight¬ 

edge, with the moshing, yelling, and sing-along chorus¬ 

es all there. The packaging on this record is really slick 

— it even comes with a neat little booklet. If you’ve 

outgrown the youth crew, then move along, people, 

there’s nothing to see here, keep moving, OK, move 

along, nothing to see here ... (SM) 

Immigrant Sun Records, PO Box 421, Buffalo, NY 
14223 

THE LETTER O 
Oldman -S/t, 7” I don’t know where to begin - 

this isn’t punk or HC at all. More like some experi¬ 

mental emo Dischord would put out. Nice packaging, 

not much else. (NW) 

Valdeez Recording Co. 

Omnibot - Syntax Error, LP Some really annoying 

tripe created on a computer or a synthesizer or some stu¬ 

pid electronic device. It’s got space-gun sounds bouncing 

around and repetitive distorted beats. One of the beats 

sounds like a series of rapid farts. Another sounds like 

one long fart with varied frequencies. This completely 

fucking blows. Real nice cover, though. (SM) 

Vinyl Communications, PO Box 8623, Chula Vista, 
CA 91912 

The One Four Fives - Almost Good, 7” 

Recorded live and sounding like shit, this good 

Superchargeresque Austin band strikes again with an 

unessential record due to the ridiculously low fidelity 

on this one. (GG) 

Twist Like This PO Box 54099 Houston, 7X 77254 

Out of Hand - Canadian Gothic, LP I wish 

there were lyrics included in this just because of the 

short essay included on the insert about the contamina¬ 

tion of water but then again, maybe I don’t because of 

the song title “Grade 9 Slut”. The music is Fat Wreck 

Chords type crap. Ugh. The insert is far more interest¬ 

ing. There is a quaint little photo essay about their 

town, Whitby, which is pretty nostalgic and cool. The 

picture of the drummer looks like a painting. There is a 

* drawing of a butt with a hot dog shoved in it and the 

accompanying text says “10<t from the sale of this 

record is not being donated to Food Up Bumbs.” What 

is the deal with this band? I can’t tell if they’re ignorant 

fucks or sensitive aware people with twisted senses of 

humor. (KB) 

Raw Energy dist. by Page Music 20 Railside Rd. 
North York Ontario M3A 1A3 Canada 

THE LETTER P 
P.W. Long’s Reelfoot- We Didn’t See You 

On Sunday, CD Ouch. Groan. Acoustic. Hoarse 

male vocals. Grumble. Why do these things even get 

made? And why do I always seem to get these gems 

of pain? Who do they think is going to be into this? 

This sounds like the drunken guy that sits in the sub¬ 

way station, playing for change. I usually wish he’d 

go away, and he doesn’t. Thankfully, I can press stop 

on the CD player and make this one go away. 

Forever. (JP) 

Touch and Go Records 

Pain-Wonderful Beef, CD Pity poor Pain, they 

had to arrive the same day that I got The World 

Inferno Friendship Society CD so instead of getting 

called the most ecclectic band I’ve heard this year, 

they get second seating to WIFS. That said, most 

people are gonna like this a WHOLE lot more than 

they will WIFS. This is equally ecclectic, but a hell of 

a lot more accessible. Catchy melodies, great horn 

parts, awesome lyrics. The opening song “In A Band” 

is the punk rock anthem for the ages: “I never wanted 

to work inside a shop as a clerk or build my pension 

plan by being a company man. I want to be in a 

band.” And what a band it is. Why isn’t Pain world 

famous? Buy their CD and help them become just 

that. (DS) 

PO Box 862112 Tuscaloosa, AL 53486-0019 

Pansy Division - Queer to the Core, 7” No 

big surprises here, the same pop-punk you’ve come 

to expect from Pansy Division. The A-Sides, 

“Political Assholes” (an excellent commentary on 

government infringement on personal freedoms) and 

“I’m Gonna be a Slut” got me rockin, but I lost 

interest on “Expiration Date”. I little too power bal- 

lad-y. (harlo) 

Lookout! 

Pansy Division - Manada, 7” Ifs only appropri¬ 

Punk Planet #22 

ate that Mint Records releases PD’s tribute to the fellas 

of the Great White North. The title track is rockin 

(and the Quebequois Version in french) but my person¬ 

al favorite is “Hockey Hair”. An amusing look at over¬ 

coming a lover’s decision to keep the world’s worst hair¬ 

cut, which I begrudgingly admit I sported as a lad. 

Fantastic, (harlo) 

Mint Records 

Panthro UK United 13 - s/t, 7” The first thing 

that grabbed me was the packaging on this. I’m not 

sure what kind of process they used but it’s definitely 

hand done with this sticky tar-like ink or paint. The 

music is soothing but not necessarily lacking in energy. 

It is sort of indie rock sounding but pretty melodic. 

Maybe this is a mid-tempo melodic punk band with 

indie rock sounding production. Hard to say. Whatever 

the case, it comes across sounding very much on the 

mid-tempo rock side of things. (KB) 

No Idea PO Box 14636 Gainesville, FL 32604-4636 

PeachfuZZ - Full of Shit, 7” Alternative to the 

core, if you get Much Music (MTV of Canada) then 

you know what I mean. So middle class, white bread 

full of shit. Well produced and sounds like a million 

bucks (what would you expect?) (EA) 

Lame Ear Records 

Pebble - S/t, 7” Moody, rock-ish emo with emo 

chugga chugga heavy guitar, unusual timing, start-stop 

breaks, meandering bass, dramatic vocals, even a little 

noise thrown in here and there - the whole 9 yards. 

Pretty good production and nice packaging. I think 

that just about covers it. (KB) 

De Facto PO Box 48745 Bentall Centre Vancouver 
BC Canada V7X 1A6 

Pegboy - Cha Cha DaMore, CD This time 

Pegboy sounds a lot like a Steve Albini inspired Down 

By Law. This records has suck great production that I 

think I was fooled into really liking a Pegboy record. 

Not that they are bad, I just was never a big fan, 

maybe they are just better then their first two discs 

that I already own. Why Surrender? Out of all the 

Cheap Trick songs why cover the most over-covered 

typical songs. They do it justice, but I just don’t 

understand. (EA) 

Quarterstick Records PO Box 25342 Chicago, IL 
60625 

Penetrators / Space Cossacks - split, 7” 

Does it matter which side to play. They both sound 

exactly the same. Solamente better start digging a little 

deeper, because Estrus covers this category better and 

this won’t continue for too long. (EA) 

Solamente Records 124 St. Marks Place #2 
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2013 

Pezz - One Last Look, CD These guys mix a 

whole bunch of 70’s and 80’s influences, with some 

licks from the present, into a decent slow, mid paced 

punk sound. They seem to really hit their stride about 

halfway through the record, with really good songs like 

The Path of Least Resistance. About that time, I did 

the same, sitting back, enjoying what they had to offer. 

(TOM) 

BYO Records, PO Box 67A64, Los Angeles CA 
90067 

Piebald - Sometimes Friends Fight, CD 

Good quality, Wreck-type screamfest, with actual tunes 
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underneath. Play somewhat loudly. (DC) 

point the blame records, 10738 Ave. Millen, 
Montreal (PQ) H2C 2E6 Canada 

Piebald - When Life Hands you 

Lemons...,CD This is about as fun as “emo” gets, 

mellow at times but keeps it rocking and keeps you 

smiling, similar to many other bands of this genre, but 

piebald does it in there own way. aesthetically pleasing 

as well (harlo) 

Hydra head records, PO Box 990248 Boston, mass. 
02199 

Pincushion- Maggot, CD This is fun, fast pop 

punk type stuff. I was pleasantly surprised- the cover 

seemed to promise heavy metal. The band seems to 

sound like a bastard son of Weston, which is always a 

good thing, if you ask me. Definitely enjoyable, if not 

at all groundbreaking. (JP) 

Gun In Mouth Records 2074 Townhill Drive 
Cincinnati, Oh, 45238 

Pinhead Circus - Detailed Instructions for 

the Self Involved, CD Solid punk rock with loud 

guitars, some nice melodic leads, and cool emo-ish 

singing and back-ups. There are also some nice stop 

and go parts, and some quirky off-time stuff that keeps 

this interesting. Reminds me of some of the great emo- 

punk bands of the early-80s. Not a classic or anything, 

but better than most. (MH) 

BYO PO Box 67A64 Los Angeles CA 90067 

Pink Lincolns / Submachine - split, 7” Two 

songs from each band - one original and one covering 

the others song. Pink Lincolns does a good job with 

Submachine’s “Fabulosity”, and then check it with their 

own silly anti-Madonna number. Submachine do the 

Pink Lincolns “I’ve Got my Tie On” and then rage on 

their own “Self Conscience.” Both bands are straight 

ahead punk (and if you haven’t heard either band, turn 

in your punk credentials NOW) with gruff vocals and 

heavy guitars. Get it. (MH) 

Just Add Water PO Box 16102 Spartanburg SC 
29316 

Plexorjet - s/t, 45 Awesome, low burn rock that’s 

both tuneful and intense without much volume. And 

they sing about Carole King, if only for a few seconds. 

Buy it. 

Magic Eye Singles, PO Box 6165, Baltimore, MD 
21231 

Policy - Dead Kids Can’t Skank, 7” Dead kids 

can’t skank . And neither can anyone else while this 

record is spinning. A pox on the Blue Meanies for 

making people think that ska and death metal are two 

great tastes that taste great together well, I won’t be 

having seconds, (harlo) 

Defenstrate Records, Cory Kilduff, 804 Mt. Vernon, 
Richardson, TX 75081 

Pop Rocks! - After You, 7” Yes! This is better, 

Gaunt style rockin rollin from Ohio, heart of punk 

rock (All hail Pagans). This explains it right here, Matt 

Reber of New Bomb Turk fame produced this one. Big 

THUMBS UP for the sound, sick guitars that would 

have the goddamn Kinks jealous. The B-side is a total 

throw-away like all singles used to be. Come for the 

production, stay for the songs. Pick this one up, imme¬ 

diately. (EA) 

Break-Up! Records 91 E. Patterson Ave., Columbus, 
OH 43202 

Positive State - The Bullshit Initiative, CD 

Wow! I saw these guys a year and a half ago, while I 

was living in DC. At that time, they were a little bit 

HC, little bit ska. Liked em, but didn’t love em. Times 

change and so did this band. They became quite profi¬ 

cient at playing speedy old school HC, skipped the ska, 

and put on an incredible in your face live show. 

Unfortunately, they broke up not long ago, which 

means if you haven’t seen em, you won’t. The good 

news, if there’s good news to be had, is that they 

released this record before the breakup and it captures 

the spirit and intensity of this band pretty well. (TOM) 

Torque Records, P0 Box 229, Arlington VA 2210- 
0229 

Potshot- Pots and Shots, CD Japanese ska- 

punk, now that’s a first for me. It’s not bad, maybe a 

little faster than the run-of-the-mill US ska-punk, 

maybe with better vocals, even. Fast guitars, a full horn 

section.. It’s enjoyable, on some level- I always dig 

Japanese bands’ way of wording songs when they sing 

in English- it’s cute. I would really like to see them sing 

in Japanese, but it seems as if foreign bands that wan¬ 

der into my pile rarely sing in their “mother tongue”. 

I’d be into this even more, I think. (JP) 

Asian Man Records PO Box 35585 Monte Sereno, 
Ca 95030 
California Roll Japan Kyowa Bldg IF Nakano 1-46-11 
Nakano-ku Tokoyo, Japan 164 

Pram - Gash, CD Hmmm.Casio Punk? I hear 

that these guys have quite a following in the UK, but I 

can’t figure out why. They have a pretty neat drum 

thing going on, kind of a world music influence on the 

percussion, but at times it just starts to sound like a 

drum circle with some wacked out lyrics being said off 

time with echoes. I’m not into it, maybe I just don’t 

get it. (harlo) 

Howl Records, 4751 12th Ave., NE Section A, 
Seattle, WA, 98105 

Pressure - Destroy LA, mini LP 4 Songs of 

melodic pop punk that does nothing for me. Geez, I 

wonder where these guys are from? California maybe? 

(NW) 

Uprising Records PO Box 490 Laguna Beach, CA 
92652 

The Proms - Bubble Bath, 7” Another poppy 

gem from Mutant Pop Records. Three cute boys 

singing four extremely poppy and repetitive punk rock 

hits. You have no choice than to succumb to the hyp¬ 

notic rhythms and shake your money maker. (MD) 

Mutant Pop Records, 5010 NW Shasta, Corvallis, OR 
97330 

The Prostitutes - Living Wreck, 7” The first 

Prostitutes record was as good a 7” as I could ever hope 

for. It was catchy as hell, with ridiculous lyrics about 

slittin’ fathers throats and being drunk. It was great. I 

still listen to it all the time. It took a while, but their 

new shit is starting to come out. This one — on the 

Jakkpot label — is good, but lacks the oomph and 

hooks of the first. Its still angry 77 with power, but isn’t 

essential. They have an LP out, hopefully it’ll toss us 

some of the hooks we want from these guys. (GG) 

American Punk 802 S Broadway Baltimore, MD 
21231 

Psychotic Youth/Richies - Bubblepunk EP, 

Split-7” A perfect title for this collection of cutesy 

songs from Deutchland. I don’t know why, but 

Piebald / Regulator Watts 

Psychotic Youth reminds me a heckuva lot of Elvis 

Costello. I especially liked their declaration of a crush 

on “Goldie Hawn”. The Richies are pretty new-wave 

sounding, and the lyrics have a Dr. Seuss thing going 

on. The more I listen, the cuter it gets . Positively 

stomach churning. Bubblepunk indeed, (harlo) 

Wolverine Records, Benrather Schlossufer 63, 
40593 Dusseldorf, Germany 

Puritan/Officer Down—split, 7” Crazy hard 

core with screamy vocals (but of course). Not particu¬ 

larly my cup of Earl Grey but like I’ve said before, I am 

weak. Whoa, OFFICER DOWN play at some insane¬ 

ly fierce speeds—it’s kinda cool. PURITAN are all 

right too. I dug the little insert that came with this. 

Some intelligent thoughts conveyed like the following 

quote: “It is high time for males to stop dominating 

what so many think is a safe place for all to express 

themselves. This is not a safe place for everyone.” 

THANK YOU!!! It is SO nice to see that some kids 

out there are not going to tolerate the testosterone- 

pumped bullshit that is so prevalent within this scene. 

Kudos to you! (PK) 

GoodFellow Records, 762 Upper James St., Suite 
275, Hamilton ON, L9C 3A2 

Pushovers - Letterbomb Your Heart, 7” 

Kinda boring mid-tempo pop punk with songs about 

relationships. Muddy production and bland songwrit¬ 

ing make this extremely disposable. (MH) 

Radio Free Suburbia Records 174 Meredith Ave. 
Garrett Hill PA 19010 

THE LETTER R 
Racer 10 - Melodies & Memories, LP Quite 

generic melodic punk. Note to band: your sound would 

benefit greatly from increased guitar presence. (GG) 

Onefoot Records 

The Real Swinger - not title, LP As with many 

records, this one has its moments, but overall is rather 

bland. European flavored punk-pop stuff. OK shit. (GG) 

VML PO Box 183 Franklin Park, IL 60131 

Red Monkey—The Time Is Right 7” This is a 

classic Troubleman release: noisy, ugly, and totally fuck¬ 

ing brilliant! “I see you and I believe teenagers are dull 

which I know is a lie/ teenagers are boring when they’re 

shit cool. And you look so ill and you look so dull and 

you look so cool and you look so bored.” Lyrics worth 

their weight in gold. (DS) 

Troubleman Unlimited 16 Willow St. Bayonne NJ 
07002 

Red Stars Theory - no title, 10” Very, very 

good indie rock produced by none other than super 

savvy Calvin Johnson himself. Buy this. (MD) 

Deluxe, P0 box 14205 Berkeley, ca 94712 

The Regrets - New Directions: Results Beat 

Boasts, CD Sounding more than a little like Bastro 

(and complete with odd, nonsense lyrics intended to be 

poetic) it’s good, low-fi, Midwestern indie rock. The 

kind of band that would have opened for Pavement a 

few years back. Solid. (DC) 

Crank, 1223 Wilshire Blvd, 173, Santa Monica, CA 
90403 

Regulator Watts - The Aesthetics of No- 

Drag, CD. Awesome artwork, a split release between 

slowdime and dischord. members of hoover, rocking 
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emo-core, almost math-rock style, sometime frantic and 

raw. sometimes mellower, dc styled vocals, kinda like 

bluetip, but with a unique twist, interesting lyrics, very 

nice, (harlo) 

slowdime. PO. box 414 Arlington VA, 22210 & 

Dischord 

Republic of Freedom Fighters/Twenty Seven 

Hours - Split, 7” One band’s from Canada, the 

other, I think is from the Carolina’s. There you have the 

primary difference. They both play emo, they both 

have female leads, and they both play moderately inter¬ 

esting music. Pretty nice layers on the music, with 

almost 80s alternative sounding guitar work. At first 

though, I really had a hard time discerning the vocalist 

on the Republic of Freedom Fighter’s side. I honesty 

thought for a moment that it was a one year old throw¬ 

ing a temper tantrum! It kind of grated on my nerves, 

which ended up adding to the overall breath of the 

sound. (TOM) 

Fall Records, 7121 Quail Woods Road, Wilmington 

NC 28405-7027 

The Retreads-Say Cheese, 7” Another poppy, 

noisy Ramones-influenced band. But at least they 

thank the Ramones in their credits, and at least their 

vocals stay interesting. And at least they give you a free 

sticker. Actually, this 7” is very catchy and pretty good. 

The Retreads seem to add a little something to their 

music - which is good. (MD) 

No Decaf! Records, box #107-3N 500 Sagamore 
Pkwy W. Lafayette, IN 47906 

Returnaround - I’ll Smack Ya, 7” Better than 

average big-amp punk rock with some interesting chord 

progressions in spots. Nice growly tough-guy vocals 

that complement the music. Excellent production on 

this DIY release too. Nice. (MH) 

Coffee Milk Records 136 Moccasin Dr. Warwick Rl 
02886 

The Revelers - no title, 7” Sounds like the Beach 

Boys with bad songwriting. (GG) 

Break Up! 91 East Patterson Ave. Columbus OH 
43202 

Rhythm Collision - Collision Course, 7” 

Totally cool. I’ve never been too big of a fan of 

Rhythm Collision, but I’m converted now. This is 19 

tracks of b-sides, compilation tracks, and alternate ver¬ 

sions of past LP tracks. Excellent liner notes with a lit¬ 

tle story about each song. I’m gonna be listening to 

this one for a while, (harlo) 

Dr. Strange 

Rompecabeza - Ball Peen Companion, CD 

What a fitting band name. This is an eccentric, grating 

noise attack that sounds like music because it utilizes all 

the traditional instruments. It’s bizarre, it jumps 

around; it probably could be classified more as experi¬ 

mental music than noise. Let’s elaborate a bit more: 

picture a group of people that are really into 

noise/experimental/avant garde music deciding to go 

into a studio to fuck around for a few hours. That is 

Rompecabeza. (KB) 

Huel Records P0 Box 21134 Winston-Salem, NC 
27120-1134 

Royal Knightmares - S/T, 7” Man, these guys 

have it down. Cheap black and white sleeve, obligatory 

trashy pin-up on the back, cute cartoon of the band 

rocking on the front. Similar to the Volcanoes, surfy 

and nothing even attempting the word NEW. Can’t 

understand the reason to pay three bucks on sub-par 

musicianship in a category such as surf. If you don’t 

own Link Wray, Dick Dale, etc. then don’t even bother 

with getting this yet. (EA) 

Solamente Records 124 St. Marks Place #2 
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2013 

THE LETTER S 
Saint Louis - no title, 7” Rock. Not rock ‘n’ roll. 

Just rock. Complete with distortion, screaming vocals 

and traditional guitar licks. Rock. (MD) 

Erosion records, PO box 701, Appleton, Wl 54912 

The Saints - I’m Stranded, CD Without a 

doubt, one of the most important LPs of all time. 

Damn, if don’t own this by now... The Saints were 

from Australia and put out two amazing LPs in the late 

* seventies. You probably heard the classic song (I’m) 

Stranded on a cheapo punk sampler like the Rhino 

compilations that flooded the market a few years back. 

Thank you to Triple XXX, because I was sick of copy¬ 

ing this LP to friends. Not available domestically until 

now, you get two bonus tracks (available elsewhere) 

and new photos and liner notes. Hallelujah, rejoice, 

long live the Mighty Saints. (EA) 

PO Box 862558 LA, CA 90086-2558 

The Saints - Eternally Yours, CD Follow-up 

LP to (I’m) Stranded, see review. This classic starts off 

with horns (horns in punk rock) oh yes and it worked. 

From the first track “Know Your Product” to the bonus 

track of “Do the Robot” this LP is probably the best 

Sophomore LP of any late seventies punk band. SERI¬ 

OUSLY FUCKER, you better get on this. (EA) 

PO Box 862558 LA, CA 90086-2558 

Samiam - The New Red Years, CD This is a 

collection of songs taken from their first three albums 

on New Red Archives. Do I really need to describe 

Samiam’s sound to you? Poppy, punky, whatever. 

Generally I don’t go for this kind of stuff but I’m sure 

it’ll be a nice trip down memory lane for somebody. 

“You Looking at Me” isn’t a half-bad song just ‘cuz 

there’s brush drums in it and brush drums always 

reminds me of Lois Maffeo—swoon! For completist 

fans or for kids playing catchup. (PK) 

Golf c/o Plastic Head Music Distribution Ltd., Unit 15 
Bushell Business Estate, Hithercraft Wallingford, 
0X0N 0X10 9DD UK 

The Sandpebbles-Up Towards the Dotted 

Line, CD I got this 7” in for review and fucking loved 

it. I don’t like this CD as much as the songs off the 7”, 

though, mostly ‘cause they seem a little more “rock” 

than the ones off the single. Where the single seemed 

like amped-up pop songs in a Dischord vein, this seems 

more like punked-out alterno-rock. Don’t get me 

wrong, these songs are still pretty good, they’re just not 

great. (DS) 

817 Stanton Ave. Baldwin, NY 11510 

Scalplock - Broken History, CD I swear to you 

that I live for this kind of record! This baby rules! A lit¬ 

tle punk, a little thrash, a little HC, and a little metal. 

All rolled up into one big pile of rock and mayhem. 

Scalprock, from the UK, pushes out their eleven songs 

against capitalism and against the impacts it is having 

on cultures throughout the world in just over fifteen 

minutes. Yah man! (TOM) 

Eastview, Bridge Street, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex 
CM1 3EX, England 

Scared Of Chaka/The Traitors- split, 7” Nice 

garagey punk from both bands. I know a lot of people 

really like Scared Of Chaka, but I don’t see anything so 

wildly interesting there. The Traitors have a faster 

sound, and I’d listen to their side before I’d listen to the 

SOC side again. I’m sure fans will dig this, though. (JP) 

Johanns Face Records PO Box 479-164 Chicago, 

IL 60647 

Scrotum Grinder - S/T, 7” I expected so much 

from this wax platter. Burrito Records has a great track 

record for releasing blistering music. Maybe I expected 

too much. Featuring members of Assuck and 

FailureFace, I though this would be so brutal. Instead I 

get bored with this generic metal mishap. I don’t need 

to hear any bands beside Antischism, sound like 

Antischism. Scrotum Grinder? That’s something you’d 

name a bad industrial band. (SY) 

Burrito Records, P0 Box 3209, Brandon. FL 33509- 
3204 

Sea Tiger-Cyberporpoise 12” EP Perfect back¬ 

ground music for that trip to the moon you’ve always 

been planning. Light &C airy instrumentals with plenty 

of strange, electronic squeaks & sqonks to keep things 

interesting. Added bonus: it’s a 1 sided 12 inch, with 

drawings etched into the other side. (DS) 

Troubleman Unlimited 16 Willow St. Bayonne NJ 
07002 

Seventy Eight Days - Canvas, LP Well, I hope 

this is cheap because it only has 4 songs on it. Screamy 

melodic emo hardcore with poetic lyrics. Lots of X’ed 

up hands in the photos but they don’t come anywhere 

near that in lyrical content. Sort of high pitched 

screamed/yelled vocals. Well produced, slick cover, etc., 

pretty formulaic. I was a little disappointed seeing that 

there are members of Chokehold in this band. (KB) 

Goodfellow Records 762 Upper James St. Suite 275 
Hamilton, ON L9C-3A2 

Shakuhachi Surprise - Space Streakings 

Sighted Over Mount Shasta, CD The guys 

from Space Streakings (Japanese noise band) and 

Mount Shasta (Midwestern noise band) join together 

with Steve Albini on the boards to bring you a wall of 

noise that sounds even nosier than the stuff these guys 

do on their own. Not bad, though probably better 

appreciated live. (DC) 

Skin Graft, PO Box 257546, Chicago, IL 60625 

Shoegazer - Intoxicated Birthday Lies, CD 

Rampaging Pop, filtered through a MINUTEMEN- 

later DESCENDENTS-VICTIM’S FAMILY styled 

musicians gone berserk quirk. Leering straight ahead, 

this holds steady and swings with the melody , capped 

off by this stop and start, spazzy musical proficiency. 

Fourteen really upbeat and tight songs, delivered with 

hoarse impassioned howls and speed. (KS) 

Todo O Nada Music, 6201 Sunset Blvd. #077, 
Hollywood, CA. 90028 

Shotwell - Celery, Beef and Iron, CD Used to 

be called Shotwell Coho and they were a great pop 

band them. Shotwell reminds me of why I hate current 

“pop-punk” they don’t have nasal vocals or rough 

mixes, it is all too clean. Thanks to Aaron and the boys 

we get another twist to bands we liked: Crimpshrine, 
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Showcase Showdown / Stem 

fifteen, etc. This is really good and fits right along any 

of the other bands that Mr. Cometbus and Pete have 

done. The lyrics are great. (EA) 

Broken Rekids 

Showcase Showdown / August Spies - 

Assemble your own Dictator, 7” I assume that 

they mean a political Dictator, not a jnember of the 

Dictators. The Showcase Showdown have done little 

wrong (except get busted by the cops in my city). I 

will make the Doc Dart/Crucifucks comparison once 

again. Though I hear so many Killed By Death songs 

and licks hidden in their tracks. All hail the Showcase 

Showdown. I choose Ping Pong as our Dictator, preach 

boy, preach. August Spies also fit into that KBD cate¬ 

gory and are punchy on their own, but it is murder to 

be on the flip of a really great band. (EA) 

Tario Records 23 Pomeroy St. Allston, MA 02134 

The Shyness Clinic- The Pleasures Of 

Beginning, 7” This is so slow and emmmmo, that I lis¬ 

tened to the whole thing on 45rpm before I realized I was 

listening to it on the wrong speed. I likes it better faster, it 

sounded like a girl singer ala the Giving Tree. On 33 rpm, 

it’s just too slow to interest me, and is just another band to 

follow suit in that ever expanding emo thing. (JP) 

Paper, Scissors, Rock? Records 133 Peterborough 
Street #17 Boston, Ma 02215 

The Siren Six! - The Voice With a Built In 

Promise, CD Made up of former members of 

Stinkfish and The Pacers, you might expect this 

Minneapolis ska sextet to rawk, but their brand of ska is 

much more soulful and melodic than their ancestral 

bands. You can think of the S6! as a mix of the soul of 

the Pietasters with a early Fishbone-like beat. Standout 

tracks are "All In the Family (UK Version) and One 

Sided”. The organs and horns on “Frame Up” will have 

you hitting the repeat-1 button on your disc player, 

probably for the first time in years. Kingpin looks as if 

it may quickly develop a solid stable of ska acts, (harlo) 

Kingpin Records, P0 Box 80718, Minneapolis, MN, 
55408. Kingpin@execpc.com 

Skarnspage - Mydefodet, 45 Norwegian noise- 

core, kind of like a Scandinavian version of those goofy 

Japanese noise bands without the amusement factor. 

And in Norwegian, to boot. An interesting novelty, 

but not much more. (DC) 

LaNuGo, PO Box 51, N-1710 Sarpsborg, Norway 

Sleeping for Sunrise - s/t, 7” At first this started 

out so incredibly mellow that I thought it would be 

excruciating to listen to. Fortunately, it suddenly picked 

up, and turned into a nice little indie rocker. A lot of 

dynamics going on here, without falling into that 

overused indie rock mode of being really quiet, then real¬ 

ly loud, then really quite, then really loud, etc etc^tc. For 

a bad comparison, I’d pigeonhole this as Superchunk 

meets Seam. Pretty damn cool (for indie rock). (MH) 

Playing Field Recordings PO Box 851 Urbana IL 

61803 

Slim Moon-Won’t You Dance With This 

Man? CD Our very own Slim Moon and his first solo 

CD. Go read Slim’s column this issue. That’s a very 

good representation of the kind of stuff you 11 find on 

this CD. I love it. Spoken word stories that range from 

stream-of-conciousness stuff like this issues column, to 

a fairly straightforward piece about loving to drink. The 

opening track about supervillians is a classic. Definitly 

worth picking up. (DS) 

Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State #418 Olympia WA 

Sloe - Careless Whispers, CDEP I had no idea 

that Wham! was so punk! Sloe’s version of the title 

track of this 3 track CD single has me convinced. The 

originals on this disc (“Pathetic” and “Simply Stated ) 

are good poppy punk with surprisingly good vocals and 

harmonization. Still, I don’t know why anyone who 

isn’t a techno-remixer would put out a CD single, 

maybe its available on 7” also. Definitely wait for the 

ocapella version of “Night Shift” hidden in the last 30 

seconds of the disc hilarious, (harlo) 

Headhunter Records, 4901-906 Morena Blvd., San 
Diego, CA 92117-3432 

Sloppy Seconds - Come Back Traci - I 

Don’t Wanna Be a Homosexual - Where 

Eagles Dare, triple 7” These three re-issues come 

from Get Hip and I wonder why GH finally got into 

the reOrelease business. To say that these singles are 

essential would be debatable. I would say that these 

singles are an important of the goofball era of punk (w/ 

Sloppy Seconds, Vandals, Meatmen, etc.) If you dont 

get the references on “Come Back Traci” or understand 

the sarcasm in “I Don’t Wanna Be a Homosexual then 

you don’t belong in this era. I was surprised after not 

hearing any of these songs for over five years, they held 

up quite well. Their cover of “Where Eagles Dare” fea¬ 

turing Bobby Steele (original Misfit) was a big hit when 

this thing was released years ago. (EA) 

Get Hip PO Box 666 Canonsburg, PA 15233 

Small Brown Bike - No Place Like You, 7” 

Poppy punk rocking hard, challenging the pop hooks of 

Unfun-era Jawbreaker. Dual guitar action, a great 

rhythm section, and it’s all cohesive. Completely honest 

music here and great packaging. Thoughtful lyrics writ¬ 

ten from experience. Four songs on this debut seven 

inch. Because they are so good, this is the kind of band 

that you always here other bands talking shit about. So 

you were thinking of buying that new Mr. T Experience 

record? Don’t bother, it sucks. Buy this instead. (SY) 

Salinger Press, 180 Rosetta, Auburn Hills, Ml 48326 

Smarty Pants - Betty’s Beheading b/w Lost 

in Las Vegas, 7” A very interesting little record. 

Occasional aggressive guitar, but mostly weird melodic 

and non-melodic sounds on this create interesting lay¬ 

ers of sound. Relatively high pitched male vocals that 

are kind of sing-song add to the hypnotic effect 

brought about by the layering. Definitely an original, 

and definitely not for everyone. (MH) 

Smarty Pants 1110 Brookhaven Drive Edmond OK 
73034 

Social Act-Spiritual Journeys, CD Oh god. 

Ultra-reverbed acoustic-tinged power ballads mixed 

with terrible terrible terrible full-on rockers. This is so 

overproduced, the polish rubs off on your hands. 

Thank god for the stop button on a CD player. (DS) 

Why-Me 2020 W. Concord PI. Chicago IL 60647 

Soda Pop Fuck You - S/T, CD I don’t think that 

anyone is ever going to do the whole no-horns-punk- 

with-some-ska guitar thing as well as Operation Ivy 

did, but that doesn’t mean that several hundred bands 

aren’t going to try. Soda Pop Fuck You are one of those 

bands, and I’d put them at about the middle of the 

pack. I guess I don’t even feel strongly enough about 

them to hate them, they’re just the definition of medi¬ 

ocrity. (harlo) 

Bad monkey records, 473 North Street, Oakland, CA 

94609 

Some Velvet Sidewalk-The Lowdown, CD 

Funk & remixes—complete with flute—courtesy of 

indie stalwarts Some Velvet Sidewalk. (DS) 

K P0 Box 7154 Olympia, WA 98507 

Some Velvet Sidewalk -Valley of the Clock, 

7” Many moons ago I had bought the “Avalanche” 

CD by SOME VELVET SIDEWALK and I can 

remember thinking it was okay, but not great. Well, I’ll 

have to eat my former thoughts by saying that this has 

bekindled my interest in all of A1 Larsen’s kookiness. 

This is quirky indie-dub-rock—much like Calvin 

Johnson’s superdanceable DUB NARCOTIC. Even 

comes in lovely old school packaging. And just for 

your extra trivia tidbit pleasure, did you know that Tobi 

Vail used to drum in this band? Rad. (PK) 

K, Box 7154, Olympia WA, 98507 

Song of Kerman - no title, 7” Heavy hardcore 

that does everything it’s supposed to — it pounds and 

screams and builds and stops — but doesn’t get much 

past being mediocre. (SM) 

Track Star Records, P0 Box 60, Forked River, NJ 
08731-0060 

The Splash Four - Do the Earthquake 

Shake, CD A little old, but needs to be reviewed for 

sure. This isn’t a full length but 16 tracks taken from 

singles and such. With that in mind it isn’t the great 

LP like their Estrus record was but taken in pieces this 

is genius stuff. The Fun Bangers single is included 

and if you are missing that single then you need this 

disc indeed. These jerks cover the Killed By Death 

classic “Earthquake Shake” a song that I wanted to 

desperately cover. Pointless now, since the Splash 

Four put that song down perfect. Do Yourself a favor 

and pick this up. (EA) 

1 + 2 Records Dist. By Get Hip 

The Starlight Desperation - Our Product...it 

rhymes with bitch, 7” Hey, this is cool. Keen Kill 

Rock Stars type stuff. I love the Pee Chees, and this 

band is like a pissed off Pee Chees. Cool. (GG) 

Catchpenny 2601 Adeline St. #203 Oakland, CA 

94607 

Statics - Punk Rock and Roll, LP Wow the 

Statics are back, and this time it is serious. I have 

argued with friends that the Statics are a great band and 

not a couple of Childish wannabees. They are for real 

and sadly this may be the last of the Statics. This LP is 

essential as hell. The biggest mistake of this LP is that 

the best song is the last track, “ I’m a Man.” The other 

hit (coming from their Deadbeat single) is “Sold my 

Soul (to the Rolling Stones).” Too bad that Mr. 

Lowery doesn’t even own a Rolling Stones LP. Pick this 

up while you are getting the Infections LP. (EA) 

Rip Off Records 

Stem - Forever Up, CDEP Will someone 

please just shoot me and put me out of my misery? I 

am forever grateful that this is an EP, in spite of 

what I said elsewhere, cause I would have been sui¬ 

cidal if I had to listen to anymore of this. On sever¬ 

al, if not most, of the songs, all I would have needed 

to do is add a couple of turntables and we would 

have had a rap, hip hop, or whatever the hell it is 

record. On the whole, it was just slow, though not 
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Stuntman / Today is the Day Punk Planet #22 
chugga chugga, HC. No matter, it was a lethal 

combo that I could have just as easily lived happily 

without. (TOM) 

Ignition Records, New York, NY 

Stuntman - the American fadeout, CD. 

they try to sound like hometown boys built to spill, but 

not nearly as good, technical guitars, melodic, and 

sometimes aggressive, vocals that tend to get annoying 

sometimes, (harlo) 

(mad wheel records PO. box 115, station r. 
Montreal, Qc H25 3K6) 

Subincision - no title, CD 17 song debut CD 

from this east bay Band, reminiscent of early ‘80’s 

bands where lots of influences stir into the punk rock 

pot and the sound comes out varied and original, even 

from song to song.Herky-jerky, throttly punk with 

Goofy to serious in the vein of early VANDALS styled 

silly social commentary ranging in topics from red¬ 

necks and veterinarian visits to serial murders dealt out 

with vibrating JELLO BIAFRA /GEZA X styled 

vocals. (KS) 

Beach Recordings, 1230 Market Street. Suite 135, 
San Francisco, CA 94012 

Subject Mad - 3 Funny Kids, 7” Back in 1982, 

we would have called this generic. Guess what. It still 

is! Straight-ahead 4 chord punk rock, with typical 

punk rock high school lyrics, and a bit of ska thrown 

into one song. Really nothing I haven’t heard a million 

times before. This stuff was recorded in 1995, so I can 

only hope that if this band is still around they’ve 

improved tremendously. (MH) 

Dirty Records PO Box 6869 Glendale AZ 85312 

Sugar Shack - Five Weeks Ahead of My 

Time, CD When did Sugar Shack get so good. I 

haven’t heard them in a long time, but damn this is 

real good. All songs are guitar heavy, with a nice 

tight driving rhythm and the garage world would be 

proud that we are out of the no-fi stage. Sugar Shack 

have some Mummies feel on this disc that will make 

you want to shake your goddamn tailfeather. Estrus 

is back with this and the new Drags, and Mono Men 

LPs. (EA) 

Estrus Records 

Supergirls - Destruct, 7” Mediocre poppy- 

punk from Anaheim, CA. The Supergirls have really 

tight musicians and the instrumentation is excellent, 

but when the vocals are added, the overall sound 

diminishes considerably. The singer’s voice isn’t too 

bad (he does a good job on a true-to-the-original 

cover of the Eagles’ “Desperado” on the B-Side) but 

the tempo of the lyrics just doesn’t match the tempo 

of the music - maybe its supposed to be that way and 

I just don’t get it. (harlo) 

Liberation Records, PO Box 17746, Anaheim, CA 
92817 

THE letter 1 
The Tank - S/t» 7” Featuring members of Brown 

Lobster Tank and Welt, The Tank do 2 of their own 

plus a cover of Joe Jacksons “I’m the Man”. If you lis¬ 

ten close on the A-side (“Every Tuesday”) you’d swear it 

was All. The B-Side, “Mess”, is equally poppy, but 

more edgy. I dig it. (harlo) 

Dr. Strange Records, PO box, 7000-117, Alta Loma, 
CA 91701 

Tantrum - Twisted in Anguish, CD Tantrum has 

a heavy, grooving sound that fans of AmRep releases 

should be sure to dig. This French band has the grunge 

sound down, with some really cool metallic grooves, 

and a vocalist that screams at times, and at other times, 

sings in a way too metallic style. Overall, though, this 

rocks. (MH) 

Vicious Circle BP21 33151 Cenon cedex France 

Telecognac - no title, CD Indie art poetry over 

slow, violin and keyboard heavy music. It is better than 

it sounds though, and the whole thing, packaging and 

content alike, is just kind of cool. Definitely worth a 

listen for non Fat Wreck Chords folk. (MD) 

Lombardi recording co., P0 box 2564 Madison, 
Wisconsin 53701-2564 

Ten Yard Fight - Back On Track, CD I have a 

real problem with the whole idea of “Back on 

Track”/”Bringing it Back”/”Back On the Map” type of 

idea. It works from the assumption that the “Good Old 

Days” were better than where you are now, and it’ll 

never be as good as “The good Old days” unless you 

get it “Back On track” from that original starting point, 

or go back to it (Bringing it Back) . This means your 

ideas aren’t moving forward, just trying to get back to a 

point of origin. This also therefore pretty much means 

your ideas are done. That said and done, TEN YARD 

FIGHT play really energetic and punchy YOUTH 

OF TODAY/ CRIPPLED YOUTH-Ye olde Styled S.E. 

Hardcore with the 100 person shouts and clean guitar 

sound, and spoken to sung vocals. “Back to Back, 

Shoulder to shoulder, Positive Youth, straight clean and 

sober”. 14 tracks, all short, to the point and solid. (KS) 

Equal Vision Records, PO Box 14, Hudson, NY 
12534 

Ten Foot Pole - Unleashed, CD Every Epitaph 

release seems to give me a Pennywise record in one 

form or another. Catchy power punk that owes its 

sound to every other Epitaph release. Perfectly fine for 

a day when you feel like buying the newest Epitaph 

record, because Bad Religion doesn’t have a new album 

out right now. (DC) 

Epitaph Records, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA 90026 

Thatcher On Acid -Curdled/The Moondance, 

CD Ew, this is really not my cuppa tea. The singer’s 

voice reminds me too much of Pete Shelley (i.e. not 

terribly appealing to mine fickle ears). And the slick- 

ster over-produced sound is pretty grating—I just can’t 

deal. If anything, at least those THATCHER ON 

ACID fans out there will have been notified of this 

release. I’m sorry but this was my last review to write 

up and after so many reviews and charred cupcakes, 

any ounce of diplomacy I once possessed has gone 

down the toilet. (PK) 

Broken Rekids, PO Box 460402, San Francisco CA, 
94146-0402 

Things I Hate - no title, 7” This record kind of grew 

on me. Sort of reminiscent of maybe Captain Beefheart in a 

way. The song structures are a little off, the music’s a bit off, 

the vocalist is a bit off, and even the song material is a bit 

off. A combination that would normally end it knee high in 

the shit pile, somehow is pulled off (intentionally or unin¬ 

tentionally) in a masterful fashion. (TOM) 

Severance Records, 2736 SE 27th Ave. Portland OR 
97202-1305 

Third Age - Supernatural, LP I have a problem 

with reviewing stuff like this, total MTV “alternative” 

emo thing that I don’t understand nor like at all. (NW) 

PO Box 903 Little Compton, Rl 02837 

Third Fall / Subb - Two Ban’ an’ a Split, CD 

Two bands from Canada here, both of whom play a dif¬ 

ferent style of pop punk. Third Fall rock out in the style 

newer stuff by All, with nice guitar changes, and a kinda 

heavy pop punk feel. Subb are, for the most part, ska- 

punk, though at times they kick it with straight ahead 

punk rock. That’s a cool mix that too many bands try 

and fail at. Subb have it down. It’s nice to see bands 

pool resources to put something like this out. (MH) 

Underworld Records; 10728 Ave. Millen; Montreal 
Quebec Canada; H2C 2E6 

The Thumbs - Sweet Merciful Crap! It’s.., 

7”EP The Thumbs mix a little bit of emo, little bit of 

pop, and a little bit of punk, and create an ok sound 

with it. It’s simply another one of those records that you 

can’t really say anything bad about, other than the fact 

that it just doesn’t just strike a chord in my punk rock 

soul. As with most of the records in this lot, it seems 

that the folks spent more time polishing their playing 

skills than coming up with interesting music. (TOM) 

Soda Jerk, P0 Box 4056, Boulder CO 80306 

The Tie That Binds - Slowly sinking under, LP 

It’s not hard enough to be hardcore, but it’s not poppy 

enough to get lumped in with pop-punk ... but its 

upbeat and melodic, so it’s an enigma. The band plays 

serious-sounding music with serious sounding lyrics, but 

don’t sound angry enough to be a hardcore band. The 

songs are varied and interesting and played well, and the 

whole thing is pretty listenable. A good CD. (SM) 

Onefoot Records, PO Box 3834, Cherry Hill, NJ 

08034-0592 

Tiltwheel - Battle Hymns for the Reclusive 

Youth, CD This is one of those records that you can 

say plenty of positive things about it, yet still not be left 

singing the praises of the final product (which seems to 

be endemic of this issue’s lot of music). It’s good, 

speedy pop punk with more than a smattering of 

emoish feel to it. The vocals are more often than not 

good on this effort, and the musical composition is 

almost pure genius. Yet in sum, I wouldn’t say that it 

had me dancing all over the place, but I certainly 

wouldn’t say that this record sucks either. (TOM) 

Liquid Meat, PO Box 460692, Escondido CA 92046 

Times Square - Learn It, CD These has super 

star written all over it. You have an ex-Devil Dogs 

Dave Ari as the drummer on this and Bobby Steele ex- 

Misfits on Bass and he mixed it. Steve of the Devil 

Dogs produced it. Hmmmm.. I would have though 

this would have been a lot better. Very Devil Dogs/ 

50s punkified rock and roll music with a X-Ray Specs 

sounding vocals. The mixing is where I blame this 

CD, the vocals are way too loud. (EA) 

Peep Show Records 65 West 96 St. Suite 28E NYC, 
NY 10025 

Today is the Day - no title, 7” I’ve heard some 

high praise for this band, so I had high expectations 

going into this, but the record didn’t live up to my 

expectations. It’s some heavy screaming hardcore with 

piercing high guitars, evil and dark, but not so much 

that it really knocked me over. One side is a grating 

bunch of noise that could possibly bring a really bad 

mood to a head but just agitated me when I listened to 



Record Reviews Tokyo Sex Whale / Who Cares? 

it in an OK mood. (SM) 

Hydra Head Records, PO Box 990248, Boston, MA 

02199 

Tokyo Sex Whale vs. That Guy’s Belly - 

Split, CD 2 Punk bands from Hong Kong. Tokyo 

Sex Whale sounds like an Epitaph band, maybe 

NOFX, and do a good job of rocking out without 

sounding too derivative of their influences. That Guy’s 

Belly are in the same vein, though a bit more aggres¬ 

sively sXe lyrically. Also pretty good. Nice to see that 

Chinas getting some decent punk with their acquisition 

of Hong Kong. (DC) 

Ling Lao Records, 240 Kam Kin Mansion, 119 Caine 
Road, Hong Kong, 

Tomorrows Gone - no title, 7” This band has a 

cover of a 1986 Dag Nasty song on this record, and that’s 

pretty indicative of where this band is at musically. Speedy 

posi-core from the eighties, with those heartfelt vocals belt¬ 

ing out. Not bad as a throwback to “the day.” (SM) 

Element Records, 6142A N. Compton, Indianapolis, 

IN 46220 

Tonnage - no title, 7” These two songs both start 

off really evil and heavy sounding, then get all stupid 

when the singer jumps in and ruins them. Like a really 

bad Quicksand. Lame. (SM) 

Honeybowl Records, PO Box 11303, Berkeley, CA 
94712 

Touchcandy - The Nights of Touchcandy, 

Part 1, CD Good quality glam rock for people who 

take lots of drugs or who listen to the Legendary Pink 

Dots obsessively. Pretentious at times (okay, all the 

time) but pretty interesting. And at least a couple of 

songs, “Whore’s Wash” and “Yellow Pages” are worth 

the price alone. (DC) 

The Sceptic Tank, P0 Box 26b97 Los Angeles, CA 
90026 

Travis Cut- No Good With Words, 7” Fast, 

poppy and very punk. The vocals are deliciously out 

of tune and really great pop-punk sad lyrics. This 7” 

makes me happy, and that’s why you should buy it as 

well. A bit Weston, a bit of something new. 

Indeed. (JP) 

JSNTGM Records 51 Southbourne Rd Blackpool, 
Lancs England FY3 9SH (Distro.By Cargo) 

Tsunami—Poodle/Old City, 7” All the indie 

kids are talking about Tsunami’s big comeback and 

justifiably so. Two songs on this swanky 7” to rock 

out to. Personally I’m into “Old City” moreso out of 

the sweet goodies offered up here. Poppy tunes with 

rad vocals and excellent lyrics. I never used to be into 

Tsunami all that much until I saw their live show and 

was completely blown away. Jenny Toomey has such a 

cool voice. Check out her other band—Liquorice— 

with Dan Littleton of Hated/Ida fame. A must-get 

for the indie kids or whoever—just get this! (PK) 

Simple Machines, PO Box 10290, Arlington VA, 

22210 

Tuesday - Freewheelin, CD Overproduced, slick, 

pretty. Thank you Mr. Billie Joe for this onslaught of 

bands who could make it. Way to commercial sound¬ 

ing for this boy. (EA) 

The Twerps/Cherub Score- split 7” Twerps 

=3D really old Screeching Weasel and Blatz, not bad at 

all. Cherub Scourge, with their excellent name, sound 

rather similar, only with a touch of old school in it. 

Not a bad 7 incher at all; the bands are enjoyable and 

induce toe tapping. (JP) 

Smalltown Kids PO Box 292 Lexington, KY 40584- 

0292 

THE LETTER TJ 
The Undead - Dawn of the Undead, LP A 

discography of one time Misfit’s band from the 80s. 

Pretty cool straight punk, pissed with cool vox. Still, its 

a little uneven since it deals with a bunch of different 

recording sessions. (GG) 

Shock Records PO Box 22098 SF, CA 94122 

Unionsuit-Accidents Happen, 7” Screamo circa 

1995. Didn’t this fad pass when Gravity started putting 

out crappy records? (DS) 

Second Nature P0 Box 11543 Kansas City MO 
64138 

Universal Life and Accident - Centrifugado, 

CD Boring, drawn out. horrible vocals, sounds like 

some bad corporate metal band trying to make it in the 

alternative industry, file under: yuck. (harlo) 

the me generation recordings PO. box 14445, 
Chicago, IL, 606114-0445 

Uranium 9 Volt-Wild 7, LP Hello left field!! Why 

this band is on Lookout, I’m not too sure—they’d be 

much more at home on Caulfield, or Jade Tree, or 

another one of the labels putting out quality “mature” 

hardcore. Label politiking aside, Uranium 9 Volt is a 

real surprise, a beautiful-looking record (nice use of 

Manga drawings), with incredible production value. 

This reminds me of a less math-influenced Giants 

Chair, or a louder Boys Life. Crunchying, punchy gui¬ 

tars, strong drums, and heart-wrenchingly screamed 

vocals. Who are these guys??? (DS) 

Lookout PO Box 11374 Bereley CA 94712-2374 

Urban Legends-s/t 7” Thank god for organ. 

Thank god for 4 tracks and their terrible recording 

quality. Thank god for tinny mixing. Thank god for 

quiet drums. Thank god for slightly distorted vocals 

making tentative, halting, haunting harmonies. Thank 

god for the Urban Legends. (DS) 

Tree PO Box 31840 Philadelphia PA 19104 

U.S. Maple - Sang Phat Editor, CD The noisier 

side of the Jim O’Rourke/Skin Graft-art soundscape 

scene, these guys make an impressively off-kilter racket 

without doing anything that sounds too much like 

either rock or music. This can be effective, sometimes 

(such as on “la click”), but can be wearing over time. 

But if you like your non-rock noise loud and sludgy 

(kind of like a free jazz Jesus lizard) you’ll like this. (DC) 

Skin Graft, P0 Box 257546, Chicago, IL 60625 

Uvtransmission - no title, 7” I should have 

known. A 33rpm record, with only two songs. Yep, 

another incredibly talented band playing incredibly 

boring music! This would be better served on some soft 

rock show somewhere. (TOM) 

Shag Productions 

THE LETTER V 
The Valentine Six - no title, LP Art jazz-beat¬ 

nik-lounge crap that again makes me ask who in hell I 

review for, PP or AP. (GG) 

PCP Entertainment 

Vaporhead - not title, CD This CD kind of 

intrigued me. It is kind of weird, and parts of it 

reminded me of Nirvana or someone, but it was still 

pretty good, I suppose. It is definitely different, and 

the vocals are interesting. Overall, I really don’t know 

what to make of Vaporhead though. I guess if you like 

a touch of punk, but prefer the sort of punkish “alter¬ 

native” feel, than check this band out. (MD) 

Paradigm, 67 Irving place south, NY, NY 10003 

Velocity Girl/Chisel, Split-7” I’ve never really 

given Velocity Girl and honest chance, but I really dig 

their half of this split. “Breaking Lines”, is excellent. 

You know what to expect from this now defunct quin¬ 

tet. Chisel’s half is good too, kind of an early 60’s rock 

and roll sound. Good stuff, (harlo) 

Shute. PO Box 2291, Kensington, MD 20891 

Very Metal - Banned in St. Louis, 7” Another 

Beer City 7.” I swear these things multiply like rabbits. 

This one is Oi more than street punk, and is good. (GG) 

Beer City 

The Vindictives / Sloppy Seconds - split, 7” 

Can you tell these two bands apart. Sloppy Seconds 

with a typical song of theirs “Why don’t Lesbians Love 

Me?”. Really, after Tesco Vee the Angry Samoans, etc. 

have done this route, do we need more? I guess so 

because you will run to the store and file this right next to 

your NOFX “Liza and Louise” single. The Vindictives 

“Pervert at Large” is a typical tune and could have been 

on any of their last couple singles. Slick packaging that 

you would expect that this was on Lookout!. (EA) 

VML Records PO Box 183 Franklin Park, IL 60131 

VKTMS - S/T, CD Twenty four songs from the 

Vktms. Half of which are old (1979) the other half are 

new recordings. The new stuff blows and the old stuff 

is overrated minus their classic, “Midget.” Some of you 

have been waiting for this I am sure. I yeah, this is 

THE band with the midget in it (EA) 

Broken Rekkids PO Box 460402 SF CA 94146 

Voodoo Glow Skulls - Baile de los Locos, CD 

Let me start this off by saying that VGS has always left a 

bad taste in my mouth, so I’ve gotta admit that I sat 

down with their newest ready to hate it. Then I threw 

it in, and I changed my mind. The real key to liking 

the Glow Skulls is to get the ska thing out of your 

mind. The more I told myself that there isn’t any ska 

left in their brand of ska-core, the better it got, think 

hardcore with horns. I’m still not a fan, but I don’t get 

angry about them anymore. VGS fans won’t be disap¬ 

pointed, but this one isn’t going to convert any anti¬ 

glow skullers either. Still I’ve got to give them props for 

the fastest horns ever, it amazes me every time, (harlo) 

epitaph 

THE LETTER VY 
White Frogs / This Side Up - Split, 7” This Side 

Up are very typical pop stuff that over-rules the punk 

planet mail office. White Frogs are hopped up punk rock 

with a sense of keeping the songs short and borrowed 

every early hardcore/Minor Threat/Government Issue 

trick in the book. Both of these bands sound like good 

live bands, but on vinyl seem cliche and tired. (EA) 

Alarma Records PO Box 578651 Chicago, IL 60657 

Who Cares? - Killing Me, EP “Thanks to God, 

the sun, the moon, the stars, herbs...” I’ll tell you “Who 
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The World Inferno Friendship Society / v/a Herd Mentality 

Cares?” about your tinny late ‘90s Ska pop punk band 

that sounds exactly like every other late ‘90s ska pop 

punk band influenced by the likes of CRIMPSHRINE, 

Screeching WEASEL and OPERATION IVY-every rela¬ 

tive, friend , Neighbor and casual acquaintance you can 

pass this onto. Everyone else can throw a stone(or more 

appropriately a heavy weighted anvil, grand piano, or 

any volatile projectile) out their window right now and 

hit someone in a band that sounds exactly like this. 

Yawn. Four songs-a love song, a nonsensical gang-vio¬ 

lence-gun control-unity song, a disaffected bored youth 

song and a song actually called....ahem... “PHAT 

LOVE”...a lot of boredom. Yawn.(KS) 

$3 PPD to Hot Sauce, PO Box 372116, Satellite 
Beach, FL 32937 

The World Inferno Friendship Society-The 

True Story of the Bridgewater Astral 

League, CD Wow. This is probably the most insane 

record I’m going to hear all year (I feel really safe in 

saying this since it’s still 1997 as I write this and there’s 

only a month & a half yet). I don’t even know how to 

describe this. It’s one part ska, one part polka, one part 

big band, one part rock &C roll, one part pure sex, and 

one hundred parts full-on crazy. This is the dawning of 

a new era and that era is called The World Inferno 

Freindship Society. Lightyears ahead of its time. You’re 

either gonna love this or you’re gonna hate it with a 

freakin’ passion. Choose love. (DS) 

Gem Blandsten PO Box 356 River Edge, NJ 07661 

Wrong Button - S/t, 45 Very Codeine-esque and 

with some hints of recent Radiohead at points. Very 

good moody stuff. (DC) 

Magic Eye Singles, PO Box 6165, Baltimore, MD 
21231 

Wrought:Ironsmile-s/t 7” Why do people flick 

up a really nice record by screaming at the top of their 

lungs? Here we had a very nice, very moody, very ele¬ 

gant record and all of a sudden some guy totally start 

screeming right there in the middle of it.This isn’t a 

skillful tempo change either—this is a ‘63 Cadillac 

making a U-turn in a one-way street.It’s too bad ‘cause 

the record shows a lot of promise. (DS) 

PO Box 8183 Victoria, BC V8W 3R8 Canada. 

THE LETTER Y 
You Fantastic! - Pals, CD EP One 17-minute 

song worth of discordant noise that would be the per¬ 

fect soundtrack to my suicide, were I decide to end it 

all. Mellow and depressing, culminating in a glorious 

cacophony of sheer noise, and then getting mellow and 

depressing again. Umm, interesting. (MH) 

Skin Graft Records 

The Yum Yums - Sweet as Candy, LP 

Ah....thank god for labels like 1+2 out of Japan. Even 

when they do poppy shit it’s good. These guys are sugary 

sweet, saccharin as hell.very decent power pop. (GG) 

1+2 Records, c/o Get Hip Inc. 

THE LETTER Z 
ZAO - The Splinter Shards The Birth Of 

Separation, CD Christian grindcore. Yup, that’s 

what I said. The music is, well, grindcore, so if you 

like that you’ll appreciate the music. The lyrics are 

panes to God. Sort of like early Godflesh in a bizarro 

universe. (DC) 

Tooth & Nail Records, PO Box 12696, Seattle, WA 
98111 

Zoinks!- Well And Good, CD Oh, Zoinks! What 

fun. Pop punk that could easily fit into the Lookout! 

Sub category, or the Mutant Pop selection, but fits in 

well with the Dr.Strange stuff. . The vocals have that 

slightly squeaky sound that I’m a sucker for, especially 

since the singer manages to stay melodic and in tune. 

The music is fast, poppy and fun. I think this one will 

stay in the mighty 7 disc CD player, I like it that 

much. Fans will dig it, for sure. (JP) 

Dr. Strange Records, PO Box 7000-117 Alta Loma, 
CA 91701 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
V/A - The 51 Comp, LP A well-executed compila¬ 

tion LP with an impressive list of hardcore super¬ 

heroes: Sabeth, Converge, Locust, Upset, Anomie, 

Daybreak, Four Hundred Years, Acheborn, Seein’ Red, 

Mine, Cerulean and Concrete. It comes with a 44-page 

“Booklet of the Revolution” that’s all in German except 

for the bands’ pages. Fortunately, an English introduc¬ 

tion says the booklet has stuff about German mili¬ 

tarism, neofascism, and a report on the daily life of 

refugees in Germany, among other topics. Very nice. 

Join the Team Player Records, c/o Marco Walzel, 
81673 Muenchen, Altoettingerstr, 6A, Germany 

V/A—AII About Friends CD “Hardcore is a big huge 

group of friends, we all know each other some way or 

another. There is so much energy and sincerity and heart 

in Hardcore, how could we not all be friends.” I hate to 

be the one that brings everyone doen, but isn’t hardcore 

filled with petty infighting, stupid reasons to hate one 

another, & a lot of really negative energy? I guess the 

guy’s intention is in the right place... Anyway, this is a 

comp wiht a really nicedy done, thick booklet of photos 

of the bands on the comp. What are the bands? Brutal 

hardcore &c not so brutal hardcore in the oh-so-popular 

hardcore revival fein: CR, Botch, Coalesce, Indecision, 

State Route 522, and many others. (DS) 

Hardcore Maniacs PO Box 11543 Kansas City MO 
64138 

V/A-Art of The State, CD Decent compilation of 

various bands, including Deep 13, Radioflier, Bitchslap and 

others. Pretty decent (and pretty diverse) collection. (DC) 

Major Label Records, P0 Box 2203 Gaithersburg, 
MD 20886 

V/A - Back of Dave / Prozac Memory split, 

LP Back of Dave play large, brawny, boisterous hard¬ 

core. The mid-tempo music seems to have its own pres¬ 

ence. I’ve heard some of their songs on comps before, 

and these sound different, but still pretty good. Prozac 

Memory remind me a lot of Car vs. Driver. They play 

mid-tempo, melodic hardcore with some nice soft parts 

in places. A good record. (SM) 

Subfusc V&C/Playing Field, PO Box 851, Urbana, IL 
61803-0851 

V/A - Bread the Edible Napkin, 2xLP or CD 

This is a really good comp for me in that there are a ton of 

bands on here that I’ve always heard about but never actu¬ 

ally heard. My favorite tracks are the Brutal Truth (grind¬ 

core with some twists). Cavity (metal influenced punk 

hardcore), Serpico (melodic punk a la early All), and 

Punk Planet #22 

Rhythm Collision (fast melodic punk) songs. Other acts 

include Hot Water Music, Christie Front Drive, Against 

All Authority, Horace Pinker, Car vs. Driver, Locust and 

Skankin Pickle. If you haven’t figured it out yet, this is an 

extremely diverse comp ranging from country to emo to 

punk to ska. Comes with No Idea fanzine #12 (see zine 

reviews section). This is a good sampler. (KB) 

No Idea P0 Box 14636 Gainesville, FL 32604-4636 

V/A - BYO/Big Daddy Records: Sample This, 

CD Don’t get me wrong, I like the recent trend of 

cheapo sampler CD’s, but the reason that I like them is 

that they give people a chance to hear NEW stuff with 

only a little bit of investment. That’s the problem with 

this sampler, its mostly old stuff. Only the Hagfish 

song hasn’t been, or isn’t being planned for release. 

Other tracks not yet available are by John Cougar 

Concentration Camp and Four Letter Word. But most 

of the other 19 tracks (among them 7 Seconds’ “Walk 

Together, Rock Together” for example) have been 

around forever. I don’t really have any complaints 

about the music, its all good, I just think that there are 

better ways to use the sampler format, but for $4.99, 

who am I to complain? (harlo) 

BYO/Big Daddy Records, PO box 67a64, Los Angeles, 
CA,90067 

V/A - CD Four bands here on this compilation CD: 

DIVIDE AND CONQUER, LEE MAJORS,ETERNA 

INOCENCIA, and JUGGLING JUGULARS, from 

the States, France, Argentina, and Finland respectively. 

Personally I dig LEE MAJORS the most here just 

because they kinda sound like the French version of 

JAWBREAKER. Props going out to DIVIDE AND 

CONQUER for their “subtle” fuck you to Promise 

Keepers—woo! Nice album artwork that is somewhat 

similar to that of Los Bros Hernandez. (PK) 

$10 ppd.; Yann Dubois, 9 Rue des Mesanges, 
35650 Le Rheu, France. 

V/A -Don’t Attempt To Make An Effort, CD 

Looks like some kid just threw together a whole slew of 

pop-punk/screamo/ska bands for this comp to sell at 

cost practically. An excellent way to be exposed to so 

many new bands—too bad the music ain’t exactly up 

my alley but oh well. Some of the more noteworthy 

bands here include FERT MERT, NOTHING YET, 

SUMOGRIMACE, JUNIOR, THE DYSLEXICS, 

YELLOW BRICK ROADKILL, and STICKER. Props 

going out to THIS SIDE UP for attempting to cover 

Billy Bragg’s “A New England” even though their ver¬ 

sion pales grossly in comparison to the original. Nice 

try but no banana. (PK) 

$4 ppd.; King Recordz, 20 Westminster Rd., 
Chatham NJ, 07928-1315 

V/A -Herd Mentality; The 1997 Feedlot 

Music Co-op Sampler, CD “Feedlot Music Co-op 

is a support base for Iowa City musicians. In other 

words, DIY.” Those words are from the liner notes of 

this rather diverse (in sound) compilation. I was pleas¬ 

antly surprised by this CD—definitely above the cut of 

the freebies Lusually get. The bands I dug: CHISEL 

DRILL HAMMER, THE BENT SCEPTERS, 

CARMINE, and TOM JESSEN’S DIMESTORE 

OUTFIT for its line-dancing value. The MATCH- 

BOOK SHANNON song is so 80 s—yea! Power V 

symbols going out to HOBINOB and SCRID for 

instilling the fear of Satan within me. (PK) 

Feedlot, 610 S. Dubuque St., Iowa City IA, 52240 



Record Reviews v/a Iron City Punk Vol. II / v/aWho bombed Judi Barry? 

V/A - Iron City Punk Vol. II, CD When I think of 

Pittsburgh punk rock, I think of Aus Rotten spitting on 

the floor in the basement of a nice Asian restaurant 

while the proprietors watched wide-eyed and frightened 

from behind a wall. Well, Aus Rotten isn’t on this com¬ 

pilation, but 16 other bands from the town of perpetu¬ 

al gloom are, including Reagan Squad, Kebabs, 

Discord, Arn City Pahnders, Submachine, Anti-Flag, 

Disco Crisis, Steel Miners, Master Mechanic, The 

Splits, Pilsner, Frampton Brothers, 57 Defective, 

Chooch, Liverball and the Ultimatics. The music is 

mostly old-school street-tough punk rock/01, usually 

sounding like a cross between the Exploited and old 

DOA. The exceptions are the Frampton Brothers, who 

sound like the Ramones, and Chooch, who play pop 

punk. (SM) 

No address listed ... how stupid. 

V/A - Joe King Presents: More Bounce to 
the Ounce, CD Wow! 2 CDs of quality pop punk. 

Admittedly, I don’t know all of the bands complete 

discographies, but it looks like mostly, if not entirely, 

unreleased songs or alternate versions or covers. More 

Bounce has all of your Lookout! faves (MTX, Hi- 

Fives, Groovie Ghoulies, Squirtgun...). The Smugglers’ 

cover of the Brady Bunch’s “Keep On” alone is worth 

every penny spent on the comp. Very Cool, (harlo) 

Lookout! Records 

V/A - Joey Vindictive Presents.... (That was 
now, This is Then), CD Sixteen bands of 1997 

covering songs from 1977. You get pop bands like The 

Crumbs, Sloppy Seconds, The Nobodys, Quincy 

Punks, the Migraines and Boris the Sprinkler. My 

biggest complaint is that too many of the bands did 

very typical covers of well known bands: Weirdos, 

Damned, the Jam, the Clash, Vibrators. You get what I 

would call “should know” bands: Wayne County, the 

Real Kids, the Saints, Radio Birdman, Eddie and the 

hot Rods, Dils, Eater. Finally, bands that is you knew, 

you would definitely think are essential: Avengers, The 

Only Ones, The Killjoys and Mick Farren and the 

Deviants. This has enough heavy hitters doing exclu¬ 

sive tracks that you will Find something you like here. 

As a bonus tracks 77 and 97 are Vindictives covers of 

Sex Pistols songs found on their 5” record. (EA) 

VML Records 

V/A - Kung Pao / Tucker split, 7” Kung Pao 

play heavy, sludgey dirt rock. I envision a band of big, 

hunched over men in flannel shirts with long hair and 

scraggly beards playing this sort of music. Tucker play 

quirky, eccentric guitar-heavy rock with muffled dis¬ 

torted vocals. I remember seeing this band live once 

and hating them — I guess the live experience translat¬ 

ed well to vinyl, because this sucks. (SM) 

Maduro Records, 2500 Harriet Ave., Minneapolis, 

MN 55405 

V/A - Limited Options... Sold as Noble 
Endeavors, 10” A great package featuring an awe¬ 

some record and an excellent zine. The best in tunes 

from the thrashing grind of MK-Ultra and Swallowing 

Shit to the melodic noise of the Dillinger 4 and Those 

Unknown. Other bands featured are Man Afraid, Q- 

Factor, The Strike, Pressgang, Thenceforward, and 

Deadstoolpigeon. Issue # 5 of the Contrascience zine 

also comes in the package and has great articles in it 

regarding the military and the options of the American 

work force. It is all good. (SY) 

Half-Mast Recording Corporation, P0 Box 14118, 

Minneapolis, MN 55414 

V/A-Live at Cicero’s CD As one would imagine 

from the title, these are all live recordings from Cicero’s, 

a club in St. Louis. The recordings are all very clean, 

and the live sound captured nicely. A ton of great 

bands, like the Promise Ring, Avgail, Delta 72, 90 Day 

Men, Castor, and tons others are on this. Definitly 

worth checking out. (DS) 

On The Clock PO Box 952 Granite City, IL 62040 

V/A - Live at Moe’s, CD Not one of three differ¬ 

ent CD players would play this disc so I will just let 

you know who is on it. Presidents of the United States, 

Hyperlung, Gruntruck, Pond, Marc Olsen, Silkworm, 

plus more. All songs previously broadcasted over the 

Internet. Thirteen bands and some free Internet soft¬ 

ware included on the disc (punk rock?) (EA) 

Imusic 

V/A - Now You Don’t Remember, CD Could be 

any of a thousand pointless pop-punk style comps. 

Sure you get a heavy hitter or two: Rhythm Collision 

and Millencolin. You get lots of pointless throw away 

tracks and needless versions. Why, why are labels doing 

this even more. No one is buying and no one cares. 

IT IS WAY TO EASY TO PUT OUT COMPILA¬ 

TION CDs THESE DAYS. (EA) 

Rabbit Records 63 Glenbart RD Duncraig WA 6023 

Australia 

V/A - Please Do Not Feed the Pigeons, LP A 

24 band comp that is more diverse than it should be. 

The better stuff here is from Anti-Flag, Render 

Useless, Converge, I Farm, and No Fraud, The problem 

with comps like this is that they are all over the place, 

with an equal amount of bad bands as good. (NW) 

Skooby Snack Records 105-884 Bute St. Vancouver, 

BC VGE 1Y5 Canada 

V/A - Punk Vs. Ska: Round 1, CD Personally, I 

think that punk and ska are already too closely related, 

and are becoming hybridized as a result, but this CD 

(which focuses on the Orange County, CA scene) man¬ 

ages to pull out a nice variety of acts, from traditional- 

style ska to hardcore. Standout punk tracks from 

Stymie, Ignite, and 409. Representing the ska corner 

are highlights from Six Feet Deep, Save Ferris, and The 

Ex-Presidents, among others. The show stealer on this 

disc though, has gotta be Pocket Lent’s “Lil’ Suede 

Shoes” - Excellent! Another bonus: only 8 of the 30 

tracks have been previously released on CD. Looks like 

Skratch Vegas has found another way to offset the price 

of releasing a CD: sell advertising to local businesses in 

the liner notes, (harlo) 

Skratch Vegas Records, PO Box 2175, Newport 

Beach, CA, 92659 

V/A - SKAM, CD Collection of diverse kinds of 

Midwestern low-Fi and indie rock made to support an 

Iowa City low wattage unlicensed radio station. Pretty 

good collection of diverse stuff. (DC) 

SKAM, PO Box 651, Iowa City, IA 52244 

V/A - Skankin in the Pit, LP Jeez, if you are into 

ska-core and don’t have this Hopeless/California Roll co¬ 

release, you’re missing out. One side is everyone’s favorite 

ska-core kings from the U.S. (Mustard Plug, Against All 

Authority, Slapstick, The Bruce Lee Band, others). The 

B-Side is all Japanese Ska-Core acts you’ve probably never 

heard of. Although there is a reason you’ve never heard of 

some of these bands, there are some songs worth a listen 

(particularly Potshot’s “Handle”). The vast majority of 

the Japanese acts emphasize the “core” in ska-core (closest 

comparison I can make is the Blue Meanies (who appear 

on the A-Side)). (harlo) 

Hopeless Records, PO Box 7495, Van Nuys, CA, 

91409-7495, USA 

V/A-Some Songs From the Kill Rock Stars 
Singles, CD I’m destined to like this CD since I 

own &C love almost all of the 7”s that this CD is 

culled from. This is, as the title tells you, a compila¬ 

tion of previously released songs off of KRS singles. 

All your favorites are here: Elliot Smith, The 

Frumpies, Cupid Car Club, Team Dresch, Bikini Kill 

(New Radio—their single best song ever), Godhead 

Silo, The PeeChees, Heavens to Betsy, Unwound and 

many more. If you don’t have the singles, you should 

definitly pick this up. If you’ve already got ‘em, you 

may want to get it to, ‘cause it’s all here in one place 

without having to get up & change the record every 3 

minutes. (DS) 

Kill Rock Stars 

V/A - Southeast Hardcore, Fuck Yeah!! 7” 
A compilation of bands from Florida and one from 

South Carolina. This record is so good that I have to 

give credit individually to each band. Eurich: Fast 

and melodic with blistering screams. Palatka: Chaotic 

and all over the place, yet short and sweet. Cavity: 

Dropped D guitar. Blistering repetition, but not in a 

bad way. Ansojuan: Speedy delivery, great breaks, and 

great vocals. Asshole Parade: My personal favorite. 

Snottiest vocals around. Faster and more effective 

then a Japanese commuter train. The End of The 

Century Party: Angry and piercing like a bullet 

through the arm. Inhumanity: My first experience 

with keyboards in low-fidelity grind. It’s great. 

Creativity is all over the place on this record. That is 

one thing missing from most crust and grind. Are 

you convinced yet? (SY) 

Concurrent PO BOX 13673, Gainesville, FL 32604 

V/A - Surprise Package, 7” Flying Bomb brings 

together two very heavy hitting Crypt bands (Bantam 

Rooster, The Dirtys) and the Wildbunch (supposedly 

signed to a major?). The only bad thing about this 

single is that my band was supposed to be on it and we 

were to slow to get anything done. It is a Christmas 

record so if this is January then you might not be up 

for it. The Dirtys give you “Cocaine Christmas” a 

damn mighty song that makes me think that I believe 

in the Dirty’s... complete Stooges praise on this one. 

Bantam Rooster finish up side A with another A+, 

“Let’s Just F*ck For Christmas”. Tommy and Eric are 

filled with the soul and energy that these boys have 

been given you for awhile now. I won’t even talk 

about the B-side because frankly you will never flip it 

over. The Wildbunch wiped out and out an instru¬ 

mental that sounds like it could have been recorded for 

any comp. Very suggested for your X-mas mixed tapes 

this year. (EA) 

Hying Bomb PO Box 971038 Ypsilanti, Ml 48197 

V/A - Who Bombed Judi Bari, CD A real life 

protest album, combining 60s style folk protest songs 

with speeches by the late Judi Bari, an Earth First 

activist who was the victim of a mysterious car bomb¬ 

ing in 1990. Environmental protest educational pro¬ 

ject more than music, but quite interesting nonethe¬ 

less. (DC) 

Alternative Tentacles 
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POLYVINYL RECORDS 

RAINER MARIA 
“Past Worn Searching" 

LP/CD [PRC-016] 

SOUTHERN RECORDS 

REX 
“3" 

LP/CD [18546] 

TREE RECORDS 

ETHEL MESERVE 
“Milton Abandonment' 

LP/CD [TRR-14] 

BRAID HAELAH 

"Race" 
CD [PRC-014] 

Polyvinyl Record Co. 
Post Box 1885 

Danville, IL 61834 

www.soltec.net/-polyvin 

polyvin@prairienet.org 

"In Place of Real Insight” 
CD/LP [18543] 

Southern Records 
Post Box 2552? 

Chicago, IL 60625 

www.southem.com/southem 

info@southern.com 

“Farewell To Hightide" 
CD [TRR-03] 

Tree Records 
Post Box 578582 

Chicago, IL 60657 

treerecords@hotmail.com 

“First Day Back” “Sidelong" “s/t" 
7" [PRC-017] CD/LP [18535] 7” [TRR-02] 
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Tree, Southern, and Polyvinyl are just 3 of the labels distributed by SOUTHERN RECORDS DISTRIBUTION. Kids-write the labels or send a 
stamp to Southern Records Mailorder for a free catalog. Stores/Distributors - call Southern at 773-463-3796 to go direct! 
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Europa, 
’m writing this column from a desk in 

a punk rock club called Paard in The 

Hague in Holland. I’m in the middle 

of my 7 week European Mary Jane's Not a 

Virgin Anymore Film Tour. I’ve just been to 

the Leeds Film Festival in Leeds, England, the 

Raindance Film Festival in London and 

before that I was in Helsinki, Finland for the 

Love and Anarchy Film Festival. I’ll be on 

tour in Europe for another month. 

When I was distributing my short film, I 

was a Teenage Serial Killer, I always shied 

away from Europe—it seemed so far away and 

so expensive. But my mom, who is producer 

on Mary Jane, decided to take on the enor¬ 

mous task of applying to every single 

European film festival she could find. In 

Europe, there are no entry fees, so it’s just the 

cost of postage to apply. And with Global 

Priority Mail and e-mail, communicating isn’t 

that hard or costly. 

I left for Europe with $300. One of the 

festivals paid my way over and the other festi¬ 

vals have paid for travel from one city to the 

other. I’ve been staying with friends of friends 

and for day to day money, I’ve been selling 

Serial Killer tapes and Mary Jane t-shirts. 

Europe has turned out to be pretty accessible. 

Helsinki 
In Helsinki, the Love and Anarchy Fest 

was started by a bunch of people who worked 

at the airline, Finnair. It’s now been thriving 

for nine years. Although everyone is consid¬ 

ered equal in administration, Pekka Lanerva 

is the main coordinator who also runs a small 

distribution company—on top of working in 

baggage at Finnair. The festival shows a whole 

range of films, especially films by black film¬ 

makers since they don’t get much distribution 

in Finland. So as well as your typical indie 

films, they showed Spike Lee’s Get on the Bus 

and 187 with Samuel Jackson—which was a 

mainstream release in the U.S. They also 

showcase lots of Asian films, including Hong 

Kong action and Japanese anime. 

On my way to Finland I got totally sick, 

so I only saw a few films, but one of them 

was a total revelation: Fistful of Flies. It’s the 

girl film I’ve been waiting for my whole life! 

I was a big fan of director Monica Pellizzari’s 

short film Just Desserts which explored the 

themes between a young girl’s sexuality and 

food. Pellizzari comes from an Italian family 

but she grew up in Australia, a theme that 

runs through most of her work. Fistful of 

Flies is a story about a young girl, Mars, who 

can’t stop masturbating. Her dad tries differ¬ 

ent, brutal, ways to stop her as her mother 

weakly goes along. But Mars remains rebel¬ 

lious and stubborn, eventually confronting 

her father and making the family change for 

the better. It absolutely amazed me; you 

never see daughters as actual people in films, 

usually they are just lame plot device. Mars’ 

strength reminded me a little bit of Dawn 

Wiener in Welcome to the Dollhouse where no 

matter what happened to her, she didn’t back 

down at all. The masturbation scenes are 

totally sexy and Mars is a force to be reck¬ 

oned with, wearing tampons as earrings in 

defiance of being set up with the town’s 

other Italian boy. Watching Mars go from 

confused school girl to a powerful young 

woman was totally liberating. It had the same 

kind of bizarreness that characterizes Jane 

Campion’s early work (Campion and 

Pellizzari are friends). Visually, the film is 

very striking; the camerawork and the colors 

add another great level of emotional punch. 

But thing that really made me fall in love 

with this film was that it was as funny as it 

was true. 

I know that Fistful of Flies is having a 

hard time getting distribution in America, 

even though it’s winning prizes at festivals all 

over the world and did really well at Sundance 

this year.I think distributors don’t know what 

to do with such a powerful, complex film 

about a girl. Let’s hope that Fistful of Flies has 

a chance to fuck shit up in the U.S. 

I also saw a cool comic book-esque film 

called Dobermann by French director Jan 

Kounen. Even though these hyper-action 

movies are well covered territory, it was still a 

thrill to watch this over-the-top story of the 

totally cute Dobermann, his foxy mute girl¬ 

friend and his evil gang of criminals try and 

outwit the even more evil cops. The visuals 

are incredible, especially the opening sequence 

describing how bad Dobermann was, even 

from birth. I think this film will be released 

next year by Miramax, so look out for it and 

don’t let those subtitles discourage you. 

London 

Raindance Film Festival has an even more 

goofy origin than the Love and Anarchy fest. 

The founder, Elliot Grove, grew up in an 

Amish family in Toronto. When he was 16, he 

decided to go with the devil and see an actual 

movie. The beginning of Elliot’s descent into 

sin was Lassie Comes Home. I don’t know 

exactly what happened since then, but he and 

his wife moved to England and 3 years ago 

Elliot started Raindance. Raindance has a 

well-deserved reputation for being disorga¬ 

nized, but this year was a total blast for me. 

Elliot had this brilliant idea to do a “six 

day movie” during the festival. He gave 6 direc¬ 

tors the chance to make a 13 minute movie 

with the same actors in each. At the end of the 

festival, they screened all the six day films 

together. I got to be one of the 6 directiors. 

After working so long and hard on Mary 

Jane, it was nice to pop off a short film in 3 

days and get a good response. My story was 

about a girl who is having a really shitty day 

who goes home to a messy apartment and 

falls asleep on her desk in a pile of work. 

Then this guy breaks into her apartment, ties 

her up, and cleans the whole place including 

the bathroom and satisfies her in other ways. 

The next morning she wakes up to a clean 

apartment and the guy has left behind his 

vibrator for her to play with. I called the seg¬ 

ment Every Girl's Fantasy. 

Since I was making this during the festival, 

I didn’t get to see that many of the screenings. 

The two I did see, however, were awesome! 

Pusher is about the last week in the life of 

a drug dealer. At first I was apprehensive about 

any kind of testosterone-driven, pseudo-home- 

boy bullshit, but all that immediately disap¬ 

peared when I watched the film. Through lots 

of hand held camera and grainy footage, 

Nikolas Refn shows us a guy who starts out 

totally secure about his status and power and 

over the course of the film, it all slips away as 

his life spins out of control. Although the nar¬ 

rative isn’t tightly scripted, the main character 

is so compelling that you get completely 

wrapped up in his quest to save his life. 

I sat on a panel with Pushers director, 

Nikolas. He was so cocky and funny and cool 

that I made it a priority to check his film 

out. Nikolas embodies that spirit of filmmak- 



r 

ing where you just go ahead and do it and 

don’t let anything stand in your way. And 

not in an asshole-ego way, more like an 

obsessed-confident way. 

Even though Nikolas has a total punky 

spirit, he actually has a big Nordic film com¬ 

pany behind him. It’s really rare for a film 

from Denmark to get any kind of attention 

at all, but Pusher was kicking ass in London 

when I was there. It seems like the film is 

getting a lot of attention in Europe, so 

Pusher will probably make its way over to the 

U.S. sometime soon. Even though it’s way 

more grittier and violent than most foreign 

films, it will probably end up in art houses 

because the film’s in Danish. 

Another cool filmmaker I met at 

Raindance this year was Scott Saunders 

who made the film The Headhunter's Sister. 

Scott started a group called Film Crash 

with Karl Nussbaum and Matthew 

Harrison (who just released Kicked in the 

Head executive produced by Martin 

Scorsese). Film Crash was a loose artists’ 

collective that has been doing NY film 

screenings since the mid-eighties. 

Although they don’t screen work anymore 

because all the members are too busy mak¬ 

ing movies, the filmmakers involved still 

use the name on all their films to embody 

the spirit of truly independent work. It 

was really nice to meet a filmmaker that is 

so talented and who is making films for 

the love and passion of making films 

instead of a wanting to be ‘90s version of a 

rock star. Scott not only supports a larger 

filmmaking community, but he also stays 

committed to his ideals. Very cool. 

The Headhunter's Sister is about this 

guy Ray who’s like a kid that never grew 

up. He works as a legal recruiter (head¬ 

hunter) and relishes having no credit 

cards, getting paid in cash, and fucking off 

taxes. He lives in the scummy Lower East 

Side with his beautiful Latina wife, Teresa, 

who does Spanish phone sex for money— 

the phone sex scenes are hysterical. Ray’s 

Southern Californian sister, Linda comes 

to stay with him three times over the sum¬ 

mer, escaping from a shitty suburban mar¬ 

riage. Through Ray, she meets Harlan, an 

artist/junkie who’s is a bad influence. The 

I 

characters are all in their thirties, except 

for Teresa and her friends. Usually films 

about people in their thirties bug me; they 

tend to be really self-indulgent and whiny 

like The Big Chill. But with Headhunter, 

the characters are all so three dimensional 

and interesting and the writing is so natur¬ 

al, I was totally immersed. One thing that 

Saunders does really well is writing his 

female characters. Other guy filmmakers 

should take “How To Do Women in 

Movies” lessons from him. Saunders’ 

women are all fleshed out people, sympa¬ 

thetic but with real flaws, conflicts and 

emotions. And not just with the suburban 

Linda, but also with Teresa and all her 

struggles, trying to reconcile her Hispanic 

community with her Americanized life. 

The only other time I saw such a realistic 

Latina in an English speaking movie was in 

Allison Anders’ Mi Vida Loca. 

Michael Harris’ performance as 

Harlan is fearless—chalk this one up as 

one of the great junkie performances. He 

throws out all the glossy sheen of most 

dope shooting characters and gives you a 

real person. 

All this gritty truth made me love this 

movie, even though there’s no “serious 

plot.” I wish more filmmakers would take 

the time to be this uncliched. Headhunter 

has been getting amazing reviews from all 

over the country, so hopefully you’ll have a 

chance to check it out sometime soon. 

I also was on a panel with none other 

than the great Lloyd Kaufman, director of 

Tromeo and Juliet [reviewed in PP19] and 

head ofTroma Films. I learned more about 

promotion by watching him work for two 

days than during my entire time at two 

film schools. My respect for Lloyd and 

Troma Films has increased ten-fold watch¬ 

ing Lloyd kick some ass in the film world 

without having to bow down to the majors. 

Well, I’m out of time and out of 

room, so next column I’ll report on doing 

a punk rock film tour of Holland (so far 

it’s been great!), the Stockholm Film 

Festival, the Welsh Film Festival and 

Exground Festival in Germany, where the 

whole thing takes place in a bar! See ya 

next issue! ® 

by Sarah Jacobson 
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remember when hardcore was hardcore and not metal. 

t3.5" 

NYLSTICKE 
ANY COLOR! ANYSIZE! FAST TURN AROUND! 

mo* 
10013 x18.5" 1 color sheets 

As many stickers os you 
coo fit oo o sheet 

Example: 
20 stickers per sheet x 100 Sheets 
H¥ 2000 stickers for $122.00* 

IVe specialize in multicolor stickers soil T-Shirts 
*with delivered film, add $30 for in house layout 0 film, shipping extra but minimal 

DUEHTS: BLUE TIP, THE PROMISE RING. DIESEl BOY, BRACKET, JABE TREE BEC0B0S, H0B00YS 
ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES, LIFETIME, STIHK, HECKLE, MUSTARD PLUG, SIREH, FURY SWIZ, SHINYNINE 

HOPELESS RE CORDS, HANSON BROTHERS, GOOD BIBAHCE, 22 JACKS, NO USE FOR A HA ME, A OTHERS. 

Phene joj.bb4.ssj3 JOJ.bb4.ujo 
Oiesel fml Prints MS Portal St. #S Chihli Cl S403I U.S.A. 

oimmt OIMIMl 
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him mi OIMIMl 
mm mi OIMlfOH, 
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OIMIMl OIMlfOH 

...chain of strength meets early dag nasty-fieartattack 

TOMORROWS GONE FOUR SONG SEVEN INCH 
t SERPICO/WALLEYE SPLIT SEVEN INCH 
Si GYGA- "GREATLAKESPOWERVIOLENCE" SEVEN INCH 
& ALL SEVEN INCHES ARE $3.5 US, $4 CAN, $5 OTHER 
«®r SEND SASE FOR CATALOG PAYABLE TO: ERIC 2 EMBOWICZ 

EMENT RECORDS 6142A N.COMPTON, INDIANAPOLIS, IN 4622C 

DEVIATE 
Featuring 19 Trax 

From The East Coasts 
Newest & Hardest: 

BLOOD FOR BLOOD 

CIPHER 
MUSHMOUTH 

SOUL-SICK 

ENRAGE 
E-TOWN CONCRETE 

KRUTCH 
EASTCIDE 

MUDDLEHEAD 
SUBURBAN HOODZ 
NECK - 151 - REACH 

SQUARE ONE 

BOMBJACK 
DOWNLOW 
STEP ASIDE 
INCEPTION 

BOILER ROOM 

$10.00 Postpaid 

718 Records 
1574-61st Street 

Brookly, NY 11219 

Also Available: Split 7"s 
Soul-Sick/Eastcide 

Mushmouth/E-Town Concrete 
$3.50 Each Postpaid. 



From The Jerks 
at 

SODA JERK! 

Out Now on Compact Disc!!! 
Punker Than Your Mother 

37 Bands - 74 Min. of Rock! 
Bands Include: Voodoo Glowskulls, 

Bruce Lee Band, Billyclub, 

Thorazine, Cards In Spokes, Go Go 

Rays, Fraction Zero, The Thumbs, 
Ferd Mert, Pinhead Circus, Bleed 

and the list goes onl 

5 in your face punk anthems ala 

Dag Nasty Jawbreaker 

Dllllnger Fourl Top 1 O in MRR you 

cant go wrong. Watch for a new 

Full-length in the Springl 

FIVE BY NINE - S/T 7" 
Straight Outta Atlanta, These kids 

serve up some of the best Melodic 

Hardcore aroundl Ala Pennywise 

meets early Youth Brigade! 

Fucking Awesome! 

CD - S8/S9/S1 O - US/CAN/World 
7H - $3/$4/$5 - US/CAN/World 
Cash, Check or M.O. to Soda Jerk 

New CD from Japanese Punk Gods! 

Electric Summer 
OUT NOW* $8.00ppd 

Produced By: Bill Stevenson 

Send Stamp for Catalogl 

P.O. BOX 4056 
Boulder, CO 80306 
www.sodaJerkreoords.oom 

at 
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Slap A Ham Records 
Making Power Violence a cheesy catch phrase since 1989" 

HELLNATION 1 MELT BANANA, 
L**At War With Emo”J "Eleventh” 

8 song 5” 8 song 7” 

CAPITALIST 
CASUALTIES 

"Dope and War1 
9 song T 

— OTHER NEW STUFF: 
r. PHOBIA "Enslaved” 7” • SPAZZ" Sweatin’ To The Oldies” CP 

. CAPITALIST CASUALTIES 

[A”P^T7^Spaid7uScupr^ 

US/Canada Surface Airmail 
7*7 5” = $3.50 4 6 | 

| CD / shirt = $10 n l3 

B>IueM&ani&5 
Full Thro ttle. CD $12 

the PAVE 10 "picture disc $8 
Chicago style punk-ska mayhem 

covls 
The Ijissina Letter is You 

iO"picture disc ep. $8 

rm.y 
Feelina You Up 

tie*! FullLenath CD $12 
super sonic sk8 rock 

Calliope 
The Last 15ummer 

12" ltd. ed. ep $8 
Ijichltpan space rock 

THICK uuJiLte, fyOJi. et piefc catalog, 

r t i o r j i 916 TL. Tlxuneji Av.e.. Chicago., IMLtloIa. 60622 



Zines zines zines 

zines zines zines 

zines zines zines. 

Just ‘cause a 

reviewer doesn’t like 

‘em doesn’t mean 

they’re not good. 

This issue’s 
reviewers: 

Joan Pixie (JP) 

Brian Czarnik (BC) 

Scott MacDonald (SM) 

Kim Bae (KB) 

Jack Saturn (JS) 

Patti Kim (PK) 

Jason Schreurs (JS) 

DanSinker (DS) 

Eric Action (EA) 

□ 

□ 

& 

127 Days To Live...- July 1997 

This zine is a mishmash of various stories, pic¬ 

tures and jokes. Some of it is pretentious, and 

other aspects are quite funny. The comparison of 

the packages for Popeye candy cigarettes was 

humorous, as were a “say yes to smack” article 

about rock stars and a fake press release about 

a supposed Nirvana anthology (which was taken 

as fact by many on the Internet). (JS) 

do Ryan Bigge, 11623 90th Ave., Delta, BC V4C 3H5, 

CANADA 

A Barrel of Monkeys 

A comic strip-booklet tale of an alcoholic monkey 

that gets mad and drunk and punched in the 

nose. I didn’t like the monkey either. (BC) 

Send a stamp to: Roby Newton 116 Mallette St. Chapel 

Hill, N.C. 27516 

life superficial meaning.”), and a few well-done interviews (Win ston Smith, 

Avail, Tanner, Boilermaker) round it out. (JC) 

$2 ppd; 207 W Clarendon 14B, Phoenix, AZ 85013; lswirnoff@aol.com 

Amsterdam News #1,2,3> 

The real news of Amsterdam is told here. Drugs, prostitution, dancing, racism, 

all are covered in this news zine. Very informative, and at times very scary. (It 

is now called the Amsterdam Chronicle) (BC) 

$3.00 Grace Hogan Kanaalstraat 66-huis. 1054 XK Amsterdam. Holland. 

Angerbox #2 

Carlos uses the cut-and-paste format to its fullest potential, expressing more 

with a few well-placed media photos and underlined newspaper articles than 

most zines say in whole articles. The analysis of most “punk rockers” as apa¬ 

thetic, fashion-driven drones is right on the mark. Subjects such as recycling, 

consumerism, religion, and guns are conveyed in the same minimalist style. 

Carlos has a keen ability to ridicule without actually saying much, thus avoid¬ 

ing being pompous and only adding to the credibility of his points. (JS) 

three stamps; do Carlos, PO Box 24262, Los Angeles, CA 90024 

All Liqored Up 

Riling in the gap of 

no decent beer 

zines, here comes 

the very thick “All 

Liquored Up.” Home 

brewing tips, games, 

substitutes, and lots 

more! It’s all here 

baby, now everyone 

can be a bartender 

at their next party or 

straightedge concert. 

Done by two kooky 

Canadian girls, (who 

would have thought 

that a beer zine 

would come from 

Canada?) As Homer 

S. would say 

“Ahh...BEER” (BC) 

$1.00 or trade Kristy 

Gordon 104 Union St. 

Nelson, B.C. V1L4A2 

Canada 

All My Babies is 

Crazy #5 

An original name, 

and a pretty original 

personal zine here. 

Good writing, travel stories, cartoons, and a great 

“Pepe the Clown" interview. Read about how 

Pepe likes the woman on his circus tour. A nice 

sense of humor is found all along this zine. (BC) 

$1.00 Radiki 4555 Alahill Dr. Auburn, AL. 36830 

All The Answers #4 

An absolutely huge zine, half of it reviews. I think 

he’s reviewed every record that’s come out in the 

past two years. A few introspective opini n on 

pieces (“sometimes rallying behind political causes 

and issues is just a way to hide from yourself and 

blindly jump aboard a “movement” that gi ves your 

Another Bored Kid #3 

Scrappy cut ‘n’ pastola zine done by another punk 

rock kid with a good head on his shoulders. There’s 

cool comics, "A Note of Appreciation From The Rich”, 

a funny word search, different ways to masturbate, 

dissin’ Channel One and Shell, zine reviews, booze 

‘n’ drugs, and my fave piece was a little story about 

regrets in life—I could totally relate to that one. Oh 

yeah, on the cover there’s a couple of monkeys 

humpin’—certainly an interesting way of getting peo¬ 

ple to pay attention to your zine! Write to this kid and 

relieve him of his boredom awready. (PK) 

$1 ppd.; Nick Bergus, 418 Wales St., Iowa IA, 52245 

At the Seams 

The fine folks at Alternative Press keep on bringing us 

the goods. This comic takes place in the world set by 

“Black Sun” from Sputnik issue. It has likable 20 

something kids pondering life with their buddies and 

getting robbed. Ed Brubaker does it again! (BC) 

$2.95 Alternative Press 611 NW 34th DR. Gainesville, FL. 

32607-2429 

Avow #7 

A thick, nice looking cut and paste zine. The best 

part is the story titled, “The time a sixth grader beat 

me up when I was in the eigth grade” (note to 

zinesters: goofy stories about youthful trauma are 

always a hit). This also has a longinterview with Theo 

Witsell of Spectacle Magazine and a column by the 

same man, an essay on punk consumerism, some other cool essays and a 

few reviews. The downside is all the poetry, but overall this is a pretty high- 

quality stack of paper. (SM) 

11860 S.W. Ebberts St., Beaverton, OR 97008 $2 

Azmacourt #1 

Great, I love zines with a twist. This one deals with Asthma and has a nice 

article and a funny comic that suffers and non-sufferers would both appreci¬ 

ate. The anti-poetry section is also a total riot (if you have a wide sense of 

humor). Let me quote, “Chunky Brother: the third bomb we should’ve 

dropped on those fuckin’ japs” . I don’t know, you have to read em all to 

unerstand, me thinks. Order this really. It is also available free on cassette to 

the blind or $3 on cassette to anyone else. Someone crder the cassette and 

let me know how it turns out.(EA) 

$2 PO Box 890535 OKC, OK 73189 



Bad Juju #1 

Not bad for a first try. Interviews with The Most Secret Method, Frodus, and 

Gollipops that are mainly pretty silly, articles on possums, Dupont & hemp, an 

editorial with an environmental slant that anybody could relate to, not just 

nature-loving treehuggers, a vegan recipe, reviews and more. I especially liked 

the articles; the one on possums is based on the editor's own observations of 

the ugly creatures and the Dupont/hemp one was informative, though brief. 

My biggest problem with this zine is the layout which is almost constantly 

befuddling. It is difficult to see the “continued on page” notes and many 

times, information is cut out in between page continuations and columns of 

text amongst other miscellaneous layout no-no’s. My second biggest problem 

with the zine is that everything that could be really cool is too short (articles, 

consumerism editorial, only 1 vegan recipe) whereas the really annoying shit 

(interviews) goes on forever. The extra touch of the cloth silk-screened covers 

show you how much the editor cares and he uses all reused paper, quite a 

noble gesture. You could get a lot worse for $1. (KB) 

$1 Ryan Swanson 7421 Foxleigh Way Alexandria, VA 22315 

Bad Stain #3 

I always like these DIY MRR styled zines. This one 

hails from Arizona, and while there is nothing so 

earth shatteringly different about it, I like the style. 

Interviews with Swingin Utters, J Church, Screeching 

Weasel. AxA, columns (including an insightful piece 

on American Education by Geph Cottle and The 

truth about Nixon, by Chase Rodgers). Reviews, 

ads, pics, all in all a nice diy effort. (JP) 

Newsprint, 40pages??, full size. $2 PO Box 6869 Glendale, AZ 

85312 

Boricuas Bestiales #6 

Written totally in Spanish, the coverage of this 

newsprint zine is focused upon ska, oil, and 

ska/punk. A Venezuelan ska scene report is fea¬ 

tured, along with interviews (Golpe Justo, Blind 

Pigs, Union 13, Bosstones, Cultura Profetica), 

reviews, and news. (JS) 

$6 US/$7 world for 4 issues; do Javier, Calle Interamericana 

#250, University Gardens, Rio Piedras, PR 00927 

Breathing Iced-Tea Mix #1 

This is an awesome possum zine done by one 

smart (slightly neurotic) fella named Sean. The 

whole thing is like one long autobiographical story 

chronicling a certain time period in the author’s 

life. Sean tells us about his following up on old 

crushes, love/hate relationship with coffee, sup¬ 

posed invincibility, musical loves acting as signi¬ 

fies of places and emotions, being Russian- 

friendly, tapeworm discussions, friends going away, etc.! This boy has a real 

knack for storytelling and thus provides a supercompelling read here. I usually 

approach new zines with a fair amount of hesitance, but after the first couple 

pages of this one I was completely sucked in! Plus there’s really funny illustra¬ 

tions that will make you grin. Get this—you will like. (PK) 

$1 + some stamps; Sean, 8420 Bridle Rd., Philadelphia PA, 19111 

Bug #8 

Bang your head, flash the devil horns, shout at the devil and read this zine. 

What we have here, boys and girls, is an ex-metalhead’s look back on his 

metal past and metal itself. He scores really lame interviews with Motley 

Crue, Dee Snider of Twisted Sister, and Enuff Z Nuff. He prints pictures of his 

roommate with a member of Cinderella and President Clinton “giving the 

horns.” He even prints a centerspead pin-up of the fuckin’ Crue! And although 

I have no idea what this has to do with metal, he prints a four-page account 

of penis self-surgery which I couldn’t bring myself to read. I’m sure I’m 

not the only Punk Planet reader who played air guitar to Def Leppard in 

elementary school, and this zine brings back fond memories of my metal 

past. In short, it rules. (SM) 

PO Box 534, Boise, ID 83701 $1.50 

Burnt Collector #6 

“Sleep deprivation, and stories of my bullshit youth” by Al Burian of 

Carrboro, N.C. That about says it all. (BC) 

A Stamp? Al Burian 307 Blueridge Rd. Carrboro, NC. 27510 

Chumpire #90 

Yep, its back, and I am back reviewing this after an issue off. Yes, I do 

like Chumpire (I know fellow reviewers may not see its point). It has its 

usual one page of fun filled facts. Send em a stamp, really you might 

get hooked. (EA) 

1 stamp, PO Box 680 Conneaut Lake, PA 16316-0680 

Cool Beans #7 

Matt Kelly’s latest installment of his excellent, top ten zine has arrived. 

This issue is the “San Francisco and Bikes 

issue). Being to SF twice and haven’t been on 

a bike for a few years I still really enjoyed this 

one. Oh, before I forget it comes with a flexi 

with unreleased songs from Henry’s Dress and 

released stuff from Little Princess, Queen 

Cobra, Hot Sandwich Lads, Shotwell and more. 

Matt does what few do, write or get writers that 

put thought and time into their work. The cab 

stories are always great and WILL make you 

laugh in this issue for sure. The black panther 

article is a winner all the way. This mother fuck¬ 

er is so top-down a winner you should be lick¬ 

ing the envelope write now. (sorry about the 

short review, my original was long and in depth 

and got lost when this darn computer locked 

up). (EA) 

$4 3181 Mission #113 SF, CA94110 

Crap-Happy #2 

If you have no sense of humor (or a "grown-up” 

sense of humor, which isn’t the same thing), 

this zine is not for you. The rest of us will 

delight in clown stories ("Until we start thinking 

like clowns, we will never under stand why they 

do the things that they do. And they will contin¬ 

ue to do them.”), religion stories (“Wanna ride 

in my pope-mobile little boy? I have some 

candy.’’), cop stories ("Officer shoots, kills jay¬ 

walker... Man who reached into pants actually was carrying cookies and 

a Bible...”), and, of course, many shit stories ("I would scream as hate¬ 

fully and insanely as possible 'I’m the guy that shat in your washing 

machine!”’) and (“Top 10 Uses For an 8” Piece of Colon”). (JC) 

no price, I’d send a buck; Bruce do Paul, 1450 Centinela Apt. 4, Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Cultural Tour Map of Amsterdam 

It’s a damn cultural tour map of Amsterdam. It’s got all this damn infor¬ 

mation and stuff. All the best damn shops, and things to do etc... (Is 

punk planet sending me to Amsterdam?) (BC) 

there is no damn price or address. 
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D+- Book/Heatherwood, 7” 

Another fine release from those krazy K kids. Fun garage-y pop music to 

get down ‘n’ dirty to. Kind of sounds like Beat Happening for lack of a 

better comparison. I like the “Book” ditty the best out of the two songs 

here. Lisa Jackson’s vocals are so sultry and swoonworthy! I honestly 

don’t know much about this band except that the music is way cool. 

Makes me want to bust a move like a Peanuts kid every time that 

“Linus and Lucy" song comes on—hee! (PK) 

K, Box 7154, Olympia WA, 98507 

Destroy #2 

My first thought when I saw the cover was “old school British punk 

cut’n’paste zine” and I was pretty much right. Some of the interviews in 

this are really old (GBH?!) which would be interesting if they were any 

good. They're all really short but cover a wide range: from Wat Tyler to 

Blanks 77 to Doom to 25 Ta Life to Poison Idea and lots of others in 

between. There is a pretty hilarious story in here regarding a guy named 

Cast Iron Mike and the band the Restarts with a follow up in the 

Restarts interview that made me laugh out loud. There is a definite 

stereotypical punk fuck you attitude in this 

zine, on a few occasions between the editor 

and interview subjects but no one seems to 

give a fuck at all about the tension. This 

zine exemplifies the cut’n’paste aesthetic to 

a T and utilizes it very well. The content, 

unfortunately, comprised of reviews and 

interviews falls short. (KB) 

$4 Perry Comma PO Box 1122 BS99 2HX Bristol 

England 

Doris #9 

Doodles, scribbles, and an old typewriter 

merge on paper to create an amazing zine 

in the “tales of travel" tradition. In this, the 

"Yukon issue,” the reader learns of Cindy’s 

spontaneous and exciting trip to Alaska. 

Hitchhiking, sleeping at a record store in 

Anchorage for weeks, meeting lots of crazy 

people— it is all there. Doris affects the 

reader and stirs emotions without even 

deliberately trying, in the same vein as 

Cometbus or Burn Collector. The next issue 

is the "Siberia issue.” Crazy. (JS) 

$1+2 stamps; do Cindy, PO Box 1734, Asheville, NC 

28802 

Driver’s Side Airbag #28 

This is way too arty for my taste (but then 

again I just got back from a GWAR show...) 

It’s a compilation of like 50 short works by different writers, poets, and 

artists, well put together but clearly outside the mainstream. I get the 

feeling that if I knew (or cared) about this kind of stuff I’d know who the 

people are and it would all have lots of meaning. If it sounds like some¬ 

thing you’re interested in, go for it. (JC) 

$4; Undulating Bedsheets Productions, PO Box 25760, Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Elegant Discourse#3 

Two dollars for a bunch of badly photocopied pictures of The Breeders’ Kim 

and Kelley Deal? Urn, I guess. This is subtitled, “a publication fo/by/about 

females who rock” and these girls seem to place the Deal sisters right at the 

center of the “girls who rock” universe, something I find a tad odd. There are 

a few comments not related to the Deal sisters, some reviews, some poems, 

and that’s about it. I’m not quite sure these girls have enough exposure to 

female bands, and I give them credit for seeking some, but still. (JP) 

Xerox, 12 pages, full size $2 POB 16475 St. Louis, MO 63125 

Enobled Mind Zine #9.5 

A beautifully designed photo zine with one major flaw: the photos aren’t that 

great. They’re pretty standard rock shots with nothing that sets them apart 

from all the other rock photos I’ve seen over the years. (DS) 

no price; 71 Pitkin St. Manchester CT 06040 

Ennobled Mind #10 

I have to say this before anything else: all small letters is just as annoying as 

all caps. It seems like it took me forever to read this; it’s packed full with 

photos, interviews, personal stories on SxE, and prose. The interview with 

John Yates was OK, the one with Cynthia Connolly 

was decent and the short ones conducted with ran¬ 

dom people the editor came upon at a punkfest were 

disappointing simply because the idea was great but 

the end result was pretty pointless. I feel exhausted 

after reading this and feel as if I looked at the clock 

and realized that I had just spent 3 hours sitting in 

my room but have nothing to show for it. Nice clean 

layout though. (KB) 

$2 Jered Bogli 71 Pitkin St. Manchester, CT 06040 

Essential Media vl.6/vl.95, Summer/Fall 

1997 

This is a (commercial) catalog not a zine, but it has 

enough information to be worth a look even if you 

don’t buy anything. It’s billed as a “catalog and guide 

to postmodern, alternative and fringe culture”, and 

seems to be directed towards people who are new to 

such things. Sample topics: Church of the 

SubGenius, John Waters, Search & Destroy. (JC) 

no price, probably free; PO Box 661245, Los Angeles, CA 

90066; www.essentialmedia.com 

Eugene #7 

Fuck this bored white male suburban shit. This zine is 

pretty fucking goddamn offensive. There are certain 

words like “kike” and "bitch” that are used in con¬ 

texts that weren’t fucking appropriate. And fuck the 

Voodoo Glow Skulls who sound like complete rock 

star pieces of shit - right down to getting bitches to 

suck their cocks. Do you enjoy reading “fuck” and "shit” every other word? Do 

you like totally crass, inappropriate, and offensive language? Buy this zine. 

This embodies the fucked up macho male jock mentality that I tried to escape 

from when I got into punk. I don’t want anybody to get this but I’m obligated 

to print the address unfortunately. Don’t buy this unless you’re an ignorant 

moron or you have $2 to waste on getting pissed off. (KB) 

$2 Mark Borders 229 Apache Dr. Paint Lick, NY 40461-9750 



Eventide #2 

Columns, interviews, reviews. A familiar format not given much of a new spin 

here. The best thing going in this issue is the list of hardcore kids that make 

films. It’s short and I’d like to see stills or reviews to go along with it, but at 

least it’s something new. Beyond that, nothing really exciting. Basic interviews 

with Sweetbellly Freakdown, Cast Iron Hike, Ink & Dagger & more. (DS) 

$2; 225 Riveredge Rd. Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 

Extinguish! #5 

I feel kinda funny reviewing this zine since I designed the John Spencer 

“Orange”-esque cover of this issue, but since I did the cover without having 

read anything inside of it, I guess I can do it. While the interviews in 

Extinguish! are really great (and with really great people: The Promise Ring, 

photographer Cynthia Connolly, June of 44 and more more more), my favorite 

part of Extinguish are the reviews. Instead of doing short capsule reviews (like 

this one), Trevor writes short essays on each thing he’s reviewing. Each piece 

gets 5 or 6 paragraphs that really go in-depth. It’s refreshing to read reviews 

like that. (DS) 

$2; 2011 Booth St. Simi Valley CA 93065 

Face First #3 (1/4 Xerox, $.05 or two stamps) 

This is a little photocopied ditty, the kind of zine I 

like because the writing is heartfelt and thought 

out. Random feminist thoughts on things such as 

NOW being predominantly a white woman’s orga¬ 

nization, ideas on privilege and whiteness in punk, 

lots of thoughts on leaving a new place (filled with 

sadness), and a bunch of diary-type pieces that 

really touch a nerve. Well written, a good read for 

a subway ride or something. (JP) 

1/4 Xerox, $.05 or two stamps 31 Creek Lane, Mount Royal, 

NJ 08061 

False Sense #2 

Cut-n-paste negativity, relentlessly political. I think 

I probably spent more time on this review than 

was spent putting the zine together. (JC) 

$1.00 ppd.; Anthony Sanders, 1600 Woodthorne Pi, 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Fifty-Ninth St. #2 

A long, thoughtful personal zine; this issue has a 

sort of journal of a trip to Europe, along with a 

short mail interview with Philip Dwyer of the band 

Inkwell. The writer appears to be strongly influ¬ 

enced by Aaron Cometbus, and does a better job 

of writing in his style than most people could 

manage. (JC) 

$1 + 1 stamp; PO Box 811, New York, NY 10185 

Fruitcake #6 

Dan Sinker reviewed this a while back and basically said it stunk (they reprint¬ 

ed his review on the first page of this issue; that’s how I know...). Maybe it’s 

improved since then, but mostly I think it shows how you shouldn’t take 

reviews too seriously, because different people like different things. I liked this 

zine. It’s short, just a few pages of stories about boring high school life and 

working at Taco Bell and getting puke up your nose, but it’s real (except the 

parts that aren’t). I respect people who can take a boring life and make it 

interesting and fun to read about. Maybe boring lives aren’t really so boring 

after all, or maybe it just seems that way to me because my life is so boring. 

(JC) 

1 stamp; do Robb Watson, 1383-A Dana Dr., Oxford, OH 45056 

Fruit Cake #5 

A twelve-page, half-sized zine by a lonely kid in a small Ohio town. Robb 

reviews his punk rock records, expresses frustration with his brother’s 

"jock” friends, prints some comics, and asks humorous(?) rhetorical 

questions. A ten-minute read, altogether. No staples bind the zine 

together, and nothing too monumental besides within those unstapled 

pages. (JS) 

one stamp; do Robb Watson, 1383A Dana Drive, Oxford, OH 45056 

The Future Generation #8 

There are times where you get a zine that is just so unlike anything 

you’ve ever seen before, that is such a paradigm shift, that you just grin 

from ear to ear & read the whole thing from cover to cover and start 

over again. The Future Generation is such a zine. Unlike ANYTHING 

that’s come before, this is a PUNK ROCK PARENTING zine. I can’t 

remember the last time I was as excited about a zine as I am about The 

Future Generation, It’s so hard to even describe what the scope of this 

zine is, covering everything from childcare issues, to politics, to just 

great stories about having kids. I’ll just let the zinemakers tell this one, 

“I know there is no shift beer in this job of 

motherhood—no fellow employees to commis- 

serate with and no getting off after 5. No girl 

talk between tasks and no recognition of the 

quality of your work. But there should be— 

shouldn’t there? So this zine is for you!” 

Incredible. (DS) 

$2; PO Box 465 Fairfield, PA 17320 

Girl Next Door #2 

Hoowee! This was a totally amazing read! A 

wonderfully intelligent and poignant zine done 

by one sassy lady named Maire. Contains her 

thoughts on Ann-Margaret awesomeness, dif¬ 

ferent factions of feminism, movie stars, kids 

having kids, childhood memories, theater ‘n’ 

lemon bars, the artwork of Barbara Kruger, and 

so-o much more! But the bestest piece of all is 

her tribute to The Smiths—I couldn’t relate 

more! My copy of this came with a Bruce 

Springsteen postcard ostensibly signed by “The 

Boss” himself. Hee! Maire: “MTV is like listen¬ 

ing to a comp tape by someone who doesn’t 

know you very well.” Man, why can’t good eggs 

like Maire live next door to me??? Excellent 

reading value for yer dollah. (PK) 

$1; PO Box 14574, Portland OR, 97293 

Go Metric #8 

While less of required reading than previous 

issues of Go Metric, this is still another fine installment of one of the 

funniest zines in punk right now. A lot of zines try to be funny, Go Metric 

really is. This issue features a great piece about why you should like 

Huey Lewis (and as a long-time Huey Lewis fan, I couldn’t agree more), 

and a wonderful reversable cover that lets you feel like a toughguy (in 

the form of a fake zine called “Stern”). Not as full of reading as previous 

Go Metrics, it’s still worth checking out. (DS) 

1 stamp; PO Box 250878 New York NY 10025 
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Help Fanzine #4 

A hardcore fanzine that stays true to format. Band interviews (plus an 

interview with Pat West of Change Zine), photographs of toughguy bands 

in action captioned with the band’s logo, & short written bits. Do you 

think the legion of boys that make zines exactly like this ever notice that 

there isn’t a single girl in their zine except in the thanks list? (DS) 

$2; 137 Tamarack #12 Henderson, NV 98015 

Icky #1 

Comic zines rule. This one is funny, and that rules more. It’s short, but 

it’s also cheap, and it has comics about the superhero Flying Buttress, 

chocolate addiction, and yuck. Yay. (SM) 

Molly, PO Box 82309, Rochester, MI 48308-2309 $.50 

nflltration #5; August 1997 

Fascinating. The subtitle is “the zine about going places you’re not sup 

posed to go", and that pretty much sums it up. This issue is about 

exploring Toronto’s subway tunnels, and is part tour guide, part how-to 

“Band ages are a pretty good idea [to bring], in case the subway runs 

over your leg or something.’’), and part a history of the system. I’m sure 

it will be especially interesting to people who 

know Toronto, but pretty much anyone who 

likes exploring will find this worthwhile. I 

can’t wait for the m (or someone) to start 

writing stuff like this about NYC. (JC) 

$1 ppd; PO Box 66069, Town Centre PO, Pickering, 

ON L1V6P7 

International SxE Bulletin #22 

This is great as usual but a bitter tone 

seems to be creeping in. Hope that doesn’t 

mean the end of this worthy project. Most 

of this is very scene oriented with tons of 

scene reports from all over the globe 

(Uruguay, Croatia, Panama - you name it) 

and reviews but the letters section throws 

you into a completely different realm. The 

editorreprints exerts of personal letters and 

uses his column as a sort of letter to every¬ 

body he doesn’t have time to keep in touch 

with. The RASH (Red Anarchist Skinheads) 

and Meanstream (from Bulgaria) interviews 

were excellent. This zine never disappoints. 

(KB) 

$3 Yann Boisleve BP 7523 35 075 Rennes Cedex 3 France 

Johnny Can’t Read #1 

Besides a few pages with cut out pictures, 

this zine is text-only, with interesting articles 

on racism in professional wrestling, a rally against police brutality, and lots 

of reviews. The long article about the editor’s relationships leads nowhere, 

and two articles by contributors (a pointless one about piercings and 

another about the “scene") won’t keep one’s attention. The editor can 

make a move in the right direction if he will discontinue use of the “scrib¬ 

ble" font that fills this issue. (JS) 

$1 + stamp/IRC; Box #20105, Green Acres Post Office, Thunder Bay, ON P7E 6P2 

CANADA 

Lickety Split #2 

Open your goddamn wallets right now, pull out two dollars and put it in an 

envelope. Okay write on a sheet of paper, “send me your great comic zine, I 

want the incredible drawings and side-splitting funny storylines." Seal all this 

up and lick that envelope with a stamp. Put your return address in the upper 

left corner and put lickety Split Po box 2642 West laf, IN 47906 in the mid¬ 

dle. This will be the best thing you did all week. (EA) 

PO Box 2642 West Lafayette, IN 47906 

Mad Monks Magazines #10 

The reader is drawn to this music zine because of its clean layout and glossy 

cover (a rarity in a half-size zine), but is disappointed in the end. The Misfits 

interview with a very egomaniacal Jerry Only is quite 

a highlight (Ten Foot Pole and W.O.R.M. are also interviewed), and the British 

mentality that marks the issue is quite a treat, but even the intelligence 

shown by the editor can’t save the elementary columns and disinteresting 

banter courtesy of most of the bands interviewed. (JS) 

$2 US, $1 UK; 40 Partridge Road, Roath, Cardiff CF2 3QX, Wales, UK 

The More Things Change #1 

A personal zine where Dave looks at his life, punk, 

and does some book reviews. No naked girls on the 

cover this time, just some lil’ old lady. (BC) 

$1.00 Dave Hyde 26 Lacona DR. Patterson, NY. 12563 

Motion Sickness #4 

“More Tales of Drunken Mayhem Along With The 

Usual Zine Bullshit That You Love to Hate." Yeah, I’d 

say that’s pretty accurate. Interviews with Boris the 

Sprinkler, SNFU, Screw 32, Dillinger 4, Motorhead, 

Aaron Probe, Descendents, The Volatiles, Bouncing 

Souls, Swingin’ Utters, and Violent Society. Some 

interesting columns, scene reports, zine/book/music 

reviews, etc. This is neither a political nor personal 

zine sez the main editor Phil here. Just get this for 

the music (if you’re into it), not for anything else. Not 

my bag but you might be into it. (PK) 

$?; 6221 Delmar Blvd., Apt. 202 Rear, St. Louis MO, 63130 

Mylixine #11 

Attention: you do not get to number eleven without 

either being rich or put out a very good zine. Mylxine 

crew are not rich. I am going to go against everything 

I say in zine reviews, I enjoy the record reviews, the 

interviews even the goddamn scene reports. I guess 

all along it hasn’t been the format of so many other 

zines as much as the lack of thought, effort and 

humor that can make a zine great. I mean rock and 

roll hasn’t broken a whole lot of barriers, we as peo¬ 

ple like structure. If those three chords sound good (reviews, interviews, etc.) 

then play em brother and sisters. Very worth your dough, this one is real fat 

and will last quite a few trips to the bathroom, not one, (EA) 

$2 PO Box 3086 Pensacola, FL 32516-3086 

No Idea #12 

This comes with “Bread the Edible Napkin" CD or 2xLP comp (see music 

reviews). This is a thick newsprint zine loaded with tons of fun stuff. Comics, 

artwork, photos, Gainesville scene report, little stories, interviews (with Dan 

O'Mahony, Los Bros Hermanos, Karp, and Iron Maiden), an account of copy¬ 

right hassles with Elektra, a reprint of an Aaron Cometbus piece, and loads of 

ads. You have to get this at least for the fucking Iron Maiden interview. I 

would write more about this but these reviews were due 20 minutes ago. (KB) 

$5 w/CD $8 w/2xLP PO Box 14636 Gainesville, FL 32604-4636 



1 

No Somos Nada #4 

I wish I had more time to spend on this because it’s in Spanish and I just 

can’t read that quickly in Spanish. This looks to be a one year anniversary 

issue with editorials and articles on sociopolitical issues, lots of stuff on vege¬ 

tarianism, interviews with Acao Direta from Brazil, Delmar, Penadas Por La 

Ley, one with a prisoner (?) and reviews. Sloppy but homey cut’n’paste style. 

I’m definitely going to go back later and try to actually read this. (KB) 

$1 Emilio Calle 11 #88 c.p.(1900) La Plata Buenos Aires Argentina 

Nor I #1 

Ummm.. promising at moments, dull at others. My two props go for a painful 

story about having wisdom teeth removed (I could feel my teeth in every sen¬ 

tence.) and for having no record reviews (though someone needs to do it), I 

don’t think small zines should fill up their pages with reviews. (EA) 

$1 or stamps Nor, I do Ron Avalon PO Box 2505 Hollywood, CA 90078-2505 

Oculus Magazine #6.3 

A much more impressive sampling from Oculus this issue than previous issues 

I’ve reviewed. I’ve always seen a lot of promise in Oculus, and while this issue 

doesn’t pay off completely, it certianly does a better job at displaying the 

zine’s talents than in previous issues. This issue 

features interviews with Buzzkill & the Radar 

Brothers, a dumb article on biographies, and a 

really really great article on soul music, that while 

basic, is a great intro to the wonderful world of 

soul. The major failing of Oculus is that it’s too 

damn short to really become consistently good. 

Once they boost the page count a bit more, I 

think we’re gonna see a real winner. (DS) 

no price; PO Box 148 Hoboken NJ 07030 

The Odd Adventure #2 

It’s back and as wacky as ever. This is one of the 

best comics out there. Forget Earthworm Jim and 

Batgirl, get this! Our super guy Moe is back and is 

stopping the bad things including a salad. You will 

chuckle until you cant chuckle anymore! (BC) 

$2.95 16842 NWJoscelyn st. Beaveton, OR. 97006 

Or Junie Blue Eyes #? 

This is a sweet, albeit brief and slightly vague, per¬ 

sonal zine done by a cool boy of no apparent 

name listed here (is it “gabe”??). Thoughts on rad 

fall weather, atomic warfare, missing places and 

people, relationships gone sour, etc! There’s also 

some crazyass stories about some dumb kids and 

Gravitron! Not to mention sassy pictures of Ian 

Svenonius and our zinemaker in question “goin’ 

for the gold" to boot. This zine is more like a loot- 

bag of goodies as it all comes in a “FOR MOTION DISCOMFORT” paperbag. I 

wonder where he got all the bags for the purpose of his zine! Nifty idea! Two 

thumbs up for the packaging. My favorite quote here: “I used to think the only 

things that lasted forever were twinkies and heavy metal.” Heh. (PK) 

$?; 591 Desha, Memphis TN, 38117 

Old Goat Zine #1 

“I’m married, have kids (4 to be exact)..” Kevin introduces his zine with the 

explanation that he has put off producing a zine for twenty years. In this, his 

first issue, he interviews a local grindcore band, as well as a record store 

owner. The music and zine reviews mostly cover grindcore interests, and the 

rants betray Kevin’s age. Perhaps Kevin will find his “style" through subse¬ 

quent issues, but currently, this zine doesn’t offer the reader much more than 

publications which people twenty years his junior are producing. (JS) 

$1; 1117 Purcell Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45205 

Panophobia #5 

A really great, really thick 1/4 size zine all about fears. Jen writes & 

draws about different phobias, she gets a ton of other people to write & 

draw about their phobias, and she interviews all sorts of great bands (Go 

Sailor, Cold Cold Hearts, Sleater-Kinney among a ton others) about their 

phobias. The focus of this zine is nice & sharp, as is the production & 

writing. Good job! (DS) 

S3; PO Box 63058 St. Louis MO 63163 

Paranoy #16 

A very personal zine. Amanda talks about her love and experiences in 

ways that aren’t always easy to follow — some of the writing is pretty 

cryptic. She also writes about her gas station attendant job, does a 

piece on drugs as a religion, and throws in some music and zine 

reviews. (SM) 

1477 Leonard St., St. Peter, MN 56082 $1 

PAU79 #3 

Ranting about the scene, talking about bands, MTV and other related 

topics. “50 fun things to do when you are in an elevator" was the best. 

It’s from Hawaii. (BC) 

$1.00 for us mainlanders... Vincent Lee 3215 Ala Ilima 

st. #608B Honolulu, HI. 96818 

PAU 79 #2 

Another cut-and-paste teen offering with plenty 

of columns referencing the act of putting the 

zine together. The worst is the editor’s own col¬ 

umn, which is basically a solicitation for contri¬ 

butions. The zine world does not need another 

“forum for people's writings,” nor does it need 

another shallow Less Than Jake interview, both 

of which this zine offers the reader. (JS) 

$1; c/o Vincent, 3215 Ala Ilima St. #608B, Honolulu, 

HI 96818 

Pepperpot #1 

“I have spent many years living, traveling, rais¬ 

ing a daughter on my own, and being pissed off 

at all the bullshit in the world. I decided to write 

a zine because I want people to know that not 

all women my age (50) have sold out, moved 

to the suburbs, and drive Volvos.” Next time 

you go to a show or someplace like that, look 

around and see how many 50-year-olds are 

participating in, much less contributing to, our 

scene. Something happens when most people 

“mgr get older: their spirit dies, and it’s probably 

going to happen to you. Buy this zine, put it in 

a safe place, and read it every year on your 

birthday — the inspiration and wisdom it contains just might save you 

someday. The zine itself has articles on Food Not Bombs, a tour guide 

to Vancouver with tips on the best dumpsters and places to get free 

food, recipes, and a lot more, but the topics don’t matter so much as 

the sensibility and warmth and openness. It’s no big thing to live outside 

society’s norms when you’re 17. Doing it when you’re 50 — successful¬ 

ly, happily, and with integrity — takes real courage. (JC) 

$1 ppd. (in Canada $1 plus 2 stamps); RR #6 Site 15 C.20, Gibsons, BC VON 1V0, 

Canada 
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Pepperpot #2 

It’s not often you find a 51-year-old woman doing a diy cut and paste zine. 

Kate, the “rebel with menopause” includes in her zine a personal essay 

about giving up make up, a story about a crazy trip across Europe, an 

interview with a guy famous for cooking food on his car engine, information 

about herbal medicine, and a long story that looks interesting but I didn’t 

get time to read. It’s neatly assembled, well-written and interesting. 

Thumbs up. (SM) 

RR6-S15-C20 Gisbons, British Columbia, Canada, VON IVO Canada $1 

The Prod #? 

I love indie comics as much as the next girl, and far be it for me to discour¬ 

age anyone from working on one, but this is just silly. Sophomoric art is com¬ 

plimented by messy handwriting and a lame story. I’m surprised 

so many people are credited with working on this, and I think it’s rather sad, 

all in all. (JP) 

Xerox, 20 pages $1.00 Sam Inkster 1423 Hall Street V1L 2A4 Nelson, BC Canada 

Que Pasa? #? 

Another zine in Spanish that I wish I had more time to pore over. There is an 

article on the state of women in Latin America, interviews with Movil Vission, 

contact addresses for bands/zines/organizations from all over the world, a piece 

on the history of the Descendents, lyrical exerts from favored bands (including 

the wonderful Fun People), and a little pull out poster of Born Against on one 

side and TSOL on the other. The entire second half of the zine is a beautifully 

illustrated comic called Karpediem. (PK) 

$1? CC n48 Sue. 49 cp(l449) Bs As Argentina 

R.E.E.L. #4; Summer Edition 

A kind of open-minded punk zine, “unpretentious and fun-to-read.” (That 

quote was from an interview with the editor of another zine (“A Punk Kid 

Walks Into A Bar”), where he was asked about what makes a good zine.) The 

re’s all the usual zine things like letters, columns, and reviews, but done in a 

small-time way that works pretty well. (JC) 

2 stamps; M.A., 6 Hughes Ct., Florham Park, NJ 07932; mjf474@msn.com 

Punk Rag 

8 pages of a punk newspaper. Ads, reviews, 

columns, etc..etc.. Hopefully it will grow each 

issue. It was good to me, sitting on a tree, in a box 

as sly as a fox. What the hell am I saying? (BC) 

2 stamps Punk Rag PO Box 6332 Longmont, CO. 80501 

Punktion Junktion #2 

A goofy, fun zine with stuff about a mold-growing 

marathon, reasons to get staggering drunk, how 

to steal towels from one of those automatic 

towel machines, and interview with a 

zine/label/record store guy, and a follow-up on 

the Canadian election that basically says politics 

are sucky. This zine could use some work on lay¬ 

out style and content quality, but its got person¬ 

ality. (SM) 

Box 21193, Grande Prarie, Alberta, Canada, T8V-6W7 $1 Canadian or 2 U.S. stamps 

Punker Than Your Mother #1 

PTYM lists a proofreader in the credits, but needs proper editing badly. The lay¬ 

out is nice, but the subject matter covered is the age-old “sellout” issue, and 

the musical preference of this publication is overwhelmingly ska-punk. 

Interviews with Less Than Jake and the Pietasters, as well as a fictional inter¬ 

view with Hanson that was actually quite a laugh until the homophobic over¬ 

tones at the end. (JS) 

two stamps; 709 Ridge Blvd., Connellsville, PA 15425 

Reflect - #1 

I didn’t have time to read every single word in this zine but I can tell a ton of 

effort was put into it and it looks really good. 

Interviews with Fall Silent, Snapcase, and Damnation 

AD that are critical and definitely not no-brainers, a 

scene report from Bavaria, a well-written article on 

Christian hardcore, some prose, music, show, and 

film reviews. The reviews are really in-depth and well 

thought out. The layout is clean and the photos are 

really good. This deserves extra points for it being a 

first issue. (KB) 

$2 US $3 world PO Box 988 Redmond, WA 98073-0988 

Road Rash #4 

Incredibly well done skateboarding zine. Even with 

the poor copying, the pictures look nice and clean 

(go offset boys, it does not cost nearly what you 

think). Quality in the layout and pictures, the writing 

is decent, but who is looking. The whole thing 

revolves around the Cleveland scene. (EA) 

$1 1917 Staunton Rd. Cleveland, Oh 44118 

Roctober #19 

Rocktober is one of the unsung greats in the zine 

world. Totally filled with obscure (and not so obscure) 

rock & roll treats, Rocktober is a manic rock & roll his¬ 

torians wet dream. This issue, however, is really spe¬ 

cial, as it features an incredible section called “the 

rock & roll AIDS quilt" which salutes rock & rollers that 

have died of AIDS with biographies and an actual quilt 

square. It’s a wonderful tribute and a beautiful execu¬ 

tion. In Jake’s own words: “This feature is a tribute to some incredibly dynamic 

artists who the world is far poorer for their loss." This is an issue that you have 

to pick up, as it’s too important to just pass on by. (DS) 

$3; 1507 E 53rd St. #617 Chicago, IL 60615 

Rocket Fuel #2 

One of those snazzy looking newspaper print Mrr junior zines. But inside is all 

text baby. Non stop interviews and reviews. A nice interview with Earth Crisis 

and K. 454 (BC) 

$2.00 Daniel Reed PO. Box 926 Normal, IL. 61761 

Pumthuggee Underground #6 

Scrappy punk zine kind of all over the place. Articles 

ing (ooh, these guys won’t approve of my col- Pi 

umn for this issue— heel), the power of persua¬ 

sion, the Electric Joy Toy Company, Rudeboys, 

Thus Spake Zarathustra, and the history of ska. 

There’s also kooky dreams, poetry, music 

reviews, comics, and some short fiction even! I 

found the editor’s thoughts on cheese to be fair¬ 

ly immature but maybe that’s just because I’m a 

hateful vegan (woo!). This zine is a little incoher¬ 

ent but at least it’s cheap. (PK) 

52 cents; 5252 Candy Root Ct., Columbia MD, 21045 

on shameless advertis- 
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Salt for Slugs #4 

This publication toes the line between ‘zine’ and ‘magazine’. The quality of 

the layout, writing, photos and content of this zine are outstanding. There’s 

coverage of a three-day Vanilla Ice fiasco, awards for Austin’s “slugliest” of 

1997, an account of the 8 a.m. drinker’s club, an interview with blues guy 

Clifford Antone, a story about hanging out with the band Karma to Burn, 

letters and reviews and other Tun stuff. The content is interesting and has 

personality. I admire the work put into crafting this, and recommend it 

highly. (SM) 

PO Box 50338, Austin, TX 78763 $3 

Scam #3 

The last time I read an issue of Scam, I finished the zine, set it down, and 

felt like a total loser. The great thing about zines written by people who live 

their lives in ways very differently from the way most others do is that they 

show by example that there are alternatives to the “birth-school-work-death” 

cycle. And Iggy Scam does a lot more living than most people. This issue of 

Scam isn’t as much about his life as #2, but it’s still an incredible zine. In 

fact, this time it’s more entertaining. In addition to the stories of travel, 

theft, crime and scams, there's a look at the CIA 

in Miami’s history, a piece on Miami jazz, and a 

tale of a punk growing a mustache to go under¬ 

cover into the world of jocks. This zine is enor¬ 

mous, fun as hell, has tons of personality, and is 

even inspiring. Get it or be stupid. (SM) 

do Recess Records, PO Box 1112, Torrance, CA 90505 $2 

Second Nature #6 

This is definitely one of the consistently better zines 

out there. Top quality photos, beautiful artistic lay¬ 

outs, in depth informative and interesting interviews 

(with Converge, Grade, Refused, Descendents, 

Mineral, Boy Sets Fire), tons of reviews, and more. 

This zine is not afraid to say what is on the contrib¬ 

utors’ minds. This puppy is thick as fuck and just 

screams quality and effort and diligence. Could this 

be the hardcore bible? (KB) 

$2 US $5 world PO Box 11543 Kansas City, MO 64138 

The Secret Files of Captain Sissy #2 

A political zine dealing with the personal side of 

politics. Andy writes a lot about sexism and 

gender issues. He talks about confronting other 

men’s sexist comments, dealing with emotions, 

and he lays out a long personal confessional 

piece. He also writes about the tobacco indus¬ 

try and punk rock community stuff. The zine is 

long and filled with reading, and Andy put a lot 

of thought into this. Definitely worth checking 

out. (SM) 

3907 Wedgewood Dr., Portage, MI 49024 $1 

Sideshow Rockzine #1 

This one should go in the music reviews, because the CD with this zine is the 

best part. The magazine part is thin, has a big fat o’ glossy cover and rather 

weak writing inside. To its credit a few guest writers make it enjoyable to read 

while listening to the disc. Darren Schenck’s “Clubbing" article is real funny. I 

only worry that this boy does hit the clubs to pick up his women, scary article. 

Otherwise Sideshow Rockzine is filled with transcribed interviews from their 

cable access show that I am sure would have been funny on television, but 

don’t make it well in the print. I mean an interview where Mac from 

Superchunk talks about fantasies with Mrs. Garrett form Facts Of Life should 

be very funny. The CD has 24 tracks, more than half of which are previously 

unreleased. It is a party CD, with pop, emo, ska, and punk. You get everyone 

form Less Than Jake (have they ever refused a comp???) doing a 

Twisted Sister song to heavy hitters such as Bracket and Eve’s Plum. I 

don't know, I though I would hate this disc but it was rather fun. (EA) 

$9 w/CD PO Box 461115 Hollywood, CA 90046 

Simba #12 

Another fine issue from Ms. Vique Martin. As always, strong interviews (this 

time with The Van Pelt, Said I Was, and Ink & Dagger). But what makes 

Simba a good read for me aren't the interviews, and certianly not the ran¬ 

dom photos of—almost exclusively—boy bands (what’s up with that??), but 

Vique’s personal writing. When Vique takes control & writes about love 

(which it is most of the time) or feminism, or whatever, you’re in for a treat. 

Vique’s a wonderful writer and has made Simba a treat to read for years 

now. (DS) 

no price; PO Box 340 Leeds, LS4 2XU England 

Sistah #2 

A pretty right-on zine for smart-thinkin’ kids. There’s articles on Ida B. 

Wells, gender equality, William S. Burroughs, pros/cons of meat-eating, 

meat-eating in relation to violence towards women, PETA info, andhi, 

Mother Teresa, book/music reviews and more. 

Also poetry and collage art which I personally 

do not get into as much but whatever, you 

might dig it. This zine works with themes for 

each particular issue and this one, as you may 

have deduced, is the “people” issue. 

Informative with lots of good points, Sistah is 

definitely worth checking out. (PK) 

$2+1 stamp; 926 1/2 W. Charles, Muncie IN, 47305 

Spank #21 

Smart reviews and interviews allow one to read 

Spank without cringing, but the unceasing posi¬ 

tivity of almost every review grates on the read 

er. The articulate interviews with Jody Bleyle 

(Hazel/Team Dresch), the Van Pelt, and Jeff 

Matlow (Crank! Records) are more than generic 

Q&A (the Drags, Gnomes of Zurich, and Pond 

are also interviewed), but all that remains of 

the issue is reviews. Doug and Michelle show a 

command of language that is absent from most 

music zines, but their publication, unfortunately, 

lacks depth. (JS) 

1004 Rose Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50315-3000 

Sty Zine #25 

This is the "Postcards I’ve Known, 93/95" issue 

of Sty Zine for Mark. And as the sub-title 

implies, it really is simply a collection of rad 

postcards Mark has received over the years. Kind of like the punk ver¬ 

sion of Nick Bantock’s ‘Griffin & Sabine’ trilogy. Except, of course, we 

don’t get to view any of the letters/postcards ark wrote in order to accu¬ 

mulate this hefty shwack o’ mail. That’s unfortunate because it would be 

cool to have some sort of meaningful context to the postcards so that 

us (me) total strangers could get something out of it. At any rate, I still 

love reading other people’s mail and this is by far the fattest pocketsized 

zine I’ve ever seen! Neat-o. (PK) 

$?; PO Box 2192, Bloomington IN, 47402 
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Sub-Pulse #4, Fall 1997 

Daniel unashamedly admits that he got into punk rock through Green 

Day. It is obvious that his interest in punk rock didn’t stop there, how¬ 

ever. Today he produces a most inspired and well-meaning music zine. 

Besides the Avail interview, none really hit a high mark (the Queers, 

Screw 32, Tuesday, and the Strike are interviewed as well), but 

Daniel’s story of working at a nursing home is truly moving, and the 

politics sprinkled throughout the pages aren't straight out of a cookie 

cutter. Well- rounded and definitely full of potential. (JS) 

$2; 1215 East Hyde Park Blvd. #109, Chicago, IL 60615 

Suicidal Mommy #2 * 

A lame-o zine with stuff about skateboarding, hard-to-read type and 

cutout pictures of semi-clad waify supermodels. It’s got a list of things 

that should never have been invented, a really stupid ‘beyond the grave’ 

interview with the Notorious B.I.G., and of course the reviews. Skip it. 

(SM) 

PO Box 2220, Hanover, MA 02339 

Trailer Trash #9 

Ninety two pages, the largest to date from 

Trailer Trash. I have been a fan of this zine 

for a few issues now, but am a little disap¬ 

pointed. The theme is “Work” and how we 

can do as little of it as possible. Maybe I 

am skimming here, but some “jobs" are 

worth having and the money they make 

can be put to good work. I know artists, 

computer engineers, magazine editors, 

record store owners, and others that, in 

fact love what they do. I myself go to work 

everyday and teach high school, I love 

doing it and find it a lot more rewarding 

then sitting around with a house full of 

people sharing everything: our toilet paper, 

soap, and as the author suggests beer. 

Don’t get me wrong, I am not saying that 

you shouldn't take the advice here, I think 

that the author left out some issues. Okay, 

the zine is worth your investment though, 

great small articles on Lesbian TV, CB 

pranking and Temp slave jobs. The temp 

slave pieces have been done elsewhere 

and have been done better but make for 

good reading either way. (EA) 

$2 PO Box 864 Cantonnet, FL 32533 

Tykes 

Steven K. Weissman is one of those comic 

book artists whose work I’ve often seen on comic bookstore racks but, 

for some reason or other, have not read up until now. And if Tykes is any 

indication of his other books, I’ll certainly be checking out more of his 

stuff! Here we glimpse the live of rather “different” young children just, 

well, being kids! But it’s mostly about a seething rivalry between “the 

Pullapart Boy” and “Sweet Chubby Cheeks". The subject matter is pretty 

freaky like, say, Al Columbia (The Biologic Show) and the artwork is nat¬ 

urally stylin’ like Jay Stephens (Sin, Land of Nod). I’m really into the 

pink/black colour scheme too—verrry effective! (PK) 

$2.95; Alternative Press, Inc., 611 N. 34th Dr., Gainesville FL, 32607-2429 

Underachiever #1, Summer 1997 

We need a whole new category for this puppy. File it under manic-as-all-hell 

Scottish/Swedish punk zines. There’s lots here, all handwritten, and in better 

English than most American zines though you’d better appreciate spellings 

like “wankin” and “kidz”. Strong opinions abound: this guy doesn’t like MRR, 

closed-minded Americans, CDs, and people who think Scotland is in England. 

You’ll find the usual stuff like columns, interviews, and reviews, but somehow 

it all seems fresh and not boring. My favorite part was a “favorite all-time 

punk albums” article. I keep saying that everyone should read zines from 

other countries; this one is a good example of why you should, plus it’s loads 

of fun and far more accessible than most. (JC) 

$1 but send more for postage; Smith do Stevenson, Helgagatan Upp 6-9, 118 58 Stockholm, 

Sweden 

Wasteland #2 

A literate and thick document of the New Jersey hardcore scene, featuring 

interviews with tough-looking guys: M.O.D., Agnostic Front, Against The Grain, 

A.K.P., Rule Of Thumb, and Compression. Reviews, ads, band photos and 

poetry (eek!) fill out the issue. Wasteland doesn’t claim to be anything but 

what it is— an overview of current NJHC. (JS) 
$1; do Chris, 33 Lockwood Place, Clifton, NJ 07012 

We Don’t Know Yet #6 

Hey I finally made it to my last review for this 

issue!!!! How can I not like this zine. It has the 

Independents (the singer is one of the nicest people 

I’ve ever met), Marky Ramone, U.K. Subs, reviews 

and lots more cool stuff. (BC) 
$? See You Publications PO. Box 16120 St. Paul, MN. 55116 

Wigout #1 

A small start, but off to a good one, nonetheless. 

Interviews with Serpico and Pep Rally (with some 

interesting bits about the scene in England), a Dag 

Nasty retrospective, A funny piece on Chevy Chase’s 

superstardom, a bunch of reviews, and a nice “scene 

rant”. I hope to see this one continue on... it has a 

lot of potential. (JP) 
Xerox, 20 pages, =BD size, A5 SASE Adz Smith 15 Quillings 

Way Borrowash Derby DE72 3YA 

Woundig #2 

Still learning, we get Woundig in the second install¬ 

ment. Two great things: 1. Kristy in her intro says 

that its a $1.50, no exceptions, friends, neighbors, 

everyone. I have thought this about music as well, 

look at your band and how hard you worked to 

scrape together your meager earnings and put out a 

single and then everyone wants a freebie because 

they are your friend. Well, for zines that don’t have a 

lot of ways to raise cash (like bands do with shows). It is too bad that she 

retracted this comment in her outro at the end. 2. The foreign language crash 

course was fun and entertaining as I sit and try to speak French and say “To 

swim potatoes at night” or “You have a potato head”. (EA) 

$1.50 104 Union St. Nelson, BC Vll 4A2 Canada 
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Hearts Once Nourished With Hope and Compassion 

Do you have our brand new mailorder fanzine? You should. Included are over 5000 of the best punk & hardcore cd’s, vinyl and merchandise at D1Y prices. 

Send one dollar to Revelation Records: P.0. Box 5232, Huntington Beach, f A 72615-5232 web: http://wvw.RevHQ.com 
RISK 



A Lesson In VIOLENCE 
EDISON 006: COALESCE Give Them Rope lp/cs/cd 

After making history on last year's earth shattering split ep with NAPALM DEATH, 
Kansas City MO's COALESCE bring it to the next level on their full length debut. 
Incredibly complex & crushing noise groove blends with utterly maniacal & chaotic 
instrumentalism, harsh bruising vocals, & resentful lyrics to bring you one of the 
most violently innovative records ever. An abrasive, mesmerizing, sonic assault on 
your ears; this is sheer brutality in it's highest form. File under DESTRUCTOCORE. 

EDISON 007: OVERCAST Eight Ambition To Kill lp/cs/ea 

The long awaited new full length from Boston’s OVERCAST. Brooding & intense over- 
the-top holy terror metalcore done like no one else before. Ripping, guttural vocals 
meld with complex fc technical music that ranges from full-on grinding blasts fc 
breakneck speed to throbbing machine-like grooves; all the while fusing absolutely 
dark fc eerie overtones with hints of melody, passion, & emotion. Equally powerful Sb 
precise, this release surely sets a new standard in brutality. 

• .$12.00 * y ; 

- 

FOR TISA/MC/AMEX/DISCOVER ORDERS, PLEASE CALL (215) 205-8572,12 PM - 7 PM. 

EDISON RECORDINGS P.0. BOX 42580 PHILADELPHIA PA 19101-2586 USA. 

send $2 (US) or 0 ISCs/$3 (world) for our huge 92 page mailorder catalog 
With over 200 other hardcore/punk/indie label’s releases fc merchandise. 

them too, they compromise. 
POBox 146374, Chicago II606146374 
poison 13@<v oridnefalt.net 
US. funds payable to Jason Buhrmester! 
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VERY® 
distribution Sc m ailorder 

p.o. box 42586 

|3 h i I c* d & I K i d pa T 91 Ol -2586 
artist / title vinyl cassette artist / title vinyl cassette 

25 TA LIFE Strength Through Unity $8 n/a $9 INTEGRITY Seasons In The Size Of Days $8 $8 $11 

88 FINGERS LOUIE Up Your Ass n/a $8 $12 INTEGRITY Hookedlungstolenbreathcunt n/a n/a $14 

97A Abandoned Future $8 n/a $9 INTO ANOTHER Ignaurus $9 $8 $12 

108 Three Fold Misery $12 n/a $14 JIHAD Old Testament cd n/a n/a $10 

108 One Path For Me Through Destiny n/a n/a $14 JOAN OF ARC A Portable Model Of... $8 n/a $11 

108 Curse Of Instinct n/a n/a $9 JUDGE Bringin' It Down $9 $8 $12 

A.C. 1 Like It When You Die n/a n/a $12 KISS IT GOODBYE She Loves Me... $9 $8 $12 

ABSOLUTION Discography $14 n/a $12 LEEWAY Born To Expire / Desparate Measures n/a n/a $13 

ACME To Reduce The Choir To One Soloist $7 n/a $10 LIFETIME Jersey's Best Dancers $8 n/a $11 

ACTION PATROL Weak Force $7 n/a $10 LINK 80 Killing Katie $8 n/a $8 

ANGEL HAIR Pregnant With The Senior Class n/a n/a $11 LOGICAL NONSENSE Expand The Hive $8 n/a $11 

ANTI-FLAG Die For Your Government n/a n/a $12 LOS CRUDOS / SPITBOY split $7 n/a n/a 

ANTIOCH ARROW In Love With Jetts $8 n/a $12 MANLIFTINGBANNER Discogrpahy n/a n/a $12 

ASSUCK Anti-Capital $8 n/a $10 MERAUDER Master Killer n/a $8 $12 

ASSUCK Misery Index $8 n/a $10 MINERAL The Power Of Falling $9 n/a $12 

BETA MINUS MECHANIC Disassembly Required $9 $8 $12 MINOR THREAT Discography n/a n/a $11 

BETTER THAN A THOUSAND Just One $9 $9 $12 MORNING AGAIN Martyr $10 n/a $12 

BLACK ARMY JACKET / HEMLOCK split $7 n/a $8 MOUTHPIECE What Was Said $8 $8 $11 

BLOOD FOR BLOOD Spit My Last Breath n/a n/a $12 MR. T EXPERIENCE Love Is Sweet & So Are You $9 $8 $12 

BOUNCING SOULS Maniacal Laughter $8 $8 $12 MURHPY'S LAW Back With A Bong / Murphy's Law n/a n/a $13 

BOY SETS FIRE The Day The Sun Went Out $8 n/a $11 NAPALM DEATH Inside The Torn Apart n/a $8 $12 

BRAND NEW UNIT No Looking Back n/a n/a $12 NEGLECT 4 Years Of Hate n/a n/a $18 

BREAKDOWN Blacklisted $8 n/a $9 NEUROSIS Souls At Zero $8 $8 $11 

BRUTAL TRUTH Sounds Of The Animal Kingdom $13 $8 $12 NEUROSIS Through Silver In Blood $13 $8 $12 

BULLDOZE The Final Beatdown n/a n/a $12 ONE KING DOWN Bloodlust Revenge $7 n/a $9 

BUZZOVEN The Gospel According To... n/a n/a $8 OVERCAST Begging For Indifference $4 $4 $7 

CANDIRIA Beyond Reasonable Doubt n/a n/a $12 OVERCAST Expectational Dilution n/a $8 $11 

CATHARSIS Samsara $10 n/a $10 OVERCAST Fight Ambition To Kill $8 $8 $11 

CAUSE FOR ALARM Birth After Birth $7 $7 $9 POWERHOUSE No Regrets n/a n/a $12 

CHOKEHOLD Content With Dying $7 n/a $8 PROMISE RING Nothing Feels So Good $8 n/a $11 

COALESCE A Safe Place $4 n/a n/a RANCOR Distinguish n/a n/a $10 

COALESCE / CONVERGE split $4 n/a n/a REDEMPTION 87 s/t $8 $8 $11 

COALESCE Give Them Rope $8 $8 $11 RORSCHACH Autopsy n/a n/a $10 

COMIN' CORRECT Knowledge Is Power n/a n/a $12 RYE COALITION Hee Saw Duh Keet $7 n/a $9 

CRISIS 8 Convulsions n/a n/a $12 SENSEFIELD Building $9 $8 $12 

CRO-MAGS Age Of Quarrel / Best Wishes n/a n/a $13 SHEER TERROR No Grounds For Pity n/a n/a ' $12 

CROWN OF THORNZ Mentally Vexed $10 $8 $12 SICK OF IT ALL Revelation Tapes $4 $7 $9 

CULTURE / KINDRED split $10 n/a $10 SICK OF IT ALL Live In A WorldFull Of Hate $12 n/a $14 

DESPAIR Pattern Life n/a n/a $10 SILENT MAJORITY Life Of A Spectator $8 n/a $11 

DESTROY Necropolis n/a n/a $10 SNAPCASE Lookinglasself $8 $8 $11 

DEVOID OF FAITH Discography n/a n/a $10 SNAPCASE Progression Through Unlearning $8 $8 $11 

DISASSOCIATE Controlled Power $8 n/a $12 SFAZZ La Revancha $8 n/a $10 

E-TOWN CONCRETE Time To Shine n/a n/a $12 SFAZZ / ROMANTIC GORILLA split n/a n/a $10 

EARTH CRISIS Gomorrah's Season Ends $8 $8 $11 STARKWEATHER Into The Wire $7 $6 $8 

ENEMY SOIL The Ruins Of Eden $9 n/a $9 STILL LIFE / RESN split $8 n/a n/a 

EXCESSIVE FORCE In Your Blood n/a n/a $11 STRIFE In This Defiance $8 $8 $11 

EXCRUCIATING TERROR Expression Of Pain n/a n/a $11 SUM OF ALL FEARS From This Day Forward n/a n/a $12 

EYEHATEGOD Dopesick n/a $8 $12 SWING KIDS Discography n/a n/a $10 

FAHRENHEIT 451 The Thought Of It n/a n/a $8 TEN YARD FIGHT Hardcore Pride $4 n/a $9 

FIFTEEN Allegro n/a n/a $10 TEN YARD FIGHT Back On Track $8 $8 $11 

FLOORPUNCH Twin Killing $8 $8 $11 TRANS MEGETTI Steal The Jet Keys $8 n/a $11 

FRAIL Discography n/a n/a $8 TODAY IS THE DAY Temple Of The Morning Star $10 n/a $12 

FRANKLIN Go Kid Go $7 n/a $10 TURMOIL Anchor $4 n/a $7 

FULLY / LADY LUCK split n/a n/a $11 UNIFORM CHOICE Straight & Alert $12 n/a $14 

FURY OF FIVE No Reason To Smile n/a n/a $14 UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON Switch Is Down $7 n/a $12 

GAME R^CE Three To Get Ready $8 $8 $10 VAN PELT Sultans Of Sentiment $7 n/a $10 

GEHENNA The War Of The Sons Of Light n/a n/a $12 VIOLENT SOCIETY Times Of Distraught n/a n/a $9 

GET UP KIDS Four Minute Mile $8 n/a $12 VISION One And The Same $4 n/a $10 

GORILLA BISCUITS Start Today $9 $8 $12 VISION OF DISORDER Still n/a n/a $9 

GRADE ...And Such Is Progress $8 n/a $10 WARZONE Don't Forget The Struggle / Open Your Eyes n/a n/a $13 

GRIEF Miserably Ever After $12 n/a $11 WESTON Real Life Story Of Teenage Rebellion $7 n/a $10 

GROUNDWORK We Will No Longer Be Silent... $7 n/a $12 WESTON Matinee $8 n/a $11 
H20 s/t $9 n/a $12 WILL HAVEN El Diablo $9 $8 $12 

HANDS TIED s/t $4 n/a $9 YOUTH BRIGADE Sink With Kalifornija $8 $8 $12 

HARVEST Living With A God Complex $8 n/a $11 v/a ABC'S OF PUNK $12 n/a $10 

HELLNATION Control n/a n/a $10 v/a A CALL FOR UNITY n/a n/a $12 

HIS HERO IS GONE 15 Counts Of Arson $8 n/a $10 v/a CINEMA BEER NUTS n/a n/a $9 

HOT WATER MUSIC Forever & Counting $8 n/a $11 v/a DONT FORGET TO BREATHE $12 n/a $12 

IMPOSSIBLE FIVE Eleven Hours In Antwerp $7 n/a $10 v/a EAST COAST ASSAULT Volume 2 n/a n/a $15 

INDECISION Unorthodox $9 $8 $11 v/a THE HARDER THEY COME... n/a n/a $12 

INHUMAN Evolver n/a n/a $12 v/a MISFITS OF SKA Volume 2 n/a n/a $11 
INK & DAGGER Drive This Seven Inch Stake... $4 n/a $11 v/a TAKE WARNING : THE SONGS OF OP IVY n/a n/a • $12 
INSIDE OUT No Spiritual Surrender $4 $7 $9 v/a TEN YEARS LATER n/a n/a $12 

For VISA / MASTERCARD / AMEX / DISCOVER orders, please call (215) 203-VERY, noon to 7 pm daily. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS A $15 MINIMUM ORDER (BEFORE POSTAGE) ON ALL CREDIT CARD ORDERS. 

US CUSTOMERS: Please add $3.50 pei r order for fast priority mail shipping & insurance. 

CANADA: Please add $1 per 7"/cs, $1.50 per cd, $3 per Ip. EUROPE / WOLRD: Please add $2.50 per 7'7cs, $3 per cd, $7 per Ip. 

Please list alternates on all mail-in orders in the event we are out of something, else you will be given a credit slip. For best service, please send $2 for our current mailorder catalog. 

I MAILORDER: We stock over 2000 other punk/hardcore/indie relea ses, plus c lothing, zines, videos, & more! Please send $2 (US) or S3 (wor Id) to receive our 100+ 

page quarterly mai ilorder catalog... STORES: please fax us at (215) 426-9662 for our wholesale catalog. We're > cheap ! 
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All issues before PP15 are all black & white. Covers of PP15-21 are 
2-3 color. The issue you're holding now is our first full-color cover. 

PP41 don't know where we got copies of of this, but when we moved the office, we found 

a stack of 'em lying around. Interviews with Epitaph records. Allied records, and a punk liv¬ 

ing with AIDS. Article on problems at the ABC No RIO. Ugly as hell. This is as old school as 

you can get 80 pgs. 

PP5 interviews with Bikini Kill, Huggy Bear, and the Queers. An article on the MC5. Plus 

everything else you expect and some stuff you don't! 80 pgs. 

PP7 the one year anniversary issue. Interviews with Man or Astroman, Kerosene 454, & 

Rudy Vanderlans. An article on the NEA & an article on Pirate Video. Columns, reviews, & 

more more more!! 96 pgs 

PP8 interviews with Red Aunts, Aus Rotten, Fabric, and The Smears. The controversial arti¬ 

cle on Punk Publishing. Plus comics, columns, DIY, and much much much more. 104 pgs. 

PPIO Interviews with Weston, Chisel, and Braid. An article on Spoken Word and 

another on Bob Dole. DIY files on how to buy a guitar. Plus fiction, columns, reviews, 

and everything else you love! Also, it looks really really good. 112 pgs 

PP11 Interviews with Texas is the Reason, Naked Aggression, John Cougar 

Concentration Camp, and Christie Front Drive. Article on Community based money. Part 

2 of the how to buy a guitar DIY file. Plus fiction, columns, and everything else you love 

love love! 104 pgs 

PP12 Interviews with Cub, Squirtgun, and Aaron Cometbus. Articles on UFOs, Punk 

Film, and The Telecommunications Act. DIY on how to get ready for a tour. Plus fiction, 

columns, and everything else you love love love! 104 pgs 

PP13 Interviews with Adrian Tomine, Lifetime, Jon Moritsugu, and Sinkhole. An 

incredible article about voting in the US. DIY on how to change car oil. Plus fiction, 

columns, and everything else you want like you want me! 112 pgs 

PP14 Interviews with Research's V. Vale, Delta 72, Promise Ring, The Strike, and 

Fadsheet 5's R. Seth Friedman. Fascinating article about punk & multinational capitalism. 

DIY on buying a van. Recepies, reviews, columns and all that other stuff you love! 120pgs 

PP15 Some people are calling this the "political" issue, which totally discounts all 

the other political articles we've printed. However, this issue does have politics in 

spades, as it features 20 pages (in three color!) on the Democratic & Republican con¬ 

ventions. It also has interviews with Sarah Dyer from Action Girl Comics, Rhythm 

Collision, Chamberlain, and cheesecake as well as DIY, columns, and all that other stuff 

you can't get enough of! 120 pgs 

PP16 Interviews with Sarah Jacobson (who as a result of this interview now writes 

our underground film review section), Damnation AD, The Dismemberment Plan, and 

Pat West of Change Zine. A fantastic article on Culture Jamming, as well as an article 

about the 1996-97 NBA season (yowza is right). The DIY files is a massive artilce 

about distributing your zine. Plus, the PP staff picks the best releases of 1996. Guess 

what? There's all the other stuff you like about PP in here! 120 pgs 

PP17 If you don't already have this issue, you should. This issue features "All Punk 

Cons" the best critique of modern punk ever put to paper; before you go screaming 

about 'sellouts', make sure you've read the article. Interviews with The Descendents, 

Dan O'Mahoney, Snapcase, Rye Coalition, and Pain. An article on living with the pos¬ 

sible of breast cancer. DIY on scanning, and of course much much much more. 136 

pgs- 

PP19 Our biggest issue ever. PP19 explores the link between punk rock and heroin 

with 4 articles dedicated to discussing the drug's appeal to the punk community and 

the repercussions of that appeal. This ain't no simple "just say no" critique either: we 

know why you do H. But we also know why you need to stop. In addition to all that 

fun, there's interviews with The Softies, Troubleman Unlimited, Dillinger 4, Lookout 

Records and more. Articles on the battle between Alternative Tentacles and the 

Philadephia PD, The Who's Emma Collective, and more. There is so much in this issue 

we can't even list it all. 168 pgs. 

PP20 Everything you've ever wanted to know about Black Flag but were afraid to ask. 

Almost all the members of BF finally speak about being in the band, being out of the 

band, and all points in between. In addition, we've got interviews with Citizen Fish, 

Elliot Smith, Sweetbelly Freakdown, Jejune, Mordam Records, & Lumberjack 

Distribution. Articles on the McLibel trial, the Southern Baptists' boycott of Disney, and 

the rebirth of the American labor movement at Action '97 in Detroit. You know there's 

more in here. You know you want it. You know we love you Ice. 160 pgs. 

PP21 The Make-Up grace the beautiful purple cover of this, our last spot-color cover. 

The color gamut may be limited, but the scope of stuff covered in this issue sure ain't. In 

addition to the gospel according to The Make-Up, there are interviews with Los Crudos, 

Tsunami, Karate, Gameface, Joan of Arc & Slowdime Records. There's also an incredible 

articile called "Youth Quake" that exposes America's undeclared war on kids. That's not 

the only article though, there's a bio of author Nicole Pdnter, an article about the union¬ 

ization efforts of strippers at the Lusty Lady strip club, and one man's story about escap¬ 

ing from jail. Plus a ton of other stuff—it's our longest issue ever!!! 176pgs. 

back issues are available for $2.00 each 
Punk Planet PO Box 464 

Chicago IL 60690 
some issues may sell out. list alternates when ordering. 



No one stuffs your stocking tike Spitobh! 

The Cramps The Bouncing Souls Down by Law NOFX Union 13 
Big Beat From Badsville Self-Titled Last Of The Sharpshooters Thanks For All the Shoes East Los Presents 

Dwarves 
Young And Good Looking 

Bad Religion 

Also (A/oiloble for holiday listening pleasure.. 
Descendents Humpers Rancid Red Aunts New Bomb Turks Ten Foot Pole 

Pennywise 
Full Circle 

Voodoo Glow Skulls The Joykiller 
Bade De Los Locos ‘3’ 

Millencolin 
For Monkeys 

H20 
Thicker Than Water 

Pulley 
60 Cycle Hum 



“All music is folk music. I ain’t never heard no horse sing.” 
•Louis Armstrong 

HeY! iT’S OUR BiRTHDaY! 
LOOKOUT RGGORDS iS TON YeaRS OLD! 

To kick off OUP yean long celebration, a series of benefit concerts will take place over the weekend of January 
9th, 10th, and 11th in Berkeley and San Francisco. In addition to the shows. Lookout will host special events 
at the Lookout Recordshop, films, karaoke, kissing booths, special auditions for Lookout records and much 
more. Details of the shows and events, currently scheduled at 924 Gilman St. (Berkeley), Slim’s (San 
Francisco) and the Lookout Recordshop, will be coming soon. Mark your calendars now! (Check our website!) 

LOOKOUT ReCORDS PO BOX 11374 BeRKeLeY Ca 947IS wvww.lookoutpecopds.com 

o 
LOOKOUT! 
RECORDS 


